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W
ednesday 12 October

Time Session Title Presenter Room Paper

1700-1800 Plenary Keynote Time to change how we understand and manage low back pain in sport Professor Peter 
O’Sullivan

Members 
Dining Room

1

1  Time to change how we understand and manage low back pain in sport

P O’Sullivan1 
1Curtin University

Historically back pain has been thought to be caused by an injury, resulting in damage to the spine. This belief has driven exponential increases in 
radiological imaging to identify ‘pathological structures’, injections to detect ‘painful structures’ and in some cases surgery directed to the these 
structures. Physiotherapy practice has responded to this problem with a various manual treatments and exercise interventions with a view to correct 
‘biomechanical faults’ presumed to be underlying the problem. These approaches together have not arrested the escalating cost and disability burden 
of back pain in our community.
In contrast to these beliefs, contemporary research suggests that back pain often develops in adolescence and sets a trajectory for later life. It is 
rarely caused by injury and findings on MRI scan correlate poorly with the back pain experience. Furthermore biomechanical faults are not strongly 
causally linked to back pain and people with disabling back pain present with excessive trunk muscle co-contraction rather than a lack of ‘core 
stability’. There is growing evidence that disabling back pain is associated with unhelpful beliefs and behaviors that drive fear, distress, sensitization, 
protective guarding and avoidance. Current clinical practice often reinforces and exacerbates this process.
This evidence challenges current practice to reframe our understanding and management of back pain disorders. A Cognitive functional approach 
provides a personalized evidence based understanding of low back pain, pain control strategies to enable people to build confidence to return to 
feared and avoided valued activities and addresses unhelpful lifestyle behaviors. There is growing evidence that this approach results in larger 
long-term benefits over traditional approaches.
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Thursday 13 October

Time Session Title Presenter Room Paper

0930-1030 Keynote Fitness versus fatness: which influences health and mortality risk the most? Professor Glenn 
Gaesser

Members Dining 
Room

2

0930-1030 Keynote Impairment-Based Rehabilitation for Lateral Ankle Instability Dr Jay Hertel Yarra Park Room 3

1100-1230 Symposium Patellofemoral Pain: Using Evidence to Inform Practice Members Dining 
Room

Patellofemoral Pain: Using Evidence to Inform Practice Kay Crossley 4

1100-1230 Symposium HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) Yarra Park Room

HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) David Bishop/
Jeff Coombes

5

1100-1230 Sedentary Behaviour & Screen Time: Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 
1

Sitting time and depression in young women over 12-years: the effect  
of physical activity

Toby Pavey 6

Active Minds Happy Kids: a stealth-based pilot intervention targeting 
preschoolers’ screen-time, outdoor play and social skills

Trina Hinkley 7

Longitudinal associations between recreational screen-time and mental  
health in Australian adolescents: A cross-lagged panel analysis.

Mark Babic 8

Changes in sitting time after a real-world workplace health promotion program Bronwyn Clark 9

Mediators of change in screen-time in a school-based intervention for 
adolescent boys: Findings from the ATLAS cluster RCT

Jordan Smith 10

Intervention to reduce recreational screen-time in adolescents:  
outcomes and mediators from the “Switch-off 4 Healthy Minds”™  
(S4HM) cluster randomized controlled trial.

Mark Babic 11

Longitudinal changes in adolescent sedentary behaviour in a school day. Lynda Davies 12

Do sitting, standing or walking desks impact attentional resources and 
stress||response in office work?

Nicholas Gilson 13

1100-1230 Community Injury Prevention: Free Papers Harrison Room 1

KNEE Program: Netball Australia Alana Ancliff 14

Coach perceptions of risk factors associated with lower limb injuries Angela 
McGlashan

15

Australian community football coaches’ 11+ knowledge and behaviour Alex Donaldson 16

Implementation of the hamstring lowers exercise in Community Australian 
Football- A case study

Scott Talpey 17

Evaluation of the implementation of a lower limb injury prevention program  
in community Australian Football.

Alex Donaldson 18

Stability of the SCAT3 and relationship with game day head impacts  
in non-concussed amateur Australian Rules football players

Catherine 
Willmott

19

1100-1230 Nutrition: Free Papers Harrison Room 2

FODMAP removal in athletes: An online survey of specific food  
avoidance and associated symptoms in athletes

James Fell 20

CYP1A2 polymorphism does not modulate caffeine’s effects on sprint 
performance or its metabolites during a soccer match simulation

Michael Kingsley 21

Effect of nutritional status and exercise program on oxidative stress level Naporn 
Uengarporn

22

The effect of a novel keratin protein supplement vs. casein on lean body  
mass and exercise performance in male athletes.

Yanita McLeay 23

THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER PAPERS AT A GLANCE
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THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER PAPERS AT A GLANCE

Time Session Title Presenter Room Paper

The Effects of Carbohydrate-Electrolyte Drinks on Physical and  
Mental Performance

Nathanael 
Meckes

24

Effects of nicotine on repeated anaerobic exercise Robert Johnston 25

1330-1500 Symposium ACL Knee (La Trobe University) Members Dining 
Room

A Call to Action for Prevention of Devastating Second ACL Injuries Kate Webster 26

1330-1500 Invited The Athlete with Palpitations – Working out what’s serious Yarra Park Room

The Athlete with Palpitations – Working out what’s serious

Assessment of physical function in older adults: a rich history  
and new approaches

Andre La 
Gerche/Anthony 
Marsh

27

1330-1500 Lower Back Pain / Pelvis Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 
1

Efficacy of the new SacroFix brace on Pelvic Girdle Pain – Preliminary Results Trish 
Wisbey-Roth

28

Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) of the Dorsal Root Ganglion (DRG) for  
Peripheral Causalgia and Other Neuropathic Pain Conditions: First  
Commercial Experience in Australia

Bruce Mitchell 29

Who benefits most from individualised physiotherapy versus advice for low 
back disorders: effect modifier analysis of randomised controlled trial data

Jon Ford 30

Exercise regimens and physical activity after lumbar discectomy:  
facilitators and barriers

Teddy Oosterhuis 31

Sacral Nerve Stimulation for the Treatment of Chronic Low Back,  
Pelvic Girdle and Leg Pain – A Prospective Study

Bruce Mitchell 32

Individualised physiotherapy versus advice for people with low back  
disorders: a 2-year follow-up of a randomised controlled trial

Jon Ford 33

Targeting the Cause, not just the Symptoms: A New Treatment for  
Chronic Low Back Pain – Results of the Reactiv8-A Trial.

Bruce Mitchell 34

1330-1500 Exercise Science 2: Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 
2

Afternoon but not morning exercise lowers blood glucose concentrations Brett Gordon 35

Short or longer effort time in intermittent exercise? Monica Takito 36

Effects of an acute oral dose of digoxin on plasma K+ regulation, muscle 
performance and excitability during and following high-intensity cycling

Trevor Farr 37

New Method For Measuring The Lung Conducting Zone And Application  
To Indirect Calorimetry

Joshua 
Schnebele

38

Effects of 4 weeks High-intensity training on running and cycling  
performance in well-trained triathletes

Milos Mallol 
Soler

39

Sex differences in adaptations to high intensity interval training Samantha 
Hoffman

40

Assessment of urinary neurotrophins during two different menstrual  
cycle phases following endurance exercise

Nobuo Yasuda 41

Sex differences in autonomic cardiac activity and oxygen saturation  
response to simulated altitude

Michal Botek 42

1530-1700 Pain: Free Papers (inc. Invited: Professor Toomas Timpka) Members Dining 
Room

Integrated Pain Management Research Toomas Timpka 43
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THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER PAPERS AT A GLANCE

Time Session Title Presenter Room Paper

Pain and psychological characteristics in patellar tendinopathy Melanie 
Plinsinga

44

There is an evidence-practice gap in patellofemoral pain  
management that can be bridged

Christian Barton 45

Pushing the pain barriers because the show must go on. Carly Harrison 46

Quantitative Sensory Testing in Achilles tendinopathy Melanie 
Plinsinga

47

1530-1700 Symposium: Intramuscular Hamstring / Tendon Injuries (La Trobe University) Yarra Park Room

Intramuscular Hamstring / Tendon Injuries Peter Brukner

David Connell

Andrew Wallace

48

1530-1700 Physical Activity Interventions 1: Free Papers  
(inc. Invited: Professor David Lubans) 

Jim Stynes Room 
1

Sitting less, HIITing more and everything in between: Implementing 
evidence-based physical activity programs in schools

David Lubans 49

Improvements in fitness at 12-months follow up of an individualised  
home and community based exercise program after stroke

Robin Callister 50

The effects a home-based physical activity program on barrier and  
program-specific self-efficacy of older adults. The MOVES Study

Kay Cox 51

Fit4Two: a web-based computer-tailored physical activity intervention  
for pregnant women.

Melanie Hayman 52

Integrating smartphone technology, social support & the outdoor environment 
for health-related fitness among adults at risk/with T2D: The eCoFit RCT

Ronald Plotnikoff 53

Integrating cognitive mentoring, smartphone technology & the outdoor 
environment to increase PA: Mental health outcomes among adults at  
risk/with T2D

Magdalena 
Wilczynska

54

A synthesis of qualitative evidence on factors that influence the uptake  
of occupational sedentary exposure reduction strategies

Nicholas Gilson 55

1530-1700 Biomechanics 1: Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 
2

Hip and knee kinematics during successful and failed single leg landings  
in anterior cruciate ligament reconstructed subjects.

Peta Johnston 56

Inter-Limb Differences During Single and Bilaterial Landing in Girls: 
Implications for Approproately Indentifying ACL Risk Factors

Tim Sayer 57

The effect of a cadence retraining protocol on lower limb sagittal plane 
kinematics and EMG activity in a normal population of social runners.

Christopher 
Maher

58

The relationship between front foot position and lower limb and lumbar  
kinetics during a drag flick in specialist hockey players

Catherine Wild 59

Kinetic Characteristics of Kicking Motion Between Football Players  
With or Without Groin Pain – From Motion Analysis of the Instep Kick

Kenji Murakami 60

Assessment of postural sway using smartphone technologies:  
Comparison with force plate measures

Crystal Kean 61

Distinct cut task strategy in Australian Football players with a  
history of groin pain

Suzi Edwards 62

1530-1700 OA Joint Health: Free Papers Harrison Room 1

The Joint Health of Recreational Runners – An Analysis of Symptoms, 
 Injury History and Osteoarthritis

Richard Leech 63
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Time Session Title Presenter Room Paper

Patellar cartilage status in people after ACL reconstruction: influence  
of timing of return to sports and infrapatellar fat pad morphology

Ans Van Ginckel 64

A randomised trial investigating an accelerated weight bearing program  
after autologous chondrocyte implantation: 2-year outcomes

Jay Ebert 65

Functional limitations in individuals with symptomatic and radiographic 
mild-to-moderate hip osteoarthritis: a case-control study

Maria 
Constantinou

66

The Association Between Running Loads and Injury, Joint Symptoms  
and Osteoarthritis in Runners and Triathletes

Richard Leech 67

Gluteal muscle atrophy and fatty deposits increase with advancing hip 
osteoarthritis

Tania Pizzari 68

To evaluate the effect of autologous adipose derived mesenchymal stem  
cell therapy in the treatment of osteoarthritis – a case series analysis

Julien Freitag 69

2  Fitness versus fatness: which influences health and mortality risk the most?

G. Gaesser1* 
1Arizona State University

Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is a more powerful predictor of mortality than body mass index or adiposity, and improving CRF is more important 
than losing body fat for reducing risk of cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality. Data on reduced morbidity and mortality associated with 
increased CRF are strong and consistent. By contrast, data on intentional weight loss and mortality are uncertain, and weight loss-induced risk factor 
modification  may be largely transient.  Weight loss maintenance is poor, and there are documented health risks associated with chronic weight 
instability ( ‘‘ yo-yo’’ dieting).  Consequently, a more effective approach for reducing morbidity and mortality associated with obesity requires shifting 
away from the largely failed weight-loss-centered paradigm to one focused on improving CRF.  There is little downside to becoming more physically 
active, and the threshold for CRF necessary to yield significant health benefits is fairly modest and achievable by most adults. A focus on improving 
CRF through increased physical activity is a safer alternative for management of obesity and associated comorbidities. Exercise adherence may 
improve if clinicians emphasized to their patients the importance of CRF compared with weight loss for improving health and reducing the risk of 
chronic diseases.

3 Keynote: Impairment-Based Rehabilitation for Lateral Ankle Instability

Jay Hertel, PhD, ATC, FACSM1 
1University of Virginia (USA)

Lateral ankle sprains are among the most common injuries incurred by competitive and recreational athletes. While these injuries are often deemed 
innocuous by both athletes and clinicians, approximately 40% of individuals who incur a first time ankle sprain will develop chronic ankle instability, a 
condition characterized by recurrent sprains and bouts of instability, persistent symptoms, and diminished functional performance. Following injury, 
patients often present with excessive joint laxity, restricted arthrokinematic and osteokinematic motion, muscle weakness, impaired balance, and 
altered movement patterns during gait and landing tasks. In this presentation, a model of impairment-based rehabilitation will be presented that links 
clinical exam findings to rehabilitation strategies in the treatment of individual patients. The results of conservative intervention trials emphasizing 
therapeutic exercise will also be thoroughly addressed.

4  Patellofemoral Pain: Using Evidence to Inform Practice 

Introduction: Patellofemoral pain is a problem for people involved in sports and physical activity. It is the common diagnosis seen at sports medicine 
clinics and has an incidence of 10-15% in active populations. It also affects active people across the lifespan, from adolescence to older people (with 
osteoarthritis). It is associated with considerable loss of quality of life and reduction in physical activity, with potential long term consequences.
This symposium will be presented in two parts. In the first part, we will provide an update of the evidence underpinning our understanding of 
patellofemoral pain. In the second part, we will present cases (or hypothetical cases), where we will provide some examples of how to apply the 
evidence in practice. Following the cases, a discussion about the future of patellofemoral pain research and its implementation into practice will be 
led Kay Crossley 
Paper 1: What is patellofemoral pain, its prevalence and impact? – Prof Kay Crossley

THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER PAPERS AT A GLANCE
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Paper 2: Physical impairments in patellofemoral pain – Dr Natalie Collins
Paper 3: Pain/ psychological impairments in patellofemoral pain – Prof Bill Vicenzino
Paper 4: Treatment consensus overview – Dr Christian Barton/Prof Kay Crossley
Questions re evidence – all speakers
Case discussions:
Case 1: Foot orthoses: Dr Natalie Collins
Case 2: Running retraining: Dr Christian Barton
Case 3: Patellofemoral lesions: Prof Kay Crossley
Case 4: Addressing pain, psychological factors: Prof Bill Vicenzino
Discussions of cases by panel and questions from the audience 

5  High Intensity Interval Training Symposium

David Bishop1, Jeff Coombes2, Andre Le Gerche3, Tony Marsh4 
1Victoria University of Technology • 2University of Queensland • 3IDI • 4 Wake Forest University

High intensity interval training (HIIT) refers to bursts of high intensity exercise separated by periods of low intensity. This training approach has been 
used with athletes for decades to enhance aerobic and anaerobic performance and is now being widely studied for effectiveness in clinical 
populations.  This symposium will firstly look at the effects of HIIT at a cellular level. Prof. Bishop will describe the latest research investigating the 
effects of HIIT on mitochondrial biogenesis, and whether this can help explain the reported health benefits of HIIT. Mitochondria are key components 
of skeletal muscles, as they provide the energy required for almost all cellular activities and play an important role in ageing and cell pathology. 
Exercise training is one factor shown to provide a powerful stimulus to increase both mitochondrial content and/or respiratory function, yet little is 
known about the optimal training dose. This will be followed by Prof. Coombes discussing the safety and efficacy evidence of HIIT in participants with 
cardiovascular disease, metabolic syndrome, cancer and diabetes. Finally, a panel discussion including A/Prof. Le Gerche and Dr Marsh will allow for 
audience interaction on issues related to HIIT. 

6  Sitting Time and Depression in Young Women over 12-years: The Effect of Physical Activity

T Pavey1*, W Brown2 
1School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Queensland University of Tecnology • 2School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences, The University of Queensland

Introduction: There is an increasing body of evidence to show that prolonged sitting time is associated with increased risk of mortality and chronic 
illnesses, including depression. While there have been claims that the two risks are ‘independent’, their joint and stratified effects are unclear. The 
aim of this study was to explore the combined effects of physical activity and sitting time on the 12 year risk of depressive symptoms in young 
women. 
Methods: 9061 young participants in the Australian Longitudinal Study on Women’s Health completed surveys in 2000 (age 22-27), 2003, 2006, 
2009 and 2012. Generalised Estimating Equation models were used to calculate odds ratios for depressive symptoms, in women in increasing 
quintiles of sitting time and decreasing quartiles of physical activity, with <4 hours/day of sitting and the highest PA quartile as the reference category 
(joint effect). Effects were also examined in stratified models, with <4 hours/day of sitting the reference category in each PA quartile. Models were 
adjusted for a number of socio-demographic, behavioural and health covariates. 
Results: In the adjusted model, compared with the reference category (low sitting, high physical activity), odds ratios for depressive symptoms were 
significantly higher among women who sat for >4, 6 or 8 hours/day and reported doing no physical activity. Only those who sat <4 h/day were not at 
increased risk. Women who sat for ≥10 hours/day were at greater risk of depressive symptoms than those in the reference category, regardless of PA 
level (PA quartile 1, OR=1.72 [95% CI=1.38-2.14]; PA quartile 2, OR=1.59 [95% CI=1.26-2.00]; PA quartile 3, OR=1.35 [95% CI=1.16-1.91]; PA 
Quartile 4, OR=1.49 [95% CI=1.16-1.91]). These significant associations for women who sat for ≥10 hours/day, remained in stratified analysis (PA 
quartiles 1, OR=1.41 [95% CI=1.12-1.77]; PA quartile 2, OR=1.62 [95% CI=1.26-2.08]; PA quartile 3, OR=1.39 [95% CI=1.09-1.76]; PA Quartile 
4, OR=1.54 [95% CI=1.19-1.99]).
Discussion: These data suggest that there are joint effects of too little activity and too much sitting on the risk of developing depressive symptoms 
in young women. High levels of PA appear to be protective against the hazards of high sitting time at this life stage, except for those with high levels of 
sitting. The volume of both sitting time and physical activity should therefore be taken into account when the health risks of too much sitting are being 
examined.

7  Active Minds Happy Kids: A Stealth-based Pilot Intervention Targeting Preschoolers’ Screen-time, Outdoor 
Play and Social Skills

T Hinkley1*, D Cliff2, J Lum3, K Hesketh1 
1Institute for Physical Activity and Nutrition, Deakin University • 2Early Start Research Institute, University of Wollongong • 3School of Psychology, Deakin University

Introduction Preschoolers spend a large amount of time in screen-time and are insufficiently active which may be detrimental to growth and 
development. Parents are reluctant to reduce screen-time or increase active play and fail to appreciate potential impacts on their preschool child. 
Focusing on characteristics with saliency to parents may be an effective behaviour change approach. This study examines the potential efficacy of a 
family-based, online intervention targeting social skills as a means to reduce preschoolers’ screen-time and increase their outdoor play.
Methods: This pilot intervention assigned families within preschools to either a wholly-online (n=11 preschools, 26 families) or online with one group 
session (n=3 preschools, 16 families) intervention. The intervention included weekly activities to support cognitive functioning and social skills and 
decrease screen-time. Social Cognitive and Family Systems Theories underpinned program development. Parents participated in eight weekly 
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sessions covering topics including recommendations, behaviour change processes and strategies, and seven social skills (e.g. communication, 
empathy). Screen-time, outdoor play and social skills (Social Skills Rating Scale) were assessed by parent-proxy report. Preliminary analyses 
assessing pre- to post-intervention differences were assessed using paired t tests.
Results: Children were aged 4.8 (range 4.2-5.5) years at baseline and 60% were boys. Children spent significantly less time in total screen-time 
(110.4 mins/day, 95% CI 83.3, 137.5 vs. 136.0, 95% CI 106.9, 165.1; p=0.014) and more time in outdoor play (125.9 mins/day, 95% CI 105.8, 
145.9 vs. 71.9, 95% CI 59.1, 84.7; p<0.0001) at post-intervention compared with pre-intervention. Children’s mean social skills scores, 
standardized for age and sex, were significantly higher at post- compared with pre-intervention (99.8, 95% CI 97.0, 102.6 vs. 96.9, 95% CI 94.3, 
99.4; p=0.0014). Significant improvements were also seen on three of the seven social skills subscales: empathy, engagement and self-control. No 
change was evident in children’s device-specific screen-time behaviours (e.g. TV, portable devices, computer). 
Discussion: Results suggest that a short, easily-delivered program may enhance children’s outdoor active play and their social skills, while 
minimizing their screen-time. A stealth-based approach may be an effective method to encourage behaviour change in preschool children. Inclusion 
of additional strategies to specifically target the remaining social skills subscales (communication, cooperation, assertiveness and responsibility) and 
specific screen device use may be necessary. A larger, randomized trial is warranted to assess the potential efficacy of the program.

8  Longitudinal Associations Between Recreational Screen-time and Mental Health in Australian Adolescents:  
A Cross-lagged Panel Analysis.

M Babic1*, K Colyvas2, P Morgan1, R Plotnikoff1, C Lonsdale3, D Lubans1 
1Priority Research Centre in Physical Activity and Nutrition, University of Newcastle • 2School of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of Newcastle • 3Institute 
for Positive Psychology and Education, Australian Catholic University

Introduction: Secular increases in recreational screen-time and poor mental health are global public health concerns. Although excessive 
screen-time may be a risk factor for poor mental health, few longitudinal studies have been conducted. The aim of this study was to explore 
longitudinal associations between changes in recreational screen-time (both total and device specific) and mental health (both ill-being and 
well-being) outcomes in a sample of Australian adolescents in the first year of secondary school. 
Methods: Prospective associations were explored using a cross-lagged panel design with data from a cluster randomized controlled trial with 
6-month follow-up. Participants were 322 (65.5% girls) grade 7 students (Mean age 14.4 ± 0.6 years) who reported exceeding recreational 
screen-time recommendations (i.e., > 2 hours/day). Recreational screen-time (television, DVD, computer, tablet, and phone use) was assessed using 
the Adolescent Sedentary Activity Questionnaire. Mental health outcomes included psychological difficulties (Strengths and Difficulties 
Questionnaire), physical self-concept (Physical Self-Description Questionnaire), and psychological well-being (Flourishing Scale). Structural equation 
modelling was used to test longitudinal models of screen-time predicting mental health over the 6-month study period. 
Results: Changes in total screen-time were positively associated with changes in total psychological difficulties (β = 0.17, p < 0.001) and negatively 
associated with changes in physical self-concept (β = -0.09, p = 0.029) and psychological well-being (β = -0.13, p = 0.007). Changes in television 
viewing were positively associated with psychological difficulties (β = 0.16, p < 0.001). No associations were found for computer use for homework, 
however, changes in recreational computer use were positively associated with psychological difficulties (β = 0.17, p < 0.001) and negatively 
associated with psychological well-being (β = -0.15, p = 0.002). Finally, changes in tablet and phone use were negatively associated with physical 
self-concept (β = -0.17, p < 0.001). 
Discussion: The first year of secondary school represents an important period of transition combined with rapid physical and psychological growth 
and development. This study has demonstrated that changes in screen-time during this period are associated with a range of mental health 
outcomes. While this study does not provide causal evidence for the detrimental effect of screen-time on mental health in adolescents, the findings 
suggest that reducing screen-time may reduce ill-being and enhance well-being in adolescents. 

9  Changes in Sitting Time After a Real-world Workplace Health Promotion Program

B Clark1*, S Adeleke1, A Goode1, G Healy2 

1School of Public Health, The University of Queensland • 2Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute

Background: Sitting for longer has been shown to be detrimentally associated with a number of health outcomes including cardiovascular disease 
risk and premature mortality. Office workers sit for a large proportion of their working hours and this has led researchers to implement interventions 
to reduce workplace sitting in this group. Modifications to workplaces including installation of sit-stand work stations have been shown to be effective 
in reducing the amount of time workers spend sitting. Findings have generally come from researcher led controlled interventions and are yet to be 
confirmed in real-world health promotion settings. The offices of The Department of Human Services, Tweed Heads (DHS Tweed) were renovated in 
2015 with modifications including installation of sit-stand work stations for all office workers. 
Methods: Office workers at DHS Tweed were invited to complete a survey (questions on physical activity over the whole day; sitting, standing, 
walking and breaking up sitting time at work; sitting for leisure and transport outside work) prior to the workplace renovations and at follow-up three 
months after the changes were complete. The study used a single-group, repeated measures design using paired analyses. 
Results: 78 workers completed the survey at baseline and follow-up (51% of those who responded at baseline; 83% female, 62% 40+years). From 
baseline to follow-up, participants decreased their workplace sitting time (%workplace time sitting mean change -17 [95% CI= -22, -13], p<0.01) 
and increased their workplace standing time (%workplace time standing mean change +15 [95%CI=11, 19], p<0.01). They did not show changes 
in other sitting and activity variables of workplace walking or frequency of breaks from sitting; daily walking, moderate or vigorous intensity activity; or 
sitting time for transport or leisure outside work hours. 
Discussion: Findings suggest that workplace modifications, which include implementation of sit-stand work stations, may be effective in reducing 
sitting time and increasing standing in office workers in real-world settings (without researcher intervention).
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10  Mediators of Change in Screen-time in a School-based Intervention for Adolescent Boys: Findings from the 
ATLAS Cluster RCT

J Smith1*, P Morgan1, C Lonsdale2, K Dally1, R Plotnikoff1, J Salmon3, D Lubans1 
1University of Newcastle • 2Australian Catholic University • 3Deakin University

Introduction: Most western adolescents exceed current screen-time guidelines, which may have both short- and long-term impacts on health and 
wellbeing. Cross-sectional evidence suggests parental enforcement of screen-time rules at home is an effective strategy for limiting children’s screen 
viewing. However, there is less evidence for this among adolescents. Encouraging self-regulation of screen viewing may be a feasible and effective 
strategy for adolescents. Yet, few experimental studies examining the impact of such strategies have be conducted. The aim of this study was to 
determine the effect of a school-based obesity prevention intervention on adolescent boys’ motivation to limit their screen-time and the provision of 
parental screen-time rules, and to explore the potential mediating effects of these variables on changes in recreational screen-time.
Methods: Study participants were 361 adolescent boys (aged 12-14 years) participating in the ‘Active Teen Leaders Avoiding Screen-time’ (ATLAS) 
cluster RCT. The 20-week intervention was evaluated in 14 secondary schools located in low-income areas of New South Wales (NSW), Australia. 
The intervention was based on Self-Determination Theory and Social Cognitive Theory and involved: Teacher professional learning, researcher-led 
interactive seminars, provision of fitness equipment to schools, physical activity sessions delivered by teachers, lunch-time physical activity mentoring 
sessions, parental screen-time newsletters, pedometers for physical activity self-monitoring, and a purpose built smartphone application and website. 
Recreational screen-time was assessed using a modified version of the Adolescent Sedentary Activity Questionnaire (ASAQ) at baseline, 8-months 
and 18-months. Potential mediators were assessed at baseline, mid-intervention (4-months) and 18-months. Multi-level mediation analyses were 
conducted using a product-of-coefficients test and followed the intention-to-treat principle.
Results: The intervention had a significant impact on autonomous motivation to limit screen-time but not on parental screen-time rules. Significant 
associations were observed between changes in motivational regulations and screen-time rules, and changes in boys’ recreational screen-time. The 
sustained effect of the intervention on recreational screen-time was partially mediated by changes in autonomous motivation to limit screen-time at 
18-months.
Discussion: The dose of the parent-based strategies appears to have been insufficient to elicit changes in health-related parenting practices. 
However, significant associations between changes in screen-time rules and boys’ recreational screen-time suggests parents can influence 
adolescents’ screen viewing. This is the first study to evaluate the impact of an intervention on motivation to limit screen-time, and our findings 
suggest intervention strategies that enhance autonomous motivation to limit screen-time may be effective for addressing unhealthy screen viewing 
behaviours among adolescent males.

11  Intervention to Reduce Recreational Screen-time in Adolescents: Outcomes and Mediators from the “Switch-
off 4 Healthy Minds” (S4HM) Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial

M Babic1*, P Morgan1, C Lonsdale2, R Plotnikoff1, N Eather1, G Skinner3, A Baker4, E Pollock1, D Lubans1  
1Priority Research Centre in Physical Activity and Nutrition, University of Newcastle • 2Institute for Positive Psychology and Education, Australian Catholic University • 
3Faculty of Science and IT, University of Newcastle •4School of Medicine and Public Health, University of Newcastle

Introduction: Excessive recreational screen-time in adolescents is a public health problem in westernised countries, with little research conducted 
among adolescents. The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of the ‘Switch-off 4 Healthy Minds’ (S4HM) intervention designed 
to reduce recreational screen-time in adolescents. 
Methods: A cluster randomized controlled trial with 6-month follow-up was conducted. Eight secondary schools in the Hunter region of New South 
Wales, Australia, were recruited. The S4HM intervention was guided by self-determination theory and included: an interactive seminar, eHealth 
messaging using social media, behavioral contract and parental newsletters. Participants (treatment n = 167, control n = 155) were adolescent 
males (34.5%) and females (65.5%) in grade 7 (Mean age = 14.4 ± 0.6 years), who reported exceeding recreational screen-time recommendations 
(i.e., > 2 hours/day). The primary outcome was self-reported recreational screen-time measured at baseline and post-test (6-months). Secondary 
outcomes were mental health outcomes, objectively measured physical activity, and body mass index (BMI). Mediation analyses were conducted to 
determine if changes in motivation mediated the intervention effect. 
Results: Significant reductions in screen-time were observed in both groups from baseline to post-test (-51.2 min/day, p < 0.001 in the intervention 
group, -34.5 min/day, p = 0.021 in the control group, however the between group difference of -16.7 min/day was not statistically significant, p = 
0.422). There were no significant intervention effects for any of the mental health outcomes, objectively measured physical activity or BMI. In both 
single and multiple mediator models, the intervention effect were partially mediated by increases in autonomous motivation to limit screen-time. 
Discussion: There was no intervention effect, as both the intervention and control groups reduced their screen-time over the study period. However, 
findings highlight the challenges of working to reduce screen-time among adolescents and highlight an urgent need to identify strategies to reduce 
screen-time based on the (83%) of 1107 students screened and exceeded screen-time guidelines. The non-significant intervention effects on 
screen-time were mediated by increases in autonomous motivation to limit recreational screen-time. As autonomous but not controlled motivation 
mediated such an effect, findings suggest a need to deal with intrinsic motivation which people integrate a value of an activity into their sense of self. 
This is a notable finding and highlights the potential for using SDT as a theoretical framework for screen-time reduction in adolescent populations. 

12  Longitudinal Changes in Adolescent Sedentary Behaviour in a School Day

L Davies*, R Sutherland, E Campbell, N Nathan, L Wolfenden, K Gillham, J Wiggers 
1Hunter New England Population Health, Wallsend, NSW • 2Hunter Medical Research Institute, Newcastle, NSW • 3School of Medicine and Public Health, University of 
Newcastle, Newcastle, NSW

Introduction: Physical activity declines and sedentary behaviour increases during adolescence, particularly among adolescents living in low-income 
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communities. Whilst the evidence for sedentary behaviour as an independent risk factor for obesity and chronic disease in adolescents is currently 
equivocal, the interplay of light intensity physical activity (light physical activity) and sedentary behaviour is of increasing interest. The aim of this 
research is to objectively report the amount of sedentary behaviour and light physical activity engaged in by adolescents whilst at school, including 
exploratory sub-group analyses.  
Methods: Data was collected from a cohort of students in Year 7, then again in Years 8 and 9 from five randomly selected secondary schools 
located in low-income communities in the Hunter New England and Mid North Coast light ocal Health Districts, New South Wales. Evenson cutpoints 
were applied to valid accelerometer data (≥600 minutes per day on ≥ any 3 days of the 7 days wear time) to obtain mean minutes and percentage of 
school day overall as well as lunch and recess combined (lunch recess) spent in sedentary behaviour and light physical activity. Subgroup analyses 
(sex, baseline physical activity and weight status) were also undertaken for exploratory purposes.  
Results: In Year 7, the consent rate was 85% (537/631). Valid data was provided by 435/505 (86%) participating students (mean age 12.0 years, 
49% boys). In Year 8, this was 288/459 (63%) and 191/425 (45%) in Year 9. In this time, the percentage of school-day and lunch recess sedentary 
behaviour increased, whilst for light physical activity it decreased, although mean minutes did not change for either measure. The sub-group analyses 
show a similar pattern for low active students (<60minutes physical activity per day), females and those with a Body Mass Index (BMI) <=25.  
Discussion: Data shows that there is a shift in the percentage of time spent in light physical activity to sedentary behaviour, particularly during 
breaks for low active students, females and those in the healthy weight range (BMI<=25). Interventions to prevent the transfer of light physical 
activity to sedentary behaviour in these groups, regardless of moderate to vigorous physical activity, may have beneficial health effects.

13  Do Sitting, Standing or Walking Desks Impact Attentional Resources and Stress Response in Office Work?

N Gilson1*, C Hall1, L Becker1, A Renton1, N Ng1, B von Hippel1 
1The University of Queensland

Background: This experiment aimed to explore links between psychobiological indicators of work productivity (attentional resources and stress 
response), and prolonged desk sitting, and conditions whereby office workers were able to interrupt sitting using a sit-stand or treadmill desk. 
Methods: Twenty office workers (11 women; mean [SD] age 37 [11] years) provided informed consent and visited our laboratory on four occasions, 
across a consecutive block of four weeks. On the initial visit, workers were habitualised to a sit-stand (Varidesk Pro Plus 48TM) and treadmill (Infiniti 
TR1200-DTSTM) desk. Visits 2-4 replicated a typical day’s work pattern through three 1.5-hour periods of deskwork, interspersed with a morning 
(30 minutes) and lunch (1 hour) sitting period. Researchers supervised visits, and work periods were completed in counterbalanced sit-only, sit-stand 
or sit-walk conditions; the latter two conditions progressed through 30-minute blocks of sitting, standing, or walking. To assess attentional resources, 
steady state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) calculated from electroencephalography recordings were used to examine changes in neural activation 
related to visual attention during a frequency tagged attention task. As a measure of stress response, salivary cortisol samples were taken during the 
morning break, and in the afternoon immediately after completion of the final work period. Within subject analyses were used to compare differences 
in attentional resource and stress response relative to each work condition.  
Results: No significant differences in mean (SD) SSVEP amplitude were observed between desk conditions, although attentional resource allocation 
was found to be the most effective following the sit-stand (1.01 [0.46] μV), compared to the sit-only (0.91 [0.32] μV) and sit-walk (0.9 [0.28] μV) 
conditions. Mean (SD) morning cortisol levels were similar for the sit-only (4.1 [2.3] nmol/l), sit-stand (3.9 [2.3] nmol/l), and sit-walk (4.0 [2.6] 
nmol/l) conditions. Relative to these values, the magnitude of decrease in afternoon stress response was least evident in the sit-only condition (1.0 
nmol/l; p=0.146) and most apparent when workers used sit-stand (1.6 nmol/l; p=0.001), and treadmill (1.5 nmol/l; p=0.007) desks. 
Discussion: The small number of workers tested in this pilot study limited analytical power and external validity. However, the data are the first to 
objectively quantify psychobiological indicators of work productivity in an experimental design. In this regard, the findings begin to highlight the 
potential benefits of standing or active deskwork on the allocation of attentional resources, and the regulation of stress response, towards the end of 
the working day, when desk-based productivity may be compromised. 

14  Netball Australia Invited – KNEE Program

A. Ancliff1* 
1Netball Australia

Diet and/or exercise are routinely advised as methods for weight loss in overweight/obese individuals, particularly those at high risk for cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) and type 2 diabetes (T2D).  However, physical activity and structured exercise programs rarely result in significant loss of body weight 
or body fat, and weight-loss diets have extraordinarily high recidivism rates.  Despite only modest effects on body weight, exercise and ad libitum 
nutrient-dense diets for overweight/obese individuals have many health benefits, including skeletal muscle adaptations that improve fat and glucose 
metabolism and insulin action; enhanced endothelial function; have favorable changes in blood lipids, lipoproteins, and hemostatic factors; and 
reductions in blood pressure, postprandial lipemia and glycemia, and proinflammatory markers.  These lifestyle-induced adaptations occur 
independently of changes in body weight or body fat.  Thus, overweight/obese men and women who are at increased risk for CVD and T2D due to 
sedentary lifestyle, poor diet, and excess body weight should be encouraged to engage in regular physical activity and improve their diet, regardless 
of whether the healthier lifestyle leads to weight loss.

15  Coach Perceptions of Risk Factors Associated with Lower Limb Injuries

A McGlashan1* 
1La Trobe University, Department of Community and Allied Health, Bendigo

 Introduction: Musculoskeletal lower limb injuries (LLIs) are a common occurrence and concern in community Australian football. In addition to the 
physical and psychological implications of LLIs such injuries can have broad reaching and long-term impacts athletes’ respective teams. It is therefore 
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necessary to promote prevention efforts designed to increase the safety of the game and player longevity. The important role of coaches has been 
acknowledged for successful prevention efforts. The extent to which coaches perceive their athletes to be at risk of a LLIs may impact the likelihood 
that they adopt injury prevention measures to protect their players. Little is known, however about the coaches’ beliefs regarding player susceptibility 
to LLIs or the extent to which they deem it is necessary to adopt injury prevention measures. Examining such beliefs in the context of a popular 
Australian sport with high injury rates – Australian football – may provide valuable insights into facilitating the development of coach education and 
other cognitive-behavioural strategies to support wider-efforts in translating effective prevention programs into practice. The aim of this study, 
therefore, was to explore coach perceptions of risk factors associated with sustaining LLIs.  
Methods: A qualitative case study approach was adopted, involving three semi-structured in-depth interviews with three male coaches from three 
different community Australian football clubs in Regional Victoria, Australia.  
Results: Coaches perceived there was a high susceptibility to injuries in general for players and that LLIs occurred more frequently than other 
injuries. Coach perceptions about the risk factors associated with susceptibility to LLIs included biological (preparation quality, strength and 
conditioning, prior injury, recovery and fatigue status); physical (nature of game, ground and surface conditions/maintenance, and weather),and 
psychological and sociocultural factors (e.g., history of stressors, potentially risky behaviours, fair play ideals and rules of the game).  
Discussion: This study provides new insights into a complexity of factors associated with coaches’ perceptions of susceptibility to LLIs. The results 
contribute to the knowledge base of factors that may influence adoption and maintenance of LLI prevention programs into practice. Future research 
should continue to explore coach perceptions regarding risk factors of LLIs with wider-samples of coaches.

16  Australian Community Football Coaches’ 11+ Knowledge and Behaviour

A Donaldson1* 
1Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP)

Introduction: Lower limb injuries (LLIs) are common in football (soccer) and their prevention is a priority. The 11+ is a complete warm-up program 
to reduce LLIs among female and male football players aged 14 years and older. The effectiveness of the 11+ has been demonstrated in numerous 
studies and the Football Federation Australia (FFA) is committed to promoting it in Australia. The purpose of this study was to provide a platform for 
the FFA to plan the national promotion of the 11+ by gaining an understanding of what Australian community football coaches already know and do in 
regard to the 11+.
Methods: An online survey of registered Australian community football coaches was conducted in 2014 to investigated coach awareness and use of 
the 11+.
Results: 151 currently accredited and active coaches completed the survey (93% male, average age: 44 years, average coaching experience: 10 
years). Coaching qualifications included junior (19%), youth (19%), senior (24%) and elite/pro (32%) licenses/certificates. Most described their 
position as ‘head coach’ (77%), coached in metropolitan areas (70%) and in community clubs (79%).The two major influences on coaching 
behaviour were reported as coaching education (84% very influential/influential), and personal football playing experience (84%). About two thirds 
(64%, 85 out of 133) were aware of the 11+, predominately directly from FIFA (31%) or from via the FFA (27%). The majority thought the 11+ was 
very effective/effective in preventing injuries (95%, 59 out of 62), and improving individual (77%) and team (71%) performance. Most coaches who 
knew about the 11+ (84%, 52 out of 62) had implemented it with their players. Of those coaches who had implemented it, nearly all (90%–98% 
depending on the specific aspect of the 11+) were at least somewhat confident in their ability to implement the 11+, and in the ability of their players 
to perform the 11+ exercises properly (81%–90%). About three-quarters (76%, 39 out of 51) intended to regularly implement the 11+ in the future.
Discussion: The FFA is committed to promoting the 11+ but has not, as yet, taken action to ensure community coaches implement the 11+ with 
their players. Nonetheless, the findings from this survey, although limited by a small sample size and response bias, indicate that there is already an 
underlying awareness of the 11+ and a willingness and confidence to implement it among Australian community football coaches for the FFA to work 
with and build upon.

17  Implementation of the Hamstring Lowers Exercise in Community Australian Football- A Case Study

S Talpey*, B Gabbe3, D Lloyd4, A Donaldson, W Young, C Finch 
1Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention • 2School of Health Sciences and Psychology, Federation University Australia • 3Department 
of Epidemiology and Preventative Medicine, Monash University • 4The Menzies Health Institute Queensland, Griffith University

Introduction: Hamstring strains are common in community Australian football (AF). A strategy to mitigate their risk of occurrence is an injury 
prevention exercise program (IPEP) that incorporates the hamstring lowers exercise. However, the effectiveness of the hamstring lower is limited by 
non-adoption. FootyFirst is an IPEP to prevent lowers-limb injuries in community-AF that includes targeting of hamstring injuries with the hamstring 
lowers exercise. The aim of this study was to describe the feedback from coaches about implementing this exercise.  
Methods: FootyFirst was introduced in a randomised controlled ecological implementation trial involving three community-AF leagues over two 
seasons. There were two arms to the delivery of FootyFirst: 1) a fully supported arm in which all clubs received written and electronic instructional 
resources, visits from the research team and direct assistance with the delivery of the program; and 2) an unsupported arm which received the 
program details but with minimal implementation advice or support. An on-line survey was administered to coaches at the conclusion of the season. 
The survey included “Yes/No”, short response, multiple choice, and five-point Likert scale questions. For this investigation, only survey responses 
following a club’s first year in the implementation trial (n=78; supported n=53; unsupported n=25) and responses specific to the implementation of 
the hamstring component were analysed. Coach responses were grouped according to the allocated implementation arm of the trial. The percent of 
survey respondents was then calculated and is reported for the total group and supported and unsupported subgroups. 
Results: Forty-four percent (n=34; supported n=28; unsupported n=6) of coaches completed the survey and 76% of these (n=26; supported 
n=23; unsupported n=3) reported implementing FootyFirst. Of the coaches who implemented FootyFirst, 54% (n=14; supported n=13; 
unsupported n=1) implemented the hamstring lowers during the playing season. Seventy-eight percent (n=14; supported n=13; unsupported n=1) 
of coaches who responded to the question perceived the hamstring lowers to be effective for preventing hamstring injuries. Eighty-one percent (n=9; 
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supported n=7; unsupported n=2) of the coaches who reported intention to implement FootyFirst the following season indicated they would include 
the hamstring lowers. 
Discussion: Implementation of the hamstring lowers is a popular topic in sports medicine. Results of this investigation indicate that there was 
moderate uptake of the hamstring lowers by community-AF coaches, and the level of support provided to coaches influences its implementation. A 
majority of coaches who reported intention to implement FootyFirst the following season indicated they would include the hamstring lowers.

18  Evaluation of the Implementation of a Lower Limb Injury Prevention Program in Community Australian 
Football.

A Donaldson1*, D Lloyd2, B Gabbe3, J Cook4, C Finch1 
1Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP) • 2Centre for Musculoskeletal Research, Griffith University • 3Department of Epidemiology 
and Preventive Medicine, Monash University • 4La Trobe Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University

Introduction: The National Guidance for Australian football Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) project developed an evidence-informed lower limb 
injury (LLI) prevention programme (FootyFirst) for adult, male community Australian Football (AF) players. The impact of a multi-strategy, evidence- 
and theory-informed and context-specific implementation intervention on the first-year uptake of FootyFirst in community AF clubs was evaluated.
Methods: A controlled, ecological, implementation trial in three leagues in Victoria, Australia in 2012–13 involved clubs in two Supported 
Implementation Leagues (SIL1, n=22 clubs and SIL2, n=31) receiving FootyFirst plus a fully supported implementation intervention. Clubs in one 
Usual Implementation League (UIL, n=25) received FootyFirst and their league’s usual implementation practices. Data was collected via online 
coach/administrator surveys, end-of-season coach/administrator interviews, self-reported weekly implementation data, training session observation, 
and records of participation in implementation strategies. A 29-item RE-AIM evidence summary based on the combined evidence available for each 
RE-AIM dimension (Reach, Perceived Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation and Maintenance) was created for each club (n=78). Independent 
assessors rated the evidence for each item as ‘evidence of yes’ (i.e. evidence supported achievement); ‘evidence of no’ (i.e. evidence supported 
non-achievement); ‘no evidence’; or ‘unsure’. Assessors then allocated an overall rating for each RE-AIM dimension —not achieved (score=0); 
partially achieved (1), or fully achieved (2). A Total RE-AIM score (range 0–10) was generated for each club by summing the five RE-AIM dimension 
ratings. Comparisons of the mean RE-AIM dimension and Total RE-AIM scores between clubs in SIL1, SIL2 and UIL was undertaken using one-way 
ANOVA.
Results: Groups differed on mean Reach (F(2,75)=11.65, p<0.01), Perceived Effectiveness (F(2,75)=9.29, p<0.01), Adoption (F(2,75)=13.82, 
p<0.01), Maintenance (F(2,75)= 4.02, p<0.02) and Total RE-AIM (F(2,75=2.95, p<0.01) scores but not mean Implementation scores 
(F(2,75)=2.94, p=0.59). Tukey post-hoc tests found higher mean scores for SIL1 and SIL2 clubs compared to UIL clubs for Reach (SIL1: 
1.91±0.43, p<0.01; SIL2: 1.90±0.40, p<0.01; UIL: 1.36±0.57), Perceived Effectiveness (0.77±0.81, p=0.01; 0.97±0.84, p<0.01; 0.16±0.37), 
Adoption (1.36±0.95, p<0.01; 1.29±0.90, p<0.01; 0.24±0.66) and Total RE-AIM (5.27±2.95, p<0.01; 5.00±2.42, p<0.01; 1.92±1.73). The 
mean Maintenance score was higher for SIL1 clubs (0.86±0.94, p<0.02) but not SIL2 clubs (0.61±0.82, p=0.15) compared to UIL clubs 
(0.20±0.58). Individual RE-AIM dimension mean scores, and Total RE-AIM mean scores, did not differ between SIL1 and SIL2 clubs.
Discussion: LLI prevention programme awareness, adoption and maintenance in community-AF can be positively influenced by using a 
comprehensive implementation intervention. However, full implementation of all programme components at all training sessions may not occur.

19  Stability of the SCAT3 and Relationship with Game Day Head Impacts in Non-concussed Amateur Australian 
Rules Football Players

C Willmott*, A McIntosh, T Howard5, B Mitra, B Dimech-Betancourt, J Rosenfeld 
1Monash Institute of Cognitive and Clinical Neurosciences, Monash University • 2Monash-Epworth Rehabilitation Research Centre • 3Australian Centre Research into 
Sports Injury &Prevention, Federation University • 4Monash Injury Research Institute, Monash University • 5National Trauma Research Institute, Meebourne, Victoria • 
6Department of Epidemiology & Preventative Medicine, Monash University • 7Emergency & Trauma Centre, The Alfred Hospital • 8Monash Institute of Medical 
Engineering, Monash University • 9Department of Neurosurgery, The Alfred Hospital • 10Department of Surgery, Monash University

Introduction: This pilot study aimed to investigate stability of the SCAT3 from baseline to post-game among non-concussed amateur Australian 
Rules footballers, and to examine the association between game day head impacts as measured by the non-helmeted X2Biosystems xPatch and 
changes on the SCAT3. 
Methods: Male and female players completed baseline iPad delivered X2ICE SCAT3 at training. On game day, peak linear acceleration (PLA) of the 
head was measured by the wearable impact sensor X2Biosytems xPatch and the X2ICE SCAT3 was administered post-game. Only head impact 
events with PLA greater than 30 g were included.
Results: Medical history, baseline and post-game SCAT3 was obtained for 68 players. The most commonly reported symptoms at baseline were 
fatigue, trouble falling asleep, neck pain, concentration and memory difficulties, and irritability. Twenty-five players sustained a total of 49 impacts > 
30 g (Mean PLA = 59.88 g, range 32.78-115.78 g). Greater symptom severity was found post-game (M=6.84, SD= 9.04) compared to baseline 
(M= 4.60, SD=6.76), for those with measured impacts > 30 g, z = -2.35, p = .019. The no impact > 30 g group also reported increased symptom 
severity post-game (M= 5.65, SD= 6.95) compared to baseline (M=3.35, SD=5.24), z = -2.97, p =0.003.
There were no significant differences in impact magnitude PLA or SCAT3 change scores between those who sustained one PLA > 30 g impact and 
those with >1 impact. Mean measured PLA among males was 65.00g (SD 24.76) and among females was 53.36g (SD 14.83) p=0.344. 
The Impact group demonstrated improved performance on the SCAT3 Concentration Index (p=0.009) from baseline-post-game, and more balance 
errors (p=0.002). There was no significant correlation between the magnitude of PLA and post-game SCAT3 change scores (p=0.05 for all).
Discussion: Consistent with previous findings this group of Australian Rules football players were not “asymptomatic” at baseline, which questions 
the utility of return to play (RTP) protocols that require this to be the case. Fatigue and sleep difficulties were common. The demonstrated increase in 
symptom severity post-game was independent of whether or not a head impact was measured by the X2 Biosystems xPatch. Furthermore the lack of 
association between PLA and SCAT3 change scores in this non-concussed Impact group suggests that other factors such as exercise induced 
fatigue may contribute to such changes. This has implications for RTP decisions. 
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20  FODMAP Removal in Athletes: An Online Survey of Specific Food Avoidance and Associated Symptoms in 
Athletes

J Fell1*, D Lis1, C Kitic1, K Ahuja1, T Stellingwerff 
1School of Health Sciences, University of Tasmania • 2Canadian Sport Institute Pacific

Background: A low FODMAPs (Fermentable Oligosaccharides, Disaccharides, Monosaccharides and Polyols) diet is common practise for the 
treatment of irritable bowel syndrome. Anecdotally, FODMAP removal interventions are also used amongst athletes to reduce gastrointestinal 
symptoms (GIS), and over 40% of athletes have been reported to adopt gluten free diets to reduce GIS and improve performance. The reported GIS 
improvement associated with adopting a gluten-free may actually be modulated by subsequent reduction in FODMAPs, and not gluten itself; however, 
the prevalence of specific FODMAP avoidance in athletes has not been reported. The aim of this study was to investigate, in athletes, the prevalence 
of specific FODMAP dietary avoidance and any associated GIS improvement. 
Methods: An online survey (SurveyMonkey) investigating food avoidance and associated symptoms in athletes was administered between January 
24 and March 2 2013. The 17 item survey asked questions about athlete demographics, GIS and perceived food triggers, food avoidance behaviours 
and associated GIS improvement. Frequencies of athletes removing FODMAP and specific FODMAP avoidance are reported as well as the incidence 
of perceived GIS symptom improvement. 
Results: Fifty-five percent (n=501) of the 910 athletes that responded eliminated at least one high FODMAP food/category, with up to 90% 
reporting symptom improvement. In athletes indicating that high FODMAP foods trigger GIS (93%, n=465 of 501), lactose (87%, n=402 of 465) 
was the most frequently eliminated, followed by galacto-oligosaccharides (24%, n=111 of 465), fructose (23%, n=107 of 465), fructans (6%, 
n=29 of 465) and polyols (5%, n=25 of 465). Seventy-eight percent (n=362 of 465) of athletes eliminated at least one high FODMAP food or 
category from their diet with the aim to improve GIS. Of these athletes eliminating at least one high FODMAP food/category to improve GI symptoms 
82.6% (n=299 of 362) reported symptom improvement. 
Discussion: With the aim to decrease GIS, over 50% of athletes report avoiding at least one high FODMAP food source or FODMAP category: 
predominantly lactose (and dairy) and fructose. However, unnecessary dietary elimination, without appropriate food substitutions, should be carefully 
evaluated, as inadequate nutrient and prebiotic intake may risk optimal fueling and compromise healthy gut bacterial populations. This study provides 
evidence to support the future investigation of individualized approaches to investigate the effects of certain high FODMAP foods, predominantly 
lactose, in athletes with persistent exercise-induced GIS

21  CYP1A2 Polymorphism does not Modulate Caffeine’s Effects on Sprint Performance or its Metabolites During 
a Soccer Match Simulation

M Kingsley1*, B Devlin2, R Belski2, M Leveritt3, C K Chan4 
1La Trobe University, Bendigo, VIC, Australia • 2La Trobe University, Melbourne, VIC, Australia • 3University of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD, Australia • 4Nazarbayev 
University, Astana, Kazakhstan

ntroduction: The effectiveness of caffeine supplementation on exercise performance varies between individuals. Cytochrome P450 1A2 (CYP1A2) is 
an important enzyme that controls the primary catabolism of caffeine to paraxanthine, theobromine and theophylline, which are potent adenosine 
receptor antagonists. The cause of variation in responsiveness to caffeine might be associated with a (C/A) single nucleotide polymorphism of 
CYP1A2. This study assessed the influence of CYP1A2 polymorphism on caffeine metabolites and sprint performance during a soccer simulation 
protocol.
Methods: Ten well-trained and familiarised male soccer players (22.0 ± 3.8 y, 75.8 ± 16.0 kg) volunteered for the study. Participants completed 
two exercise trials in a randomised, placebo controlled, double blind crossover study design. Placebo capsules (PLA) or capsules containing 3 mg/kg 
anhydrous caffeine (CAF) were ingested 60 minutes prior to completing a previously validated soccer match simulation. Sprint performance was 
measured throughout the simulation using Smartspeed timing gates. Plasma concentrations of caffeine, paraxanthine, theobromine and theophylline 
were determined before supplementation, prior to exercise, at half-time and after exercise. DNA was obtained via buccal swab and analysed 
according to Fitgenes® protocol. Participants were characterised as AA homozygotes (n = 5) or C allele carriers (n = 5). Mixed-model repeated 
measures analysis of variance were used to assess the effects of treatment (CAF vs. PLA) and genotype (AA vs. C) on sprint performance and 
caffeine metabolites.
Results: Caffeine ingestion resulted in improved mean sprint performance (CAF: 5.83 ± 0.24 m/s vs. PLA: 5.71 ± 0.32 m/s, supplement effect: p 
= 0.048; mean difference 95%CI: 0.00 - 0.24 m/s); however, genotype did not influence the effect of treatment (treatment x genotype interaction 
effect: p = 0.710). Independent of genotype (treatment x genotype interaction effect: p > 0.195), caffeine supplementation resulted in increased 
plasma concentrations of caffeine, paraxanthine, theobromine and theophylline prior to exercise, at half-time and after exercise (p < 0.001). 
Discussion: An acute caffeine dose of 3 mg/kg improved sprint performance during 90 minutes of soccer specific movement in well-trained soccer 
players. Polymorphism of CYP1A2 did not influence caffeine metabolism, the appearance of caffeine metabolites in plamsa or ergogenic effect. 
Variability existed in the responsiveness of participants to caffeine supplementation; therefore, in practice, it is important to consider individual 
variation in response to this ergogenic aid.

22  Effect of Nutritional Status and Exercise Program on Oxidative Stress Level

N Uengarporn1*, R Oonsivilai2, N Sittitoon3, K Posridee2, P Ratanajaipan4 
1School of Pediatrics Institute of Medicine, Suranaree University of Technology • 2Department of Food Technology. Institute of Agricultural Technology Suranaree 
University • 3School of Environmental health. Institute of Medicine, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand • 4The Rowing and Canoeing Association of Thailand.

Background: Etiology of chronic diseases is reactive oxygen species and low antioxidant capacities, oxidative stress. Factors effect oxidative stress 
including type, duration, intensity of exercise and dietary intake. 
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Objectives; to study the different types of activities and nutritional status on oxidative stress level. Compare the oxidative stress level in exercise and 
non-exercise.  
Methods: 4 groups of activities, 1) 18 national rowing athletes training using mixed aerobic and anaerobic exercises, 2) 18 national bicycle athletes 
training using aerobic exercise, 3) 18 regular exercise people and 4) 18 sedentary activities.  
Dietary patterns were recorded for 3 days in each group by the interviewers. Collect the specimens including 1) lipid peroxidation, used 
malondyaldehyle (MDA) as oxidative stress marker, 2) Antioxidant enzyme capacity, used superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione peroxidase (GPx), 
and catalase (CAT). Data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) by means of Turkey-Kramer post-hoc test and Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) for analyzed dietary intake percent by recommended Dietary Allowance (RDAs) 
Results: The differences in age, body mass index, basal metabolic rate (BMR) and percent fat between each group were not statistically significant. 
Nutritional evaluation for daily intake of total energy, macronutrients and micronutrients intake were analyzed. For group 1 and group 2, total energy 
intake were more than others groups. The group 2 had higher percent fat contribution per day than other groups (p<0.05). Females had fat intake 
more than males. The micro-nutrients allow RDA were not adequate in all groups especially vitamin E (VE), Magnesium (Mg), and Selenium (Se). 
Inadequate calcium and vitamin C (VC) intake in all groups except group 1. The group 4 had much not enough in ferrous (Fe), vitamin B1 (B1), Niacin 
(B3) and (VC).  
Oxidative stress level as MDA was significant highest in group 4 (p<0.01) and higher than normal limit (22-50 μm). Antioxidant enzymes capacity as 
SOD, GPx, and CAT were highest in group 4 relevant to the lowest in sedentary activity group. In the whole case, males had higher antioxidant 
enzymes capacity than females. Abruptly after exercises, oxidative stress were increase in exercise groups (p<0.01).  
Discussion: For individual analyzed, appropriate nutrients improving the blood oxidative stress levels by increasing fruit and vegetable intake 
+10-30% of food per day. Exercise is the way to decrease oxidative stress but be aware heavy exercise can increase oxidative stress. For balancing 
this, dietary intake of fruit and vegetables is the proper way for healthy life.

23  The Effect of a Novel Keratin Protein Supplement vs. Casein on Lean Body Mass and Exercise Performance in 
Male Athletes

Y McLeay1*, E Crum1, S Stannard1, M Barnes1, C Starck1 
1PhD Student - Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ

Introduction:  The protein Keratin, found in nails, feathers, and hair, is naturally high in the thiol-containing amino acid cysteine. Although its amino 
acid profile is nutritionally sound, these insoluble thiol bonds render keratin indigestible, and thus a poor quality protein. Hydrolysis methods that 
oxidise cysteine to cysteic acid vastly improve digestibility, creating the potential for a keratin-based protein as a high quality food supplement. 
Further, cysteic acid’s main metabolic product, taurine, may play significant roles in preventing skeletal muscle wasting and in muscle regeneration. 
Rats supplemented with a feather-based protein hydrolysate showed a significant increase in lean body mass (LBM) compared to their casein or pea 
protein fed counterparts. Furthermore, 2-weeks supplementation of this same keratin in humans found no adverse effects at intakes of up to 40g/
day. Since athletes require a high lean muscle to fat mass ratio for optimal training and performance, our study aimed to test the effects of 4-week 
keratin vs. casein supplementation on the body composition and performance of male athletes. 
Methods:  Nine trained male cyclists (mean age 29.5years, range 18-42, mean weight 81kg, range 62-120, mean height 180cm, range167-192, 
mean initial VO2max 62ml.kg.min, range 39.2-81.3), recruited via advertising and word-of-mouth, completed a blinded, randomized, cross-over trial; 
keratin vs. casein supplementation. The two 4-week interventions were separated by a 2-month wash-out period. Nutritional intake was replicated 
across both trials, and training sessions were monitored. To determine body composition and aerobic performance, DEXA scans and an incremental 
exercise test, respectively, were taken before and after each trial. Protein was given daily at 0.8g per kg of body weight in the form of bars and 
powder. 
Results:  A significant increase in mean LBM was observed in both casein and keratin over the 4-week trials (p=0.02). There was a greater 
increase in mean LBM in the keratin trial, although it did not reach significance (P=0.14). Mean maximal power output (MPO) increased from pre- to 
post- in both trials, with the casein trial showing a greater increase, although neither were significant (p=0.24 and p=0.38 respectively). No adverse 
symptoms, health or otherwise, were recorded by participants in either group. 
Discussion:  Sports-people may benefit from maintaining or increasing LMB. Our results indicate that a keratin-based protein supplement is 
equivalent to casein in terms of increasing LBM in trained male cyclists, and can be safely and comfortably consumed. 

24  The Effects of Carbohydrate-Electrolyte Drinks on Physical and Mental Performance

N Meckes1*, S Brown1

1Azusa Pacific University

Introduction: The purpose of this research was to assess the efficacy of a novel carbohydrate-electrolyte (CE) drink on measures of physical and 
mental performance.  
Methods: In this randomized control trial, participants were randomly selected to receive either the CE beverage or water. 20 college-aged 
participants (11 females, 9 males) performed a 30-minute run on a 400-meter track, followed by two Repeated Effort Anaerobic Sprint Test (RAST) 
protocols, which was proceeded by another 30-minute run in order to assess physical performance. To assess mental performance, participants 
completed pre-tests prior to beginning the exercise protocol and post-tests prior to the final 30-minute run of the Stroop Test and the Trail Making 
Test. Hydration was assessed at four intervals during the study. 
Results: The groups were not significantly different in number of laps run during the first 30-minute run, however, the CE group ran significantly 
more laps (9.2 for water, 11.5 for CE, p = .045) than the water group during the second 30-minute run. On the first RAST test, the CE group had a 
smaller variation between the slowest and fastest sprint of .86 seconds, while the water group had a variation of 1.48 seconds between fastest and 
slowest run time (p = .022). There were no significant differences that existed in hydration or cognitive performance metrics between groups. 
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Discussion: Individuals that received the CE beverage performed markedly better on measures of aerobic and anaerobic performance. The markers 
of anaerobic fitness (RAST test) indicate that individuals in the CE group had less variance in sprint scores, which meant they were more consistent in 
their sprint performance than the water group. While prior research had associated cognitive performance with CE beverages, this study found no 
significant differences between groups on either the Stroop or Trail Making tests. In addition, hydration level in this study appeared to be related to 
volume of fluid consumed, rather than type of fluid consumed.

25  Effects of Nicotine on Repeated Anaerobic Exercise

R Johnston1*, M Crowe1, K Doma1 

1James Cook University

Introduction: Nicotine was added to the World Anti-Doping Agency Monitoring list in 2012. There is not yet definitive evidence that nicotine can 
positively affect anaerobic performance and only limited data supporting benefit to endurance events. Despite this there is strong evidence suggestive 
of a doping trend among elite athletes. A varied route of administration and dosing may hold the key to replicating the positive results seen with 
endurance parameters. This study investigated the effects of nicotine, given through rapidly dissolving oral strips, on repeated anaerobic bouts, motor 
coordination and reaction time.  
Methods: This study utilized a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover design. 15 healthy, athletes (23.9 ± 5.4 years, 177 ± 9cm, 
80.3 ± 14.9 kg) were recruited from local sporting clubs. Each participant undertook four sessions (two familiarisation and two intervention sessions 
– placebo and nicotine) 2-7 days apart. Each session included baseline measurements (HR, BP, oxygen saturation, lactate) which were repeated 
post-intervention (5 mg nicotine via oral strips or placebo; Listerine breath strips) and post-exercise. A Batak protocol to assess reaction time and 
motor coordination was also undertaken at baseline and following exercise. Exercise testing included a 5 min warm up followed by two 30 s Wingate 
tests (7.5% body mass resistance) separated by 3 min. Data was collected for each Wingate bout and blood lactate collected 1, 3 and 5 min 
post-exercise with the peak valued analysed. Verbal encouragement was provided throughout exercise. Side effects were assessed post-intervention 
and post-exercise. Data was analysed using a two-way (time x intervention) ANOVA with alpha set to 0.05. 
Results: There was a main effect for time (p<0.001) and intervention (p=0.007) for Wingate peak power and average power (time p<0.001; 
intervention p=0.002) compared to placebo. Peak and average power significantly decreased from Wingate bout 1 to bout 2 and were significantly 
greater with nicotine compared to placebo. However, the interaction effects were not significant. BP was significantly increased but HR, lactate, RPE, 
oxygen saturation and Batak results were not significantly affected by nicotine compared to placebo. Nicotine did not cause significant side effects. 
Discussion: The data suggests nicotine is beneficial to anaerobic performance specifically peak power and average power contrasting previous 
anaerobic investigations. This is likely attributable to the administration route used which resulted in low rates of side effects. This justifies the 
nicotine’s placement on the WADA Monitoring list while also warranting further research into nicotine’s effects in non-smoking athlete populations.

26  A Call to Action for Prevention of Devastating Second ACL Injuries (La Trobe University)

Introduction: Young active athletes have exceedingly high second ACL injury rates in the range of a quarter to one-third. This risk level is 
unacceptably high. A young athlete who has had multiple serious knee ligament injuries by their early 20’s will be at significantly increased risk for 
development of premature knee osteoarthritis (OA) which will have a lifetime impact on their ability to remain active. These problems of high 
predilection to multiple injuries and OA create grave concern from both sport participation and injury prevention perspectives. 
This symposium will bring together current knowledge and approaches for reduction of the rate of second ACL injuries. It will focus on high risk 
athletes and cover aspects of return to sport, as well as stimulation of discussion regarding new state-of-the-art programs that can be developed with 
personalized return to sport (RTS) algorithms. Paper 1 will describe the extent of the problem and explore risk factors; paper 2 will detail criteria 
currently used to return athletes to sport along with athlete participation profiles; paper 3 will focus on RTS risk screening and rehabilitation programs 
that target modifiable components of the second ACL injury risk profile; paper 4 will explore the return to sport decision making process and advice 
that is given to athletes. Following the four papers, a discussion about whether the rate of second ACL injuries can be significantly reduced in the 
highest risk populations will be led by the speaker panel.
Paper 1: The second ACL injury – how big is the problem and what are the risk factors?  
Paper 2: Returning to sport – what criteria should we use and what are our athletes doing? 
Paper 3: RTS Risk Screen and objectively targeted intervention programs for prevention of second ACL injury
Paper 4: What advice should be provided to athletes about re-injury risk? 
Symposium Co-Chairs: A/Prof Kate Webster and Professor Tim Hewett
Speakers:
Paper 1: Dr Lucy Salmon, North Sydney Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Centre
Paper 2: A/Prof Kate Webster, La Trobe University
Paper 3: Prof Tim Hewett, Mayo Clinic
Paper 4: Dr Brian Devitt, OrthoSport Victoria

27  INVITED: Assessment of physical function in older adults: a rich history and new approaches

Anthony P. Marsh1, Andre La Gerche 
1PhD FACSM, Department of Health and Exercise Science, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA

The prevention of mobility disability has emerged as an important goal for public health. Although performance-based measures provide valuable 
information about mobility, it is also true that perceptions of physical competencies can override actual capacities. Thus, the self-report of mobility 
should be assessed concurrent with actual performance when possible. Existing self-report measures target “disability” or difficulty with basic tasks 
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and ignore more demanding competencies. This leads to ceiling effects and can exclude assessment of mobility among the higher functioning older 
adult population. Furthermore, most self-report measures of mobility require participants to impose their own interpretation on what it means to “walk 
a block” or “climb stairs”. These ambiguities add to measurement error. To address these issues, we developed animated videos as stimuli for 
assessing mobility and employ Item Response Theory for item selection and scoring. Several recent studies using these novel assessment tools 
(MAT-sf, vSPPB) will be discussed.

28  Efficacy of the New SacroFix Brace on Pelvic Girdle Pain - Preliminary Results

B Mitchell1, T Wisby-Roth2*, J Hynes3, W Braybon4, L Rath5, J Saunders6, T Cook7, A Grant7, 
1Metro Pain Group • 2Take Control Active Rehab, Oatley • 3Spine and Pelvis Physiotherapy Centre, Malvern East • 4Melbourne Physiotherapy Group, St Kilda • 
5Physiosports Brighton, Brighton East • 6Dr Jeni Saunders, Kogarah • 7SpineCore Ltd, Derbyshire UK

Introduction: Pelvic Girdle Pain (PGP) can be the result of sport-induced trauma and is considered to be the main source of pain in up to 30% of 
low back pain sufferers, and in up to 50% of pregnant women.  
Numerous pelvic compression braces have been used to treat PGP in different patient groups to varying effect dependent upon stability, comfort, 
ease of use, and aesthetics.  Recent studies have shown that targeted compression is key to optimal stability and pain relief, and that usability/
wear-ability is key to patient acceptance and compliance. A brace that is stable, comfortable, easy to use, and aesthetically pleasing, whilst being 
capable of applying targeted compression to the pelvic girdle, is therefore a valuable treatment option for patients. The SacroFix brace is a new brace 
that has been designed to specifically address all of these issues.  
Purpose/Aim: To study the efficacy of the SacroFix brace over a six week period in patients without inflammatory arthritic pelvic girdle pain. 
Materials and Methods: The study cohort included males and females, aged 18-40 years, with one-sided posterior pelvic +/- pubic pain. They had 
a VAS score ≥4/10, with pain or increased effort on active straight leg raise (ASLR) that reduced with manual compression. Patients weren’t included 
if the pain increased with compression, were in their third trimester of pregnancy, or had inflammatory arthritis. They had to be able to read English, 
self-fit the brace and have no known skin allergy to Lycra.  
A multi-centre trial in 6 centres within VICTORIA and NSW, where all patients were recruited by experienced healthcare professional experts in the 
field of PGP, via the method of convenience sampling. All the professionals were trained in the correct use of the SacroFix brace. Each participant 
completed 3 questionnaires; VAS, ODI and DASS, prior to treatment and at both 3 weeks and 6 weeks post brace fitting.  
Results: These are preliminary results of the participants who have reached 6 weeks post brace fitting.  
Out of 35 patients recruited to date, 19 have complete data sets, with 14 of these having chronic PGP and the remaining 5 with sub-acute PGP. We 
recruited 29 females and 6 males with a mean age of the 31 years. Sixteen out of 19 (84%) had a 1.96 mean reduction in VAS (range 0.16 - 5.00). 
Interestingly we observed that 18 of the 19 participants had a reduction of their worst pain.  
14 out of 19 (74%) had a 6.4% mean reduction in ODI (range 1-10). One participant’s ODI remained constant and four increased.   The DASS results 
are currently under analysis but our observations to date are that there does not appear to be much correlation between the DASS scores with those 
of the VAS and ODI suggesting poor sensitivity of the DASS tool to this patient group, but further statistical analysis is needed.  
Conclusion(s): These initial results show that there is strong evidence in the sub-acute and chronic PGP patient group that the use of the SacroFix 
brace has a positive effect on pain and self-reported function. The mean reduction of 1.96 VAS and 6.4% ODI require further statistical analysis to 
determine their significance.   

29  Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) of the Dorsal Root Ganglion (DRG) for Peripheral Causalgia and Other 
Neuropathic Pain Conditions: First Commercial Experience in Australia

B Mitchell1*, P Verrills1, D Vivian1, A Barnard2, C Sinclair2 
1Metro Pain Group • 2Monash Clinical Research

Background: Spinal cord stimulation (SCS) of the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) is an emerging neuromodulation technique to treat intractable 
neuropathic pain conditions. Data from multiple prospective studies and reviews indicate long-term stability of pain relief and good concordance of 
coverage of discrete pain regions, including areas that are difficult to treat with conventional SCS.
Objective: To evaluate outcomes of the first commercially implanted patients in Australia receiving SCS of the DRG.
Methods: We assessed 81 consecutive cases in whom SCS of the DRG had been trialed to treat chronic neuropathic pain, post-surgical pain, failed 
back surgery syndrome, peripheral nerve injury post trauma and other chronic pain conditions. Questionnaires, along with patients’ histories were 
used to evaluate pain (Numerical Rating Scale, NRS), analgesic use, disability (Oswestry Disability Index, ODI) and patient satisfaction. Patients were 
evaluated at baseline, trial end, and at 3-, 6- and 12-months following implant, or as required per standard of care. The study was IRB approved. 
Results: Of the temporary trial patients, 55 reported a positive outcome with 49 proceeding to a permanent implant and 6 awaiting implantation. 
Patients reported significant reductions in mean back pain NRS scores following implantation (baseline 7.5±1.1 vs. 3.3±1.8, 3.1±2.0 and 2.9±1.7 at 
3-, 6- and 12-months, respectively; all p≤0.01). A statistically and clinically significant improvement in the ODI was observed at 6-month follow-up 
(44.7±16.4 vs. 30.8±17.5, p=0.016). Walking, standing and sitting tolerance times showed a trend towards improvement. Psychological state 
remained steady, whilst decreases in analgesic use were reported. No major adverse events or complications were observed.
Conclusion: Early results in this challenging cohort indicate that SCS of the DRG is a promising technique to treat multiple neuropathic pain 
conditions and a useful alternative in conditions that do not respond optimally to traditional SCS therapy.
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30  Who Benefits most from Individualised Physiotherapy versus Advice for Low Back Disorders: Effect Modifier 
Analysis of Randomised Controlled Trial Data

A Hahne1, J Ford1*, M Richards1, L Surkitt1, S Slater1, N Taylor1 
1School of Allied Health, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia

Background: Advice is recommended in all low back pain guidelines. More comprehensive treatments such as individualised physiotherapy have 
potential to be more effective, especially in patients with more persistent or severe pain or those with complex barriers to recovery. We aimed to 
determine which participants with low back disorders benefit most from individualised physiotherapy versus guideline-based advice.  
Methods: A pre-planned secondary analysis of the Specific Treatment of Problems of the Spine (STOPS) randomised controlled trial 
(ANZCTR12609000205235) was undertaken. 300 participants with a primary complaint of low back and/or referred leg pain were randomised to 
receive either 10 sessions of individualised physiotherapy or two sessions of guideline-endorsed advice over a 10-week period. Primary outcomes 
were activity limitation (Oswestry Disability Index), leg pain and back pain (0-10 numerical rating scale), measured over 12-months. Ten potential 
effect modifiers were selected a-priori based on plausible mechanisms. Linear mixed models were used to determine interactions between treatment 
group and the potential effect modifiers, firstly in univariate and then multivariate analyses for each outcome.  
Results: Participants with higher baseline back pain, higher Orebro score, longer duration of symptoms and worse coping derived the greatest 
benefits from individualised physiotherapy versus advice (effect modification p<.05). Multivariate models led to the elimination of coping as a 
significant effect modifier, but the other variables remained significant. The size of the effect modification was clinically important. 
Discussion: These results offer clinicians an opportunity to target their treatment towards people with low back disorders who are most likely to 
benefit. Individualised physiotherapy is most effective relative to advice in patients with low back disorders who have higher baseline back pain, higher 
Orebro scores and longer duration of symptoms. Patients with very low scores on all of these characteristics are likely to do equally well, or potentially 
better, with advice. 

31  Exercise Regimens and Physical Activity After Lumbar Discectomy: Facilitators and Barriers

T Oosterhuis1*, M J Westerman1, A Suman2, R C Ostelo3, M W van Tulder1 
1Department of Health Sciences, VU University Amsterdam • 2Dpt of Public and Occupational Health, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam • 3Dpt of Epidemiology 
and Biostatistics, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam

Introduction: patients who underwent lumbar discectomy are commonly referred for rehabilitation after discharge from the hospital. Performing 
home exercises and increasing physical activity, which are part of the rehabilitation program, are expected to influence its effectiveness. However, 
non-adherence to exercise regimens and to advice regarding physical activity is a known problem. 
Methods: a qualitative study using a phenomenological framework, semi-structured individual interviews, thematic analysis, and member checks to 
increase validity. We selected participants from different age groups and both genders, with diverse scores on three preoperative measures: 
expectations regarding rehabilitation, pain and disability. Twelve people who received rehabilitation after lumbar discectomy were interviewed. 
Interview duration usually ranged from 35-40 minutes with four interviews lasting for 50-80 minutes.
Results: surgery was often experienced as a major event, in contrast to the neurosurgeons, who saw lumbar discectomy as a minor operation 
according to the respondents. The main barriers to adherence to exercise and advice were fear of pain aggravation and subsequent activity avoidance 
immediately post-surgery, and perceived poor practical skills to cope with treatment requirements. Key facilitators to adherence were expected 
recovery and treatment efficacy; a decrease in pain or other symptoms and expected preventative effect, which were contributed to performing 
exercises or increasing physical activity; perceived sufficient practical skills to perform home exercises and follow advice about increasing physical 
activity; a strong belief that exercises were needed for recovery, which enhanced skills to find solutions to any perceived time constraints. Finally, 
therapist involvement which was tailored to the participant’s needs, i.e., merely providing information and feedback for patients taking full 
responsibility for their own recovery, a more extensive therapist involvement offering a structured approach and supervision for patients with 
perceived limited practical skills, or a collaborative approach for those patients with sufficient practical skills, consisting of providing information and 
advice, inquiring about the patient’s experiences, providing feedback, being a motivator and enhancing practical skills if needed.
Discussion: factors influencing adherence to exercise regimens and advice to increase physical activity differed widely. Therefore, it is important to 
assess: practical skills to cope with treatment requirements, and recovery and treatment expectations. To our knowledge, this is the first study where 
respondents described three types of patient and therapist involvement. Assessment of preferred therapist involvement in the rehabilitation process in 
each individual patient is important to provide patient-centered rehabilitation and to enable the performance of home exercises and increase of 
physical activity after discectomy.

32  Sacral Nerve Stimulation for the Treatment of Chronic Low Back, Pelvic Girdle and Leg Pain – A Prospective 
Study

B Mitchell1*, P Verrills1, D Vivian1, A Barnard2 
1Metro Pain Group • 2Monash Clinical Research

Introduction: Sacral nerve stimulation (SNS) has been used effectively in the management of the urinary and bowel symptoms associated with 
some chronic pelvic pain disorders in the last 15 years. We have also found it useful for treating pain from the belt line down. SNS is an effective 
treatment option when the thoracic epidural space is compromised through scar tissue or vertebral collapse. Of note, paraesthesia in an area is not 
necessarily required for pain relief.  
Purpose/Aim: To present results of a case series of patients with intractable pelvic nerve pain treated with SNS. 
Materials and Methods: Over a 3 year period we assessed 31 consecutive patients who had a successful trial and were subsequently implanted 
with octrode percutaneous leads within the major area of pain in their pelvis using sacral hiatus approach. Questionnaires, along with patients’ 
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histories were used to assess pain, analgesic use, disability and patient satisfaction with the treatment. Patients were followed up at baseline, trial 
end, and at 3-, 6-, 12-months following implant or as required as per standard of care. Study was IRB approved. 
Results: All patients with a permanent sacral implant reported significant reductions in mean pain compared with baseline values (Baseline vs. End 
of trial 3.7±1.1; Follow ups: 4.0±0.9, 3.9±0.8, 4.3±0.9 at 3, 6 and 12 months respectively; p=0.05). Reductions in the Oswestry disability index 
and psychometric scales were observed. Over 80% of patients using analgesics were able to reduce their analgesic use, with no patients increasing 
their medication. Overall, 95% of patients reported some degree of improvement on the patient global impression of change scale, whilst 81% of 
patients were satisfied with their treatment outcome. Patient satisfaction highly correlated with increased pain relief (r=0.756, p=0.003). Three 
patients required repositioning of their leads due to migration. Upon ceasing use of vicryl sutures, no further migrations occurred. A fourth patient had 
a replacement of their implantable programmable generator (IPG) due to hardware failure. 
Conclusion(s): SNS can produce effective pain relief in the majority of carefully selected patients suffering from low back, buttock and leg pain, as 
well as chronic pelvic pain. SNS should be considered as an alternative to SCS, particularly where there is compromise of the thoracic epidural space, 
high risk of lead migration, the need for low power use or coexisting incontinence.

33  Individualised Physiotherapy versus Advice for People with Low Back Disorders: A 2-year Follow-up of a 
Randomised Controlled Trial

J Ford1*, A Hahne1, L Surkitt1, S Slater1, M Richards1, A Chan1, R Hinman2, N Taylor1 
1Department of Physiotherapy, La Trobe University, Melbourne • 2Department of Physiotherapy, Melbourne School of Health Sciences, The University

Background: Few treatments have demonstrated clinically meaningful benefits for low back disorders (LBD). Advice has been recommended for 
LBD in multiple clinical guidelines. The aim of the Specific Treatment of Problems of the Spine (STOPS) trials was to evaluate the effectiveness and 
cost-effectiveness of individualised physiotherapy treatment compared to guideline-based advice for LBD. 
Methods: 300 participants with low back pain (≥6-weeks, ≤6-months) and/or referred leg pain were classified into one of five subgroups. They 
were then randomly allocated to a 10-week intervention of either: two sessions of advice (pathological explanation, prognostic reassurance, and 
advice on remaining active) or 10 sessions of physiotherapy individualised to the pathoanatomical, psychosocial and neurophysiological factors. The 
primary outcome measures included back pain and leg pain (0-10 numerical pain rating scale) and activity limitation (Oswestry Disability Index) 
followed up at 5, 10, 26, 52 and 104-weeks post baseline. Data were analysed using linear mixed models for continuous outcomes. Cost data were 
collected relating to the primary intervention, co-interventions, and medication over a 12-month period. The incremental cost effectiveness ratio 
(ICER) and quality adjusted life years (QALYs) were calculated using validated EuroQol health state utilities. Costs associated with work absence were 
analysed separately. 
Results: Between group differences for Oswestry favoured individualised physiotherapy at 2-years (3.1; 95% CI 0.2 to 6.0) consistent with 1-year 
results. Patients receiving individualised physiotherapy were significantly more likely to be have a 10% reduction in Oswestry (risk difference=22%; 
95% CI 11% to 33%) and be “much improved on the global rating of change scale (risk difference=15%; 9%% CI 3% to 26%). There were no 
significant between group differences for back or leg pain. Healthcare costs were similar for both groups: mean difference $AUD41.63 (95% CI: 
-$308.45 to $391.70). Health benefits were significantly greater with individualised physiotherapy: incremental QALY=0.06 (95% CI: 0.02 to 0.10). 
The ICER was $AUD649.80 per QALY gained. A cost-effectiveness utility curve was plotted revealing a 90% chance that individualised physiotherapy 
was cost-effective relative to advice at a willingness to pay threshold of $AUD50,000. Additionally, costs associated with work absence were 
significantly lower in the individualised physiotherapy group relative to advice: $-3073.08 (95% CI: -$5924.43 to -$221.73). 
Discussion: Our physiotherapy classification and treatment protocol shows greater activity limitation benefits (at 52 and 104-weeks) as well as 
health benefits and salary savings (at 52-weeks) relative to guideline-based advice in people with low back disorders. These differences appear to be 
clinically important.

34  Targeting the Cause, not just the Symptoms: A New Treatment for Chronic Low Back Pain – Results of the 
Reactiv8-A Trial

B Mitchell1*, K Deckers2, K DeSmedt2, D Vivian1, M Russo3, S Eldabe4, A Gulve4, N Harland4, P Georgius5, J-P Van Buyten6, I Smet6, M Green7, J Vieceli7, G 
Baranidharan8, V Mehta9, S Ramaswamy9, R Sullivan10, R Gassin10, J Rathmell, C Gilligan 
1Metro Pain Group • 2St Augustinus Hospital, Antwerp, Belgium • 3Hunter Pain Clinic, Newcastle • 4James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough, UK • 5Georgius 
Practice, Noosa Heads • 6Algemeen Ziekenhuis Nikolaas, Sint-Niklaas, Belgium • 7Ashford Community Hospital • 8Leeds Teaching Hospital NHS Trust • 9St Ba-
tholomew’s Hospital • 10Precision Neurosurgery

Introduction: For many people with Chronic Low Back Pain (CLBP), the root cause of the persistence of pain is disruption in control of the key 
muscles that stabilize the lumbar spine, particularly the lumbar multifidus. A feasibility study demonstrated that stimulation of the L2 medial branch to 
elicit episodic repetitive smooth contractions of the lumbar multifidi facilitated recovery from CLBP. 
Purpose: ReActiv8-A is a prospective single arm clinical trial designed to evaluate a new implantable neurostimulation stimulation system (ReActiv8® 
by Mainstay Medical) 
Materials and Methods: Ten centers in Australia and Europe enrolled 92 subjects, of whom 47 proceeded to ReActiv8 implant and 46 reached the 
90 day follow up. Key inclusion criteria included disabling CLBP (low back pain NRS≥6) despite a minimum of 90 days of medical management 
including at least physical therapy and drugs, no prior spine surgery, and no indications for spine surgery or spinal cord stimulation. After the 
treatment activation visit, subjects were asked to administer two 30-minute stimulation sessions per day for a minimum of 90 days.  
At baseline, average duration of CLBP was 13.8 ± 10.3 years; average age was 43.9 ± 10.7 years. The majority of subjects (70%) were regularly 
taking opioids at baseline, and many were taking NSAIDS. The population had attempted all or most available treatments for their CLBP.  
Results: At the 90 day follow up, 63% of subjects reported a ≥2 point improvement on single day NRS for average low back pain with a mean 
improvement of 2.3±0.3 (33%) compared to baseline of 6.7±0.2 (n=46, p<0.0001), and at 180 days it was 58% with a mean improvement of 
2.1±0.4 (30%) (n=45, p<0.0001). The proportion of subjects with a clinically important improvement in disability (≥10 point reduction in ODI) at 90 
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days was 57% with a mean improvement of 14.8±2.3 (33%) compared to baseline of 46.4±1.8 (n=46, p<0.0001), and at 180 days it was 60% 
with a mean improvement of 12.4±2.4 (30%) compared to baseline of 45.2±2.1 (n=45, p<0.0001).  
Conclusion: These results show that subjects with disabling CLBP implanted with ReActiv8, experienced a clinically important, statistically 
significant and lasting improvement in their low back pain, related disability and quality of life.

35  Afternoon but not Morning Exercise Lowers Blood Glucose Concentrations

B Gordon1*, H Owens1, K Harrington1 
1Discipline of Exercise Physiology, Rural Health School, La Trobe University

Introduction: Blood glucose concentrations are an important indicator of metabolic health. Numerous hormonal factors regulate blood glucose 
concentrations and are known to fluctuate throughout the day. Exercise has proven blood glucose lowering effects, however whether blood glucose is 
altered in response to exercise completed at different times of the day is currently unknown. 
Methods: Eight healthy, active males (N=4) and females (N=4) consented to complete two 30-minute bouts of continuous moderate-intensity 
cycling at different times of the day, seven days apart. Health and exercise capacity (VO2max) were assessed prior to allocation of intervention order. 
Participants attended the laboratory after a minimum 3h fast and were provided with a meal containing 1187 kJ. One hour after consuming the meal, 
participants began exercising at 65% of their predicted VO2max. Morning exercise began at 9am and afternoon exercise began at 3pm. Blood 
glucose was analysed from capillary samples using the YSI 2900 (Texas, USA, YSI life sciences) collected pre-meal, pre-exercise, during exercise (15 
minutes), immediately post-exercise and 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes post-exercise.
Results: Participants had a mean±SD age of 19.8±1.0 years, were 176±0.6 cm tall, weighed 71.8±5.2 kg and had a predicted VO2max of 
45.9±6.9 ml/kg/min. Prior to ingesting the meal for each intervention, blood glucose was 3.8±0.9 mmol/L. Blood glucose did not respond 
differently to the meal during the morning or afternoon (p=0.39), but there was a trend for glucose to increase (p=0.06). During each exercise bout, 
the glucose response was not different (p=0.16) although reduced (p=0.02) from 4.4 mmol/L (95%CI: 3.8 to 5.0 mmol/L) pre-exercise, to 2.9 
mmol/L (2.1 to 3.6 mmol/L) during exercise, then 3.5 mmol/L (2.9 to 4.1 mmol/L) post-exercise. Although the glucose response in the post-exercise 
period was not statistically different (p=0.37), there was a large practical effect (ηp2=0.591), with glucose increasing before rebounding downwards 
again. When considering the overall effect (blood glucose pre-exercise compared to 120 minutes post-exercise), a significant interaction effect was 
identified (p=0.02), suggesting a sustained glucose lowering effect of exercise in the afternoon.
Discussion: The blood glucose response to exercise completed at different times of the day does not appear to change either during the exercise 
bout or after the exercise bout. However, 30 minutes of moderate-intensity cycling in the afternoon appears to have a glucose lowering effect. 
Therefore, while exercise performance is unlikely to be impaired, exercise in the afternoon might be more beneficial for inducing blood glucose 
reductions. 

36  Short or Longer Effort Time in Intermittent Exercise?

M Takito1*, E Alves1, G Salermo1, V Panissa1, E Franchini1 
1School of Physical Education and Sport, University of Sao Paulo

Introduction: High-intensity intermittent training (HIIT) has gained popularity due to its benefits concerning physical fitness and body composition. 
However, the prescription is difficult due the many variables that can be manipulated, although stimulus duration seems to be a relevant factor. 
Additionally, chronic adaptations generated from these changes are still unknown. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the effect of 6 
weeks of HIIT using long series (LS) or short series (SS) on body composition and appetite. 
Methods: Untrained women (age=24±4 years) were randomly assigned to two groups: LS (n=10) and SS (n=8). Both groups performed effort at 
90% of maximum heart rate, with a ratio work:rest equal to 2:1. Total duration of session was 28.5 min (3-min for warm-up and cool-down). Work 
phase in LS was 1 min, and 20s in SS. Both groups trained three times per week for 6 weeks. Subjects performed Astrand cyclergometer test to 
estimate maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max) pre and pos training period, as well as body composition, which was estimated through 
circumferences and skinfold thickness and recording a 24 h food diary for 3 days. The heart rate, visual scale of hunger, rating of perceived exertion 
and internal load were recorded in all training sessions. Anova two-way with repeated measurements was performed to compare dependent variables 
before and after training. Significance level was set at 5%. 
Results: Both training protocols induced significant pre to post reduction for fat mass (-1.9kg), fat percentage (-2.8%), sum of seven skinfolds 
(-23.4mm). There was an increased in fat-free mass (2.7kg), corrected thigh circumference (2.2cm) and VO2max (8.2.ml.kg-1.min-1). There was no 
difference for body mass, body mass index, waist circumference, perception of hunger and food intake for any group. There was no difference 
between protocols for any dependent variable, except for training load used to achieve the 90% HRmax intensity, which was higher for SS (80.9W) 
compared to the LS (46.5 W).  
Discussion: Once both training protocols resulted in beneficial changes after the intervention with no significant differences between them, the 
effort time stimulus – using similar work-pause ratio and intensity - can be determined based on individual preference or be changed in different 
training days to avoid monotony. For untrained people this is interesting to reinforce adherence. Additionally, the common suggestion that changes in 
hunger and food intake are key variables to induce fat loss during HIIT protocols could not be confirmed by our study.
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37  Effects of an Acute Oral Dose of Digoxin on Plasma K+ Regulation, Muscle Performance and Excitability 
During and Following High-intensity Cycling

T Farr1*, A Petersen1, M McKenna1 
1Institute of Sport, Exercise and Active Living (ISEAL) Victoria University, Melb

Introduction: During high-intensity exercise K+ disturbances in muscle have been suggested to be one factor limiting performance and increased 
fatigability. This study investigated the effects of an acute oral dose of digoxin on arterial plasma [K+], muscular force, excitability and performance 
during and following high-intensity cycling in healthy adults. 
Methods: Ten healthy adults (6 males, 4 females) (mean ± SD) participated in a randomised, crossover, double-blinded, counterbalanced design 
study. Participants were orally administered 50 mg digoxin (DIG) or placebo (PLAC) and then 60 min later performed cycling for 1 min at 
60%VȮ2peak, 1 min at 95% VȮ2peak, then to volitional fatigue at 95% VȮ2peak. Radial arterial plasma [K+], maximal isometric voluntary contraction 
(MVC), potentiated quadriceps twitch (Qtwpot) Nm, QtwpotM-wave evoked via magnetic stimulation, were measured at rest, during and after exercise. 
Results: Time to fatigue was 7.3% less during DIG than PLAC (224.4 ± 48.0 vs. 241.8 ± 57.0 s, respectively) (P = 0.03). Plasma [K+]a increased 
throughout exercise and decreased during recovery, being below pre-exercise until 20 min post-exercise (P<0.05). There was a treatment x time 
interaction (P<0.05), with a greater increase for DIG than PLAC during exercise at 3.5 min and during recovery at 3 min. The MVC decreased by 
66% at fatigue for DIG and PLAC (57±21 vs 56.5±22 Nm, respectively) (P<0.05); being below pre-exercise at 60 min post-exercise (P<0.05). The 
Qtwpot decreased by 50 and 55% at fatigue for DIG and PLAC (9±2 vs 10±4 Nm, respectively) (P<0.05). The Qtwpot M-wave latency for DIG and 
PLAC VM was less than pre-exercise at 60 min post-exercise (P<0.05), whilst DIG and PLAC VL was less than pre-exercise following fatigue, until 
60 min post-exercise (P<0.05). The VM muscle M-wave amplitude was unchanged for DIG and PLAC. However, VL muscle amplitude, for both DIG 
and PLAC, increased above pre-exercise following fatigue; remained above pre-exercise at 60 min post-exercise (P<0.05). The VM muscle M-wave 
duration increased above pre-exercise at 60 min post-exercise (P<0.05). The VL muscle M-wave duration increased above pre-exercise at 60 min 
post-exercise (P<0.05). There was a treatment main effect (P<0.05) and a treatment x time interaction, with DIG being greater than PLAC at fatigue 
(P<0.05). The VM muscle M-wave area increased above pre-exercise at 60 min post-exercise (P<0.05). The VL muscle M-wave area increased 
following fatigue, being above pre-exercise at 10 and 60 min post-exercise (P<0.05). 
Discussion:Hence acute digoxin treatment augments the increase in systemic [K+], and had a similar relative increase in M-wave amplitude, 
compared to PLAC during high-intensity exercise. The muscle force decreased with fatigue giving some evidence of excitability changes, but this did 
not differ between treatments, possibly an alteration of cellular metabolic mechanisms. Thus failure to adequately regulate plasma [K+] during 
intense exercise will reduce performance and increase fatigability.

38  New Method For Measuring The Lung Conducting Zone And Application To IndirectCalorimetry

J Schnebele1*, R Robergs2, C Donges1 

1Charles Sturt University • 2Queensland University of Technology

Introduction: The lung conducting zone (CZ), or anatomical dead space, presents an obstacle to the complete movement of inspired and expired 
air. We have shown that such CZ air contamination lowers inspired oxygen (O2) gas fractions, raises inspired carbon dioxide (CO2) gas fractions, 
raises expired O2 fractions and lowers expired CO2 gas fractions. To correct for CZ air contamination, the volume of the CZ must be known. The 
purpose of this study was to develop a simple method for the measurement of the lung CZ across the physiological range of tidal volume. 
Methods: Male (n=11) subjects completed repeated breathing for normal resting, medium, and near maximal tidal volumes. Subjects completed 5 
breaths at each condition, during which expired air was sampled from a port at the mouth on a one-way valve mouthpiece assembly. Expired CO2 
fractions were acquired continuously using custom software, as was inspired flow from an impeller turbine, and expired flow from a pneumotach. Gas 
analyser signal timing was corrected for the response delay time. The CZ was measured as the integrated volume from the start of expiration to the 
onset of the rapid rise in expired CO2 fraction. CZ values for the three tidal volume conditions were analysed by one-way repeated measures ANOVA, 
and CZ prediction was based on multiple regression. Statistical significance was accepted at p<0.05. 
Results: The CZ increased significantly with increasing tidal volumes. Mean data for rest, moderate and maximal tidal volumes were 0.121±0.03, 
0.159±0.058 and 0.220±0.064 L (all p<0.05). The individual subject correlation coefficients varied from 0.69 to 0.98 and were all significant. 
Combined data across subjects revealed significant tidal volume to CZ correlation (r=0.581; Syx=0.055; p=0.0004), and a more meaningful 
multiple regression prediction of the CZ from tidal volume, height and age (r=0.675; Sy.x=0.052; p<0.0001).  
Discussion: The lung CZ increases with increasing tidal volume, and as such, is not a true constant. Past methods cannot be used as a criterion 
given this variable nature of the CZ during different conditions of tidal volume. The current method is simple, has high within subject repeatability, and 
allows accurate estimation from tidal volume, height and age. Use of this method will allow incorporation of CZ correction to inspired and expired gas 
fractions, thereby increasing the validity of indirect calorimetry and the quantification of energy expenditure and physical fitness for applications in 
sport, community fitness, and clinical assessments.

39 Effects of 4 Weeks High-intensity Training on Running and Cycling Performance in Well-trained Triathletes

M Mallol Soler1*, G Mejuto2, D Bentley1, L Norton1, J Torres-Unda1, H Arrieta1, I Otxoteko2 
1Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, Flinders University • 2Faculty of Physical Activity and Sports Sciences, University of Basque Country

Background: The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of a 4 week high intensity training (HIT) program on running and cycling 
performance. HIT is a training method which can be used to improve physical fitness in less time, and reduced training volume, than traditional 
endurance training. HIT allows athletes to accumulate time at higher training intensities, which is difficult to achieve when training in a continuous 
method. 
Methods:Twelve well trained triathletes completed 4 traditional training weeks as a control period. They were then randomly assigned to a Bike or Run 
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HIT program completing two HIT sessions each week. A 20 minutes cycling time trial and maximal aerobic power test on the treadmill were measured 
before and after the HIT program. 
Results: Both Bike and Run HIT group achieved an increase of 6.72 and 2.07% in velocity at 2mM and a decrease of 6.37 and 8.44% in the HR 
variable at 2mM, respectively. Velocity peak decreased 1.91% in the Run HIT group and 1.80% for HR at 4mM. Velocity Peak decreased ~2% in the 
Bike group and it maintained HR maximum while there was a small reduction in the Run group. For cycle time trial, the Bike HIT group demonstrated 
a significant improvement in average velocity (8.82%), whereas, velocity was slightly lower in the run training group (-3.46%). 
Discussion: A 4 week Bike HIT program improved running performance in moderate to well trained triathletes. However, in our study, the cycle 
performance was not enhanced by a 4-week HIT running program, this may be due to the accumulated fatigue for the run group subjects. The 
relevant conclusion focused on the run HIT participants exhaustion at final of HIT sessions and in general were not improved their performance, 
probably, due to lack of experience in the triathlon sport.

40  Sex Differences in Adaptations to High Intensity Interval Training

S Hoffmann1*, T Skinner2, S van Rosendal2, M Osborne2, L Emmerton3, D Jenkins2 
1School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Deakin University • 2School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences, The University of Queensland • 3School of 
Pharmacy, Curtin University

Background: The effectiveness of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) to elicit physiological adaptations that improve performance in endurance 
athletes has been established in men but has been examined to a much lesser extent in women. The aim of this study was to compare the 
adaptations of the lactate threshold (LT) and other physiological and performance measures to 10 HIIT sessions between male and female endurance 
athletes, whilst controlling for female ovarian hormone concentrations. 
Methods: Competitive cyclists and triathletes (n = 9 men and 9 women) completed an incremental cycle trial to fatigue and a 40 km cycling time 
trial before (baseline) and after 10 (post-HIIT) HIIT sessions consisting of 10 x 90 s intervals, at an intensity equivalent to the final power output 
elicited during the incremental trial. Intervals were separated by 60 s of low-intensity, active recovery. The women had been taking a hormone 
contraceptive for ≥3 months.
Results: There were no significant differences in any of physiological improvements between sexes (p=0.06-0.43). Within-group analyses identified 
no significant physiological improvements from baseline to post-HIIT in men (p=0.44-0.92), however women significantly improved LT power output 
(4.9%; p=0.05), peak power output (W; 4.3%, W·kg-1; 5.1% and W·kg-0.32; 4.6%; all p<0.01) and incremental time to fatigue (6.0%; p<0.01). 
Performance in the 40 km time trial significantly improved in both men (1.7%; p=0.01) and women (-2.9%; p<0.01), with no significant difference 
in the magnitude of change between sexes (p=0.08). Improvement in LT power output was the only measured variable significantly correlated with 
time trial improvement in women (r=0.91; p<0.01), whilst no combination of measured variables could explain the time trial improvement in men.
Discussion: Despite significant physiological improvements in response to 10 HIIT sessions in women, and significant 40 km cycling performance 
improvements in both men and women, there were no differences in the magnitude of improvements between sexes. Although LT power output 
explained 82% of the improvement in 40 km cycling performance in women, no combination of measured variables explained the performance 
improvement in men, suggesting that mechanism/s other than those responsible for LT were involved. It is recommended that coaches, athletes and 
sports scientists consider monitoring changes in LT power output to predict changes in endurance cycling performance in women.

41  Assessment of Urinary Neurotrophins During Two Different Menstrual Cycle Phases Following Endurance 
Exercise

N Yasuda1*, T Tanioka2 
1Department of Health Science, International Pacific University • 2Department of Therapeutic Sciences, Showa University

Background: The neutrophins have been regarded as soluble polypeptide growth factors in neurite growth and differentiation in the central nervous 
system. However, data concerning effects of menstrual cycle phases on neutrophins are limited. The purpose of this study was to concomitantly 
assess urinary levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and nerve growth factor (NGF) between follicular and luteal phases after 2-h of 
endurance exercise.
Methods: Thirteen recreationally active eumenorrheic women [age: 21.0±0.3 year; height: 160.5±5.7 cm; body weight: 55.3±5.6 kg; Body mass 
index: 21.5±1.8 kg/m2; Body fat: 21.9±3.1 %; peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak): 44.9±4.9 ml/kg/min (mean±SD)] were recruited in this study. All 
participants carried out an incremental cycling exercise until volitional exhaustion in order to assess their VO2peak. Each participant completed the 
same submaximal exercise protocol during the follicular (F: 5~8 days after the onset of the menses) and luteal (L: 22~25 days after the onset of the 
menses) phases. Each submaximal protocol consisted of 2-h submaximal cycling exercise corresponding to a constant power output at 
60%VO2peak. During each protocol, carbohydrate-electrolyte solution were consumed every twenty minutes (2 ml/kg body mass) in order to prevent 
hypoglycemia and dehydration. Spot urinary samples were obtained before (pre) and after (post) 2-h submaximal cycling exercise for the later 
analysis of the urinary BDNF and NGF quantified with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.
Results: In terms of urinary BDNF, there were no significant main effects for time and phase or interaction (Pre=8.8±4.5, Post=9.4±7.0 for F; 
Pre=9.3±7.7, Post=9.7±8.6 for L, ng/mg creatinine) between the follicular and luteal phases. Similarly, no significant main effects for time and 
phase or interaction were found concerning urinary NGF (Pre=3.7±1.1, Post=3.6±1.0 for F; Pre=3.6±1.1, Post=3.5±1.5 for L, pg/mg creatinine).
Discussion & Conclusion: Previous research has represented effects of exercise on urinary neutrotrophins, but data related to follicular and luteal 
phases have been limited. The results of the present study indicate that two different menstrual cycle phases may not have different effects on 
urinary levels of BDNF and NGF after 2-h of moderate cycling exercise in recreationally active eumenorrheic women.
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42  Sex Differences in Autonomic Cardiac Activity and Oxygen Saturation Response to Simulated Altitude

M Botek1*, J Krejčí 1, A McKune2 
1Natural Sciences in Kinanthropology, Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic • 2Sport and Exercise Science, UC-RISE, University of Canberra, Australia

Background: Healthy female demonstrate lower mean RR intervals and global autonomic cardiac activity compared with age matched males. 
However, females maintain significantly greater high- (HF) (index of cardiac vagal outflow) and reduced low-frequency (LF) power (index of 
sympathetic system) that is further reflected by a lower LF/HF ratio. A decline in vagal activity has been widely associated with the development of 
arrhythmias and coronary heart disease. The lower partial pressure of oxygen associated with trekking, mountain climbing and/or skiing at high 
altitude elicits a hypoxia-related stress response modulated via a decline in vagal activity and increased sympathoadrenal stimulation. The aim of this 
study was to assess the autonomic cardiac regulation and SpO2 response to simulated altitude in age matched males and females to determine 
whether their vagal and sympathoadrenal responses to short-term hypoxia were similar. 
Methods: The experimental group included males (N=21, in age 21-27 years old, BMI= 21-27 kg.m2) and females (N=27, age 21-27 years old, 
BMI=17-30 kg.m2) who had not been exposed to hypoxia within the previous two years. Supine heart rate variability (HRV) and SpO2 were 
monitored throughout a 6 minute baseline period (normobaric normoxia), followed 10 minute period of normobaric hypoxia (FiO2=9.6%; 6200 m), 
and then during a 5 minute normobaric normoxia recovery period. HRV variables calculated included time (RMSSD) and frequency domains (LF and 
HFpower, LF/HF). RMSSD, LF (0.05-0.15 Hz) and HF (0.15-0.50 Hz) power were transformed by natural logarithm. 
Results: There were no significant differences in SpO2 level during hypoxia between the males (71.0±7.8%) and females (71.2±7.0 %). Vagally-
related HRV variables such as lnHF and lnRMSSD exhibited similar responses with no significant differences between genders across each period. 
However, while the groups exhibited comparable lnLF and lnLF/HF values during the baseline period, there were significant differences (lnLF: 
P=0.039; lnLF/HF: P = 0.002) between them during the hypoxia period with the males demonstrating significantly elevated sympathoadrenal 
stimulation (lnLF Females: 4.94 ± 1.39 vs males: 5.69 ± 1.42; lnLF/HF Females: -0.82 ±1.33 vs males 0.25 ± 1.34). 
Discussion: Despite finding similar oxygen desaturation levels and vagal withdrawal between genders during hypoxia; females compared with males 
demonstrated a lower sympathetic response to hypoxia exposure. This finding may reflect oestrogen related attenuation of sympathetic nerve activity 
that may provide a protective effect on the cardiovascular system when under environmental stress such as hypoxia.

43 INVITED: Mediating factors of pain associated with overuse injury in elite Athletics athletes

Toomas Timpka1,3 
1Athletics Research Centre, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden

In sports that require extensive capabilities with regard to speed, endurance, or power, athletes’ strategies for regulating exercise load in response to 
perceptions of pain and discomfort during and after exercise are central. Tolerating pain generated in association with functional over-reaching results 
in athletes reaching a higher level of fatigue and increased physical performance. An important challenge in sports that require extensive physical 
capabilities is to distinguish categories of pain and discomfort that are not associated with functional over-reaching but instead constitute symptoms 
of overuse injury. We therefore set out to explore whether perception of health-threatening pain varies with body consciousness, personal coping 
strategies, motivational climate, and exercise commitment among track and field athletes. A cross-sectional study design using a postal survey and a 
web questionnaire for data collection from track and field athletes (n=278) participating in a 1-year surveillance study. An analytic model was 
developed to identify factors that subdue or enforce health-threatening pain using self-estimated health as reference for latent injury status. Data on 
pain and self-estimated health were collected using EQ-5D, and mediator data were collected using the BCS-HA, PMCSQ, CtES, and Brief Cope 
instruments. Multiple mediation analysis was used to examine if relations between pain and health were mediated by any of the factors included in 
the analytic model. Two-hundred twenty-five (81%) of the invited athletes provided survey data. Global mediation of the association between pain and 
self-estimated health through the mediators was observed (mediation effect [ME], −1.814, 90% confidence interval [CI], −3.414, −0.351). Specific 
mediation between pain and health was observed for body competence (ME, −0.721; 90% CI, −2.028, −0.097) and private body consciousness 
(ME, −0.514; 90% CI, −1.761, −0.017). These factors mediated a negative association, i.e., athletes scoring higher on body competence and 
private body consciousness reported more pain at the same level of self-estimated health. We conclude that at any level of self-estimated health, 
athletes reporting high scores on body competence and private body consciousness report more pain than athletes reporting low scores. Body 
competence and private body consciousness appear to sensitize athletes to health-threatening pain, thereby expediting protection against overuse 
injury. The mediating factors of body competence and private body consciousness appear to sensitize track and field athletes to health-threatening 
pain, thereby expediting protection against overuse injury. These observations need to be further investigated in prospective studies.

44  Pain and Psychological Characteristics in Patellar Tendinopathy

M Plinsinga1*, V Vuvan1, A Stephenson1, R Mellor1, L Heales1, P van Wilgen, M Brink2, B Coombes1, B Vicenzino1  
1University of Queensland, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, Brisbane • 2University of Groningen, Center of Human Movement Sciences, Groningen • 
3Transcare, Transdisciplinairy pain management center, the Netherlands • 4Faculty of Physical Education & Physiotherapy, Vrije Universiteit Brussel • 5Pain in motion 
study group, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels

Introduction: Patellar tendinopathy (PT) is a common injury in sports and is characterized by persistent pain and interference with physical activity. 
Evidence from other persistent musculoskeletal pain states has shown alterations in somatosensory profiles implicating central nervous system 
involvement. The aim was therefore to assess detection and pain thresholds in patients with persistent PT compared with healthy controls. 
Methods: The following Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST) was performed in 19 people with PT (age 20-45 years; 26% female) and 15 healthy 
controls (age 21-33 years; 53% female): warmth and cold detection, thermal sensory limen, heat and cold pain, mechanical detection threshold, 
mechanical pain threshold, mechanical pain sensitivity, dynamic mechanical allodynia, vibration disappearance threshold, wind up ratio and pressure 
pain threshold (PPT). The assessor was blinded to the participant group. Testing in patients and controls was performed at two standardized 
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locations; over the infra patellar pole (most affected or randomly allocated leg respectively) and the lateral elbow (randomly allocated arm). The 
VISA-P, Health-related Quality of Life (EQ-5D), the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), the Active Australia Questionnaire and the Mental 
Toughness Questionnaire (MTQ-48) were completed by all participants. ANCOVA was performed to compare groups, adjusting for sex, age and BMI. 
Ordinal data was assessed with non-parametric Mann Whitney U tests.
Results: PPT measured at the proximal patellar tendon was significantly lower in the PT group (408.8 KPa) compared to controls (568.5 KPa) after 
adjusting for sex, age and BMI (P=0.012). No between-group differences were found for any other QST measures at either the inferior pole or lateral 
elbow. The PT group had significantly lower quality of life scores (P<0.001) and significantly higher mental toughness scores (P<0.05) compared to 
controls. No differences existed between groups for anxiety, depression and physical activity.
Discussion: Significantly lower PPT scores for people with PT compared to healthy controls suggests peripheral mechanical hyperalgesia. The lack 
of evidence of central sensitization may be different to other tendinopathies. Although people with PT have a lower quality of life, they also seem to be 
more mentally tough than healthy controls. Further research should elaborate on this personality trait as well as the negative and positive influences it 
might have on the development and rehabilitation of injuries. 

45  There is an Evidence-practice Gap in Patellofemoral Pain Management that can be Bridged

C Barton1*, K Crossley1, M Rathleff2 
1La Trobe University’s Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre • 2Research Unit for General Practice and Department of Clinical Medicine, Aalborg

Introduction: Level 1 evidence supports quadriceps and gluteal exercise, tailored patellar taping and prefabricated foot orthoses for patellofemoral 
pain management. We have previously identified barriers preventing translation of this research into physiotherapy practice, including access to 
evidence (knowledge) and understanding how to confidently apply the evidence to patients in the clinic. This study evaluates (i) knowledge of current 
evidence, and confidence in its clinical use amongst physiotherapists; and (ii) whether a structured educational intervention can improve knowledge 
and confidence. 
Methods: Physiotherapists attending a one day theoretical and practical educational course facilitated by one of the authors on the management of 
patellofemoral pain were invited to compete a survey to evaluate their knowledge of current evidence, and confidence in clinical use before and after 
course completion. Survey questions were constructed by three clinical researchers and piloted prior to commencing the study to ensure 
comprehension. The survey also explored potential resources which may assist in bridging any evidence-practice gaps.
Results: 72% (71/98) of invited physiotherapists averaging 15 years (range = 0 to 34 years) clinical experience participated in the first survey, with 
82% (58/71) participating in the second survey. Knowledge of evidence for active and passive interventions was variable among responding 
physiotherapists, with generally poor knowledge related to passive interventions. Of note, 36% of participants believed there was supporting evidence 
for Kinesio® taping techniques despite an absence of evidence; and only 23% of respondents believed there was supporting evidence for 
prefabricated foot orthoses prescription, despite clear supporting evidence. Additionally, 75% of respondents were confident in the use of Kinesio® 
tape, but just 38% were confident in the use of prefabricated foot orthoses. Knowledge related to evidence supporting proximal exercise (p=0.029), 
foot orthoses (p<0.001) and tailored patellar taping (p<0.001) improved following the course. Additionally, confidence improved in the majority of 
physiotherapists for provision of quadriceps and gluteal exercise (75%), tailored patellar taping (88%) and prefabricated foot orthoses (70%). 
Numerous online educational interventions to improve knowledge and confidence in managing patellofemoral pain were proposed.
Discussion: This study highlights a clear evidence-practice gap in relation to the knowledge of physiotherapists managing patellofemoral pain, 
particularly for passive interventions. This evidence-practice gap can be bridged by a theoretical and practical educational course. Further research is 
needed to see if these improvements translate to improved patient outcomes, and whether more freely available online resources may be similarly 
effective in improving knowledge and confidence of physiotherapists managing patellofemoral pain.

46  Pushing the Pain Barriers Because the Show Must go on.

C Harrison1*, M Ruddock-Hudson2 
1Representing La Trobe University Centre for Sport and Social Impact • 2School of Psychology and Public Health, La Trobe University

Background: A general expectation exists in sport that aches and pains related to athletic performance are an integral part of the life of an athlete. 
This expectation leads to an acceptance of athletes pushing through their pain barriers and risking injury as they seek to enhance their performances. 
For many athletes and in particular dancers, the distinction remains unclear between the expectation to perform with routine pain, but not to perform 
with serious injury. The ability to differentiate pain is a critical issue for athletes and dancers pushing through their pain barriers, as they modify their 
behaviour according to the meaning assigned to the pain. An understanding of the pain experience and pain tolerance of dancers is therefore 
important both in terms of protecting the career of individual dancers and to inform the planning of those who manage ballet and dance companies. 
Methods: Eleven females and nine males volunteered to take part in the study (10 = Australian, 8 = UK, 2 = Canada). The participants ranged in 
age from 25 to 45 years (M= 35years). Dancers participated in one semi- structured in-depth interview and completed the Self Estimated Functional 
Inability because of Pain (SEFIP) questionnaire.  
Results: Five main themes emerged from the data: (i) the injured dancer: the reality, (ii) self-responsibility in defining injury, (iii) the vocational 
impacts of injury, (iv) a dancer’s acquaintance: differentiating types of pain and (v) pain threshold. Quantitative analysis from the SEFIP measure 
showed significant support for the interview data which indicated that aches and pains are an integral part of the life of a dancer. Dancers 
differentiated the experience of routine performance pain and pain associated with injury. Nevertheless, dancers recalled consistently pushing 
through their pain barriers and risking injury in their professional career, putting strain on their bodies and ignoring the potential consequences for 
their future wellbeing. 
Discussion: These findings have important implications for further education to reduce dance related injuries and to recognise the long-term 
ramifications of dancing through pain. Despite the introduction of injury management and prevention programs, future interventions designed to 
increase awareness of pain and injury is warranted. This study provides a strong foundation for the recommendation of pain education and injury 
management programs and future injury prevention strategies in dance schools, dance universities and dance companies.
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47  Quantitative Sensory Testing in Achilles tendinopathy

M Plinsinga1*, V Vuvan1, R Mellor1, L Heales1, P van Wilgen, M Brink2, B Coombes1, B Vicenzino1, 
1University of Queensland, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, Brisbane • 2University of Groningen, Center of Human Movement Sciences, Groningen • 
3Transcare, Transdisciplinairy pain management center, the Netherlands, • 4Faculty of Physical Education & Physiotherapy, Vrije Universiteit Brussel • 5Pain in motion 
study group, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels

Introduction Achilles tendinopathy (AT) is a prevalent injury in the adult population, causing persistent pain and disability. Although, recent literature 
proposes peripheral and central nervous system alterations as one of the underlying processes of persistent pain in tendinopathies, the evidence in 
people with AT is limited. The primary aim of this study was to assess differences in detection and pain threshold between people with AT and healthy 
controls. 
Methods Thirty people with a clinical diagnosis of AT and 11 healthy controls were recruited. All participants were free from other musculoskeletal 
injuries, diabetes or other systemic conditions. Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST) measures were performed by an assessor blinded to their 
condition. Testing in patients and controls was performed at two standardized locations: the mid- Achilles tendon (most affected or randomly 
allocated leg respectively) and the lateral elbow (side randomly selected). We determined thermal detection and pain thresholds, thermal sensory 
limen, mechanical detection thresholds to von Frey filaments and vibration, mechanical pain thresholds to pinprick stimuli and blunt pressure, 
stimulus-response-functions for pinprick and dynamic mechanical allodynia (pain to light touch), and wind up ratio using repetitive pinprick 
stimulation. Participants also completed VISA-A, Health-related Quality of Life (EQ-5D), Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), Active 
Australia and Mental Toughness (MTQ-48) questionnaires. ANCOVA was performed to compare groups adjusting for sex, age and BMI.
Results There were no significant differences for age and sex between the AT group (mean age 45.7 years, range 21-63, 43% female) and the 
controls (mean age 40.9 years, range 19-68, 46% female). Body mass index was greater in the AT group (BMI 28.3 kg/m2; SD 5.4) compared to 
the controls (BMI 23.4 kg/m2; SD 2.7, P<0.005). Those with AT had an average VISA-A score of 57/100, average duration of symptoms of 38.6 
months, present at mid-tendon (73%) or insertional (37%) regions. Quality of life was significantly lower in the AT group (mean: 0.74; SD 0.06) 
compared to the control group (mean 0.96; SD 0.08, P<0.001). The AT group did not show significant differences compared to the controls on any 
of the QST measures at either site.
Discussion Based on the limited sample, this study did not find significant peripheral- or central somatosensory changes in people with AT compared 
to healthy controls. This is in contrast with other studies that found evidence of peripheral sensitization in people with AT.

48 Symposium: La Trobe University Intramuscular Hamstring/Tendon Injuries

P. Brukner1*, D. Connell1, A. Wallis1 
1La Trobe University

Intramuscular tendon injuries have received little attention as an element in ‘muscle strain’. In a number of lower limb muscles, such as the 
hamstring, quadriceps and soleus,  the attached tendon extends for a significant distance within the muscle belly. Thus, while the pathology of most 
muscle injures occurs at a musculotendinous junction, at first glance the athlete appears to complain of pain within a muscle belly. 
In addition to the musculotendinous injury being a site of pathology, the intramuscular tendon itself is occasionally injured. These injuries have a 
variety of appearances on MRI images. 
There is some evidence that these injuries require a prolonged rehabilitation time and may have higher recurrence rates. Therefore it is important to 
recognise the tendon component of a ‘muscle strain’. 
This symposium will focus primarily on the hamstrings, and discuss the anatomy of the intramuscular tendon, the classification of muscle injuries, 
and the clinical features, imaging findings and management of the intramuscular hamstring tendon injury. 
We will seek answers to the following questions.
What clinical features suggest involvement of the intramuscular tendon?
What are the classical imaging findings?
Which intramuscular tendon injuries require surgery?
How is the rehabilitation of the intramuscular tendon injury different from other hamstring muscle strains?

49  INVITED: Sitting less, HIITing more and everything in between: Implementing evidence-based physical activity 
programs in schools

D Lubans1* 
1The University of Newcastle

Physical inactivity has been described as a global pandemic and is now the fourth leading cause of death worldwide. In Australia, only 20% of 
children and adolescents meet the recommended physical activity guidelines of 60 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) each 
day. Experimental studies have provided evidence that participation in aerobic and resistance-based physical activity, especially activity of vigorous 
intensity, can improve a wide range of health outcomes in young people. Schools are ideally placed to deliver evidence-based interventions promoting 
movement across the intensity spectrum (i.e., from reducing sitting time to promoting vigorous physical activity). However, achieving optimal 
‘implementation’ (i.e., all aspects of the program delivered as intended) is challenging, especially in large-scale effectiveness trials and dissemination 
studies. Poor implementation and failure to consider ‘scalability’ in the original intervention design may explain why the promising findings from 
efficacy studies are rarely replicated in translational trials. Key factors influencing the implementation of school-based physical activity interventions 
include: i) time (e.g., competing curriculum requirements), ii) quality and availability of resources/facilities, iii) school climate (e.g., administrative 
support and school culture), and iv) staff support (e.g., teacher professional learning). This presentation will outline effective implementation 
strategies used to support the delivery of recent and on-going physical activity interventions conducted in primary and secondary school settings. 
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Featured studies will include school-based interventions designed to: i) reduce sitting and promote light activity (EASY Minds), ii) increase MVPA and 
movement skills (SCORES), iii) increase muscular fitness (NEAT and ATLAS 2.0), and iv) improve cardiorespiratory fitness using high-intensity 
interval training (Burn to Learn). Future research directions and implications for school-based physical activity interventions will be discussed. 

50  Improvements in Fitness at 12-months Follow up of an Individualised Home and Community Based Exercise 
Program After Stroke

R Callister1*, A Dunn1, D Marsden, P van Vliet1, C Levi, N Spratt 
1University of Newcastle • 2Hunter New England Local Area Health District

Introduction: Low cardiorespiratory fitness levels and sedentary patterns of behaviour are common even in well-recovered stroke survivors. These 
characteristics increase their risk of secondary stroke or other cardiovascular disease events. There are few longitudinal exercise intervention studies 
in stroke, especially studies targeting cardiorespiratory fitness. The aim of this study was to evaluate the longer-term effects of an individually tailored, 
home and community based exercise program in stroke survivors on cardiorespiratory fitness, ambulation and quality of life. 
Methods: Twenty stroke survivors completed the 12-week “How Fit is the Stroke Survivor?” (HowFITSS?) pilot exercise trial. The program consisted 
of a set of agreed exercise activities, with additional prescription for increasing daily physical activity and decreasing sitting time. Participants could 
complete the program at home or participate in local community activities if desired. An exercise scientist provided weekly feedback and advice on 
progression of exercise during the intervention period only. Participants were then assessed at 3, 6 and 12 months after initiation of the intervention. 
Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) was evaluated using a portable metabolic cart during the six-minute walk test (6MWT) and cycle ergometer test 
(cGXT). The main outcomes were peak oxygen consumption (VO2peak) and performance measures for each test. Walking speed, balance and a 
questionnaire to reflect quality of life were also measured. Intention-to-treat (ITT) and completers analyses were conducted and effect sizes (ES) 
calculated.  
Results: Thirteen stroke survivors were able to attend the 12-month follow up assessments. Older participants were less likely to attend at 12 
months due to health problems. VO2peak improved significantly from pre-intervention to 12-month follow up (ITT) on the 6MWT (21%, ES=0.75 
p=0.002) and cGXT (19%, ES=1.09 p=<0.001). Similarly significant within-participant improvements were found for 6MWT distance walked, 
quality of life, self-selected walking speed and balance on both right and left sides. A trajectory of ongoing improvement was observed over the latter 
9 months in completers with improvements from 12 weeks of 5% or more in VO2peak, distance walked, walking speed, balance and quality of life.  
Discussion: There may be substantial benefits from providing stroke survivors with a pragmatic exercise intervention that encourages and supports 
increased regular physical activity and decreased sitting time. The improvements in VO2peak, walking speed, balance and quality of life support the 
need for identifying effective ways to implement exercise programs in the diverse cohort of stroke survivors. This model of individualised exercise 
programming shows promise for wider community implementation.

51  The Effects a Home-based Physical Activity Program on Barrier and Program-specific Self-efficacy of Older 
Adults - The MOVES Study

K Cox1*, V Burke1, L Beilin1, M Phillips2 
1School of Medicine & Pharmacology University of Western Australia (RPH) • 2RPH &Harry Perkins Institute for Medical Research, Universitity of WA

Background: Home-based physical activity (PA) programs are an attractive strategy for older adults. PA adherence may be improved by 
interventions that increase self-efficacy. We investigated the effects of a 6-month home-based walking program followed by 6-months’ maintenance 
on two measures of PA self-efficacy in inactive 50-80 year olds.
Methods: Inactive, healthy participants (n=149), recruited from the community, were randomised to standard or behavioural education, with 
standard counselling or motivational interviewing. Four intervention-specific phone calls were made in the first 6 months only. The PA program 
comprised three 50-minute sessions/week of moderate intensity walking; activity was recorded in exercise diaries for 12 months. At baseline, 6, and 
12 months barrier self-efficacy, rated 1-5, was measured as confidence to be physically active in 5 adverse conditions. Confidence to perform 
program-specific tasks (program-specific self-efficacy), such as a home-based program with or without support, used a scale of 0-100%. 
Longitudinal mixed models, adjusted for covariates such as baseline activity level and program adherence, were used to examine associations 
between counselling and self-efficacy. Interaction terms were included to assess whether the level of one independent variable significantly 
influenced the effect of another. 
Results: Mean age was 60.3 (± SD 7.1) years; 84% of participants were women. As self-efficacy, retention and adherence rates did not differ 
significantly between groups, analyses used pooled data. Over the 12-month period there was an increase in barrier self-efficacy that was 
significantly related to the number of PA sessions, with an increase of 0.05 for each session completed (P<0.001). Similarly, the number of PA 
sessions was significantly related to an increase in program-specific self-efficacy (P<0.001). In models that examined the effect of motivational 
interviewing, this variable predicted an increase in self-efficacy to continue a home-based program without support (P<0.01). There was a significant 
interaction between motivational interviewing and the number of sessions (P<0.01) with a decrease in self-efficacy of 0.61 for each session, that is, 
motivational interviewing had a greater effect for those doing fewer sessions.  
Discussion: In this home-based PA program continued participation enhanced both barrier and program-specific self-efficacy. The style of 
counselling may be more relevant in different sub-groups of participants with motivational interviewing being effective in increasing self-efficacy to 
continue a home-based program once support ceases among less active participants. The influence of PA programs on subsequent PA self-efficacy 
has potential application to planning for long-term adherence. 
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52  Fit4Two: A Web-based Computer-tailored Physical Activity Intervention for Pregnant Women

M Hayman1*, P Reaburn1, M Brown2, C Vandelanotte2, C Short3 
1CQUniversity, School of Medical and Applied Sciences • 2CQUniversity, School of Health and Human Services • 3University of Adelaide, The Freemasons Foundation 
Centre for Men’s Health

Background: Despite many associated health benefits of regular participation in physical activity during pregnancy, few Australian pregnant women 
are sufficiently active. As such, efforts to promote physical activity during pregnancy are required to improve public health. Web-based interventions, 
and particularly those utilising computer-tailoring, offer a promising approach due to their potential for wide-reach and the delivery of interactive and 
on-going support in a sustainable way. While such interventions have been shown to be effective for promoting physical activity in a number of 
populations, no such intervention has been conducted among pregnant women. Thus, the aim of this study was to assess the feasability and 
preliminary efficacy of a computer-tailored web-based intervention (Fit4Two) designed to promote moderate-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) among 
pregnant women. 
Methods: 57 pregnant women were randomised into either (1) a tailored intervention group (TIG) that received tailored MVPA advice based on Social 
Cognitive Theory, and access to a resource library consisting of articles relating to MVPA during pregnancy or (2) a standard information group (SIG) 
that only received access to the resources library. Participants were assessed at baseline and two months post-baseline. Outcome measures included 
MVPA (mins), website usage (page views, number of visits, minutes spent per visit), website usability (SUS Scale), and process evaluation data. 
Standard errors for means were calculated using non-parametric bootstrapping. Treatment effects (group and time) were assessed using the Wilcox 
rank-sum test. 
Results: Retention was 75%, with no between-group difference (p=0.067). Both groups significantly increased MVPA. The mean increase in MVPA 
was higher in the TIG (115minutes/week, 95%CI:65.70;186.66) than the SIG (85minutes/week, 95%CI:50.58;136.62), however this difference 
was not significant (p=0.74). The TIG viewed significantly more web-pages than the SIG (Mdiff=45.97, 95%CI:19.64;72.31, p<0.001). Average 
number of sessions (Mdiff=1.36, 95%CI:0.88;3.6) and time on site (Mdiff=1.34, 95%CI:-2.07;4.74) were also higher among TIG participants, 
however these differences were not significant. Overall, usability of the website was ranked as good-excellent (75/100) and participants’ perceptions 
of the website were positive.  
Discussion: The positive findings associated with both study arms suggest that the delivery of physical activity advice online to pregnant women is 
feasible, well accepted and associated with increases in physical activity, at least in the short term. Preliminary findings suggest the tailored 
intervention may lead to greater physical activity changes, however a fully powered trial is needed to explore this further and evaluate longer-term 
intervention effects.  

53  Integrating Smartphone Technology, Social Support & the Outdoor Environment for Health-related Fitness 
Among Adults at Risk/with T2D: The eCoFit RCT

R Plotnikoff1*, M Wilczynska1, K Cohen1, J Smith1, D Lubans1 
1The University of Newcastle

Background: The prevalence and risk of Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) has dramatically increased over the past decade. Physical activity (PA) has 
significant benefits for the treatment and prevention of T2D. The aim of this study was to develop, implement and evaluate a community-based PA 
intervention to improve aerobic and muscular fitness among adults (aged 18-80 years) at risk of, or diagnosed with T2D.  
Methods: The “eCoFit” intervention was evaluated using a randomized controlled trial (RCT) design. The 20-week multi-component intervention was 
guided by Social Cognitive Theory, Health Action Process Approach Model, and Cognitive Behaviour Therapy strategies. The intervention included two 
phases: Phase 1 (weeks 1-10) integrated group face-to-face sessions (consisting of outdoor PA with a personal trainer and cognitive mentoring with 
a qualified psychologist) and the use of the “eCoFit” smartphone application (with a description of where and how to use the outdoor environment to 
be more physically active), and Phase 2 (weeks 11-20) only consisted of the eCoFit smartphone application. Participants (treatment n=42, control 
n=42) were assessed at baseline, 10-weeks (primary end-point) and 20-weeks (secondary end-point) post-baseline. Primary outcomes were 
cardio-respiratory fitness and muscular fitness (lower body). Secondary outcomes included objectively measured PA (pedometers), muscular fitness 
(upper body), functionality, waist circumference, body mass index, and blood pressure.  
Results: After 10-weeks, significant group-by-time effects were observed for the primary outcomes of aerobic fitness (4.3 ml/kg/min), CI [1.1, 7.5] 
and lower body muscular strength (3.6 repetitions) CI [2.8, 4.2]. Intervention effects for secondary outcomes included reduced waist circumference 
(-2.8 cm), CI [-4.7, -0.8], increased PA (1317 steps/day), CI [42.3, 2592] improved functionality (-1.8 sec.), CI [-2.4, -1.2] and improved upper body 
muscular strength (5 repetitions), CI [ 3.9, 6.0]. After 20-weeks, significant sustained effects were observed for aerobic fitness, upper and lower 
body strength, and functionality. 
Discussion: The study findings demonstrate the potential for community-based interventions which integrate the outdoor physical environment, 
social support and smartphone technology to improve and sustain health-related fitness among adults at risk of or diagnosed with T2D. 

54  Integrating Cognitive Mentoring, Smartphone Technology & the Outdoor Environment to Increase PA: Mental 
Health Outcomes Among Adults at Risk with T2D

M Wilczynska* 
1The University of Newcastle

Background: It is estimated 50% of Australians with diabetes suffer from depression or anxiety, which can increase the likelihood of developing 
diabetes complications. Physical activity (PA) is positively associated with better mental health. The aims of the study were to test: (1) a novel, 
multi-component intervention to improve mental health outcomes (i.e. anxiety and depression severity) among adults at risk of or diagnosed with Type 
2 Diabetes (T2D); and (2) the effect of potential mechanisms impacting the effect of PA on mental health.  
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Methods: The eCoFit intervention was evaluated using a randomised controlled trial design. The 20-week multi-component intervention focused on 
resistance and aerobic training activities was guided by Social Cognitive Theory, Health Action Process Approach Model, and Cognitive Behaviour 
Therapy strategies. The study included two phases: Phase 1 (weeks 1-10) integrated group face-to-face sessions (consisting of outdoor PA with a 
personal trainer and cognitive mentoring with a qualified psychologist) and the use of the eCoFit smartphone application (with short cognitive tasks 
and a description of where and how to use the outdoor environment to be more physically active) and Phase 2 (weeks 10-20), which included the 
usage of the eCoFit smartphone application only. Participants (treatment n=42, control n=42) were assessed at baseline, 10-weeks (primary 
end-point) and 20-weeks (secondary end-point) post-baseline. Mental health outcomes included: anxiety (GAD-7) and depression severity (PHQ-9). 
Social support, self-efficacy, nature relatedness, and perceived sleep quality were also assessed to examine potential mediation effects.   
Results: A significant group-by-time effect was observed for the depression severity score (-2.42), CI [-4.77, -0.72] at 20 weeks (Aim 1). No 
significant mediating effects were found for the mental health outcomes at 10 and 20-weeks (Aim 2). Discussion: The multi-component eCoFit 
intervention, which included strategies from Cognitive Behaviour Therapy revealed promising results for improving mental health through increments 
in physical activity. Social support, self-efficacy, nature relatedness, and perceived sleep quality did not impact the effect of PA on mental health. 
However, other social-cognitive and neurobiological mechanisms should be tested to explore mediation effects of physical activity on mental health in 
this population.

55  A Synthesis of Qualitative Evidence on Factors that Influence the Uptake of Occupational Sedentary Exposure 
Reduction Strategies

N Gilson1*, P Coenen2, G Healy1, D Dunstan3, L Straker2 
1The University of Queensland • 2Curtin University • 3Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute

Background: Qualitative research provides rich and meaningful insights that complement quantitative analyses. This study aimed to synthesise the 
findings of studies that have used focus groups or interviews to investigate factors that discourage or promote the uptake of workplace sitting 
reduction strategies. 
Methods: The study was undertaken as part of a review of literature for Safe Work Australia (2016). Researchers from four leading Australian groups 
conducted a literature search on PubMed (Medline), with search terms comprising ‘occupation’ or ‘work’, and ‘sedentary behavior/exposure’. Studies 
that used a qualitative approach (either as formative research or during/post-intervention) were identified, and data extracted on participants, study 
methods/strategies, and key findings. Researchers reviewed these data, and then discussed and agreed key barriers and facilitators for strategy 
uptake. 
Results: Eight (from 311) papers qualitatively investigated worker (x6), employer (x1) and practitioner (x1) experiences and opinions. Five studies 
were undertaken in Australia (the first published in 2011), with the other three studies contributing data from Belgium, Spain and the United States. 
Sample sizes ranged from n=12 to 41; all participants were drawn from office-based occupations. Three formative, focus group studies identified 
productivity concerns and lack of organisational support as major barriers to strategy uptake. Facilitators included raising awareness of the dangers of 
sitting, contextualising strategies to job demands, balancing choice with obligatory change, and promoting regular changes in posture, as opposed to 
simply replacing sitting with standing. Two studies conducted interviews during an intervention - one study that used treadmill desks reported that 
desks were difficult to use because of work conflict, time demands and busy schedules; the other study used a multi-component ‘sit less, move 
more’ approach and found self-monitoring of sitting time, and provision of a menu of strategies to be the most important facilitators impacting uptake. 
The remaining three studies conducted a focus group or interviews post-intervention - two sit-stand desk interventions highlighted that workers were 
reticent to stand using the desks in an open-plan office environment; benefits to health and productivity were perceived as key facilitators. The other 
study used an e-health intervention to interrupt desk sitting by switching off computers; the requirement to interrupt deskwork to be active was a 
major barrier. 
Discussion: The study findings begin to identify a number of consistent factors that influence occupational sedentary exposure reduction strategies. 
However, they also highlight a limited qualitative evidence base, with data only available for office work, and principally focused on desk-based 
interventions. 

56  Hip and Knee Kinematics During Successful and Failed Single Leg Landings in Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
Reconstructed Subjects.

P Johnston1*, J McClelland1, J Feller2, K Webster1 
1School of Allied Health, La Trobe University • 2OrthoSport Victoria

Introduction: Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture is a serious knee injury and can occur when landing from a jump. It is estimated to cost the 
Australian healthcare system $75 million/year in ACL reconstruction (ACLR) surgery. Athletes who return to sport following ACLR have an increased 
risk of repeat ACL injury compared to healthy uninjured athletes. As current evidence suggests that injuries may occur as a result of an unsuccessful 
or mistimed landing it is of interest to compare differences in body kinematics between successful and failed landing trials during controlled 
laboratory conditions. The aim of this study was to identify differences in lower limb kinematics between successful and failed single leg landings in 
ACLR subjects.
Methods: A 3-dimensional motion analysis system was used to collect single leg horizontal hop data of 22 male subjects (Age range 17-40 years) 
who had undergone unilateral ACLR. Lower limb kinematics for pelvis, hip, knee and ankle joints of the ACLR limb during both successful and failed 
landings were determined. For a successful landing, subjects had to land the single leg horizontal hop and balance for 1 second. A failed landing was 
defined as a loss of balance causing the subject to move the landing foot and/or to excessively swing the opposite leg.
Results: Failed landings demonstrated a significantly increased maximum anterior pelvic tilt (22⁰ vs 18.2⁰; p= 0.008), increased range of pelvic 
motion (11.1⁰ vs 6.5⁰; p<0.0001) with an increased excursion of pelvic rotation from initial contact to maximal rotation towards the stance limb (3.8⁰ 
vs 2.7⁰; p=0.046). A reduced range of hip flexion from peak hip flexion to extension (22.8⁰ vs 27.9⁰; p= 0.006), increased maximum hip abduction 
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(-11.5⁰ vs -8.9⁰; p=0.006) and increased range of hip abduction-adduction movement (12.7⁰ vs 10.5⁰; p= 0.035) were also seen for the failed 
landings.
Discussion: Compared to successful landings, the ACLR subjects’ failed landings demonstrated significant kinematic differences, particularly at the 
pelvis and hip joints. These results suggest that pelvis and hip positioning are important to complete a successful landing. Including hip control 
strategies into rehabilitation programs following ACLR may be of value to improve landings.

57  Inetr-Limb Differences During Single and Bilateral Landing in Girls: Implications for Appropriately Identifying 
ACL Risk Factors

T Sayer1*, K Fortin1, K Paterson1, R Hinman1, K Bennell1, A Timmi2, A Bryant1 
1Centre for Health Exercise & Sports Medicine, The University of Melbourne • 2St Vincent’s Department of Surgery, The University of Melbourne

Introduction Non-contact ACL injury is 4-6 times more prevalent in females during maturation. The majority of ACL research has utilized the dominant 
limb during bilateral landing to characterize biomechanics, which is problematic considering recent evidence suggests that females typically suffer a 
non-contact ACL injury on their non-dominant limb during single limb landing. Therefore, to determine if an interaction exists between limb 
dominance and task, the purpose of this study was to investigate multi-planar differences in dominant and non-dominant knee biomechanics during 
single and bilateral limb landing during maturation in females.  
Methods Dominant and non-dominant lower limb biomechanics of 33 females (mean ± SD, 17.7 ± 5.7 years, 1.6 ± 0.1 m, 53.3 ± 12.7 kg, E2 
levels= 9.85 ± 4.70 pmol/L), pooled across Tanner stage II-V, were tested during a single limb drop lateral jump (DLJ) and bilateral Drop Vertical 
Jump (DVJ). A 12 camera Vicon (Oxford, UK) motion analysis system and concealed force plates (AMTI, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) were utilised to 
capture main outcome variables of (i) peak external knee abduction moment (KAbM), (ii) knee flexion moment (KFM) and (iii) knee internal rotation 
angle. A two-way repeated measure ANOVA was used to test for an interaction between limb dominance and task. For any significant variables (p < 
0.05), the mean difference between limbs and 95% confidence intervals were reported.  
Results A significant interaction of task and dominance was found for KAbM, F(1,32)= 20.26, p<0.01 and KFM, F(1,32)= 6.14, p< 0.05 but not IR, 
F(1,32)= 0.57, p>0.05. Post-hoc results revealed that within the single limb DLJ, the non-dominant limb displayed higher KAbM (mean diff= 0.06, 
95% CI [0.01 to 0.1] Nm/kg, p<0.05) than the dominant limb. In contrast, during the bilateral limb DVJ, the KAbM switched limbs, whereby the 
dominant limb was higher (mean diff = 0.05, 95% CI [0.009 to 0.1] Nm/kg, p<0.05) than the non-dominant. Furthermore, only the KFM was 
significantly higher in the dominant limb during the bilateral DVJ (mean diff=0.19, 95% CI [0.05 to 0.31] Nm/kg, p<0.01), but no differences were 
found during the single limb DLJ.  
Discussion When landing bilaterally, girls increase their KAbM and KFM on the dominant limb, whereas the single limb landing task increases the 
KAbM only on the non-dominant limb. These findings are significant as they suggest biomechanics can’t be inferred by testing one limb alone which 
may be crucial in identifying females at risk of ACL injury.

58  The Effect of a Cadence Retraining Protocol on Lower Limb Sagittal Plane Kinematics and EMG Activity in a 
Normal Population of Social Runners

C Maher1*, P Tinley1, L Donnan1 
1Charles Sturt University

Background: Altering running cadence is a popular method for reducing the occurrence of running related injuries. Increasing running cadence has 
been shown to increase activation of hip musculature and reduce hip adduction and internal rotation. This has identified increasing cadence as an 
effective method of treating patella-femoral pain syndrome (PFPS). However, little is known about the long term effects to sagittal plane kinematics of 
the knee and ankle, or differences in tibialis anterior (TA) and medial gastrocnemius (MG) activation during running. Changes to plantarflexion range 
of motion and heel positioning at initial contact, and the subsequent effect on TA and MG activation, are risk factors for running related injuries such 
as medial tibial stress syndrome (MTSS) and chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS). This study looked to characterise the effect of three 
week cadence retraining protocol on ankle and knee sagittal plane kinematics and on TA and MG electromyography (EMG) activity.
Methods: 16 runners participated in the study. Subjects were measured for base line parameters and trained to increase their preferred running 
cadence (PC) by 10%. Kinematic and EMG data were collected for PC, post initial training (PIT) and post three weeks training (PT). PC was 
remeasured after six weeks.
Results: No significant changes occurred in sagittal plane kinematics or MG function. TA activity decreased during loading response (LR) and pre 
activation (PA) between PIT and PT. However there was no change in TA from PC to PT and no subsequent alteration in ankle plantarflexion at initial 
contact. Average cadence was increased by 9 ± 4.5% after a six week period. 
Discussion: The results of the study imply a cadence training protocol had no effect on sagittal plane kinematics of the knee and ankle, or on 
activation patterns of TA and MG, following a three week intervention. This suggests that training cadence alone may not be a viable treatment 
method for MTSS or CECS. However there was statistically significant decrease in TA activation initially during LR and PA between PIR and PT. There 
was also a non-statistically significant decrease in TA activation of 20% during LR from PC and PT, and 10% during PA from PC to PT; whilst this is 
not statistically significant it does suggest that further research with a longer sustained retraining program is required to develop a proper 
understanding of retraining running cadence on the examined mechanics. 
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59  The Relationship Between Front Foot Position and Lower Limb and Lumbar Kinetics During a Drag Flick in 
Specialist Hockey Players

C Wild1*, S Rosalie, D Sherry1, W B Loh1, A Sjurseth1, S Iyengar1, L Ng1 
1School of Physiotherapy and Exercise Sciences, Curtin University, Perth • 2Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale, University degli Studi di Firenze

Introduction: The penalty corner set play is one of the most important scoring tools in field hockey and the drag flick (DF) is used preferentially over 
hitting, due to the height restriction imposed on hits at goals. Recently, research has reported that players who DF have significant higher odds of hip 
(54%) and back injuries (56%) than non-drag flickers. Furthermore, there is anecdotal evidence to support that variation in the front foot placement 
(open or closed) during a DF may result in changes to lower limb and lumbar spine biomechanics, potentially playing a role in the injury risk in DF. 
However, to date no study has investigated the effect of front foot position during a drag flick to support this hypothesis. The aim of this study was to 
examine the relationship between front foot position and lower limb and lumbar spine joint kinetics during a DF in specialist hockey players. 
Methods: Twenty-five males (n=18) and female (n=7) specialist DF hockey players (age = 23.0 ± 3.1 years; height = 1.81 ± 0.05 m; mass = 
80.5 ± 11.4 kg) participated in this study. Participants performed up to five DF using their preferred front foot position, during which three-
dimensional lower limb and lumbo-pelvic kinematics (250 Hz), and ground reaction forces (2000 Hz) were assessed. Front foot position was defined 
as the angle formed between the long axis of the foot and the anterior plane of motion (open position < 45˚; closed position > 45˚ ). Pearson 
correlations were used to assess the relationship (p<0.05) between front foot position and lower limb and lumbo-pelvic joint reaction forces and 
external joint moments at the time of ball release. 
Results: In terms of foot angle at the time of ball release (31.4 ± 16.1˚ ), a correlation was displayed for medial shear (r=0.73, p<0.01) and 
compressive (r=-0.24, p=0.02) forces at the ankle. Weak to moderate positive correlations were found at the knee for tensile forces (r=0.46, 
p<0.01) and adduction moments (r=0.39, p<0.01) and a positive correlation was displayed for anterior (r=0.43, p<0.01) and compressive 
(r=0.33, p<0.01) lumbo-pelvic forces at the time of ball release.  
Discussion: Results suggest that an increase in foot angle at ball release (closed front foot position) is associated with greater medial shear forces 
at the ankle as well as anterior lumbo-pelvic forces, which may play a role in the risk of injury in specialist DF. 

60  Kinetic Characteristics of Kicking Motion Between Football Players With or Without Groin Pain: From Motion 
Analysis of the Instep Kick

K Murakami1*, S Miyazawa2, H Nagamoto3 
1Faculty of Sports Science, Sendai University • 2Faculty of Health and Sports Science, University of Tsukuba • 3Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Kurihara Central 
Hospital

Introduction: Although the incidence rate of groin pain among football players is said to be low, the treatment becomes challenging as it may 
become chronic once it develops. It has been reported that kicking motion relates to the groin pain. However, its mechanism is still unclear. The 
purpose of this study was to reveal the characteristic motion of kicking between football players with or without groin pain. 
Methods: Ten players with the history of groin pain in the past year (GP group) and ten players without the history of groin pain (NP group) were 
included in the study. All the players kicked the ball 3 times to the target, which was 10m away. Kicking motion was analyzed by 3D motion analysis 
(Vicon T020×10; 250 Hz) and mutually-synchronized force plate (Kistler×1; 1000 Hz), used motion analyzing software SIMM6.0. Analyzing interval 
was from the Maximum Hip Extension (MHE) of the kicking leg through the Foot Contact (FC) of the pivot leg to the Ball Impact (BI) of the kicking leg. 
Results: The maximum flexion torque of the hip from MHE to BI in the kicking leg was not significant between the GP and the NP group. However, 
maximum knee extension torque to BI of the kicking leg in the GP group (164.1 ± 46.1N/kg) was significantly higher than that of the NP group (113.3 
± 90.3N/kg). Relative rotation angle of the upper and lower trunk in the GP group (9.1 ± 6.4degrees) was significantly smaller than that of the NP 
group (19.2 ± 5.7degrees). Average speed of the translation direction of the body mass center was significantly smaller in the GP group (during 
FC−BI 3.0 ± 0.3 m/sec) than that of the NP group (during FC−BI 3.2 ± 0.3m/sec). 
Discussion: The distinctive point about instep kick in the GP group was that it depended on knee extension torque of the kicking leg and the rotation 
angle of the upper and lower trunk was less compared to the NP group. In addition, decreased average speed of FC to BI phase was observed 
compared to TO to FC phase, although average speed of the same phase increased in the NP group. These results may suspect that the groin pain 
occurrence may have a relationship with kinetic stress of the knee extensors, and motion depending on the kicking leg because of ineffective motion 
and decreased speed.

61  Assessment of Postural Sway Using Smartphone Technologies: Comparison with Force Plate Measures

C Kean1*, M Hayman1, T Doering1, R Stanton1 
1School of Medical and Applied Sciences, Central Queensland University

Background: Assessment of postural sway is an important functional outcome. However, in clinical settings, assessment of postural sway is often 
subjective, and reliant on observer experience. Recent innovations in smartphone technology allows clinicians to use mobile applications to objectively 
assess postural sway using convenient low cost methods. The SWAY Balance Application (SWAY) is one example which provides scores ranging from 
0-100 (higher scores indicating better balance). Previous validations of SWAY utilised only anterior-posterior accelerations; however, validation of the 
current version of SWAY, which utilises all three axes of the device’s accelerometer are lacking. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to 
compare SWAY scores, with force plate-derived measures of postural sway (centre of pressure (CoP) path length (PL) and CoP 95% confidence 
ellipse area (95% CEA)). 
Methods: Twenty recreationally active adults (15 females; 33.1 ± 8.0 years, 26.1 ± 3.7 kg·m-2) completed a Modified Balance Error Scoring 
System (mBESS) test on a force plate while simultaneously recording postural sway using SWAY on an iPhone6. Pearson’s correlations examined the 
relationship between CoP PL, CoP 95% CEA, and SWAY score for each of the five mBESS tasks. 
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Results: For Double Limb Stance task, non-significant weak negative relationships were observed between SWAY score and CoP PL, and between 
SWAY score and CoP 95% CEA (r = -0.25 and -0.17, respectively). For Tandem Stance tasks, moderate-to-strong negative correlations between 
SWAY score and CoP PL, and between SWAY score and COP 95% CEA were observed (r = -0.62 to -0.92, p < 0.05). Similarly for Single Leg 
Stance tasks, moderate-to-strong negative relationships were observed between SWAY score and CoP PL, and between SWAY score and COP 95% 
CEA (r = -0.76 to -0.86, p < 0.05).  
Discussion: For the majority of mBESS tasks, significant moderate-to-strong negative relationships were observed between SWAY scores and 
force-plate derived measures of postural sway; such that as SWAY scores increased (indicating better balance), force-plate derived measures of 
postural sway decreased (also indicating better balance). The weak negative relationships between SWAY scores and force-plate derived measures of 
postural sway during the Double Limb Stance task, are likely due to a ‘ceiling effect’, with participants achieving a maximal or near maximal SWAY 
score (> 95). Overall, this study suggests SWAY is a valid tool for measuring postural sway during more challenging balance tasks. Whether SWAY is 
sufficiently sensitive to detect clinically important differences is unknown and more research is required.

62  Distinct Cut Task Strategy in Australian Football Players with a History of Groin Pain

S Edwards*, H Brooke2, J Cook3 
1The University of Newcastle • 2Charles Sturt University • 3La Trobe University

Introduction: Acute groin injuries are the leading overuse injury in Australian football with a high incidence and recurrence rate. This injury has been 
associated in sports with sudden change-of-direction, and rapid acceleration and deceleration. Whilst the importance of adequate change-of-
direction strategies has been investigated in other sports and knee joint injuries, no research was located to help identify movement patterns that may 
predispose players to groin injury. By exploring if change-of-direction techniques differ in players with and without a history of groin pain, clinicians 
may be able to intervene and decrease the risk of groin injury. This study aimed to explore the differences in the strategies utilised during 
unanticipated change-of-direction movement between players with and without a history of groin pain.
Methods: Male Australian football players either with (HISTORY; n = 7) or without (CONTROL; n = 10) a history of groin pain performed 10 
successful trials of an unanticipated change-of-direction task with a defensive opponent and 5 maximal isokinetic hip abduction-adduction 
contractions. Three-dimensional ground reaction forces (GRF) and kinematics were recorded during the change-of-direction task. The weight 
acceptance phase was defined from initial contact (IC) when the vertical GRF exceeded 10 N, to the first local minimum (FWA) after peak vertical GRF 
(FV). Any between-group differences were determined using independent-samples t-tests and a Bayesian approach (precision of estimation and 
magnitude-based inferences). Moderate or large effect sizes (d) were defined as substantial changes to enable a more informative inferential 
assertions regarding magnitude. 
Results: There were substantial between-group differences for majority of the variables including HISTORY group displaying decreased knee flexion 
(d: IC 0.91, FV 0.61, FWA 0.78) and hip internal rotation (d: IC 0.74, FV 0.87, FWA 0.94), increased knee internal rotation (d: IC 0.86, FV 0.75, 
FWA-0.95) and T12-L1 right rotation (d: IC 1.17, FV 0.99, FWA 0.78), and higher GRFs (d: FV 0.52, FWA 0.82, FPOST 0.50), and decreased right 
adductor/abductor muscle strength ratio (d: 0.78).
Discussion: Weak hip adductor muscular strength may have served as a precursor for the impaired ability of the HISTORY group to control lower 
limb function and alignment while executing the change-of-direction task. They also utilised decreased hip internal rotation, which is associated with 
groin injury and increased demands on the pubic symphysis. This provides evidence to support current rehabilitation methods of improving hip 
adduction-abduction muscular imbalances, and suggests the inclusion of lower limb alignment and control during a change-of-direction task within 
rehabilitation.

63  The Joint Health of Recreational Runners - An Analysis of Symptoms, Injury History and Osteoarthritis

R Leech1*, K Flatters1, M Batt2, K Edwards1 

1University of Nottingham; Arthritis Research UK • 2Nottingham University Hospitals; Arthritis Research UK

Introduction: Running is becoming increasingly popular. Over 3 million individuals in England participate in athletics on a monthly basis whilst an 
equivalent percentage of the Australian population (7.4%) run or jog regularly. The importance of emphasising and encouraging an active lifestyle is 
critical within the wider societal context. Thus, the effect of running - one of the most easily accessible sporting pastimes - on musculoskeletal health 
must be understood. The Health of Adults’ Longitudinal Observational (HALO) study aims to explore the association between physical activity 
(including running) and other lifestyle factors on health and chronic disease, such as osteoarthritis (OA). This paper aims to examine the associations 
between running behaviour, prevalence and severity of joint symptoms and injury history.  
Methods: As part of the HALO study, recreational runners from across the United Kingdom and Australia have been recruited (n=1345 runners, 
male=563, female=782, mean age=47.3 years (range 18-81). Participants completed a questionnaire providing detail on demographics, health 
and wellbeing, occupational and recreational physical activity, injury, joint symptoms and OA. Differences between running groups were assessed 
using c2 test. 
Results: The majority of participants considered themselves to be road runners (n=970; 72.1%). Across all runners (road, trail, track, adventure 
racer, other) history of running ranged from 1 month - 67 years. 57.5% reported a history of injury (55.2% road; 60.9% trail; p=0.12) and 13.2% 
have undergone joint surgery (12.9% road; 13.6% trail; p=0.78). Overall, 17.5% had a clinical diagnosis of OA (15.2% road; 23.0% trail; p=0.14), 
with the knee the most commonly affected joint. 30.4% reported a history of knee joint pain (28.6% road; 35.0% trail; p=0.05), 12.9% morning 
stiffness (12.2% road; 14.4% trail; p=0.38) and 29.9% joint crepitus (29.4% road; 32.5% trail; p=0.35) persisting for one month or more.  
Discussion: Evidence supports the overall beneficial health effects of running, whilst greater joint loading has been hypothesised as a risk factor for 
OA onset and progression. Anecdotally, many believe that running on hard surfaces, such as tarmac, will be detrimental to the joints. Findings from 
the present study suggest that running on different terrain provides no significant effect on the incidence of knee symptoms. In contrast to much of 
the previous data in this area, this cohort includes many younger runners therefore the relatively high prevalence of knee pain and OA is of significant 
interest. 
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64  Patellar Cartilage Status in People after ACL Reconstruction: Influence of Timing of Return to Sports and 
Infrapatellar Fat Pad Morphology

A Van Ginckel1* 
1Centre for Health, Exercise and Sports Medicine, The University of Melbourne

Introduction: People after ACL reconstruction (ACLR) are at higher risk of knee osteoarthritis (OA). We showed that knee cartilage at 6 months 
post-ACLR has low in vivo resiliency when compared to controls, which may render the cartilage more vulnerable to dissipate repetitive high impact 
loads typically occurring during sports. Previous reports, however, have largely focussed on the tibiofemoral joint despite growing evidence indicating 
that the patellofemoral joint (PFJ) may also be a pertinent source of pathology and symptoms. Additionally, the infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) is closely 
aligned to the PFJ and may show a variety of abnormalities following ACLR including oedema and scarring, all of which may affect the proper function 
of the knee. The purpose of this study was: (1) to compare patellar cartilage morphology and resiliency between ACLR patients and matched controls, 
(2) to explore associations between patellar cartilage status and timing of return to sports as well as IPFP morphology.                             
Methods: Fifteen patients at 6 months from isolated ACL reconstruction were compared with 15 matched controls. A 3T MRI evaluation was 
performed entailing morphological characteristics of cartilage and IPFP (3D volume/thickness, presence of scarring/oedema) and cartilage resiliency 
(after a 30-minute run: in vivo deformation including recovery up to 54 mins following exercise). Timing of return to sports was queried using 
researcher-designed questionnaires.             
Results: No significant differences existed between groups for patellar cartilage volume (p=0.25) and thickness (p=0.63). Similarly, patellar 
cartilage deformational behaviour and extent of recovery following the 30-min run appeared similar between groups (p=0.52). Return at 5 months or 
sooner was associated with less recovery of patellar cartilage volumes following the exercise (at 30 min after exercise: rs=0.79, p=0.02). In patients, 
but not in controls, larger normalised IPFP volumes were associated with greater patellar cartilage volumes (rs=0.65, p=0.01). Presence of oedema 
(2/15 patients) was also related to less recovery of patellar cartilage volumes at 30 min (rs=0.59, p=0.02) and 45 min (rs=0.55, p=0.04) after 
exercise cessation.
Discussion: At 6 months from ACLR, patellar cartilage quality may not be diminished as is tibiofemoral cartilage. Its relationship to timing of return 
to sports, however, suggests that accelerated post-surgical rehabilitation, rather than the initial trauma from injury or surgery, may account for the 
relatively high prevalence of MRI-detected PFJOA seen as early as 1 year post-surgery. Longitudinal studies are warranted, especially to further 
understand the role of the IPFP in knee joint health after ACLR.

65  A randomised trial investigating an accelerated weight bearing program after autologous chondrocyte 
implantation: 2-year outcomes

J Ebert1*, P Edwards1, M Fallon2, T Ackland1, D Wood3 

1School of Sport Science, Exercise & Health, The University of Western Australia • 2Perth Radiological Clinic • 3School of Surgery (Orthopaedics), The University of 
Western Australia

Introduction: Matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation (MACI) is a surgical treatment option for symptomatic knee cartilage defects. 
While encouraging results are reported, outcomes remain limited by a lack of knowledge on how to progress post-operative weight bearing (WB) and 
exercise. Rehabilitation protocols remain conservative and information for the therapist is notably deficient. This study sought to investigate patient 
and graft outcome after an accelerated WB return after MACI. 
Methods: After MACI, 37 patients were prospectively randomized to either an accelerated (AR, 6 weeks, n=18) or conservative (CR, 8 weeks, 
n=19) return to full WB gait. Clinical outcomes were assessed at 3, 6, 12 and 24 months post-surgery, including knee range of motion, the 
six-minute walk test, maximal isokinetic knee flexor and extensor strength, the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score and the Short Form 
Health Survey. High resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was undertaken to assess eight pertinent parameters of graft repair, as well as a 
combined MRI composite score. Repeated measures ANOVA was employed to investigate clinical and MRI scores over time, between the AR and CR 
groups. 
Results: A significant time effect (p<0.001) existed for all clinical scores demonstrating improvement to 24 months in both groups. No group 
differences (p>0.05) were observed. At 24 months post-surgery, a mean Limb Symmetry Index (LSI) for maximal knee extension strength was 
calculated for the AR (88.5%) and CR (86.9%) groups, comparing the operated and non-operated limbs. The LSI for maximal knee flexor strength 
was 101.0% and 102.2% for the AR and CR groups, respectively. There were no significant differences (p>0.05) in the MRI-based scores between 
the two groups. There was no incidence of graft de-lamination in the AR group, with 94% (17/18) of patients satisfied with MACI for relieving their 
knee pain. This was compared to 2 patients in the CR group who demonstrated a graft area devoid of graft material, though with 95% (18/19) of 
patients still satisfied with MACI for relieving their knee pain. 
Discussion: Reported results after MACI are encouraging, though patient outcomes remain limited by a lack of knowledge on best-practice 
rehabilitation, with current programs based on expert opinion, animal studies and basic science. In this study, the AR group that reduced the length of 
time spent ambulating on crutches produced comparable outcomes to the traditionally conservative regimen, without compromising graft integrity. 
This AR protocol appears safe, accelerating the patient’s return to full WB and normal daily activities. 

66  Functional Limitations in Individuals with Symptomatic and Radiographic Mild-to-Moderate Hip Osteoarthritis: 
A Case-control Study

M Constantinou*, P Mills1, A Loureiro1, R Barrett1 
1School of Allied Health Sciences, Menzies Health Institute Qld, Griffith University • 2School of Physiotherapy, Australian Catholic University, Banyo

Background: It is well established that individuals with advanced stage hip OA exhibit functional limitations, while findings in those with mild-to-
moderate hip OA are inconsistent. The aim of this study was to compare physical function in those with symptomatic and radiographic mild-to-
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moderate hip osteoarthritis (OA) and healthy controls and to determine the extent to which patient-reported outcomes can be predicted by physical 
function in those with mild-to-moderate hip OA.  
Methods: Participants with symptomatic and radiographic mild-to-moderate hip OA and healthy controls were recruited for this study. Eligible 
participants completed the Hip Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) and the modified Harris Hip Score (HHS) questionnaires and 
underwent a battery of physical function tests consisting of gait-related performance tests (self-selected walking speed, timed-up-and-go test, timed 
stair test), physical examination tests (lower limb muscle strength and hip range of motion) and physical activity over 10 days as measured by 
accelerometry.  
Results: Twenty-seven individuals with mild-to-moderate hip OA (mean age 63.2 ±7.6 years) and 26 healthy controls (mean age 59.3 ± 7.6 years) 
participated in the study. Compared to healthy controls, individuals with mild-to-moderate hip OA reported significantly lower scores on HOOS and 
HHS, demonstrated 13% slower self-selected walking speed, 38% and 36% slower times for timed-up-and-go and timed stair tests respectively, 
were weaker in hip flexor and abductor, knee flexor and extensor, ankle dorsi- and plantar-flexor muscle strength by 20-48%, had less hip range of 
motion but demonstrated no difference in physical activity as measured by accelerometry compared to healthy controls. Stepwise linear regression 
revealed that hip flexor and knee extensor muscle strength were the most consistent uni-variate predictors of HOOS and its corresponding sub-scores 
(R2 = 0.30-0.39) whereas the timed-stair-test was the best predictor of the modified HHS (R2 = 0.31) and its corresponding Function score (R2 = 
0.39).  
Discussion: Individuals with symptomatic and radiographic mild-to-moderate hip OA exhibit lower physical function than healthy controls. 
Patient-reported outcomes reflect different aspects of function than physical measures in mild-to-moderate hip OA and a combination of both appear 
necessary to comprehensively assess dysfunction. 

67  The Association Between Running Loads and Injury, Joint Symptoms and Osteoarthritis in Runners and 
Triathletes

K Flatters1, R Leech1*, M Batt2, K Edwards1 
1University of Nottingham; Arthritis Research UK • 2Nottingham University Hospitals; Arthritis Research UK

Introduction: Triathlon is a unique sport requiring sequential completion of swimming, cycling and running. A training programme that combines 
these three disciplines may lead to greater levels of physical exertion than running alone. Within triathlon, a higher proportion of lower limb injuries 
have been associated with overuse. This could result in unknown consequences for the athlete concerned, particularly relating to injury and joint 
health. Despite triathlon’s growing popularity, much remains unknown and there is little evidence to guide the clinician managing the multi-sport 
athlete. The Health of Adults’ Longitudinal Observational (HALO) study aims to explore the association between physical activity, such as running and 
triathlon, and joint health. This paper aims to examine the associations between training behaviour in triathletes and runners and the prevalence and 
severity of joint symptoms and injury history.  
Methods: As part of the HALO study, recreational athletes have been recruited from the United Kingdom and Australia (runners n=1345 male=563, 
female=782, average age 47.3 (range 18-81); triathletes n=136; male=86, female=50, average age 45.2 (range 20-73)). Participants completed 
a questionnaire providing detail on demographics, health and wellbeing, occupational and recreational physical activity, injury, joint symptoms and 
osteoarthritis (OA). Differences between triathletes and runners were assessed using c2 test. 
Results: Triathletes completed, on average, fewer runs per week than runners (2.8 v 3.3). More triathletes have previously sustained an injury 
(66.9%) compared with runners (57.5%; p=0.03). Furthermore, a greater proportion of triathletes have a history of joint surgery (19.1%) compared 
with the runners (13.2%; p=0.06). In addition, more triathletes have a diagnosis of OA (19.9% v 16.5%; p=0.47) and greater rates of knee joint 
pain (33.8% v 30.4%; p=0.26), stiffness (14.7% v 12.9%; p=0.29) and crepitus (34.6% v 29.9%; p=0.41). 
Discussion: No cause-effect relationship can be identified from the current data, but it is evident that triathletes have a greater history of injury than 
runners. It could be postulated that this is in part due to the difference in training conducted by the two groups, but further evidence is required to 
support this statement. Other measures of joint health were non-significant between the two groups, including joint pain, but consistently found to be 
more prevalent in the triathlete group. 

68  Gluteal Muscle Atrophy and Fatty Deposits Increase with Advancing Hip Osteoarthritis

A Zacharias1, T Pizzari*, D English1, T Kapakoulakis4, R Green1 
1College of Science, Health and Engineering, La Trobe University • 2La Trobe Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre • 3Bendigo Health Care Group, Bendigo

Background: The prevention and management of osteoarthritis (OA) is a high priority across the globe, considering the ageing population, 
increasingly sedentary lifestyles and increased life expectancy all contributing to the escalating burden of OA. There are a number of known risk 
factors for its development, although the pathogenesis is not entirely understood. Muscle weakness is considered to be a primary risk factor, and 
atrophy or weakness of the periarticular muscles has been implicated in the development, progression and severity of OA. In hip OA, atrophy of the 
deep hip muscles has not been consistently identified, although there is some evidence that muscle atrophy is present in advanced OA. This study 
aimed to compare the muscle volume and fatty infiltrate of the gluteal muscles and tensor fascia latae (TFL) in a hip OA population with matched 
controls. 
Methods: Using 3T MRI, a series of 6mm axial slices were taken from the iliac crest to the lower margin of TFL bilaterally to measure muscle 
volumes of the gluteus maximus (GMax), gluteus medius (GMed), gluteus minimus (GMin) and TFL in 20 participants with radiologically and clinically 
confirmed unilateral hip OA (11♀, 9♂, mean age 63, SD 5.4) and 20 age and gender matched controls (mean age 62, SD 5.6). Muscle volume 
asymmetry between limbs was calculated and fatty infiltrate within muscles was graded using the Goutallier classification. To estimate the magnitude 
of the asymmetry difference between groups, an effect size (ES) was calculated. 
Results: A significant decrease in muscle volume was identified in GMax (p<0.01), GMed (p<0.01) and GMin (p<0.01) on the affected side in the 
OA group compared to the contralateral side and also when compared with the control group (ES=0.75-1.37). The differences between groups were 
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related to severity of OA with only participants with Grade 3 OA changes showing significant asymmetry when compared to controls. There were 
greater levels of fatty infiltration seen in GMax (p=0.01) and GMin (p=0.04) in the OA group. There were no differences identified in TFL. 
Discussion: Atrophy of the gluteal muscles identified in hip OA may result in impaired protective reflexes, joint instability and increased peak joint 
forces, which may increase the risk of microtrauma to the articular cartilage. Since severity of OA was related to the extent of atrophy and fatty 
deposits, this has implications for rehabilitation programs for hip OA. Targeting the gluteal muscles may slow or prevent the progression of the 
condition.

69  To Evaluate the Effect of Autologous Adipose Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cell Therapy in the Treatment of 
Osteoarthritis - A Case Series Analysis

J Freitag1*, R Boyd2, D Bates1, L Huguenin1, K Shah3, A Barnard4 
1Melbourne Stem Cell Centre • 2Monash University • 3Magellan Stem Cells • 4Clinical Intelligence

Introduction: Arthritis is a major cause of disability and chronic pain, affecting at least 3.85million people within Australia at a cost of > $23.9 
billion each year. World wide it is considered the fourth leading cause of disability. 
Purpose: To evaluate the effect of autologous adipose derived mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) therapy in the treatment of osteoarthritis. We present 
ethics approved prospective case series follow-up of patient outcomes following MSC treatment. 
Methods: After undergoing conventional osteoarthritis treatment methods patients underwent MSC therapy. Patient outcome measurements 
included numerical pain rating scale (NPRS), the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC Index 3.0) and the Knee Injury 
and Orthopaedic Outcome Score (KOOS). Structural outcome was assessed using MRI.
Results: Statistically significant pain and functional improvement following MSC therapy was observed as early as 1 month following treatment. 50% 
of patients aged 41-60years of age reported >75% pain relief at 9months post injection. 65% of patients aged 41-60years of age reported at least 
50% pain relief by 9 months post commencement of therapy. An update of outcome scores, reflecting greater follow-up periods, increased patient 
numbers and formal MRI analysis will be presented at the time of the conference
Conclusion: In this case series of osteoarthritis, MSC therapy has demonstrated improvement in recorded outcome measures. The results highlight 
the need to further investigate the use of MSC in the treatment of osteoarthritis.
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70  Return to sport following Total Hip Arthroplasty(THA): Do we all agree?

Y Kaplan1* 
1Lerner Sports Center, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: As younger, healthier patients are having THA, a greater emphasis is being placed on postoperative function, activity, and exercise.  With recent 
advances in implant technology and surgical technique, the survival rates for modern prosthetic designs and patients with these high demands are promising. There is 
no current consensus on the safety of resuming to sport. The main concerns nevertheless are remaining instability, wear, loosening, and fracture.  
Objective: To provide a narrative literature review relating to returning to sporting activity following a THA.   
Methods:  An electronic search was conducted up to September2016, using medical subject headings and free-text words.  Subject-specific search was based on 
the terms “total hip arthroplasty”, “return to sport” and “exercise”.  
Results: T18 articles were found to be suitable. Only one was a prospective randomized study, comparing the type, intensity and frequency of sports activities 
performed after resurfacing hip arthroplasty vs. THA using a metal-on-metal bearing.  All the rest were narrative reviews and expert opinion. One guideline consensus 
paper was published. Substantial limitations were observed in most of the publications, including small sample size, patient selection, trial quality, heterogeneity of 
outcome assessments, and potential sources of confounding variables not investigated.  
Discussion: Over the past 10-15 years, many aspects of THA have changed.  The age group that has demonstrated the greatest increase in THA are patients 
between the ages of 45 and 64. Conflicts emerge with some studies that report lower survival rates for hip and knee arthroplasty in patients participating in 
high-impact sports.  
Conclusion: Each sport should be evaluated on its potential risk to a joint replacement, whether from the force of repetitive injury or the possibility of catastrophic 
failure. Likewise, a surgeon can use techniques, biomaterials, and implants that will maximize an athlete’s chance of success over time. There is a need for a 
long-term, high-quality, prospective randomized control trial that will compare low vs. high impact sports and their effect on the prostheses. Until then, definitive 
recommendations should be made based on each patient’s expectations, goals and the surgeon’s past experience.
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71  Referent body weight values in over ground walking, over ground jogging, treadmill jogging, and elliptical 
exercise

Y Kaplan1*, E Witwrouw2, M Nyska3 

1Physical Therapy and Sports Medicine Institute, Lerner Sports Center, Hebrew University • 2Department of Rehabilitation Sciences & Physiotherapy, Ghent University • 
3Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Meir Hospital, Kfar Saba, Israel

Objectives: I. To evaluate average percentage body weight (APBW) values and weight-bearing distribution percentages (WBDP) between four 
common sports activities in a referent adult population. II. To suggest clinical implications. 
Design: Original research study. 
Setting: Lerner Sports Center, Hebrew University, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem, Israel. 
Participants: Seventy-five asymptomatic volunteers, mean age = 33.5 (19-72) years SD=15.1, mean weight (kg) = 70.7 (43-113) SD=14.1. 
Interventions: Four tests were conducted: 1. Overground walking (OGW) over a 20m distance, 2. Overground jogging (OGJ) over a 20m distance, 
3. Treadmill jogging (TJ) at a constant speed of 8.5 km/hr for a 15-second interval and 4. Elliptical exercise (EE) for a 20 second period at a 
resistance and incline level of 10, and a steady pace within the range of 70-95 steps/min. 
Main Outcome Measure: The Smartstep™ weight-bearing gait analysis system. 
Results:, The APBW value on the entire foot in OGW was 112% (SD=15.57), in OGJ, 201% (SD= 31.24, in TJ, 175% (SD=25.48) and in EE, 73% 
(SD=13.8). Regarding WBDP, the swing phase in OGJ and TJ was significantly longer than the stance phase (p<0.05). OGW resulted in significantly 
less swing phase compared to OGJ and TJ (p<0.05). 
Conclusions: EE significantly reduces weight-bearing as compared to other common functional and sporting activities. These findings may assist 
the rehabilitation team when considering returning individuals back to early activity following certain bony or soft tissue pathologies or lower-limb 
surgical procedures. This information is also useful from a repetitive loading standpoint (to prevent overuse injury) or for exercise 
recommendations for those at greater risk for exacerbating chronic joint pathology. 

72  The Pilot Study: Why We Have Learnt?

Y Kaplan1*, E Witwrouw2 

1Physical Therapy and Sports Medicine Institute, Lerner Sports Center, Hebrew University • 2Department of Rehabilitation Sciences & Physiotherapy, Ghent University

Introduction: Although pilot studies typically form the basis for further confirmatory studies, most do not evolve into subsequent published major 
trials. They are still poorly reported with inappropriate emphasis on their importance. 
Aims: To describe what our research team learnt from conducting a one-season pilot intervention study in order to reduce the incidence and severity 
of injuries in American flag football. 
Methods: A brief overview of the pilot study is presented, analyzing how the authors evaluated the package of interventions, detected the willingness 
of players to participate and comply with their intervention program, analyzed its financial costs and detected planning errors and faults in the 
equipment design.  
Results: The pilot study enabled the authors to make the necessary changes in preparation for their 2-season intervention study which resulted in 
significantly increased players’ compliance rates, improved equipment design, decreased costs, and a further reduction in the incidence and severity 
of sports injuries. 
Conclusion: The success of the authors’ pilot study highlights the importance of using such a study to assist in reducing costs, improve the quality 
of research, avoid planning errors, and most importantly to improve player compliance. Pilot trial design and analysis is an area of clinical research 
that warrants further study, as a means to ensure both effective use of limited resources and appropriate interpretation of results. 

73  Clinical implications of changing parameters on an Elliptical trainer

Y Kaplan1*, E Witwrouw2, M Nyska3 

1Physical Therapy and Sports Medicine Institute, Lerner Sports Center, Hebrew University • 2Department of Rehabilitation Sciences & Physiotherapy, Ghent University • 
3Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Meir Hospital, Kfar Saba, Israel

Purpose: To investigate the referent average percentage body weight (APBW) values, weight-bearing distribution patterns (WBDP) and cadence 
values on the entire, hind, and forefoot during changing resistance and incline on an elliptical trainer, as well as to suggest clinical implications.
Method: Twenty four asymptomatic subjects participated (mean age=29.54 yrs, range 21-69, SD=12.64). The Smartstep™ weight-bearing gait 
analysis system was utilized to measure the values. The protocol included three consecutive tests of changing resistance and incline within a speed 
range of 70-95 steps/min. 
Results: The entire foot APBW values ranged between 70% - 81%, the hind foot values, between 27%-57% and the forefoot values, between 
42%-70%. Increasing the resistance had a significant increase on APBW values (P<0.05), whilst increase the incline had little effect (p>0.05). The 
feet remained in the stance phase consistently more percentage time compared to the swing phase (p<0.05).  
Conclusions: Elliptical exercise can be started immediately if more than 30% body weight on the heel and 40% on the forefoot is permitted. These 
findings may assist the rehabilitation team when considering returning individuals back to weight-bearing activities following certain bony or soft 
tissue pathologies or lower-limb surgical procedures where full weight bearing may be limited.
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74  Does the Use of Pedal-less Bicycles Improve Stability Scores in Six to Ten Years Old Children Diagnosed with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder?

A Shim1*, S Peterson2, J Turbes3, E Kay4, D Newman5 

1Briar Cliff University • 2Pier Center of Autism • 3NW AEA • 4Briar Cliff University • 5Florida Atlantic University

Introduction The purpose of this study was to determine if a bicycle without pedals could improve Center of pressure or Limit of Stability scores of 
6-10 year old children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder within a five week time period. Currently, the investigators are not aware of any past 
studies or investigations that address this issue.  
Methods A one group repeated measures design was selected for this five week study. A sample of eight healthy children, aged six to ten years old 
were recruited to a local Autism center in Sioux City, Iowa. Permissions were requested and received by the Autism center and the parents to perform 
this study. The investigators tested each subject on a Bertec Computerized Posturography Plate every week on the same day of each week for five 
consecutive weeks as well as performed an ADOS evaluation to determine each child’s level of Autism. The group used Strider bicycles on a modified 
race course for a 20 - 30 minute duration, three times per week for five consecutive weeks. A repeated measures multiple analysis of variance was 
used to determine if Center of Pressure or Limit of Stability scores improved significantly within the group during the five week duration.  
Results Significant differences in mean performance were detected within the group for Limit of Stability in the anterior plane (p-value = .001), in the 
left sagittal (0.021), the right sagittal plane (< 0.001), and the posterior plane (0.004).  
Discussion There was evidence of significant association between pedal-less bicycles and mean stability scores in six to ten year old children who 
were diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder within five weeks of training, when observing Limit of Stability scores in all four planes. There were 
no differences observed with children who were determined to have lower or higher ADOS scores with regards to stability scores over the five weeks. 
These observations could possibly reduce or eliminate the use of training wheels as a progression towards pedal bicycles in young children diagnosed 
with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 

75  The Effects of Balance Training on Stability and Proprioception Scores of the Ankle in College Students

A Shim1*, K Steffen1, P Hauer2, P Cross1 

1Briar Cliff University • 2University of South Dakota

Introduction Ankle injuries are prevalent in athletes who participate in different dynamic sports or activities. This study was to determine if stability 
and proprioception scores improved on college-aged students using a slack line device.  
Methods One group of 20 participants aged 18-23 from a Midwestern university who were classified as injury-free, performed a pre-test/post-test 
study design on a computerized posturography plate to determine Center of Pressure (CoP) and Limit of Stability (LoS) scores to determine 
proprioception improvements. Participants performed three 20-30 minute sessions per week of balance and proprioceptive training using a Balance 
Bow for a period of four weeks. Data were analyzed (SPSS 21.0) using a dependent t-test to determine if any changes occurred between pre- and 
post-test scores after four weeks.  
Results The analyses found no significance differences in Center of Pressure (CoP), normal stability eyes open (NSEO), normal stability eyes closed 
(NSEC), perturbed stability eyes open (PSEO), perturbed stability eyes closed (PSEC), or LoS forward (F), backward (B), or right (R) scores in 
college-aged participants. A significant difference (p= .011) was found in LoS left (L) and a notable trend towards significance was found in LoS R 
results.  
Discussion A four week period of balance and proprioceptive training on a slack line device was found to have no significant effect on CoP NSEO, 
NSEC, PSEO, PSEC, or LoS F, B, or R scores in college aged participants. A significant difference was found in LoS L and a notable trend towards 
significance was found in LoS R results. Due to the fact this is the only known published study that has investigated training effects of balance and 
proprioception utilizing the Balance Bow, future research is needed to determine the accuracy of these findings. Additional studies, with various 
populations, examining longer balance training periods, intensities, or session frequencies could reveal best practice protocols for improving balance 
and proprioceptive abilities, and thus, possibly reducing the risk for an ankle injury.

76  Population Levels of Sport Participation: Implications for Sport Policy

R Eime1.2*, J Harvey1.2, M Charity1.2, W Payne1 
1ISEAL, Victoria University • 2Faculty of Health, Federation University

Introduction: There are recent reports that participation in sport in Australia is decreasing. However, these studies are limited to ages 15 years and 
over.  
Methods: This study integrates sports club membership data from five popular team sports and investigates sport participation across the lifespan 
(4-100 years) by sex and region (metropolitan/non-metropolitan).  
Results Overall participant numbers per annum increased from 414,167 in 2010 to 465,403 in 2012 corresponding to a rise in the proportion of 
Victorian’s participating in these sports from 7.5% in 2010 to 8.3% in 2012. The highest proportion of participants was in the 10-14 year age range, 
with participation rates of 36% in 2010 and 40% in 2012. There was a considerably lower participation rate in the 15-19 year age group compared 
to the 10-14 age group, in all three years studied, and the decline continued progressively with increasing age. Male and female age profiles of 
participation were generally similar in shape, but the female peak at age 10-14 was sharper than for the males, and conversely there were very few 4 
year old female participants. Participation rates were generally higher in non-metropolitan than metropolitan areas; the difference increased with 
increasing age from 4 years to 34 years, then steadily declined, reaching parity at around 60 years of age.  
Discussion: It is a positive sign that participation in these popular sports increased by over 50,000 participants from 2010-2012. Large proportions 
of the population aged 5-14 participate in club based sport. However, the fact that participation rates decline sharply in late adolescence, particularly 
for females, remains a matter of concern. It is recommended that sport policy places a higher priority on grass-roots participation and that sporting 
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organisations are supported to prioritise the retention issues occurring during adolescence, particularly for females so as to maximise the potential for 
sport to enhance population wellbeing. 

77  The Effect of a Return-to-Play Circuit on Lower Limb Muscle Activation

K Netto1*, C Andrews1, K Graus1, K Manolas1, M Neill1, S Tejani1, B Appleby2, S Rosalie1 
1School of Physiotherapy and Exercise Science, Curtin University • 2Hockey Australia and Australian Institute of Sport

Introduction: Determining when an athlete is ready to return to play after injury is a complex process. A 3-step decision making protocol has been 
proposed based on medical factors (physical, psychological etc.), sports related risk factors (type, position etc.) and decision modifiers (timing and 
season, external pressure etc.) to aid the rationale of an athlete being ready to return to sport. To support this protocol, clinical findings and functional 
testing has been advocated to determine when an athlete is ready to return to play. Functional tests are used to assess an athlete’s ability to perform 
sport-specific tasks following a lower limb injury. However, these tests are limited in their ability to account for the combined demands and the 
unexpected nature of field team sport. A simulated circuit which mimics the movement patterns and performance demands of field team sport may 
bridge the gap between objective clinical assessments and return to play. The aim of this project was to examine the activation patterns of the rectus 
femoris and biceps femoris muscles in elite athletes completing a simulated circuit of field team sport.  
Methods: International-level, male hockey players (n=9) had surface Electromyography data recorded during the completion of a return-to-play 
circuit involving walk, jog, sprint and multidirectional task sections (zig-zag and diamond shuttle). The circuit was modified twice; first with an 
increase in the sprint distance and again with an increase in distance of a diamond shuttle. A one-way, repeated measures ANOVA was used to 
assess significant differences between biceps femoris and rectus femoris activation patterns during the various components of the circuit and the 
modifications performed. 
Results: Peak and mean activation of both muscles was significantly higher at higher running speeds (p≤0.045). Multidirectional tasks showed 
more variable peak biceps femoris and rectus femoris activation but were always higher that the walking sections of the circuit (p≤0.002). The first 
modification increased mean biceps femoris activation (p=0.044) and the second modification increased mean activation of biceps femoris 
(p=0.014) and rectus femoris (p=0.047). Both these modifications had no significant effect on peak activation of the both muscles (p>0.05). 
Discussion: The results show significant variations in muscle activation between the components and in the modified sections of the circuit. These 
variations allow the muscles studied to be tested at different levels of intensity, and through selective omission in the circuit, enable a practitioner to 
test and graduate return to play. 

78  The Association Between Physical Activity and Visuo-spatial Attentional Performance in the Elderly: An 
Event-related Potential Study.

C Chen1*, C-L Tsai2, J-N Ye1, W Chou1 
1Chi-Mei Medical Center, Tainan, Taiwan, ROC • 2National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan, ROC

Background: The relationship between physical activity and promotion of cognitive performance have been confirmed in a number of researches. 
However, using different cognitive tests and exercise interventions in the previous literatures did not have consistent results. The main issue of the 
present study was to investigate the difference of cognitive performance on visuospatial attention task in the elderly with different physical activity 
level by using event-related potentials (ERPs). 
Methods: Twenty sedentary lifestyle elderly persons (M age = 66.7±4.64) recruited from communities (low PA group) and twenty age- and 
sex-matched regular exercise elderly persons (M age = 65.8±5.72) recruited from exercise clubs (high PA group) participated in the experiment. 
Levels of physical activity were measured using seven-day physical activity recall questionnaire and the cognitive functions were screened using 
Mini-Mental State Examination, and then categorized into high PA or low PA group. All subjects with normal cognitive functions and normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision acuity performed the visual-spatial attention task simultaneously. The behavioral performances of accuracy and reaction 
time were analyzed different groups and conditions by repeated measures ANOVA. The electrophysiological performances of N2 and P3 were also 
analyzed simultaneously. A significance criterion of p<.05 was established for all the reported results. 
Results: The behavioral performance of accuracy is no significant differences between groups, but conditional factor had significant differences. 
High PA group had better reaction time than low PA group. In terms of ERPs data, The electrophysiological performances of N2 and P3 had smaller 
latency observed high PA group than low PA group and amplitudes had no notable differences between groups. Larger P3 amplitude had notable 
differences between conditions. 
Discussion: These findings suggested that high physical activity in the elderly increased cognitive demand is associated with better neural efficiency 
in resource allocation for tasks involving interference control.

79  Development of a New Evidence-based SMA Position Statement on Exercise in Pregnancy and the Post-
partum Period

M Hayman1*, W Brown2 

1CQUniversity • 2University of Queensland

Background: Historically, pregnancy was believed to be a time for rest from exercise. However, an increasing body of epidemiological and empirical 
evidence has recently challenged this view. It is now widely acknowledged that appropriate physical activity and exercise (PAE) undertaken during 
pregnancy promotes many benefits for both the mother and her unborn child. Despite these benefits, very few pregnant women are sufficiently active 
to benefit health. In an attempt to help educate pregnant women and healthcare providers, Sports Medicine Australia (SMA) released the first 
Australian position statement ‘Exercise during Pregnancy’ in 2002. Other peak industry bodies have recently released guidelines for PAE during 
pregnancy targeting general practitioners, exercise and fitness professionals and pregnant women. However, these guidelines present inconsistent 
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recommendations and none present evidence-based research to guide their recommendations. The aim of this study was to undertake a review of 
exercise during pregnancy literature, and use the findings to guide the development of a new SMA Position Statement on Exercise in pregnancy and 
the post-partum period. 
Methods: A working group of academics (n=3) and health professionals (n=2) was established in 2014. An extensive ‘review of reviews’ approach 
was used to identify relevant literature published in the last 10 years.  
Results: The search resulted in 12 systematic and meta-analyses and 9 narrative reviews. These narrative reviews included two peer-reviewed 
summary papers that included 11 exercise during pregnancy and postpartum guidelines from 9 countries, 6 ‘guidelines’ or ‘fact sheets’ on exercise 
during pregnancy, 3 scientific reports on Australian and US physical activity guidelines, and a WHO factsheet on obesity and overweight. Each of the 
above was reviewed by working group members with new evidence informing the development of the 2016 SMA position statement ‘Exercise in 
pregnancy and the post-partum period’, designed for pregnant women, as well as healthcare providers. 
Discussion: This new evidence-based position statement will help to guide women and healthcare providers through safe and appropriate PAE 
during pregnancy, in accordance with best practice recommendations. 

80  Intra and Inter-examiner Reliability Study of Positioning and Postural Education into Neutral and Lordotic 
Sitting Posture

V Korakakisq1*, V Sideris2, Y Sotiralis3, S Karanasios3, K Sakellariou3, A Sideris3, G Giakas2 
1Aspetar, Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital, Doha, Qatar • 2Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Science, University of Thessaly, Trikala • 3HOMTD, Hellenic 
Orthopaedic Manipulative Therapy Diploma, Athens, Greece

Background: Evidence suggests that patients with neck and low back pain display altered proprioceptive postural awareness. Postural education 
and repositioning are commonly performed aspects of physiotherapy practice. In clinical practice physiotherapists will reposition patients into lordotic 
sitting posture (LSP) and neutral sitting posture (NSP) during assessment and treatment procedures, especially with patients who are sensitized to 
flexion potentially painful end-range positions. Research indicates that reliably and accurately assuming such postures may be difficult which 
questions its application in clinical practice. Both NSP and LSP have been described qualitatively however a range of spinal curves in terms of angles 
meet the criteria of these descriptions. Intra- and inter-examiner reliability of postural education has been described in the literature as very good 
(ICCs range from 0.8 to 0.94), but reliability data in the majority of research designs have been narrowly defined to discrete segments of the spine 
(eg. only lumbar spine and head).
The objective of the present study was to evaluate the intra- and inter-examiner reliability of positioning subjects into NSP and LSP, by assessing all 
spinal components, specifically: the head, spine, and pelvis posture in the sagittal plane.  
Methods: Following a power analysis, 26 subjects were recruited, and 3 physiotherapists positioned the subjects 3 times randomly into LSP or NSP 
while recording 9 sagittal joint angles using Vicon 3D motion analysis system. Estimates of reliability (ICC) and precision (SEM) were calculated. 
Results: The intra-examiner reliability was excellent for all measured angles with ICCs ranging from 0.91 to 0.99 for NSP and from 0.92 to 0.99 for 
LSP. Small and clinically acceptable SEM was observed for all measurements ranging from 0.85 to 2.91 degrees for NSP and 0.8 to 2.65 degrees for 
LSP.
The inter-examiner reliability was also excellent for all measured angles with ICCs ranging from 0.91 to 0.96 for NSP and from 0.94 to 0.98 for LSP. 
Small and clinically acceptable SEM was observed for all measurements ranging from 1.29 to 2.58 degrees for NSP and 0.94 to 2.83 degrees for 
LSP. 
The lower limit of 95% confidence intervals was more than 0.81 in all ICCs. 
Discussion: Experienced physiotherapists are able to reliably and accurately position subjects into neutral and lordotic sitting postures. Intervention 
trials using postural repositioning can be conducted in the knowledge that repositioning sitting postures is a reliable and valid method.

81  Enhancing Ankle Proprioception in Dancers

G Waddington1*, N Steinberg3, R Adams2, J Karin4, O Tirosh3 
1University of Canberra, Australian Institute of Sport • 2University of Canberra • 3Wingate Institute, Netanya Israel • 4Australian Ballet School

Background: Impaired ankle inversion movement discrimination (AIMD) can lead to ankle sprain injuries. The aim of this study was to explore 
whether wearing textured insoles improved AIMD compared with barefoot, ballet shoes and smooth insoles, among dancers. 
Methods: Forty-four adolescent male and female dancers, aged 13-19, from The Australian Ballet School were tested for AIMD while barefoot, 
wearing ballet shoes, smooth insoles, and textured insoles. 
Results: No interaction was found between the four different footwear conditions, the two genders, or the two levels of dancers in AIMD (p > .05). 
An interaction was found between the four different footwear conditions and the three tertiles when tested in ballet shoes (p = .006). Although 
significant differences were found between the upper tertiles and the lower tertiles when tested with ballet shoes, barefoot and with smooth insoles 
(p < .001; p < .001; p = .047, respectively), when testing with textured insoles dancers in the lower tertile obtained similar scores to those obtained 
by dancers in the upper tertile (p = .911). 
Conclusion: Textured insoles improved the discrimination scores of dancers with low AIMD, suggesting that textured insoles may trigger the 
cutaneous receptors in the plantar surface, increasing the awareness of ankle positioning, which in turn might decrease the chance of ankle injury.

82  Twelve-month Outcomes Following Surgical Repair of the Achilles Tendon

G Fox1*, B Gabbe2, M Richardson3, A Oppy4, R Page5, E Edwards6, R Hau7, C Ekegren2, 
1School of Medicine, Deakin University, Geelong • 2Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Monash University, Melbourne • 3Epworth Hospital, Richmond 
• 4Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Parkville • 5Department of Orthopaedics, University Hospital Geelong, Geelong • 6Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery, Alfred Hospital, Melbourne • 7Northern Hospital, Epping
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Introduction: Achilles tendon rupture (ATR) is one of the most common sport-related injuries, typically occurring in middle-aged men, causing 
sudden and severe disability. Incidence of ATR has increased over recent years, and debate regarding optimal management has been widely 
documented. Inconsistent use of standardised outcome measures following surgical ATR repair has made it difficult to evaluate the impact of ATR on 
a patient’s health status post-surgery, and to compare this to other injury types. This study aimed to report the frequency of surgical repairs of the 
Achilles tendon over a five-year period within an orthopaedic trauma registry, and to investigate return to work (RTW) status, health status and 
functional outcomes at 12 months post-surgical repair of the Achilles tendon.  
Methods: Two hundred and four adults registered by the Victorian Orthopaedic Trauma Outcomes Registry (VOTOR) for surgical repair of the Achilles 
tendon across four hospitals between July 2009 and June 2014 were included in this prospective cohort study. The Extended Glasgow Outcome 
Scale (GOS-E), 3-level European Quality of Life 5 Dimension measure (EQ-5D-3L), and RTW status at 12 months following surgical ATR repair were 
collected through structured telephone interviews conducted by trained interviewers.  
Results: At 12 months, 92% of patients were successfully followed up. Within our cohort, ATR most commonly occurred while participating in sports 
and recreation activities. Of those working prior to injury, 91% of patients had returned to work at 12 months post-repair, and 42% reported a full 
functional recovery on the GOS-E scale. The prevalence of problems on the EQ-5D-3L at 12 months was 0.5% for self-care, 11% for anxiety, 13% 
for mobility, 16% for activity, and 22% for pain. 16% of patients reported problems with more than one domain. The number of surgical repairs of the 
Achilles tendon within the VOTOR registry has decreased by 68% over the past 5 years.  
Discussion: Overall, patients recover well following surgical repair of the Achilles tendon, however, deficits in function still persist for over half of 
patients at 12 months post-repair. Our findings highlight the significant impact of ATR on global function in an otherwise healthy group of patients 
who are most commonly injured while participating in sports and recreation activities. The decreased incidence of surgical Achilles tendon repair may 
reflect a change in practice at the VOTOR hospitals whereby surgery may be becoming less favoured for initial ATR management. This is consistent 
with recent literature supporting conservative management.

83  Controlling Emotions During Major Sports Events

D Ikwuagwu1* 
1Unique Ultimate Sport & Academy

Introduction: Sport is an emotional experience for many athletes and Fans. Researchers found the increased causes of Athletes and Fans to reacts 
negatively physically and mentally in a manner that may negatively affect their performance, abilities and the games.
Background:
1.1 Control: Control will probably improve training and games: a.) attitude, b.) body language, and c.) work ethic.
1.2 Concentration: This is the mental quality to focus on the task in hand. If the athletes lack concentrations then their athletic abilities shall not be 
effectively or efficiently applied to the task.
1.3 Confidence: Confidence results from the comparison an athlete makes among the goal and their ability.
1.4 Commitment: Sports performance depends on the athlete being fully committed to numerous goals. In competition with these goals the athlete 
shall have many aspects of life to manage.
Method: 
2.1. Perfectionism: when your team does not perform perfectly you loses composure because you become frustrated and then focus too much on 
your errors or lost instead of the tasks needed to perform well.
2.2. Irrational Beliefs: Irrational beliefs cause you to stay stuck in old, ineffective patterns of behavior. “Thinking that my team mates may blame me or 
everyone may hate me.” Emotional threat also causes anxiety and all sorts of the negative physical symptoms. 
2.3. Fear of Failure: Fear is based on your intense need to win and causes you to worry too much about losing or failing. This may led to you playing 
defensive and tentative instead of composed and play freely. 
Result: 
3.1 With these practices, Athletes can become more aware of their emotions and able to use psychological strategies to manage their performances. 
3.2 By developing a relatively stable warm-up routine, including mobility work, stretching and increasing deep muscle temperature, and uncertainty 
can be reduced and the athlete’s attention directed to appropriate cues, such as quality technique and body awareness. 
Conclusion: The aim of this paper has been to use cognitively, motivational and relational theory as a basic to outline the basic techniques that may 
be useful for emotional control. These Strategies may be used for emotional control given the role that a Team Psychologist may play in controlling 
emotion itself and contribute to the performances of the Team.

84  What Does the Sound of Impact Tell us About Running Techniques?

L Ng1*, S Stearne1, S Murray1, R Singh1, T Althorpe1, T Grisbrook1 
1School of Physiotherapy and Exercise Science, Curtin University

Introduction: Anecdotally, some running coaches already use the sound of impact during running as auditory feedback to change a runner’s foot 
strike technique, with the intention of altering injury risk or performance. The only study to investigate sound and foot strike found that when asked to 
run quietly habitual RFS runners switched to a FFS. However, whether the sound of impact between a habitual RFS and a habitual FFS varies is yet to 
be determined and was therefore the aim of this study.  
Methods: Twenty-five runners were recruited for this study. Participants ran along a 20 x 1.5m concrete pathway at a speed of 3.5 +/- 0.5m/s 
(confirmed with timing gates). A shotgun microphone positioned 30 cm from the point of foot contact recorded sound at 24KHz. A high-speed video 
camera (120Hz) was used to record the foot strike, and two independent researchers confirmed the foot strike technique used by the participants. 
Microsoft Excel and a customized labview program were used to output the peak sound amplitude, sound duration and sound frequency. Mann-
Whitney U test was used to determine significant differences in these variables between RFS and FFS techniques.  
Results: Of the 25 participants, 17 were habitual RFS and 8 were FFS. No significant differences were observed between groups in body mass, 
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height, age, gender, foot size or average running distance. Two sound peaks were observed in both foot strike techniques. No differences were 
observed between RFS and in FFS in; 1st peak sound amplitude, 2nd peak sound amplitude or sound duration. Significant difference was noted 
(p=0.001) in the median frequency of the sound at initial contact between RFS (283.3 Hz (183.3-430) and FFS 503.33 Hz (290.0-1016). 
Discussion: Pitch is the psychological reaction to sound and is related mostly but not completely to frequency. This potentially means that runners, 
coaches and clinicians can determine different foot strike patterns with the pitch of the sound of impact. This may have injury implications as although 
there is no established link between foot strike technique and injury incidence, injury location has been shown to vary between runners with a rearfoot 
strike (RFS) and a forefoot strike (FFS). Future research is needed to determine if differences in sound parameters can be detected by humans and 
whether interventions to change foot strike techniques using auditory feedback will be effective.

85  Global Participation in Sport and Leisure-time Physical Activities: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis

R Hulteen1*, J Smith1, P Morgan1, L Barnett2, P Hallal3, K Colyvas4, D Lubans1 
1School of Education, University of Newcastle • 2School of Health and Social Development, Deakin University • 3Postgraduate Program in Epidemiology, Federal 
University of Pelotas • 4School of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of Newcastle

Background: To better understand physical activity behavioral patterns and improve physical activity levels globally, it is important to examine the 
specific types of physical activities selected by individuals of all ages. This systematic review is the first to determine the most popular physical 
activities performed by children, adolescents, and adults across six global regions (Africa, Americas, Eastern Mediterranean, Europe, Southeast Asia, 
Western Pacific). 
Methods: A literature search took place from November 17th, 2014 to March 16th, 2015 in geohive.com, Scopus, ProQuest, SPORTDiscus, and 
Science Direct. Eligible studies were those published in the last 10 years, reported rates of participation for specific sports or leisure-time physical 
activities (not including active transport) among individuals five years of age or older. A six item risk of bias was assessed independently by two 
authors using items based on the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology statement.  
Results: A total of 73,304 articles were retrieved and 64 articles representing 47 countries (40 countries for adults, 31 countries for adolescents 
and 19 countries for children) were eligible and included in the final meta-analysis. All six global regions reported adult data, while adolescent data 
were found for five regions (Africa, Americas, Eastern Mediterranean, Europe, Western Pacific), and child data for three regions (Americas, Europe, 
Western Pacific). Walking (range: 15.0%-41.8%) was the most popular physical activity amongst adults in all regions, except in Europe and Africa 
where soccer (10.0%) and running (9.3%), respectively, were the top activities. Participation in physical activities for children and adolescents were 
highly dependent upon region. For example, children and adolescents from the Americas more commonly play team sports such as baseball, 
basketball, and volleyball, while individuals from the Eastern Mediterranean and Western Pacific are more likely to participate in lifelong physical 
activities such as swimming, running, and cycling. Gaps in surveillance data exist for Africa, the Eastern Mediterranean and Southeast Asia. 
Discussion: There were no clear participation trends in child and adolescent populations, instead, activity popularity varied according to geographic 
region. Yet, global participation rates for adults reflect a consistent pattern of participation in lifelong physical activities such as running and walking. 
Among all age groups and regions, soccer (i.e., football) was also highly popular. This suggests that on a global level building competence and 
confidence in walking, running and ball based activities may be a ‘best bet’ in terms of increasing physical activity levels. 

86  An Approach to the Nutritional and Health Management of an Underperforming Elite Triathlete

I Gillam1*, P Fuller2 
1Dr Ian Gillam Consulting Pty Ltd • 2LifeCare Sports Medicine Centre Ashwood, VIC

Introduction: Athlete underperformance or overtraining syndrome is generally a result of an imbalance between training and competition stress, 
combined with inadequate recovery; however there may be other significant contributing factors, such as gut dysbiosis. This presentation outlines a 
diagnostic and a nutritional management strategy for an elite overtrained triathlete with gut dysbiosis, and his to health and training.  
Methods: Following an extensive period of heavy training and competition during 2014/5, an elite professional triathlete developed persistent fatigue 
and subsequent underperformance. On return to Australia in September 2015 he sought assistance from a SEM Physician (PF). IG (AEP) then 
assisted with the athlete’s nutritional and training management. He presented as a fit young athlete, with a persistent a sore throat and oral 
candidiasis. His history revealed persistent URTI’s with repeated courses of antibiotics and poor gut health. Blood tests were organised including 
haematology, UNE, LFTs, nutritional and hormonal status including a screen for underlying viruses. In addition, intestinal permeability (IP), a 
comprehensive digestive and stool analysis (CDSA) and a salivary adrenal profile were arranged. Dietary analysis and H2 breath tests were also 
conducted.  
Results: A low sugar diet to manage the oral and possible gut candidiasis, and a low fructose diet was recommended due a history of wheat 
intolerance and to high fructose containing foods. A course of oral probiotics including Saccharmyces Boulardii was implemented to assist with the 
control the yeast infection. Blood tests were mostly normal, except for a low serum vitamin C and CoQ10. Coeliac serological tests were negative. 
There was also evidence of past exposure of EBV. A salivary adrenal profile showed evidence of abnormally low cortisol levels and a markedly 
abnormal morning DHEAS/cortisol ratio. The IP test showed increased gut permeability and the CDSA test showed a complete absence of “good” 
Lactobaccilus and Bifidobcterium bacteria including the presence of the parasite blastocytsis hominus. Hydrogen breath testing showed fructose but 
not lactose intolerance. Continuation of probiotic therapy and a period of complete rest and recovery were recommended for at least 2-3 months. As 
the athlete began to recover in early 2016, some low intensity cycling training was progressively introduced, while monitoring his responses to 
training, daily fatigue and health. A repeat of his IP, CDSA and adrenal tests in February 2016 showed significant improvement.  
Conclusion: This approach provides a template for the diagnosis, treatment and on-going management of an athlete with underperformance and 
gut health concerns. 
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87  Rationale, Study Protocol and Baseline Findings from the NEAT and ATLAS 2.0 Cluster Randomised Controlled 
Trial and Dissemination Study

D R Lubans1, J J Smith1, L Peralta2, R C Plotnikoff1, A D Okely3, J Salmon4, N Eather1, S Kennedy1, C Lonsdale5, P J Morgan1  
1PRC for Physical Activity and Nutrition, University of Newcastle • 2Faculty of Education and Social Work, University of Sydney • 3Early Start Institute, School of Education, 
University of Wollongong • 4School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Deakin University • 5Institute for Positive Psychology and Education, Australian Catholic University

Background: Physical inactivity has been described as a global pandemic. Schools can provide students with the skills and knowledge to maintain 
lifelong physical activity habits. However, traditional school-based physical activity programs often focus on competitive team games. Interventions 
aimed at developing skills in lifelong physical activities may provide the foundation for an active lifestyle into adulthood. This study aims to assess the 
effectiveness of two physical activity promotion programs (i.e., NEAT and ATLAS) that have been modified for scalability. The second aim is to 
evaluate the dissemination of these programs throughout government funded secondary schools in New South Wales (NSW). 
Methods: In the first phase, the 10-week, modified NEAT and ATLAS interventions will be evaluated using a cluster randomised controlled trial 
involving 16 schools. Teachers were trained to deliver the modified NEAT and ATLAS programs, which includes: (i) interactive student seminars; (ii) 
structured physical activity programs; (iii) lunchtime fitness sessions; and (iv) web-based smartphone apps. Gender sensitive versions of the four 
intervention components were developed for girls (NEAT) and boys (ATLAS). Both the NEAT and ATLAS interventions include five evidence-based 
physical activity and nutrition messages, modified from the original interventions: (i) Move whenever you can; (ii) Get some vigorous physical activity 
on most days; (iii) Limit your recreational screen time; (iv) Avoid sugary drinks; and (v) Limit ‘sometimes’ foods. Study outcomes were assessed at 
baseline and 6-months (primary endpoint). Follow-up assessments will be conducted after 12-months. Muscular fitness is the primary outcome and 
secondary outcomes include: body composition, cardiorespiratory fitness, flexibility, resistance training skill competency and physical activity. 
Self-reported outcomes include recreational screen-time, sleep, sugar-sweetened beverage and junk food snack consumption, self-esteem, and 
well-being. In the second phase, the RE-AIM framework will be used to guide the design and evaluation of program dissemination throughout NSW, 
Australia. 
Results: A total of 607 adolescents (50.1% female; aged 14.13±0.46) were recruited. At baseline, 27.5% of participants were overweight/obese/
morbidly obese, 8.3% were meeting PA guidelines (60 minutes of MVPA on all days), and 39.2% were meeting screen-time guidelines (less than 2 
hours per day). 
Discussion: In general, school-based physical activity interventions targeting adolescents have produced modest results and few have been 
designed to be ‘scaled-up’ and disseminated. This study will provide evidence for the scalability of the NEAT and ATLAS interventions, and the extent 
to which the programs can become routine organisational practices within schools.

88  Is Body Mass Index Associated with Patellofemoral Pain and Osteoarthritis? A Systematic Review and 
Meta-analysis

H Hart12*, C Barton2, K Khan1, K Crossley2 
1University of British Columbia • 2La Trobe University

Introduction: Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is frequent in adolescents and adults, and may be related to development of PF osteoarthritis (OA). 
Increased body mass index (BMI) has been related to increased risk of knee OA. Due to modifiable status of BMI, identifying the association between 
BMI and PF pain and OA could have important clinical implications. Thus, this study aimed to conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis to 
determine if (i) BMI is a risk factor for PFP; (ii) BMI is higher in people with PFP and PFOA compared to healthy controls; and (iii) BMI is linked to 
interventional outcomes. 
Methods: Six electronic databases and references lists of relevant papers were searched for full text cross-sectional, prospective, human-based 
observational reporting BMI data in people with PFP or PFOA compared to healthy controls; and intervention studies for PFP and PFOA reporting BMI 
for responsive and non-responsive groups. Further to this, reference lists of systematic review (2010 to 2015) identified were hand-searched and 
eligible publications were identified. Two independent reviewers appraised methodological quality (Epidemiological Appraisal Instrument). Where 
possible, data were pooled based on the following categories: adolescents PFP, adults PFP and PFOA. 
Results: 58 studies (45 cross-sectional, 10 prospective and 3 intervention) were included. Meta-analysis revealed moderate evidence of higher BMI 
in adults with PFP and PFOA, but not in adolescents with PFP. Pooled data also revealed trends that higher BMI may be a risk factor for development 
of PFP in adults. Findings showed no association between BMI and intervention outcomes in adults with PFP. 
Discussion: BMI is an important modifiable risk factor for development and progression of knee OA. Mechanical and systemic mechanisms have 
been proposed to explain how increasing body mass may contribute to the development of OA. It is plausible that increased joint stress and 
neuromuscular impairments resulting from increased BMI may contribute to disease progression. Increased BMI as a result of disease chronicity may 
have detrimental health effects in PFP and PFOA populations. Longitudinal data is required to determine the influence of BMI on incidence and 
progression of PFP and PFOA. This review identified paucity of research in adolescents with PFP and adults with PFOA.  
Conclusions and take home message: BMI is higher in adults with PFP and PFOA. Modifying BMI status may prevent disease progression and 
alleviate symptoms in this population; however, further research is needed to determine if higher BMI predicts PFP progression and PFOA 
development/progression.

89  Effectiveness of Foot Orthoses for Plantar Heel Pain: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis

G Whittaker1*, K Landorf1, S Munteanu1, H Menz1, J Tan1, C Rabusin1 
1La Trobe University

Introduction: Plantar heel pain is one of the most common conditions affecting the foot. Foot orthoses are widely used to treat plantar heel pain, 
however previous meta-analyses have reported inconsistent findings regarding their effectiveness. Accordingly, there is a need to conduct a 
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systematic review and meta-analysis on the effectiveness of foot orthoses for plantar heel pain.
Methods: Databases searched include Medline, CINAHL, SPORTDiscus, Embase and the Cochrane Library from inception to July 2015. Studies 
must have used a randomised design, and investigated foot orthoses for plantar heel pain. Data extraction and risk-of-bias was performed by two 
independent reviewers. Cochrane risk-of-bias and the Grading Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation approach were used to 
assess the quality of studies. Outcomes evaluated were pain, function and ‘first-step’ pain. Endpoints were categorised as short (0 to 6 weeks), 
medium (7 to 12 weeks) or longer term (13 to 52 weeks). Mean difference or standardised mean difference and the 95% confidence intervals were 
calculated, and significant results were back-transformed to clinically meaningful measures.
Results: A total of 1 studies were included (1660 participants). Risk-of-bias assessment found 58% of studies were at high risk-of-bias. In the short 
term, there was very low quality evidence that foot orthoses do not reduce pain. In the medium term, there is moderate quality evidence that foot 
orthoses (SMD -0.27 [-0.48 to -0.06]) and customised foot orthoses specifically (SMD -0.28 [-0.55 to -0.01]) are more effective than sham foot 
orthoses at reducing pain, however neither of these findings met the reported value for minimal important difference. In the longer term, there is very 
low quality evidence that foot orthoses do not reduce pain. There was low to moderate quality evidence that foot orthoses have no effect on function 
in the short, medium or longer term. There was very low to low quality evidence that there are no differences between customised and prefabricated 
foot orthoses in any outcome at any endpoint. 
Discussion: There is moderate quality evidence that foot orthoses are effective at reducing pain associated with plantar heel pain in the medium 
term, however it is uncertain if the effect is clinically meaningful for patients. In the short and longer term, foot orthoses do not reduce pain or improve 
function. Although, the longer term finding most likely reflects the course of plantar heel pain, which is one of natural resolution. Finally, there is no 
difference between customised and prefabricated foot orthoses. 

90  Evidence Of Silent Disease In Otherwise Healthy Australian Adults: The Need For More Aggressive Medical 
Screening Prior To Vigorous Exercise Training

R Robergs* 
1Queensland University of Technology

Introduction: As of 2013 data, more than 60% of Australian adults from 25 to 75 years of age continue to sustain a sedentary lifestyle. Average 
data indicate that such individuals sustain sedentary living for more than 50 years and that inactivity worsens with increasing age. The extent of this 
sedentary behavior is likely to contribute to the current age-related high incidence of sedentary lifestyle disease coupled to premature morbidity and 
mortality. Such circumstances induce a burden of disease estimated (2007) to cost more than $1.5 billion annually. The purpose of this research was 
to ascertain the incidence of “silent” disease in aging Australians recruited into a university-based Active Lifestyle Education Program (ALEP). 
Methods: Announcements of the CSU ALEP were distributed by multiple methods in the university and surrounding communities. Twice-weekly 
sessions commenced in October, 2014, and participants were first screened by physician medical clearance, an added pre-exercise screening tool 
and medical history questionnaire, and baseline testing. Such testing consisted of a walking clinical exercise test with 12-lead ECG and blood 
pressure, body composition (BIA), anthropometrics, modified Wingate test, counter movement jumps, and balance. Evidence of positive clinical 
exercise test results was reported back to the referring or approving physician by letter with accompanying data.
Results: Baseline screening of 65 participants ranging in age from 35 to 86 years revealed previously undocumented coronary artery disease (n=2; 
3mm S-T segment depression), heart failure (n=1), hypertension (n=12) and added ECG abnormalities (n=4). Added pre-existing conditions (many 
co-morbid) consisted of arthritis (n=8), back surgery (n=2), prior stroke (n=2), diabetes (n=4), joint replacement (n=4), obesity (n=34), clinical 
depression (n=3), skin cancer (n=5), breast cancer (n=2) and neurological conditions (e.g. Parkinson’s disease (n=4). One participant required 
3-vessell coronary artery bypass grafting, with a second currently undergoing further medical testing.
Discussion: As all participants had medical approval prior to commencing the program, it is clear that no standard, rigorous medical evaluation 
exists for clearing Australians for participation in regular exercise. Such a state allows individuals at risk or with disease to receive medical approval 
without adequate medical test screening. The data from the ALEP present evidence for the need of clinical exercise testing to be included in medical 
screening of aging Australians prior to the commencement of quality exercise training.

91  Exercising Hard or Hardly Exercising: What Individuals Choose to do on Exergaming Ergometers

G Parfitt1*, K Glen2, T Loetscher2, R Eston1 
1School of Health Sciences, Sansom Institute, University of South Australia • 2School of Psychology, University of South Australia

Introduction: Exergaming is an emerging area of research that may improve feelings of pleasure, the enjoyment experienced, and promote 
dissociation from unpleasant physiological cues during exercise. Previous research reveals that when exercisers are allowed to self-select their 
intensity they report positive affective valence (pleasure) and exercise at intensities recommended for significant health benefits. With this in mind, 
the aim of the present study was to compare self-selected exercise intensity in standard ergometer mode with exergaming modes. It was 
hypothesised that participants would choose to work harder in exergaming modes, but this would still be pleasurable, with greater dissociation and 
more enjoyment than exercising in standard mode. 
Methods: In a quasi-experimental study, with order counterbalanced, participants (N=20) 18-40y (M = 24.15y, SD = 5.9) took part in 3 bouts of 
self-selected exercise. Each bout lasted 15 minutes and was either on a ‘track’, ‘game’ or standard (non-exergaming) mode. In the ‘track’ and ‘game’ 
modes, participants had a visual scene and could steer a course, or chase dragons, respectively while cycling. In all modes, participants were 
required to maintain a cycling speed of 60 to 70 revolutions per minute and could change gears to increase or decrease resistance and therefore 
work rate. Before exercise, and at 3 minutes intervals, participants reported their affective valence (pleasure/displeasure) and perceived exertion. 
Heart rate and work rate were recorded every minute. After each exercise bout, levels of dissociation and enjoyment were reported. 
Results: Repeated measures analyses of variance revealed that participants worked harder in the game mode, followed by track and then standard 
mode (game and standard modes were significantly different, p<0.05). Affect remained positive (2 ± 0.61) in all three conditions: the mode main 
effect approached significance (p = 0.08), with game mode the most positive. Dissociation and enjoyment were significantly higher (p<0.01) in the 
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exergaming modes. 
Discussion: Data support that participants’ work harder during exergaming exercise, but still feel good and enjoy it more than exercise in standard 
ergometer mode. Regardless of mode, when allowed to self-select the intensity participants worked at intensities recommended for physiological 
benefits.

92  The Influence of Upper Limb Position on Landing Technique During a Drop Vertical Jump

D Hillard12* 
1Faculty of Health Science, University of Sydney • 2The Sports Clinic

Introduction: There have been few studies on the effect of upper limb position on lower limb biomechanics when landing. Basketball and netball 
require athletes to jump and catch a ball overhead before landing, and often the ball is not brought below chest level prior to passing or shooting. 
Knee injuries are commonly seen in both sports, and have been linked to higher risk lower limb biomechanics particularly in female athletes. The 
Landing Error Scoring System (LESS) has been developed as a valid, reliable clinical screening tool to assess jump landing biomechanics. The 
purpose of this study was to determine if holding a ball at eye level or above (DVJeyes) when landing would lead to higher scores on the LESS, when 
compared to a standard drop vertical jump (DVJ). 
Methods: 29 elite female athletes (10 basketballers, 19 netballers, Age = 20.3, Height = 174cm, Weight = 70.5kg) were assessed performing the 
standard LESS drop vertical jump protocol, and when holding a ball at eye level during the initial landing (DVJeyes). Two digital cameras recorded 
sagittal and frontal views. The order of testing was randomised. Participants jumped down from a 30cm box to a target area that was adjusted for 
height, before immediately performing a maximal vertical jump. During the DVJeyes, participants started on the box holding a ball, and were 
instructed to hold the ball at eye level or above during the initial landing phase. A 2x2 (jump x sport) repeated measures ANOVA was used.  
Results: There was a trend for worse LESS scores for the DVJeyes (Mean =4.56, SD 1.18), when compared to the standard DVJ (Mean = 4.28, SD 
1.38), although this did not reach significance (p=0.057). There was no effect for sport (p=0.584) or the interaction of jump*sport (p=0.994) 
Discussion: There was a trend towards lower quality landing technique when holding a ball at eye level upon landing. This may have potential 
implications for sport specific screenings of basketball and netball players, and development of injury prevention programs. 

93  How do Teachers need to be Trained for Physical Education Interventions to Improve Fundamental Movement 
Skills and/or Physical Activity? A Systematic Review

N Lander1*, N Eather2, P Morgan2, J Salmon1, L Barnett1 
1Deakin University, Melbourne • 2University of Newcastle

Introduction: Fundamental movement skill (FMS) competence is positively associated with physical activity (PA). Yet, FMS proficiency and PA levels 
of children are lower than desired. Reviews of school based interventions to improve FMS and PA have shown that whilst some programs have 
achieved positive outcomes it is unclear as to what role teacher training has in this success.  
Objective: This is the first review that has aimed to investigate the characteristics of teacher training in school-based physical education PA and/or 
FMS interventions, in order to identify what role teacher training had on the intervention outcome.  
Methods: A systematic search of eight electronic databases was conducted. There were no publication date restrictions, and the last search was 
performed on March 1 2015. School PE interventions facilitated by a teacher, and that included a quantitative assessment of FMS and/or PA were 
included in the review.  
Results: The search identified 39 articles. Eleven of the studies measured FMS, 25 studies measured PA and three measured both FMS and PA. 
Nine of the studies did not report on any aspect of the teacher training conducted. Of the 30 studies that reported on teacher training, 25 reported 
statistically significant intervention results for FMS and/or PA, yet effect sizes were variable. The provision of information regarding the characteristics 
of the teacher training was largely inadequate with differences in design, mode, duration, content, framework, trainee and trainer characteristics and 
the detail provided on each characteristic varied significantly. Thus, findings should be tempered with the fact that it was difficult to ascertain which 
teacher training characteristics were most important in relation to intervention effectiveness. However, the findings did highlight a few key 
characteristics when designing teacher training programs in school-based PE interventions, specifically: (i) a ‘sustained’ teacher training program; (ii) 
a multimodal approach to teacher training delivery, with an emphasis on ongoing consultation; (iii) combined focus on content knowledge and 
pedagogical content knowledge; and (iv) viewing the measurement of teacher satisfaction and fidelity as essential design elements..  
Discussion: The findings of this review suggest the teacher training component of school-based PA and/or FMS interventions are under-reported, 
under-studied, and perhaps as a result, the value of teacher training is not widely understood. Despite this limitation, the findings do point to some 
areas that are worthwhile to consider when designing future interventions. Papers should clearly report on teacher training characteristics to better 
inform the design of future effective school-based interventions.

94  The Efficacy of Manual versus Local Vibratory Massage in Promoting Recovery from Post-exercise Muscle 
Damage - A Systematic Review

S Ntshangase1, E Peters-Futre1* 
1Division of Physiology, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Westville, South Africa

Introduction: Massage is a therapeutic modality that has been utilised in management of exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD) for centuries. 
Vibration therapy has recently replaced more labour-intensive manual massage (MM). The effectiveness of local vibration therapy (LVT) on recovery 
from EIMD when compared to that of MM, is however still in question. The aim of the study was to conduct a systematic review examining the 
efficacy MM versus that of LVT in attenuating the negative effects of EIMD on measures of the functional and physiological characteristics of 
damaged muscle. 
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Methods: Following extensive searches carried out using PubMed/MEDLINE, ResearchGate, EBSCOhost, Google Scholar and Science Direct, 
randomized controlled trials focusing on the beneficial effects of MM and VT, were located. After screening the 63 relevant studies, articles that did 
not meet all pre-selected inclusion criteria were excluded. A binary outcome summary of the findings examining the effects of MM and VT in terms of 
.joint flexibility, muscle strength/power output, muscle soreness/delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS), systemic markers of inflammation and 
blood lactate concentration and/or markers of fatigue, was created. Fisher’s Exact test was conducted to establish whether the difference between 
MM and VT was statistically significant for each of afore-mentioned outcome measures.  
Results: A total of 28 trials qualified for inclusion in the review. No trial reported a positive effect of MM on joint flexibility, while 2 have shown a 
beneficial effect of LVT. Of the 11 qualifying trials investigating the effects of MM on strength, 4 (36%) revealed an attenuation of force deficit, while 
50% (n=2) of the 4 trials investigating the effects of LVT showed positive effects. DOMS was attenuated following EIMD in 75% (n=9) of the trials 
following MM and 100% (n=4) following LVT. Systemic markers of inflammation were reduced in 50% of trials following MM (n=2). No reduction in 
blood lactate concentration or markers of fatigue was shown following MM or LVT. Fisher’s Exact test showed no significant difference in the efficacy 
of MM and LVT in attenuating the effects of EIMD (p>0.05) on each of the outcome measures. 
Discussion: This systematic review of randomized controlled trials confirmed that MM is no more effective in controlling functional decline following 
and physiological response to EIMD than LVT. However, the number of randomized controlled studies qualifying for review was small and most studies 
completed to date have methodological flaws highlighting the need for further randomized controlled studies.

95  A 5-wk Endurance Exercise Programme Affects Glycaemic Regulation in Pre-diabetic, but not Diabetic Rats

E Peters-Futre1*, P Naidu1, L Stirk1, S Islam2 
1Division of Human Physiology, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa • 2Department of Biochemistry, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

Introduction: Although the evidence regarding increased skeletal muscle GLUT4 expression for several hours following acute bouts of exercise is 
strong, the beneficial effects regular of endurance training on regulation of glycaemic status in Type 2 diabetic patients is less clear. The aim of this 
study was therefore to examine the effects of a 5-wk endurance exercise programme of progressive intensity on the glycaemic status of rats in which 
Diabetes had been induced. 
Methods: Six-week old male Spraque-Dawley rats (BW: 276.3± 14.5g) were divided into 3 groups as Normal Control (NC, n=7), Diabetic Control 
(DBC, n=6) and Exercising Diabetic (EDB, n=7). Diabetes was induced in the animals in DBC and EDB groups by feeding a 10% fructose solution ad 
libitum for first 2 weeks followed by an intraperitoneal injection of streptozotocin (STZ) (40 mg/kg BW) while the animals in NC group were fed with 
normal drinking water and injected with vehicle buffer, respectively. One week after the STZ injection, animals with 3 h fasting blood glucose (3hFBG) 
more than 16 and 12 mmol/L were considered as diabetic and pre-diabetic, respectively. After the confirmation of pre-diabetes/diabetes, a 
progressive 5-week endurance exercise programme (20-22 m/min, 0-4° incline for 60 minutes) was implemented 5 days per week in the EDB group 
only. Daily food and water intake, weekly 3hFBG and body mass, and post trial serum insulin, fructosamine, adiponectin and plasma Brain Derived 
Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) concentrations were measured in all rats.  
Results: Following the exercise programme, hypoinsulinaemia (p<0.05) with elevated 3hFBG, serum fructosamine and serum BDNF (p>0.05), but 
unchanged serum adiponectin (p> 0.05) were recorded in the diabetic rats (n=6), while hyperinsulinaemia was recorded in the prediabetic animal 
with reduced 3hFBG and serum fructosamine and elevated serum adiponectin and BDNF levels.  
Discussion: Data of this study suggest that endurance exercise is not effective in reversing diabetic status, but may be effective in improving 
glycaemic status during the pre-diabetic stage. The hypothesis that it is only when there is not yet evidence of pancreatic cell destruction and 
resultant hypoinsulaemia, that regular endurance exercise is effective in ameliorating glucose control, requires more extensive investigation

96  Health Benefits of Participation in Selected ‘hard’ Martial Arts for Adults: A Systematic Review

S Origua Rios1*, J Marks1, I Estevan2, L Barnett1 
1School of Health and Social Development, Deakin University, Burwood • 2Department of Teaching of Music, Plastic and Corporal Expression, University of Valencia, Spain

Background: Physical inactivity is associated with chronic disease. Participation in organized sports has been promoted as a means of increasing 
levels of physical activity in adults. Among organized sports, martial arts practice has recently gained popularity amongst adults. This review explores 
the evidence for health benefits of ‘hard’ martial arts, defined as those relying on strikes, blocks and throws and the confrontation of force by force. It 
focuses on karate, taekwondo and kung fu to determine whether adults can engage in such activities to improve their health.
Methods: An electronic search on selected EBSCOHost databases and Scopus was conducted between March and July 2015. Studies were eligible 
for inclusion if: in English; peer reviewed; conducted in populations over the age of 18 years; they examined physical and/or psychological effects 
resulting from ‘hard’ martial arts practice with the potential to reduce risks of poorer health outcomes in the adult population; they included kung fu, 
karate or taekwondo and were quantitative in design. Studies were excluded if they: aimed at enhancing performance for competition or were 
conducted in competitions in the selected martial arts; examined ‘soft ’martial arts, such as tai chi; reported solely on injuries and were literature 
reviews, theses or dissertations. The Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) tool was used for quality assessment.
Results/Discussion: Fourteen studies met the inclusion criteria. Studies examined effects on balance, cognitive function, bone mineral density, 
psychological and other health effects. The majority of studies reported positive effects resulting from the practice of karate, taekwondo and kung fu, 
showing some improvement or maintenance of balance, cognitive function and psychological health, particularly in middle-aged and older adults. 
Benefits may be obtained regardless of the age of practice commencement. However, quality of the evidence is affected by methodological 
weaknesses across the studies.
Conclusion: ‘Hard’ martial arts seem to have potential to improve balance and cognitive functions that decline with age and may help prevent poorer 
health outcomes in adults. Risk of injuries can be seen as a concern with martial arts practice, however, the literature reports lower injury rates 
compared with other sports. Moreover, the majority of injuries are minor and severe injuries are rare. Injuries could be decreased by reducing or, in 
some cases, suppressing sparring (fighting) practice. Benefits should be further investigated with Randomized Controlled Trials, representative 
samples and longer follow-up periods in order to establish associations with morbidity and mortality in the long term.
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97  Biological Cell Therapies for Discogenic Low Back Pain

B Mitchell1*, D Bates1, P Verrills1, D Vivian1, A Barnard2 
1Metro Pain Group • 2Monash Clinical Research

Introduction: Biological therapies use the body’s natural mechanisms to treat disease. For lower back pain, therapies include a range of increasingly 
purified and targeted biological products from the blood derived platelet-rich plasma to the more specialised adipose tissue derived and expanded 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). MSCs have been shown to reduce pain and induce repair in osteoarthritis and disc-related lower back pain. A study 
of 100 patients showed significant pain relief and improvements 24 months after therapy in patients with chronic lower back pain1 whilst a 10-patient 
study showed improvements in chronic low back pain as early as three months.2  
Purpose/Aim: To present an initial case series of patients undergoing ethics approved cell therapy for the treatment of discogenic low back pain.  
Materials and Methods: Patients with diagnosed discogenic pain underwent a liposuction procedure to extract adipose tissue. Under strict 
regulatory and ethical guidelines, MSCs were purified from the adipose tissue and expanded. Expanded MSCs were independently tested for sterility 
and characterised via flow cytometry prior to be injected into the symptomatic disc. Patients received 10x106 MSCs per disc, with a maximum of two 
discs injected on any one occasion to limit the post procedural pain flare. Patient outcomes are scheduled to be collected at baseline and at 3-, 6-, 
9- and 12-months post injection. Outcome measures include pain (NRS), quality of life (EQ-5D), disability (ODI), analgesic use, and psychometrics 
(DASS21). The study has received ethics approval.  
Results: To date, three patients have undergone MSC therapy for discogenic pain and are at 3 weeks post injection. All three patients have reported 
significant pain relief with an average reduction from a baseline NRS of 7.6±2.4 to 3.8±2.1 at 3 weeks follow up. No adverse events have been 
reported. A full case series will be available at the meeting.  
Conclusion(s): Biological cell therapies are a proving to be a promising and minimally invasive alternative to traditional surgical options for 
discogenic back pain. Strict adherence to ethical and regulatory guidelines will enable the further development of this therapy. 

98  Movement and Muscle Activation Patterns Following Medial Branch Blocks for Facet Joint Pain,  
and Sacroiliac Injections for Sacroiliac Joint Pain

B Mitchell1*, N DuToit1, A Barnard2, B Laznitski2 
1Metro Pain Group • 2Monash Clinical Research

Introduction: Relaxation of the erector spinae often occurs in healthy individuals as full trunk flexion is achieved when bending forward from 
standing. This phenomenon, referred to as flexion relaxation is often absent or disrupted (EMG activity persists) in individuals reporting low back pain 
(LBP). While many studies have documented this association between chronic low back pain (LBP) and diminished muscular performance capacity, 
few studies have quantified the changes in these measures following interventions using objective measurement techniques or related them to 
changes in clinical outcome. A previous study compared the effects of active physiotherapy, muscle reconditioning devices, or low-impact aerobics on 
back muscle function in LBP patients. Significant changes in muscle performance were observed in all groups, due to presumed changes in neural 
activation of the lumbar muscles and psychological changes such as pain tolerance. Given the impact of pain tolerance on muscle performance, we 
aim to assess movement and EMG muscle activity before and after a pain relieving nerve block.  
Purpose/Aim: The aim of this study is to observe and document the changes in movement, posture and muscle activation patterns following medial 
branch blocks (MBB) for facet joint related back pain, sacroiliac joint (SIJ) injection for sacroiliac joint related back pain.  
Materials and Methods: The ViMove DorsaVi motion sensors were uthe EMG surface sensors were placed vertically on the left and right erector 
spinae muscles at L3, approximately, 2 cm from the midline to measure muscle activity around the lumbar spine and vibration affecting the 
lumbosacral region. Patients undergoing medical branch blocks for facet joint related back pain or sacroiliac joint block injections for sacroiliac related 
back pain, underwent ViMove assessment prior to and 30 minutes following their nerve block procedure. Pain, pre(baseline) and at 30 mins post 
block was measured using the numerical pain rating scale (NRS). Patients reporting >75% pain relief at the 30min time point post block were 
classified as positive responses, and therefore were included in the final analysis (MBB n=41; SIJ n=34). Electromyography (EMG) flexion relaxation 
ratio (FRR) was also calculated. The FRR measures muscle activity at the fully flexed and resting position as a percentage of peak activity during 
flexion. A low FRR value indicates a loss of flexion-relaxation response. Data collected was IRB approved and statistical analysis performed.  
Results: The age of lumbar MBB group was 51.6±14.0yrs (mean±SD). The lumbar MBB group demonstrated a baseline pain (NRS) of 5.4 
±0.3compared with a post block pain (NRS) of 2.0±0.4. The age of sacroiliac joint block group was 59.3±14.9yrs. This group reported a mean 
baseline pain (NRS) of 5.6±2.0and a post block pain (NRS) of 2.3±1.7. While pain for both groups was significantly lower following nerve blocks, 
range of movement did not change following treatment: flexion ROM was 38.8º at baseline and at 30mins following treatment was 35.5º. Extension 
ROM was -11.2º at baseline and -9.0º at 30mins following treatment. The type of nerve block did not impact on ROM. The baseline FRR for lumbar 
patients was 0.49 but following nerve block was 0.93 (p=0.006). The FRR for SIJ baseline was 0.88 compared with 1.22 (p=0.169) following nerve 
block. Chronic lumbar pain patients (MBB) have a lower baseline flexion relaxation ratio when compared to SIJ pain patients (0.49 ± 0.09 vs. 0.88 ± 
0.24, p=0.045).  
Conclusion(s): Chronic Pain is thought to negatively impact on muscular performance. At 30mins post block, patients reported significant 
decreases in pain. However while patients reported similar range of movements (ROM), they recorded noticeable decreases in EMG activity. 

99  Pre-school Based Motor Skill Development Program: Needs Analysis

N Schranz1*, K Ferrar1 
1University of South Australia

Introduction: To identify needs to inform the equitable and sustainable development of a movement-based skills program (MBSP) designed to 
improve the fundamental movement skills (FMS) of pre-school aged children.  
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Methods: The participants of this study were volunteers from six Early Childhood Centres (EEC) located across the Adelaide metropolitan area from 
differing socio-economic quartiles. The eleven participants included six ECC directors and five ECC teachers. 
Eleven semi-structured interviews and nine questionnaires were completed to establish the current views, needs and levels of knowledge and skills of 
the ECC teachers. Audits of equipment and space were conducted to identify the common equipment available at all ECCs. Recommendations for the 
Movement Based Skills Program (MBSP) were created based on the results of the data collected. 
Results: Participants perceive that there is a need for an MBSP to train children’s FMS and a user friendly assessment tool to monitor progress. The 
participants had low level of knowledge regarding FMS and very little experience with the assessment and training of FMS in pre-school aged 
children. Time and staffing were the most commonly identified program delivery and assessment concerns.  
Discussion: The needs analysis identified that even before an MBSP is developed an intermediate step is required – that is to develop a simple user 
friendly assessment tool that can be run in preschools to evaluate a MBSP and to monitor progress during the year. This approach will ensure that the 
program and assessment delivery is sustainable in a field-based setting. 

100  The Effect of a Stimulus on Pelvic Floor Muscle During Voluntary Contraction Using a Facilitating Device

A Kubota1*, K Sakuraba1, T Ishizuka2, K Araki1, A Nakaniida1, Y Suzuki3 
1Department of Sports Medicine, Juntendo University • 2Japan Core Conditioning Association • 3Department of Sports Nutrition and Biochemistry, Juntendo University

Introduction: The inner unit of the core muscles such as transverse abdominis, diaphragm have been a topic among exercising to improve sports 
performance. Although pelvic floor muscle (PFM) which is a part of the unit, few studies have shown it contraction and how it can be facilitated. The 
purpose of our study was to verify how PFM would react to stimulation such as sitting on a sponge made tool (PFProp) to facilitate voluntary 
contraction. 
Method: Ten healthy young men (age: 19.9±1.6yr) performed a crossover designed trials with following two conditions: Control group (CON), 
participants rested in a sitting position for 10 minutes. Exercise group (EXE), participants exercising while sitting on the device for 10 minutes. Before 
and after each trial, we measured their voluntary contraction of PFM, measuring the moving distance of the back face of bladder’s and also 
measuring the rate of increase using ultrasound imaging (Noblus-Hitachi, Aloka-). We also conducted subjective assessment using the numerical 
rating scale (NRS) to see how well they could contract the PFM. We used paired t-test to analyze the difference between before and after each trial.  
Result: In CON, we did not see a significant change in distance and rate during the voluntary contraction of PFM and also NRS. For EXE, we found a 
significant change in the average distance (pre: 5.6±2.6mm, post:13.7±5.4mm, p<0.01), average rate (pre: 5.7±2.7%, post: 13.7±5.6%, 
p<0.01). Finally, NRS increased significantly (pre: 3.6±1.9, post: 8.2±1.6, p<0.01). 
Conclusion: The results suggested that by using the device, it can contribute to facilitating voluntary contraction of PFM as a biofeedback tool to 
educate the muscle which may assist in training the inner unit of the core muscles

101  Effect of Injury Prevention Programs that Include the Nordic Hamstring Exercise on Hamstring Injury Rates in 
Soccer Players: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

Wesam Saleh A. Al Attar1, 2, 3, Najeebullah Soomro1, 4, Peter J. Sinclair1, Evangelos Pappas2, Ross H. Sanders1 
1Discipline of Exercise and Sport Science, Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney, 75 East Street, Lidcombe, NSW Australia • 2Discipline of Physiotherapy, 
Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney, Lidcombe, NSW Australia • 3Department of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Sciences, Faculty of Applied 
Medical Sciences, Umm Al Qura University, Makkah Saudi Arabia • 4Rural Health Mildura, Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, Monash University, Mildura, 
VIC Australia 

Background: Hamstring injuries are among the most common non-contact injuries in sports. The Nordic hamstring (NH) exercise has been shown 
to decrease risk by increasing eccentric hamstring strength.
Objective: The purpose of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to investigate the effectiveness of the injury prevention programs that 
included the NH exercise on reducing hamstring injury rates while factoring in athlete workload.
Methods: Two researchers independently searched for eligible studies using the following databases: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled 
Trials via OvidSP, AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine) via OvidSP, EMBASE, PubMed, MEDLINE, SPORTDiscus, Web of Science, CINAHL 
and AusSportMed, from inception to December 2015. The keyword domains used during the search were Nordic, hamstring, injury prevention 
programs, sports and variations of these keywords. The initial search resulted in 3242 articles which were filtered to five articles that met the 
inclusion criteria. The main inclusion criteria were randomized controlled trials or interventional studies on use of an injury prevention program that 
included the NH exercise while the primary outcome was hamstring injury rate. Extracted data were subjected to meta-analysis using a random 
effects model. 
Results: The pooled results based on total injuries per 1000 h of exposure showed that programs that included the NH exercise had a statistically 
significant reduction in hamstring injury risk ratio [IRR] of 0.490 (95 % confidence interval [CI],  0.291 – 0.827, p = 0.008). Teams using injury 
prevention programs that included the NH exercise reduce hamstring injury rates up to 51 % in the long term compared with the teams that did not 
use any injury prevention measures. 
Conclusions: This systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrates that injury prevention programs that include NH exercises decrease the risk of 
hamstring injuries among soccer players. A protocol was registered in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews, PROSPERO 
(CRD42015019912).
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102  The Efficacy of Interventions for Improving Shoulder Proprioception in People with Shoulder Instability - A 
Systematic Review

G Armitt1*, T Pizzari2, A Semciw 
1Department of Physiotherapy, Princess Alexandra Hospital, QLD • 2La Trobe Sport, Exercise and Medicine Research Centre, VIC • 3Centre for Functioning and Health 
Research. QLD • 4School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, The University of Queensland, QLD

Introduction: Shoulder instability affects approximately 49/100,000 people each year. There is moderate quality evidence that people with shoulder 
instability demonstrate impaired shoulder proprioception when compared with matched control participants. This may be a potential contributing 
factor to injury, subluxation or dislocation in the unstable population. The aim of this study was to systematically synthesise the current efficacy of 
conservative or surgical interventions for improving shoulder proprioception in people with shoulder instability. 
Methods: (PROSPERO2015: CRD42015027257) Four databases were searched up to 15 October 2015. All study designs were included except 
case studies and case series (n<10). Studies had to include adults undergoing conservative or surgical management of shoulder instability and 
assess one or more of the following proprioception outcomes: active or passive joint repositioning sense (AJPS,PJPS) or spatio-temporal 
measurements. Effect sizes were calculated for between group differences (standardised mean differences, SMD) and for pre-post intervention 
change (standardised paired differences, SPD; single group studies). 
Results: The search yielded eight articles, one randomised and four non-randomised clinical trials and three before-after studies. All participants 
were diagnosed with anterior instability. No studies could be pooled due to heterogeneity of interventions, outcomes and time points. Four papers 
assessed PJPS (one RCT, three non-RCT). Differences were observed between two surgical approaches (e.g. open over arthroscopic approach 
(SMD?=1.08, 95%CI=0.24 to 1.92) and surgical intervention over “wait and see” (SPD?=1.87, 95%CI=1.19 to 2.55), while no differences were 
found between surgery versus rehabilitation (SPD?=0.10, 95%CI=-1.62 to1.82). One study also assessing two surgical (open versus arthroscopic 
technique) techniques took a range of kinematic measurements to assess for “smoothness” of motion whereby some findings were in favour of open, 
others in favour of arthroscopic surgery. All three before- after studies used AJPS as an outcome measure. Two of those assessed effects of a 
conservative intervention (bracing, wobble board training) and one examined the effects of surgery. All reported significant improvements over time.
Discussion: There are limited studies comparing interventions for improving AJPS and PJPS. Single group studies indicate interventions may be 
associated with improvements over time for AJPS. More rigorous comparative studies are required to determine which interventions provide the best 
outcomes. Further work is also needed to develop readily available options for proprioception measurement in the clinical setting.

103  Little League World Series Baseball Scheduling Increases Throwing Injury Risk in the Southern Hemisphere: 
An Analysis of Australian Little League Baseball

J Freeston1*, M Hollings1 
1Discipline of Exercise, Health and Performance, The University of Sydney

Introduction: Throwing-related injury is a major health concern, particularly among junior athletes. A number of risk factors have been identified 
including throwing volume, breaks in throwing, shoulder strength deficits and arm pain. Australia has recently become eligible for the Little League 
World Series tournament, requiring an additional domestic qualification tournament to be held during the Australian baseball off-season. The impact 
of this additional tournament on injury risk has not yet been determined. The aim of this study therefore was to assess key throwing-related injury risk 
factors in Australian little league baseball players involved in the little league World Series qualification tournament.  
Methods: Eighteen junior elite Australian baseball players (mean ± SD; age, 12.7 ± 0.5 years; height, 1.65 ± 0.08 m; weight, 54.6 ± 8.4 kg) 
completed a questionnaire relating to throwing volume and arm pain before being assessed for shoulder internal and external rotation strength one 
month prior to the Australian U/14 national championship competition.  
Results: On average, players reported throwing 5.3 and 3.9 days per week over the last two weeks and 12 months respectively. The reported time 
since their last break from throwing for one week, one month and three months was 8.2, 17.5 and 48.8 months respectively. Sixty-one percent of 
players reported experiencing throwing prohibitive arm pain at some point in their career, 27.8% of whom were within the past year, and 16.7% of 
whom were currently experiencing throwing prohibitive arm pain. Internal rotation strength of the dominant arm was significantly greater than external 
rotation strength of the same arm (12.5 ± 2.0 vs 11.1 ± 2.5; p < 0.01), and internal rotation strength of the non-dominant arm (12.5 ± 2.0 vs 11.5 ± 
2.3; p < 0.03) leading to a higher IR:ER ratio on the throwing compared with non-throwing arm.  
Discussion: Australian Little League baseball players exhibited a number of throwing-related injury risk factors including large throwing volumes, 
infrequent breaks from throwing, throwing prohibitive arm pain and shoulder strength deficits. Knowledge of, and adherence to risk reduction 
strategies should be encouraged within this throwing population to promote arm health during this particularly acute loading and important 
developmental phase.

104  Crisis Accommodation is Associated with Increased Physical Activity and Reduced Sleep Among those 
Experiencing Homelessness in an Urban Setting

J Freeston1*, Y Mavros2, J Richards3, M Fiatarone-Singh4 
1Exercise, Health & Performance, The University of Sydney • 2School of Public Health, The University of Sydney • 3Charles Perkins Centre, The University of Sydney • 
4Sydney Medical School, The University of Sydney

Introduction: A social gradient exists for physical activity (PA) and for health, such that the least well off are the least active and suffer the greatest 
burden of disease. People experiencing homelessness are among the most disadvantaged, yet little is known about their PA levels and health status.  
Methods: The PRECEDE PROCEED model informed a descriptive design to examine PA levels, non-active duration (proxy for sleep), cardiovascular 
disease risk, mental health and quality of life (QOL) among adults at risk of, or experiencing homelessness in an urban setting.  
Results: Twenty participants (mean ± SD; age, 43.1 ± 15.4 years; height, 1.73 ± 0.13 m; weight, 82.1 ± 19.7 kg) volunteered for the study. 
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Participants were mostly male (75%), white (85%), with > 12 years education (80%), unemployed (90%) and single (65%). Thirty percent were 
dealing with drug use. Fifty percent were in stable housing (social, community, aged care, renting) with 50% in crisis accommodation (sleeping 
rough, hostel/transitional, car, couch surfing, shelter/refuge, friends/family). Physical (42.6 ± 11.9) and mental (43.1 ±12.8) health-related QOL 
were below normal. Risk of anxiety/depressive disorders was moderate (K10; 23.5 ± 9.4). Prevalence of cardiovascular disease was 25%. Most 
participants (53%) were at high risk of cardiovascular disease with an average of 2.5 ± 1.6 risk factors. Smoking (59%), Overweight (35%) and high 
cholesterol (35%) were the most common cardiovascular risk factors. 15/20 participants consented to wearing actigraphs. 12/15 participants 
achieved valid wear periods. All 15 actigraphs were returned. Participants averaged 8805 ± 4811 steps per day and 1034.7 ± 440.2 total METS 
from activity across light (290.3 ± 113.7), moderate (609.6 ± 244.4) and vigorous (134.8 ± 161.9) intensities. Participants experiencing crisis 
accommodation however, had higher PA levels than those in stable accommodation (12144.0 ± 4875.4 vs 7136.8 ± 4078.7 steps/day) and reduced 
consecutive hours of non-activity in which sleep could occur (7.4 ± 3.6 vs 9.5 ± 2.9 hrs/night). Notably, individual analysis revealed one rough 
sleeper averaged only 2.1 consecutive hours of non-activity per night, severely reducing the opportunity sleep.  
Discussion: People experiencing homelessness demonstrated reduced mental and physical health while achieving a moderate level of physical 
activity. While those in crisis accommodation had higher levels of physical activity, it was accompanied by reduced non-active time in which sleep 
could occur. This study highlights the importance of 24-hour approaches to physical activity measurement, and individualised physical activity 
prescription among vulnerable populations.

105  Effects of Playing Position on Hydration Status in Varsity Marching Band Players

S Ito1*, N Yasuda2 
1Department of Physical Education, International Pacific University • 2Department of Health Science, International Pacific University

Background: Evaluation of position-specific patterns of fluid intake can shed light on health problems for collegiate marching band performers. 
However, it remains to be clarified whether or not there are patterns of hydration status at various playing positions in varsity marching band players. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of playing position on hydration patterns in varsity marching band players. 
Methods: Fifty-eight collegiate marching band players (men: n=34; age: 19.1±1.1 year; height: 169.1±6.0 cm; body mass: 65.7±11.0 kg; BMI: 
22.9±3.6 kg/m2; body fat: 13.2±4.5 %, women: n=24; age: 19.6±1.2 year; height: 158.0±6.3 cm; body mass: 56.8±7.9 kg; BMI: 22.7±2.3 kg/
m2; body fat: 26.6±3.7 %) participated in this study. Each participant completed daily practice of marching band activities, which mostly lasted a 
total of six hours. All participants carried out their own daily routine practices at various playing positions (band pit, n=10; baritone and euphonium, 
n=12; snare drum, n=13; trumpet, n=12; tuba, n=11). Each individual consumed ad libitum commercially available carbohydrate-electrolyte solution 
(Pocari Sweat®, Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.; Energy:104.6 kJ/100 mL, Carbohydrate:6.2%, Na+:21 mEq/L, K+:5 mEq/L, Cl-:17 mEq/L) 
during the daily practice. Spot urine samples were collected before (pre) and after (post) 6-h daily practice for the later analysis of the urine specific 
gravity in order to determine hydration status. The level of urine specific gravity was quantified by a refractrometer.
Results: A two-way analysis of variances revealed no main effects for time and playing position or interaction with regard to the levels of urine 
specific gravity (Pre: 1.021±0.011; Post: 1.027±0.005 for band pit; Pre: 1.023±0.005; Post: 1.028±0.004 for baritone and euphonium; Pre: 
1.025±0.006; Post: 1.030±0.005 for snare drum; Pre: 1.025±0.008; Post: 1.031±0.011 for trumpet; Pre: 1.024±0.006; Post: 1.030±0.005 g/
mL for tuba) after 6-h of acute bouts of daily practice. 
Discussion & Conclusion: Previous research has shown hydration status after acute bouts of daily practice of marching band activities. However, 
data regarding hydration patterns at each playing position are limited. The main findings of the current study suggest that there may not be 
position-specific patterns of hydration status following 6-h daily practice, which can provide players and coaches valuable information in taking into 
consideration optimal fluid intake.

106  Nicotine Effects on Exercise Performance and Physiological Responses in Nicotine in Naive Individuals: A 
Systematic Review

R Johnston1*, M Crowe1, K Doma1 

1James Cook University

Introduction: The purpose of this systematic review was to evaluate the effects of smokeless forms of nicotine on exercise performance and 
physiological responses. Data from over 2000 urine samples collected by the World Anti-Doping Association (WADA) suggested increased nicotine 
doping trends in elite sport. Subsequently nicotine was placed on the WADA Monitoring Program. Nicotine receptors are known to desensitize at 
sub-activation concentrations and therefore nicotine potentially elicits different effects on non-smoking populations, which includes the majority of 
athletes. Whilst there have been previous reviews on nicotine’s effects there are none that review its effects purely on non-smoking populations or 
within a sporting context.
Methods: Methodology and reporting were based on the PRISMA statement. The intervention was defined as any product containing nicotine that 
did not require smoking as the route of administration. Searches were conducted across two electronic databases (Medline and PsycINFO) with 
supplementary approaches utilized. Dependent variables were defined as any measure of exercise or sports performance or physiological responses. 
Studies were selected following set inclusion and exclusion criteria and checked by two independent authors. A modified PEDro scale was utilized to 
rate study quality with studies on average scoring 8.5/13. 
Results: Searches identified 4343 studies. 4287 studies were excluded after abstract review and a further 38 excluded after full text review 
resulting in 28 studies for final inclusion in the review: Of the four studies assessing exercise performance only endurance based parameters were 
reported as significantly improved whilst anaerobic parameters were unaffected or significantly decreased compared to placebo. Sixteen of 28 
studies investigating physiological responses reported that nicotine significantly increased heart rate compared to placebo or control condition. Blood 
pressure and blood flow were also reported as significantly increased by multiple studies. 
Discussion: Evidence in the current literature strongly indicates nicotine-induced changes in physiological function that would benefit physical 
performance. However beneficial effects have only been demonstrated in endurance performance in a single study. Subsequently, there is an urgent 
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need for more research with strong methodological quality to definitively evaluate nicotine’s potential as an ergogenic aid. Specifically the route of 
administration may play a key role in mitigating side effects and achieving potential positive effects on exercise performance. 

107  Effects of Rubber-soled Cloth Footgear with the Big Toe Separate on Autonomic Nervous System Following 
Stair Exercise

K Ohtaka1*, J Komatsubara1, N Yasuda2 
1Department of Physical Education, International Pacific University • 2Department of Health Science, International Pacific University

Background: It still remains to be elucidated how lightweight footwear can have an influence on autonomic activation and immune function following 
stair exercise, while a variety of exercises are dependent upon some specific type of footwear. The purpose of this study was to assess effects of 
rubber-soled cloth footgear with the big toe separate on autonomic nervous system following 30-min of repeated bouts of stair ascent and descent. 
Methods: Eight recreationally active men (age: 22.0±0.5 year; height: 171.8±8.9 cm; body weight: 66.2±9.8 kg; body mass index: 22.4±2.4 kg/
m2; body fat: 18.0±6.9 %, mean±SD) participated in this study. On two different days, all participants randomly chose rubber-soled cloth footgear 
with the big toe separate (CF) or running shoes (RS), carrying out 30-min of repeated bouts of stair ascent and descent trials on a stairway. In the 
trial, stair ascent was first conducted on a stairway consisting of 88 steps with a total vertical displacement of 15 m (each step averaged 17 cm in 
height) over 8 flights and 5 floors, followed by descent of the same stairs, repeating this cycle (1 cycle: ascent plus descent) for 30-min. Each flight 
was separated by a horizontal connecting platform with a minimum area of 4 m2. This trial was undertaken based on a single step ascent and 
descent (one stair step per stride). All participants were asked to ascend and descend at a constant pace of their choice during 30-min. Unstimulated 
salivary samples were collected at the 10-min period before (pre) and after (post) exercise for the later analysis of salivary α-amylase and IgA levels. 
The samples were quantified by an enzymatic assay and turbidimetric immunoassay, respectively. 
Results: In light of salivary α-amylase levels, a significant main effect for time was observed (CF: pre=70.2±45.6, post=121.0±66.9; RS: 
pre=84.7±73.7, post=118.6±78.8 U/mL, p<0.05), but not for types of footwear or interaction. In addition, no significant main effects were found 
for time and types of footwear or interaction (CF: pre=11.9±5.2, post=13.4±4.3; RS: pre=14.2±6.2, post=14.3±8.1 mg/dL).
Discussion & Conclusion: Information about the effects of type of footwear on autonomic activation and immune function has been limited. The 
findings of the present study suggest that the two types of footwear appear not to have distinctive effects on salivary α-amylase and IgA levels after 
30-min of repeated bouts of stair ascent and descent.

108  Effects of Street Dance Performance on Autonomic Activation and Immune Function

K Kagotani1*, M Kawata1, N Yasuda2 
1Department of Physical Education, International Pacific University • 2Department of Health Science, International Pacific University

Background: Physiological responses concerning a particular style of dance performance have been demonstrated. Although modern dance such 
as street dance performance is also dependent on psychological and physiological elements compared with classic dance, data with respect to the 
effects of street dance performance on autonomic activation and immune function have been limited. The purpose of this study was to determine the 
acute effects of street dance performance on the levels of salivary salivary α-amylase and IgA.
Methods: Nine recreationally active street dance performers (men: n=4, age: 20.8±1.9 year; height: 170.2±3.6 cm; body mass: 65.8±6.0 kg; 
body fat: 14.9±6.5 %; BMI: 22.7±1.2 kg/m2, women: n=5, age: 20.6±1.9 year; height: 157.7±6.1 cm; body mass: 54.1±1.8 kg; body fat: 
26.8±1.8 %; BMI: 21.8±1.8 kg/m2) participated in this study. All participants performed their routine dance practice consisting of a variety of 
discrete movements with an interspersed rest, which lasted 3.5 hours. Unstimulated salivary samples were taken from dance performers immediately 
before (pre) and after (post) exercise. The levels of salivary α-amylase and IgA were quantified by an enzymatic assay and turbidimetric 
immunoassay, respectively. 
Results: A Student’s t-test revealed a marked elevation at the salivary level of α-amylase (Pre: 66.2±36.6; Post: 107.4±75.9 U/mL) after dance 
training compared to the baseline level. Moreover, the level of salivary IgA was similar before and after the training (Pre: 6.2±1.8; Post: 7.0±3.7 mg/
dL). Furthermore, the level of salivary total protein was significantly augmented following the dance training (Pre: 49.6±12.5; Post: 63.9±26.9 mg/
dL).
Discussion & Conclusion: The main findings of the present study suggest that acute bouts of street dance performance may be enough to activate 
autonomic nervous system in concomitance with stable immune function. These information can provide performers and staff future directions in 
considering optimal street dance programs.

109  Injuries in Australian School Level Rugby Union

F Leung1*, M Franettovich Smith1, J Hides1 

1Mary MacKillip Institute for Health Research, Australian Catholic University

Background: There is a high incidence of injuries in rugby union due to the physical nature of the game. There have been many studies investigating 
injury rates in professional rugby. In order to identify management and prevention strategies specific to amateur and junior rugby union, it is important 
to identify the epidemiology of injury at the amateur levels of sport as they may differ to the professional level. In youth and school rugby union, there 
are large variations in injury rates reported due to different injury definitions and reporting methods. Our study aims to investigate the rates and 
distribution of injuries in school level rugby union players in Australia using the consensus statement for rugby union injuries. 
Methods: Injury surveillance was conducted on 480 players from one school in the Greater Private School (GPS) rugby competition in Queensland, 
Australia. Injury data were collected using paper-based injury recording forms during the 8 week rugby season. A ‘medical-attention’ injury definition 
was used in this study in accord with the international consensus statement of rugby union injuries. 
Results: 76 players sustained one or more injuries, with a total of 80 injuries recorded. The overall injury rate was 31.81 injuries/1000 player hours. 
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Concussion had the highest incidence with a rate of 5.96/1000 player hours. The incidence of upper limb and lower limb injuries were 9.15 and 
9.94/1000 player hours respectively. The open age division recorded the most injuries, and tackling was the most common mechanism of injury. 
Discussion: The injury rates observed in this sample of Australian school rugby union players was high. One third (32.6%) of all injuries recorded in 
our study were sustained to the head, face and neck region. There was a high rate of concussion injuries; however, this may be due to greater 
concussion recognition and adherence to management guidelines. A concussion was reported in our data collection if a player was taken off the field 
for a suspected concussion. This is in line with the current consensus statement on concussion in sport and world rugby guidelines for junior rugby. 
This could therefore lead to a higher rate of reported concussions, but reflects the cautious nature taken by medical or first aid staff at this level of 
rugby union. Future studies of larger sample size and follow-up of players are required to enable informed decisions relating to development of injury 
prevention programs at this level of rugby.

110  Clinical Benefits of Passive Joint Mobilisation on Ankle Sprains

I Weerasekara1*, P Osmotherly1, S Snodgrass1, R de Zoete1, D Rivett1 

1School of Health Sciences, The University of Newcastle

Background: Joint mobilisation is a common manual therapeutic technique, used in the rehabilitation of patients with sprained ankles. This 
systematic review assessed the evidence for clinical benefits of passive joint mobilisation on ankle sprains.  
Methods: MEDLINE, MEDLINE IN PROCESS, EMBASE, AMED, PSYCINFO, CINAHL, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, PEDro, 
SCOPUS, SPORTDiscus and Dissertation and Thesis were searched from inception to 2016. The search strategy included terms related to ankle 
sprain and mobilisation. Participants with a grade 1 or 2 lateral or medial ligament ankle sprain at any stage from acute to chronic presenting in any 
ambulant setting, and who had been treated with passive joint mobilisation were considered for inclusion. Grade 3 sprains, fractures, and 
syndesmotic injuries were excluded. After duplicate removal, titles and abstracts of identified studies (and full texts when required), were screened by 
two independent reviewers. Disagreements were resolved by consensus. The methodological quality of individual studies was assessed using the 
Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies and the PEDro scale for interventional studies. 
Results: 1504 unique records were screened for eligibility with 23 subsequently included in the review. Nine outcomes were qualitatively synthesised 
according to assessment time point; immediate, short term and long term. Passive joint mobilisation immediately improved dorsiflexion range of 
motion (DFROM) (81.9%, n=9), proprioception (100.0%, n=3), patients’ confidence towards stability and reduction in postural sway (100%, n=1). 
Pain intensity and function improved in both the short term (80.0%, n=4 and 62.5%, n= 5, respectively) and long term (100.0%, n=2 and 100.0%, 
n= 1, respectively). Stability (100.0%, n=3) and pain threshold (100.0%, n= 1) were also improved in the long term.  
Discussion: There is evidence supporting beneficial effects on patients’ confidence towards stability, postural sway, DFROM and proprioception 
immediately after mobilisation. Short term mobilisation effects included improvement in pain and function. Long term clinical benefits were evident in 
pain intensity, pain threshold, stability and function. There is no evidence to support the immediate effectiveness of mobilisation on stability, talar 
stiffness, pain intensity and pain threshold. Beneficial short term effects of mobilisation on stability, talar stiffness and DFROM were also not 
supported. There was insufficient research to infer immediate benefits after mobilisation on function; short term benefits on pain threshold, postural 
sway and patient confidence towards stability; long term benefits on talar stiffness, DFROM, proprioception, postural sway and patients’ confidence 
towards stability, thus providing opportunities for further research.

111  How is Lower Limb Hypermobility Related to Physical Activity in Children?

S Morris1*, S Williams1, L Ng1, P Simpson1, A Neil1, E Howie1 
1Curtin University

Introduction: Generalised joint hypermobility (JH) is common in childhood (35%). While symptomatic JH in children is related to lower physical 
activity (PA) levels compared with typically developing children, non-symptomatic JH (flexibility) has been associated with both no difference and 
higher levels of PA in girls only. Therefore the purpose of this study was to determine if lower limb (LL) JH is related to physical activity for boys in 
middle childhood.
Methods: Data was collected from 101 boys (mean 10yrs 6mths [SD_9mths]) from one school in Perth, Western Australia. The Lower Limb 
Assessment Score (LLAS) (94% sensitivity for JH at LLAS>7) was recorded to classify JH and as a measure of extent of lower limb flexibility. 
Average time spent in moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) per day and sedentary wear-time was calculated from data extracted from 
Accelerometers (Actigraph, Pensacola, FL, USA) GT9x provided for 7 consecutive days. Physical Activity Questionnaire for Children provided 
frequency of involvement in team sports, individual sports and leisure activities. Statistical analysis used stepwise linear regression.
Results: The mean LLAS was 2.6/12 (SD_2.5) with 7% of boys identified with lower limb JH. The mean MVPA was 53 (SD_21) minutes. Eighteen 
percent of the variation in the LLAS was predicted by MVPA (10%), frequency of playing team sports (7%) and mass (0.5%) (p<0.001). Increasing 
MVPA by 32 minutes a day increased LLAS score by 1 point, an increasing frequency of team sport participation by 14 times per week increased 
LLAS by 1 point. An increase in mass of 1.4 kg reduced LLAS score by 1 point. Height, age and time spent in sedentary activity were not predictors 
of LLAS.
Discussion: The sample was a narrow age range of males with low prevalence of JH relative to the research literature. Of the variation in the LLAS, 
18% was predicted by physical activity, team sport involvement and mass. The positive association between increased physical activity levels, team 
sport involvement and LL flexibility suggests flexibility is improved by and improves sporting participation. Body weight may reduce the ability to 
accurately apply the LLAS and/or may reflect reduced MVPA. This association with JH and increased sporting activity in combination with the recent 
evidence that JH increases the risk of knee injury during sport advocate for research exploring the mechanisms of injury in JH and how these injuries 
may be ameliorated.
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112  Comparison of Anaerobic and Cognitive Performance over Two Performance Windows in Trained Males

G Whelan1*, C Kitic1, M Adams1, J Fell1 
1SPORT University of Tasmania, Tasmania, Australia

Background: Due to the scheduling of athletic competition, peak performances may be required at different times of day. This study aimed to 
quantify physical and cognitive performance over the day. 
Methods: Eighteen trained males [mean (SD) age 22.1 (1.5)years, height 1.82 (0.08)m, body mass 85.14 (9.17)kg] performed a testing battery at 
1200h, 1500h, 1800h and 2100h. Cognitive performance was assessed with a simple reaction-time (RT) test. Anaerobic performance was 
assessed using a countermovement jump (CMJ) and 10m sprint. Tympanic temperature was measured prior to testing as a circadian phase marker. 
Data was pooled to create an early afternoon (1200h & 1500h) and an evening (1800h & 2100h) performance window and analysed using paired 
t-tests. Results are presented as mean±SD.  
Results: There was a small increase in temperature from the afternoon to evening [0.10±0.51˚C, d=0.20, p=0.24], a small improvement in 10m 
sprint performance from the afternoon to evening [-0.02±0.08s, d=0.29, p=0.13], and a significant improvement in 5m sprint performance 
[-0.03±0.06s, d=0.46, p=0.05]. CMJ height was similar from afternoon to evening [-0.01±0.04m, d=0.07, p=0.40], however peak force 
increased significantly [152±336N, d=0.33, p=0.01] and peak and mean power also significantly increased from early afternoon to evening 
[313±889W, d=-0.26, p=0.04; 115.3± 340.26W, d=-0.17, p=0.05, respectively]. Average and fastest reaction times were not different in the 
evening compared to the early afternoon [-0.45±20.22ms, d=0.06, p=0.90; -10.97±43.96ms, d= 0.18, p=0.28, respectively]. 
Discussion: These findings indicates that athletes whose scheduled competition falls in the evening are at an advantage compared to those who are 
required to perform at an earlier time of day with 5m sprint time and velocity increased by 2.5 and 2.3%, respectively. CMJ force and power output 
increased in the evening by an average of 5.0 and 4.4%, respectively. It is possible that improved performance is linked to an increase in body 
temperature through circadian rhythm fluctuation as a small increase in tympanic temperature in the evening compared to early afternoon was 
observed. With scheduling of athletic competition outside the control of the athlete, understanding differences in performance outputs during different 
performance windows will provide the basis to develop interventions in re-adjusting the timing of peak performance to the desired time.

113  Decrements in Hamstrings Strength are Associated with Decreased Performance During Simulated Basketball 
Game-play

C Kean1*, J Fox1, N Borges1, R Stanton1, A Scanlan1 
1School of Medical and Applied Sciences, Central Queensland University

Background: Basketball is a physically demanding sport involving frequent performance of high-intensity activities such as sprinting and jumping. 
These movements require rapid accelerations and decelerations, placing considerable physiological and mechanical stress on the lower-body, 
potentially increasing risk of injury. While lower-body strength has been identified as important for basketball performance, few studies have 
examined changes in lower-body strength across game-play. Furthermore, the influence of strength-related decrements on performance during 
basketball game-play remains unknown. Thus, the aims of this study were to: (i) quantify changes in lower-body strength during simulated basketball 
game-play; and (ii) assess the associations between changes in strength and performance measures. 
Methods: Ten Australian, state-level male basketball players (16.6 ± 1.1 years; stature: 182.4 ± 4.3 cm; mass: 68.3 ± 10.2 kg) completed 
40-minutes of simulated basketball game-play using the circuit, court-based Basketball Exercise Simulation Test (BEST). Performance measures 
(sprint time and jump height) were assessed during each circuit of BEST. Concentric quadriceps and hamstrings peak torques (120 °/s) were 
measured at baseline and post-BEST. Performance change scores were calculated using data across BEST and strength change scores (%) were 
calculated between baseline and post-BEST measures (positive scores denote a decrease in performance and strength measures). Paired t-tests 
were used to examine changes in strength, and Pearson correlations examined the relationship between changes in strength and performance.  
Results: Changes in dominant and non-dominant quadriceps strength from baseline to post-BEST were 2.61 (9.68) % and 2.99 (5.45) %, 
respectively. Changes in dominant and non-dominant hamstring strength were -9.44 (15.68) % and 12.64 (35.45) %, respectively. These small 
changes in strength were not statistically significant (p > 0.05). There were significant moderate positive relationships between changes in sprint 
performance and changes in dominant hamstrings strength (r = 0.67) as well as dominant hamstrings:quadriceps ratio (r = 0.77). Furthermore, 
significant moderate positive relationships between changes in jump performance and changes in dominant hamstrings strength (r = 0.80), 
non-dominant hamstrings strength (r = 0.75), and non-dominant hamstrings:quadriceps ratio (r = 0.71) were observed.  
Discussion: While there were no statistically significant changes in quadriceps or hamstrings strength across simulated game-play, small 
decrements in strength, in particular decrements in hamstrings strength, were related to decrements in sprint and jump performance. Accordingly, 
basketball training plans should include resistance exercises targeting endurance of quadriceps and hamstrings strength to optimize sprint and jump 
performance and potentially safeguard against injuries during basketball game-play.

114  Training Coaches in Positive Youth Development in Botswana

S Hanrahan1*, T Tshube2 
1The University of Queensland • 2University of Botswana

Background: Based on self-determination theory and set within a positive youth development framework, LifeMatters is a program combining 
games and mental skills that has been shown to result in increases in self-worth, happiness, life-satisfaction, and resilience in orphans, teenagers 
living in poverty, former gang members, and inner-city youth. A Community Outreach Grant from the Association of Applied Sport Psychology enabled 
us to run a train-the- trainer program in Gaborone, Botswana. The purpose of this study was to determine if there were positive effects for the 
coaches as a result of participating in training, and if youth who experienced the program through the coaches showed positive changes.  
Methods: Originally scheduled only to be run in Gaborone, the train-the-trainer program was also presented in two other cities (Francistown and 
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Kasane) thanks to the Botswana Integrated Sports Association. In Gaborone and Francistown coaches who had completed the train the trainer 
program ran the program with groups of youth. In total 63 coaches (50 males, 12 females, 1 unspecified) aged 15 to 62 (M=37.63) and 186 
students (90 males, 95 females, 1 unspecified) aged 12 to 20 (M=15.58) completed the program. Coaches had an average of 11.66 years of 
coaching experience, with most working in football, softball, or athletics. Due to the distance attendees had to travel, a condensed format of the 
program was used. LifeMatters is normally run over 10 days. In Botswana it was run in each location over 3 or 4 days for coaches and 2 days for 
students (students only received 75% of the program). Participants completed the Short Measure of the Five Cs of Positive Youth Development 
(Geldhof et al., 2014) before and after participation in the program. 
Results: Coaches showed significant increases in competence, t(43)= -2.15, p=.037, confidence, t (44)= -3.88, p=.000, and connection, t (55)= 
-2.04, p=.046. The students showed significant increases in competence, t (137)= -3.23, p=.002, and confidence, t(132)= -4.09, p=.000. 
Qualitatively the coaches stated they liked the simplicity of the games and activities and felt they enabled participants to transfer acquired skills into 
life experiences outside sport. 
Discussion: These findings are especially noteworthy given the condensed format of the program. This is the first time LifeMatters has been 
presented to youth through a train-the-trainer program. The positive results suggest that the train-the-trainer program was effective, not only in 
upskilling the coaches to run the program with youth, but also in terms of the resulting benefits for coaches.

115  Sporting Opportunities for People with Physical Disabilities: Web Search and Interviews with Providers.

A Comella1, L Hassett*, K Hunter1, J Cole3, C Sherrington1 
1The George Institute for Global Health, The University of Sydney • 2Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney • 3Disability Sports Australia

Introduction: Sport has potential for physical and psychosocial benefits for people with physical disability, however out of 4 million Australians living 
with disability, only 24% report regular sport participation. The reasons for low participation rates are not well understood. This project aimed to 
assess web-based information available about disability sports and to explore barriers to offering such opportunities from the perspective of sporting 
organisations. 
Methods: A mixed method study was conducted in two stages. We focused on 26 high participation sports. Stage one involved conducting online 
searches of sporting organisations at national, state and club levels and auditing the websites to identify: 1) mention of disability sports; 2) provision 
of information on eligibility; 3) disability specific contact details. Stage two involved conducting semi-structured phone interviews with stakeholders 
identified from stage one to discuss barriers to providing sporting opportunities for people with physical disability. Data from interviews were 
transcribed verbatim and thematically analysed.
Results: Across 26 chosen sports, 149 organisations (43 national, 33 state, 73 clubs) were identified in the web search. Information about disability 
sport opportunities decreased from national (86% of websites mentioned disability sport) to state (73%) to club (42%) level. Similarly, information 
about who is eligible to play the disability sport decreased from national (63%) to state (42%) and was not provided at the club level. A disability 
specific contact person within the organisation was provided by 37% of national organisations and 42% of state organisations; however no club level 
websites provided this information. Representatives from 26 sporting organisations (15 national, 4 state, 7 local) consented to be interviewed. 
Themes identified as barriers to providing disability sport opportunities were lack of funding, awareness of opportunities and co-ordination and 
collaboration among organisations, people’s attitudes and society’s stigma, too few facilities and too few qualified staff. Suggestions to address these 
barriers were fostering working partnerships, increasing understanding, diverse opportunities for funding, getting the word out, addressing the 
personnel shortage, opportunities for non-player roles and more adequate facilities. 
Discussion: Barriers are present both for people with disability accessing information about available sporting opportunities, particularly at a local 
level, as well as for sporting organisations to provide appropriate opportunities. Greater awareness and acceptance from society of the role of sport 
for people with disability as well as better collaboration within sports and greater consistency of core information about disability sport opportunities 
on websites between sports may address some of the barriers identified. 

116  Injury Location, Type and Incidence of Male and Female Athletes Competing at the World Masters Games

I Heazlewood1*, J Walsh1, M Climstein2, K Adams3, T Sevrene3, M DeBeliso4 
1Charles Darwin University • 2University of Sydney • 3California State University • 4Southern Utah University

Introduction: It is important to increase participation in master’s sports as the belief is optimal physical activity will reduce the risk of overweight/
obesity, cardiovascular disease, hypertension and type 2 diabetes. Previous research on master’s athletes competing in international level sports has 
considered pre-competition training factors of injury type and location, injury rates in different sports, days lost in training and work based on injury 
types and severity by athletes competing at 2010 Pan Pacific Masters Games. This type information can be useful in understanding injury risk and 
developing injury prevention strategies for these athletes. The aim of the research was to assess the injury location, type and incidence of male and 
female athletes competing at the 2009 World Masters Games (WMG).  
Methods: 7175 athletes, (3687 males: age mean=53.72 years, SD±10.05; 3488 females: age mean=49.39 years, SD±8=9.15) competing at 
the 2009 WMG, Sydney volunteered and completed an online self-report survey regarding injuries received during training within four years prior to 
the competition. The specific questions related to different types of injuries sustained and injury locations and identified in detail in the results section. 
Descriptive statistics evaluated total frequency and percentages with location and type, and then rank ordered the injury data to compare male and 
female athletes.  
Results: The total injury type rates were relatively low for females from 0.1% concussion to 8.4 % muscle/tendon strain and for males dental or 
puncture injury 0.1% to 12.6 % muscle/tendon strain. The rank order for type of injury was very similar for both sexes where highest ranks were for 
muscle/tendon strain, joint pain, muscle pain and inflammation (8.4% to 5.4%). Injury location rates were relatively low for females from face/head 
0.1% to knees/legs 5.3% and for males from eye 0.1% to knees/legs 9.7%. Once again, the rank order of injury location was similar for both sexes 
where highest ranked locations were knees/legs, shoulder, spine/back and ankle (9.7 to 3.4%). 
Discussion: Very similar injury types and injury locations were displayed by both sexes participating in the 2009 WMG. Specifically for the highest 
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ranked types of injuries were muscle/tendon strain, joint pain, muscle pain and inflammation and injury locations were knees/legs, shoulder, spine/
back and ankle. This indicates musculoskeletal problems are predominant with this age group and suggests some injury prevention strategies for 
both sexes based on enhancing musculoskeletal fitness, joint stability, inflammatory control and dynamic movement equilibrium. 

117  Ballistic Projectile Motion is Essential During Power Training to Enhance Shot-put Performance

A Sakamoto1*, A Kuroda2, K Sakuma2 
1Juntendo University, Institute of Health and Sports Science & Medicine • 2Juntendo University, Graduate School of Health and Sports Science

Background: Shot-put athletes undergo bench press exercise, which provides similar kinetic and kinematic outflows of shot-put event. To develop 
both strength and speed components of power, not only heavy resistance but also light resistance is chosen during training, where the lifting is 
performed in a fast repetitive fashion. At light intensities, greater accelerations can be achieved at the beginning of the concentric phase, followed by 
significant decelerations for the transition to the subsequent eccentric phase. This enlarged deceleration phase limits the concentric effort and 
maximum speed achieved, which will ultimately reduce the event specificity and training effectiveness. To minimize the deceleration, projectile 
motions have been advocated. This study aimed to quantify the maximum concentric velocity of the elbow achieved during non-throw bench press 
(NT-BP), bench press throws using a Smith machine (T-BP) and shot-put event (SP). 12-wk of training using either NT-BP or T-BP was undertaken 
by competitive SP athletes, along with their normal training, to evaluate the training effectiveness. 
Methods: Nine shot-put athletes performed bench press at 50, 40 and 30% 1RM (5 reps each) with and without projectile motions, and seated 
shot-put (S-SP) and shot-put (10 times each), with a wireless electro-goniometer attached at the elbow. From these tests, peak concentric joint 
angular velocity was quantified. 12-week of training (2 sessions/wk, 50→40→30%1RM; 20-s ´2 sets for each intensity at maximum effort) was 
undertaken with either T-BP (n = 5) or NT-BP (n = 4), along with their normal training (a combination of 75 – 100% 1RM resistance training and 
plyometric training). 1RM and shot-put distance were evaluated before and after the training program. 
Results: Peak concentric angular velocity at 50 - 30% 1RM was 419.1 - 502.8°/s for NT-BP and 704.1 – 854.7°/s for T-BP, and was 1121.3°/s for 
S-SP and 1539.1°/s for SP. After the T-BP training, 1RM, S-SP distance and SP distance were all improved by 10.0% (p = 0.000), 11.7% (p = 
0.000) and 3.0% (p = 0.002), respectively. NT-BP, however, produced no performance changes.  
Discussion: Projectile motions not only rendered the training velocity closer to the sporting event resulting in improved shot-put distance, but also 
enabled light resistance to improve the maximum strength. It was also implied that their normal training merely maintained the current level of 
performance, with non-throw fast training adding no further improvement.

118  Medical Training for the 2015 Pacific Games: Immediate Benefits and Long Term Legacy.

M Brown*, C Milne, A Alsop5, M Constantinou 
1Sports Medicine Australia • 2Oceania National Olympic Committees Medical Commission • 3Griffith University • 4Anglesea Medical • 5Papua New Guinea Sports 
Foundation • 6Australian Catholic University

Background: Major sports events require sufficient numbers of appropriately skilled medical personnel to provide competent immediate response 
and follow-up management of athletes with sports related injuries and medical conditions. The Pacific Games is a major multi-sport event affiliated 
with the Olympic movement. The Olympic Movement Medical code requires the host nation to provide a medical program sufficient to ensure the 
safety of all competitors. The 2015 Pacific Games (PG2015) hosted by Papua New Guinea (PNG) included over 3000 athletes from 24 countries 
participating in 28 sports over 14 days. A needs analysis conducted by the Pacific Games Organising Committee (PGOC) identified there were 
insufficient numbers of health professionals in PNG with experience in sports medicine and on-field injury management to provide the required 
medical coverage. A training program in on-field injury management and return to play decision making to upskill local predominately hospital based 
PGOC volunteer Doctors, Physiotherapists, Nurses and other athlete support personnel was deemed necessary. 
Methods: Following a skills gap analysis a multi-component training and mentoring program consisting primarily of Sports Medicine Australia (SMA) 
Safer Sport Program (SSP) courses was developed and delivered during the 12 months preceding the Games. An additional 4 day program on basic 
principles of sports medicine for health professionals was delivered by members of the Oceania National Olympic Committees Medical Commission 
(ONOCMC) immediately before the Games and supplemented by mentoring during the Games. Competency based assessment of practical skills and 
a qualitative evaluation of participant confidence to deal effectively with on-field injury scenarios and return to play decision making were undertaken 
post training.  
Results: Over 300 medical program volunteers attended sports medicine courses during the 12 months preceding the event. 117 participants, 
including 24 medical students, achieved the required competence for SMA Level 1 Sports Trainer Accreditation. 58 Doctors, Physiotherapists, Nurses 
and medical students also participated in the ONOCMC basic principles of sports medicine program. Qualitative evaluation indicated improved 
confidence and preparedness of participants to manage injured athletes on-field.  
Discussion: The SMA SSP courses provided suitable first responder training for on-field injury assessment and crisis management at a major 
multi-sport event. The ONOCMC program provided sufficient training for health professionals to transfer existing clinical knowledge to the sports 
event environment. Both programs are anticipated to provide long term legacy benefits to the local community. The medical team training program 
used at PG2015 provides a suitable model for future hosts of major multi-sport events.

119  Injury Surveillance at the 2015 Pacific Games

I Ravu1, N Tefuarani, K Kapua, M Brown* 
1 2015 Pacific Games Medical Organising Committee • 2University of Papua New Guinea • 3Port Moresby General Hospital • 4Sports Medicine Australia • 5Griffith 
University • 6Oceania National Olympic Committees Medical Commission

Background: As well as providing data for reporting purposes sports injury surveillance data can assist event organisers plan medical programs for 
future events. The host nation medical program for the 2015 Pacific Games (PG2015) held in Papua New Guinea provided medical care at the 
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Athlete’s Village Polyclinic and 10 competition venues to accredited athletes, officials and workforce personnel from 24 countries. Previous Pacific 
Games had not utilized a standardized approach to injury surveillance. The PG2015 medical organising committee resolved to establish an injury 
surveillance system for the purpose of fulfilling medico-legal and reporting obligations as well as to assist organisers of similar future events.
Methods: A paper based injury surveillance system used previously by Sports Medicine Australia Queensland Branch was modified into a “Injury and 
illness reporting form” that captured basic data about injury or illness causation, body part or system affected, provisional diagnosis and medical 
management provided. PG2015 medical team members were required to the use form for all medical encounters. Medical encounter data was 
collected from accredited athletes, team officials, technical delegates and workforce personnel who presented to the PG2015 medical team during 
PG2015. Information from the form was subsequently entered into Microsoft Excel for data analysis. 
Results: 1224 medical encounters involving accredited personnel were recorded by PG2015 medical team members. Athletes comprised 644 
(52.6%) of the recorded encounters, PG2015 workforce or volunteers 308 (25.2%), team officials 118 (9.6%) and technical delegates 95 (7.8%). 
33.9% of medical encounters were for a new injury, 28 % for an illness, and 20.8% for a recurrent or exacerbated injury. Of the 644 encounters for 
athletes musculoskeletal conditions accounted for 241 presentations (37.4%), respiratory 110 (17.1%), dermatological 47 (7.3%), gastrointestinal 46 
(7.1%), and dental 35 (5.4%). 3.67% of forms did not record the reason for presenting, and some forms utilised nonstandard or ambiguous 
terminology. 
Discussion: Sports event organisers require effective injury surveillance systems for reporting and planning purposes. However, the capacity of 
event organisers to implement sophisticated data collection systems may be limited by factors such as technology and human resources available. 
Despite the limitations of a paper based system the injury surveillance system used at PG2015 was suitable for an event of its type and size and 
provided useful data for reporting purposes. Training of medical personnel to improve consistency and accuracy of reporting is recommended for 
organisers of similar future events.

120  Alcohol, Illicit Drug and Supplement Use in Community Australian Rules Football Clubs, What do we Know?

A Dempsey1,2*, F Farringdon1, B Piggott1,2, P Chivers1 
1University of Notre Dame Australia • 2Sports Medicine Australia

Background: Sporting clubs often reflect broader social issues including alcohol, illicit drug and supplement use. To effectively reduce the potential 
harms associated with these substances an accurate understanding of use and attitude towards their use is required. To date, little research related 
to drug and supplement use in a community-sporting context has occurred. Current education options are based on anecdotal evidence and are often 
reactive with nonuse being their aim. In order for educational programs to be effective they must be based on target populations current use, beliefs 
and attitudes. This four-phase study aims to address the current gap in knowledge regarding attitudes to and use of alcohol, illicit drug and 
supplement use in community ARF clubs. 
Methods: Phase one of this study involved formative research to ascertain the current level of research and data regarding drug and supplement use 
in sporting clubs.  
Phase two the information obtained during phase one will be further explored during focus group interviews with current players to ascertain the type 
of information they deem relevant. 
Phase three will involve the recruitment of clubs throughout metropolitan and regional WA and use survey methodology to accurately measure 
attitudes and use.  
Phase four will involve the development, implementation and evaluation of a new education program based on the identified trends in phase two and 
three and the evidence based features of other successful drug education programs.  
Results: Phase one revealed that there is limited research regarding alcohol, illicit drugs and supplement related attitudes and use within community 
ARF clubs. Furthermore there has been no published work related specifically to WA. Research reporting the effectiveness of previous interventions 
was also limited with none reporting a significant reduction in usage or changes in attitude.  
Discussion: The implications of this project are substantial, as it will address the lack of knowledge surrounding alcohol, illicit drug and supplement 
use within community ARF. This dearth of knowledge makes is difficult to design effective programs. The current programs are based on knowledge 
gained from elite and sub-elite athletes and show limited success. Using a harm minimisation approach that focuses on health outcomes instead of 
abstinence only appears to be a more realistic measure of effectiveness.

121  Establishing Suitable Diameters Of Venturi Tubes For Use in Measuring Human Air Flow and Ventilation

P Titheradge1* 
1Robert Robergs/ Charles Sturt University

Introduction: The accurate measurement of ventilation is essential for understanding the acute regulation of acid-base balance, body tissue 
oxygenation, accurately estimating energy expenditure, and must be tightly controlled for critically ill patients on mechanical ventilation. We have 
developed methods to build and validate tubes of different diameter (Venturi tubes; Vt) for quantifying airflow. Given that current equipment, 
consisting of the impeller turbine or pneumotach, have inherent disadvantages in design as well as cost and maintenance, the application of Vt to 
human ventilation will potentially result in a more robust, cost-effective and valid method of airflow measurement. The purpose of this study was to 
determine the appropriate tube diameters of a Vt device for human ventilation (0-10 L·s-1), and to reveal the effects of tube diameter manipulation on 
the voltage output of a differential pressure transducer (Tdp; Pascals: kPa).
Methods: A custom computer program was developed to allow manipulation of the components of the Bernoulli equation (Equation 1) 
via algebraic substitution (A = area; P = pressure; r = density) to establish the needed tube diameters for suitable differential pressure output 
allowing sensitivity of air flow measurement ranging from 0-10 L·s-1. Two Vt devices were developed with exact configurations, only differing in the 
constricted throat diameter, and subsequent pairing to transducer output. The two Vt devices were connected in series via tracheal tubing, and 
subjected to a series of different airflow conditions within 0 - 10 L·s-1. Airflow was controlled via manual operation of a commercial air-compressor.
Results: Application of the Bernoulli equation revealed suitable dimensions for inlet and throat diameters for Vt1 = 10.5mm with 0 – 7.5 Kpa V.s Vt2 
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= 15mm with 0 – 1000 Kpa ). This resulted in a discrimination threshold of 0.107 L·s-1 and max flow of 10 L·s-1 for Vt1, and 0.222 L·s-1 and 7.5 L·s-1, 
respectively, for Vt2. Differences between Vt1 and Vt2 revealed the need for smaller throat diameter and larger Kpa output. 
Discussion: Vt technology can be modified to suit human ventilation application. The benefits of this methodology over well-established devices 
range from high stability, durability, reliability and accuracy, with simplistic maintenance for hygiene and longevity. The application of Vt methodology 
to clinical health and exercise interventions will benefit from the added assurance of equipment reliability facilitating continual progress, whilst 
providing a more cost-effective alternative to more expensive devices. 

122  The Effect of Foot Strike Pattern During Running on Biomechanics, Injury and Performance: A Systematic 
Review and Meta-analysis

L Anderson1*, C Barton1, D Bonanno1 

1La Trobe University

Background: Running participation continues to increase, and the effect of foot strike pattern on injury and performance is a divisive topic. Many 
coaches and clinicians promote a non-rearfoot strike (i.e. midfoot or forefoot) pattern to improve performance, and treat and prevent injury. This 
systematic review and meta-analysis synthesises evidence related to the risks and benefits associated with non-rearfoot strike compared to rearfoot 
strike running patterns.  
Methods: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL and SPORTDiscus were searched for studies comparing the influence of strike pattern on biomechanics, 
injury and performance. Two independent assessors screened the articles for inclusion and rated the methodological quality. Means and standard 
deviations were extracted to calculate the standard mean difference (SMD) and data was pooled where possible. Levels of evidence were determined 
using a modified version of the van Tulder criteria.  
Results: Thirty studies met the inclusion criteria.  
Moderate evidence indicates that a non-rearfoot strike pattern is associated with lower vertical loading rate (VLR) (SMD = 1.47); but greater peak 
vertical (SMD = -0.61) and anterior-posterior (SMD = -2.52) ground reaction force (GRF) compared to a rearfoot strike pattern.  
Moderate evidence indicates a non-rearfoot strike pattern is associated with less knee range of movement (ROM) (SMD = 0.79), negative knee work 
(SMD = 1.37), negative knee power (SMD = 1.59), and ankle joint stiffness (SMD = 2.15); but greater ankle ROM (SMD = -1.05), negative ankle 
work (SMD = -0.35), and knee joint stiffness (SMD = -1.38) compared to a rearfoot strike pattern. 
Limited evidence indicates that a non-rearfoot strike pattern may be therapeutic for anterior exertional lower leg pain. There is a paucity of research 
related to the effects of strike pattern on injury risk or prevention, and findings related to running economy were inconsistent.  
Discussion: Changing from a rearfoot strike pattern to a non-rearfoot strike pattern whilst running may be beneficial to reduce load through the 
knee joint, and appears to be therapeutic for exertional lower leg pain. However, it also results in greater load on the foot and ankle, which may 
potentially result in injury. Therefore, caution and an appropriate period of adaptation is recommended if choosing to transition to a non-rearfoot strike 
pattern.  
There is currently no evidence to suggest that running with a non-rearfoot strike pattern reduces injury risk or improves running economy and 
performance. Further research is needed in these areas to justify recommendations by many coaches and clinicians for runners to transition their 
strike pattern. 

123  An Analysis of Injury Risks Associated with Yoga: A Silent Time Bomb?

B Sekendiz1*, C Finch2 
1Central Queensland University, Queensland, Australia • 2Federation University Australia, Victoria, Australia

Background: Yoga is not only a popular type of recreational physical activity globally, but also is recognised as a natural therapy in Australia to 
improve fitness, health, and wellbeing. Despite the notion that yoga is a “low intensity activity” such as strolling at a pace of <3kph, results of a 
recent nationwide survey of yoga practitioners in Australia have shown alarming number of injuries. The aim of this study is to profile the yoga related 
emergency department (ED) presentations between July 2009 and June 2014 in Victoria.
Methods: The Victorian Emergency Minimum Dataset (VEMD) was used as the source of ED presentations between July 2009 and June 2014. 
Cases were selected on the basis that the text narrative describing the injury event included the term ‘yoga’. Cases were manually checked for 
relevance. Cases were restricted to those presenting for the first time for the episode.
Results: There were 66 recorded ED presentations for yoga-related injuries during the five-year period. More than half of cases occurred in the 
20-39 year age group (n=39, 59%) and females (n = 51, 77%).The body regions most frequently affected were the lower extremity (n=29, 44%) 
followed by the upper extremity (n=16, 24%) and the trunk (n=8, 12%).The most frequent injury types were dislocations/sprains/strains (n=31, 
47%), fractures (n=12, 18%) and injury to muscle and tendon (n=7, 11%). Of the 47 cases with a specified place of injury location 36% occurred in 
the home (n = 17) and 19% occurred in sports and athletics areas (n=9).
Discussion: The findings suggest that yoga can cause serious injuries, including some with a high personal cost with 8% of the ED cases 
subsequently admitted or transferred to another hospital for further treatment. Even though, yoga has been a part of the health and fitness industry in 
Australia for decades, it is unregulated and unstandardized. This study supports the need for future nationwide research to identify the risk 
management issues and practices in the yoga industry to minimise the risk of injuries and subsequent risk of legal liability for the yoga service 
providers. 
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124  Junior Soccer Players Biological Maturity and Final Height Prediction in Japan(2007-2012)

R Takahara1*, A Masunari1, S Takai2, S Miyakawa2 
1University of Tsukuba Graduate School of Comprehensive Human Sciences Doctoral Programs • 2University of Tsukuba Faculty of Health and Sport Sciences

Background: The soccer is one of the sports loved all over the world. Many children will dream of professional football player and being National 
team member in the future.Upbringing of the player is begun than low age and the player selection of the athlete spreads among lower aged people. 
The Late maturity player is not found in many cases when a coach select player by only physical ability. U-17 international championship of the soccer 
had many early maturity players. This study predicted a biological maturity degree and final height prediction of the Japanese soccer players. 
Methods: The sample included 282 male soccer players(12.5±1.2y,154.0±9.2cm,182.2-134.1cm) who were professional soccer club under 
category team(2007-2012). Players were evaluated the skeletal maturity degree, skeletal age and final height in Tanner-Whitehouse 2 Method 
(JAPAN) and Tanner-Whitehouse 3 Method. The biological maturity classification method assumed it mature early,on time,late divided differences 
between chronological age and skeletal age by ±1.0 year. The statistics processing assumed it less than level of significance 5% with, SPSS ver.21. 
Results: The Bone maturation score(Radius-ulna-short bone score) was 465 ± 155.5pt. Average of skeletal age was 12.5 ± 0.8 years old with 
Tanner-Whitehouse 2 Method(Japan) and 12.1±1.8 years old with Tanner-Whitehouse 3 Method. Biological maturity classification was Late 39 
players, On time 191 players, Early 48 Players and Adult 4 players. Final height prediction average was 172.9±5.2cm(184.9-156.3cm) with 
Tanner-Whitehouse 2 Method(Japan) and 177.4±5.6cm(191.4-160cm) with Tanner-Whitehouse 3 Method. 
Discussion: In this study, 4 players were adults by biological maturity. The difference of the skeletal age was 3.2 years old in early and late. When a 
team performs the player selection, Coach and recuiter should select in consideration of the difference of the biological maturity degree.

125  Lifetime History and Point Prevalence of Low Back Pain in Pre-professional and Professional Dancers

C Swain1*, C Ekegren2, D Whyte1, E Hewett3, E Bradshaw1 
1Australian Catholic University • 2Monash University • 3Absolute Health and Performance

Introduction: Dance is a popular and physically demanding pursuit that carries substantial risk for the development of musculoskeletal injury. As 
both pre-professional and professional dance settings are characterised by high workloads that involve complex movements of the spine, low back 
pain (LBP) is thought to be one of the most common musculoskeletal conditions experienced by dancers. However, there have been few deliberate 
attempts to examine the experience of LBP in dance settings. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the proportion of pre-
professional and professional dancers currently experiencing LBP (point prevalence) as well as the proportion that have ever experienced LBP 
(lifetime prevalence). 
Methods: Participants were recruited from two pre-professional ballet schools, two pre-professional universities, and one professional ballet 
company. In total, 20 male (mean age 18 years, range 13-25) and 87 female (mean age 18 years, range 12-23) dancers agreed to participate in this 
study. To obtain lifetime and point prevalence of LBP, participants completed a single online questionnaire that contained standardised definitions of 
LBP, as well as additional physical, maturation and training related items. 
Results: A lifetime prevalence of 79% and point prevalence of 23% was observed in dancers who participated in this study. Of dancers who 
reported a history of back pain, 63% said they experienced their last episode within the last 3 months and 24% within the last year.  
Discussion: A high lifetime and point prevalence was observed in both full time pre-professional and professional dancers. The prevalence of LBP is 
higher than previously observed in the general population and is either similar to or higher than other athletic populations. Developing effective LBP 
preventative strategies should be a focus within dance medicine.

126  Latissimu Dorsi and Teres Major Tendon Avulsions in Cricketers, A Case Series and Literature Review.

K Naidu1*, T James2, A Rotstein3, S Balster2, G Hoy4 
1Olympic Park Sports Medicine Centre • 2Lifecare Prahan Sports Medicie • 3Victoria House Medical Imaging • 4Melbourne Orthopaedic Group and Monash University 
Department of Surgery

Introduction: Acute latissimus dorsi tendon injuries are uncommon, having not previously been described in cricketers. The leg spinner’s stock ball 
bowling technique, as well as the fast bowler’s back of the hand slow ball which is used much more widely in T20 cricket, produce a significant 
eccentric contraction load on the latissimus dorsi muscle.  
Methodology: A retrospective review of a case series of acute latissimus dorsi tendon injuries in 3 elite cricketers (2 fast bowlers and a leg spin 
bowler). We compare the outcomes using patient rated scales and objective strength testing.  
Results: 2 patients underwent operative repair and had excellent outcomes. The non-operatively managed patient had mild ongoing symptoms at 
7months. Patients returned to bowling at 9-12 weeks. Initial strength testing revealed strength deficits in the bowlers functional arm position of flexion 
and internal rotation. This was corrected with specific rehabilitation. 
Discussion: An associated injury to teres major did not affect the outcome of this injury. Operative repair is a viable alternative and may produce 
better outcomes in cricketers. The short T20 form of cricket has lead to an increase in the number of back of the hand slow balls, a risk factor for 
Latissimus injury, whilst leg spin bowling is another risk.

127  Motor Control of the Trunk Muscles is Associated with Head and Neck Injuries in Professional AFL Players - An 
Exploratory Study

J Hides*, D Mendis, M Franettovich Smith1, T Miokovic1, A Cooper1, N Low Choy 
1Centre for Musculoskeletal Research, Australian Catholic University • 2Mater/ACU Back Stability Research Clinic, Mater Health Services • 3Physiotherapy Department, 
Mater Health Services • 4School of Physiotherapy, Australian Catholic University • 5Physiotherapy Department, The Prince Charles Hospital
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Background: Head and neck injuries are common in the Australian Football League (AFL). Previous studies have shown that size and function of 
trunk muscles are predictive of lower limb injuries in professional AFL players. The position and control of the trunk allows safe production, transfer 
and control of forces and motion to and from the distal segments and could be an equally important consideration for the upper body. The aim of this 
study was to examine whether trunk muscle measurements predict head/neck injuries incurred by professional AFL players.  
Methods: Ultrasound imaging of the multifidus, transversus abdominis and internal oblique muscles was performed on 165 professional AFL players 
before commencement of the playing season. Season injury data were obtained from records collected by the AFL club staff. Univariate associations 
between head/neck injuries and categorical putative risk factors were examined using cross-tabulations and chi-square tests. The predictive values 
of the continuous muscle measurements were tested using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses. Cut-points from the ROC analyses were 
used to convert muscle measurements to binary categorical form. The sensitivity and specificity of each binary measurement and the unadjusted 
odds ratios for predicting head/neck injuries were estimated from cross-tabulations. Potential binary predictors were then entered into a logistic 
regression model in order of their univariate effect. 
Results: Sixteen players (9.2%) suffered a head/neck injury in the playing season. Multifidus muscle size was not related to season head/neck injury 
(p > 0.05). For muscle contraction, the ability to contract the multifidus muscle at the L5/S1 vertebral level at the start of pre-season (p < 0.01) and 
start of the playing season (p < 0.04) predicted head and neck injury in the playing season. Adjusted odds ratios indicated that if a player has both a 
pre-season contraction < 1.36mm and a season contraction of <1.42mm at the L5/S1 vertebral level, the odds of head/neck injury during the 
season is significantly increased. Sensitivity and specificity of the model were 56.3% and 76.6% for the pre-season and 50.0% and 77.2% for the 
playing season respectively. 
Discussion A link between ability to contract the multifidus muscle and head/neck injury was demonstrated. A model with potential clinical utility was 
developed for prediction of head and neck injuries in AFL players. These predictive values will need to be validated in other teams. Ability to contract 
MF is modifiable and this information could be incorporated into pre-season injury prevention programs.

128  Effects of Controlled Frequency Breathing on Muscle Oxygenation During Swimming

Y Shimoyama1*, H Mankyu2, T Wada3 
1Niigata University of Health and Welfare • 2National Institute of Fitness and Sports in KANOYA • 3Kokushikan University

Background: Controlled frequency breathing (CFB) is a training technique for swimmers to simulate higher intensity training loads by limiting oxygen 
availability to the body and stimulating anaerobic metabolism during swimming. In CFB, a swimmer voluntarily restricts breathing, thereby theoretically 
reducing ventilation rate, limiting oxygen availability, and stimulating anaerobic metabolism. Changes in muscle oxygenation during swimming can 
now be evaluated using a near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) device; however, no studies have evaluated the changes in muscle oxygenation during 
CFB. This study aimed to investigate the effects of CFB on muscle oxygenation during swimming. 
Methods: This study included well-trained college swimmers, and all experimental measurements were conducted using tethered leg kicking. The 
subjects performed graded and submaximal continuous swimming tests in 6 consecutive days. The graded swimming test was performed for 
measuring the maximum oxygen uptake (VO2 max). The submaximal continuous swimming tests were of 6-min duration, with a tethered load at a 
constant 60% of VO2 max. During the submaximal continuous swimming tests, CFB was restricted to 15, 10, and 7.5 breaths/min in random order. 
Oxygen uptake was determined using a gas analysis system. Muscle oxygenations were measured with respect to oxyhemoglobin (O2Hb) and 
deoxyhemoglobin (HHb) levels at the left vastus lateralis muscle, which were determined using an NIRS device. Blood lactate accumulations were 
measured at 1, 3, and 5 min after each trial completion. 
Results: Mean oxygen uptake value was not significantly different among all the frequencies of controlled breathing. The HHb levels of CFB were 
significantly lower at 15 breaths/min than at 7.5 breaths/min. The O2Hb levels of CFB were significantly higher at 15 breaths/min than at 7.5 breaths/
min. Furthermore, blood lactate accumulations were not significantly different among all the frequencies of controlled breathing.  
Discussion: CFB during swimming may not affect oxygen uptake and blood lactate accumulation but may improve muscular oxygen utilization and 
enhance lower muscular reoxygenation.

129  The Relationship Between the Performance of Backstroke Start and Medicine Ball Backward Throwing

R Nara1*, Y Ikeda1, H Ichikawa1, D Sato1, H Shimojo1, Y Baba1, Y Shimoyama1 
1Niigata University of Health and Welfare

Background: Backstroke start is considered to be more difficult than other dive starts because of the characteristics of the motion involved. It is the 
only competitive swimming technique in which the swimmers start from the inside of the pool. At a set position, swimmers place their feet on the pool 
wall and use both hands to grab the bar. After the starting signal is given, swimmers push off the pool wall using their feet. Medicine ball backward 
throwing is considered to be one of the physical training methods similar to backstroke start motion. This study aims to examine the relationship 
between the performance of backstroke start motion and medicine ball backward throwing.
Methods: Well-trained college-level competitive backstroke swimmers participated in this study. They performed 15-m maximal backstroke start 
trials and maximal medicine ball backward throwing trials. The backstroke start motions from the starting signal to full water immersion and the 
medicine ball backward throwing motions were videotaped in the sagittal plane, and two-dimensional coordinates for the swimmers were obtained 
from the video images using direct linear transformation methods.  
Results: It was observed that the swimmers extended their hip joints prior to extending their knee joints during both the backstroke start and 
medicine ball backward throwing motions. There was a negative significant relationship between the transit time for a distance of 5 m from the wall 
during the backstroke start and throwing distance of the medicine ball. In addition, a significant correlation was observed between the throwing 
distance of the medicine ball and time lag from the hip-joint to knee-joint extension initiation during the backstroke start motion. 
Discussion: These results suggest that backstroke start motion is similar to medicine ball backward throwing motion and that the backstroke start 
performance could be related to the performance of medicine ball backward throwing. Therefore, the physical training method of medicine ball 
backward throwing could be used to improve and evaluate the backstroke start performance.
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130  Physical Activity Among Adult Survivors of Blood Cancer

V Allen1*, N W Burton1 
1School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences, The University of Queensland,

Introduction: Physical activity may assist recovery, reduce the risk of relapse and enhance quality of life and wellbeing for people re-adjusting to life 
after treatment for blood cancer. Physical activity guidelines for cancer survivors recommend at least 150 mins/week of moderate-vigorous activity. 
The aim of this study was to determine the level of interest and participation in physical activity, of a sample of adults after treatment for blood cancer.  
Methods: 60 adults (66.7% females) aged 18-80 years (mean 43.78 years, SD 15.5) after treatment for a blood cancer were recruited via social 
media, newsletters and professional forums. Participants completed an online questionnaire about wellbeing programs after treatment for blood 
cancer, and were asked if they were satisfied with their current level of physical activity, and to estimate the time spent in walking, moderate activity 
and vigorous activity during the preceding week. Total time spent in moderate-vigorous activity was determined by adding time spent in each type of 
activity, with vigorous activity weighted by two to allow for the greater intensity. Descriptive statistics were used to analyse results.  
Results: Overall, 67.8% of respondents were not as physically active as they wanted to be. Of the 60 respondents, 78% (n=47) provided physical 
activity data. The median time spent in moderate-vigorous activity was 330 weighted minutes/week (IQR 180-570). Walking was the most common 
activity; respondents spent a median time of 80 minutes/week (IQR: 30-150) walking to get to or from places, and a median time of 90 minutes/
week (IQR: 0–180) walking for recreation or exercise. The median time was 0 mins/week for both moderate (IQR 0-41.25) and vigorous (IQR 0-120) 
physical activity. Among the 21.7% of respondents doing less than the recommended 150 mins/week of moderate-vigorous activity, 80% were not 
as physically active as they wanted to be. Among the 78.3% of respondents doing more than the recommended 150 mins/week of moderate-
vigorous activity, 63% were not as physically active as they wanted to be.  
Discussion: Over three quarters of respondents met or exceeded the physical activity guidelines for cancer survivors. Regardless of actual reported 
activity level, the majority of people were not as active as they wanted to be. This suggests there is some scope and good interest to improve physical 
activity in people after treatment for blood cancer. 

131  Changing of Body Composition Among First Year Students After 3 Months of Application of Sports Science 
Education and Motivation Intervention, Thailand.

S Churproong1*, N Uengarporn1, P Subhaluksuksakorn1, R A Loyd1 
1Suranaree University of Technology

Background: Physical, mental, social and spiritual health should be encouraged for self-improvement in all people, and especially in first year 
university students. Since 2009, a self-development subject (SDs) was included in the medical curriculum of Suranaree University of Technology 
(SUT). During the first three years, the evaluation tool of the SDs was unclear, however in last four years the students’ body composition (BC) began 
to be utilized for assessment. The aim of this study was to assess the results of changing BC’s.
Methods: All SUT first year students (mean age 18.45 years; N=330) were recruited through registration for the SDs, both medical and dental 
students. Students’ BCs were collected by bioelectrical impedance machine analysis before attending the lecture about BC, weight control, and 
various types of exercise for burning energy, followed by reading the book of holistic health
care for sports science. 3 months later, students’ BCs were collected again. This was performed for each first year class in each of the years from 
2012 to 2015(n1=60,n2=80,n3=80, and n4=110). All categories of BC were described by basic statistics and analysed by t- test. The grading 
score was defined as either improvement or unchanged values from the baseline. The winner of each BC’s category received rewards and a 
calculated score from each part.
Results: A total of 330 students (300 medical and 30 dental students, F=153, M=177) were included in the study. The change in percentage of 
body fat (%BF) was significant (t= -2.446,p=0.015) after comparison with pair t-test with 164(49.70%) students having a decreased %BF. 
However, 279(84.54%), 282(85.45%) and 233(70.60%) students had decreased or unchanged values from baseline of visceral fat, basal metabolic 
age and body mass index (BMI), respectively. In contrast, only 171(51.82%) students had increased or unchanged value from baseline of muscle 
mass.
Discussion: In first year students, the attractive population of social and sexual communication should perceive the knowledge of physical 
adaptation for good-looking and make higher self-confidence. The BC is a tool for self-assessment plus with the scoring and rewards are the tools of 
motivation for achievement. The data support the individual lifestyle, everyone can choose and change with motivation and rewards by the ultimate 
processes.

132  Musculoskeletal Injury Profile in Professional Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) players.

J Dakic*, C Gosling1, B Smith2 
1Monash University, Department of Physiotherapy • 2Womens Tennis Association, Sport Sciences and Medicine department.

Introduction: Tennis is a popular sport for both competitors and spectators internationally with tens of millions of yearly participants. At the 
professional level the physical demands of the sport combined with training/match load can lead to musculoskeletal injury. Previously reported injury 
rates in tennis have varied largely from 0.04-48 injuries per 1000 hours played and very little data exists specific to professional tennis athletes. The 
objective of this study was to investigate injury trends in professional female tennis athletes playing on the WTA tour.
Methods: WTA players competing at the Australian Open (2015), including qualifying, (N=52) aged 18-39 years (mean 24.8) with an average of 7.3 
(sd 4.5) years on the WTA circuit were voluntarily recruited. The WTA medical documentation system was searched for all participant injuries in the 
2015 season reported to WTA medical personnel. Injuries were classified by location and type according to a tennis specific consensus categorization 
system utilised in prior epidemiology studies. Individual match exposure data was collected for all matches played at international level in 2015 
(singles and doubles). Injury rates were reported per 1000 hours of WTA matches played. 
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Results/ Discussion: Players competed in a mean (sd) of 66.3(27) matches for 73.5(41) hours. During 2015, a total of 216 injuries were recorded 
for 52 players. The injury rate was 56.6 (95% CI: 49.5, 64.6) per 1000 hours of competition, although the moderate/severe injury rate (resulting in 
competition time loss) was significantly lower (12.8 (95% CI: 9.7, 17.0) per 1000 hours). Lower limb (51.9%) and muscle/tendon (50%) injuries were 
the most common site and type of injury, respectively. Common specific injury site sub-categories were the thigh, shoulder/clavicle, ankle and knee 
in order of frequency.
Injury rate in this study is higher than previously reported across all tennis populations, although comparison is difficult due to variability in participant 
population and definitions of injury, severity and incidence. There has been one previous study on professional level tennis athletes also utilising the 
same injury categorization system. Reported injury rates were similar however differences were noted in the most common injury type and site. This 
is the first study to analyse injury profiles across an entire season of professional tennis using a large injury database. This study may help guide 
medical professionals in targeted development of injury risk identification and prevention programs an area where there is currently a paucity of 
literature. 

133  Hip and Shoulder Rotation Range of Motion and Shoulder Strength Ratios and Association with Injury in 
Professional Female Tennis Players

J Dakic*, C Gosling1, B Smith2 
1Monash University, Department of Physiotherapy • 2Womens Tennis Association, Sports Sciences and Medicine Department

Introduction: The cost of injury to professional tennis athletes can have a large physical, mental and financial impact both on the participants and 
also tournament organisers, sponsors and fans. Current studies have focused on describing tennis injuries, however few have reported on risk 
factors. Previous studies in overhead athletes have demonstrated that rotational demands placed on the upper and lower limb may lead to sport 
specific asymmetries in range of motion (ROM) and strength of the hip/shoulder; although, little is known as to whether this correlates with an 
increase in injury. The objective of the study was to establish typical range of motion/strength patterns of the dominant and non-dominant hip/
shoulder and to investigate association with injury in professional female tennis players.  
Methods: Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) players competing at the Australian Open (2015), including qualifying, (N=52) aged 18-39 years 
(mean 24.8) with an average of 7.3 (SD 4.5) years on the WTA circuit voluntarily underwent a comprehensive 12 test musculoskeletal tennis specific 
screen (TSS) developed by the WTA. Measures reported include Hip and Shoulder ROM (digital inclinometer), shoulder strength (hand held 
dynamometer) and scapula dyskinesis test (observation). Dominant to non-dominant differences in rotational parameters were calculated including 
total rotation range of motion arc (hip and shoulder), IR:ER shoulder strength ratio and Glenohumeral Internal Rotation Deficit (GIRD). The WTA 
medical documentation system was searched to identify participant injuries in the 2015 season as reported to and recorded by WTA medical 
personnel. Associations to thigh, shoulder or abdominal injuries were determined.  
Results/ Discussion: Reported mean (SD) values for Total Hip IR/ER ROM arc of 62.1(11.8) and 59.4(11.3) for dominant and non-dominant limb, 
respectively, are similar to previously reported values for elite tennis players. Bilateral difference in total hip rotation ROM arc of greater than 10° had 
a significant association (p=0.03) with thigh injury. 77% of players with bilateral total hip rotation asymmetry sustained a thigh injury in the following 
12 months. Injuries to the thigh were the most common in this study (17% of total injuries). No other significant associations were found between 
shoulder rotation ROM differences, shoulder strength imbalances or GIRD and injury. These findings comprise part of a larger study aiming to validate 
a musculoskeletal screening tool for professional tennis. Establishing significant risk factors will enhance early identification of vulnerable athletes and 
inform the development of specific injury prevention strategies. 

134  The Development of a Questionnaire to Evaluate the Severity of Plantar Heel Pain

K Paterson1*, A Bryant1, D Bates2, K Bennell1 

1Centre for Health, Exercise and Sports Medicine, The University of Melbourne • 2Lakeside Sports Medicine Centre, Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre

Introduction Plantar heel pain is a debilitating condition and is one of the most common complaints seen in sports medicine. There is no condition-
specific instrument to evaluate plantar heel pain symptoms, therefore the aim of this study was to develop, by international expert consensus, a 
questionnaire which rates the severity of symptoms associated with plantar heel pain.
Methods Potential questionnaire items were identified through a review of current literature on plantar heel pain and informal patient interviews. An 
international multidisciplinary panel of lower extremity musculoskeletal experts (n= 31) was then invited to take part in a Delphi panel by email. A 
modified Delphi process was used, with initial items presented for evaluation, and panel members able to suggest additional items in the first round. 
The Delhi panel members rated the agreement for inclusion of each questionnaire item on a 5 point Likert scale (Strongly agree; Agree; Neutral/I 
don’t know; Disagree; Strongly disagree). Agreement between Delphi panel members for each item was defined as a response of “Strongly agree” or 
“Agree, and when a percentage agreement of 75% or more was achieved an item proceeded to the next round. In the second and final round, the 
results of the first round were summarized and fed back to panel members. Questionnaire items with at least 75% agreement from Delphi panel 
members in the last round were then included in the final questionnaire.
 Results The Delphi panel consisted of 18 international sports medicine experts for round one and 15 experts for round two. The experts were from 4 
countries and had considerable clinical and/or research experience (67% with >11 years experience). Twenty-eight items were presented for 
evaluation in the first round. After round one, 16 items achieved 75% agreement from the Delphi panel, and one additional item was recommended 
by two experts. In the final round, 8 items achieved agreement from the panel. In the final questionnaire, three items related to temporal features of 
heel pain symptoms, three items evaluated heel pain severity and two items were related to functional impairments.
Discussion Through a multi stage process of consensus, an international panel of experts has developed an 8-item questionnaire designed to rate the 
severity of the specific symptoms associated with plantar heel pain. This brief and simple questionnaire can be used by researchers, and potentially in 
the clinical setting, to evaluate symptom severity and monitor the effectiveness of interventions designed to improve plantar heel pain symptoms.
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135  Anthropometry, Fitness, Sensorimotor Skills, and Performance of Developing Junior Taekwondo Athletes

J Tran12*, M Maloney, V Chan5, C Porter3, C Humberstone6 
1Centre for Sport Research, Deakin University • 2Geelong Cats Football Club • 3Movement Science, Australian Institute of Sport • 4Institute of Sport, Exercise, and Active 
Living, Victoria University • 5Swimming Australia • 6Combat Centre, Australian Institute of Sport

Introduction: Understanding how promising junior athletes develop into successful elite-level competitors requires examinations of career 
trajectories over time. The aim of this study was to characterise the anthropometric, fitness, and performance standards of elite junior taekwondo 
athletes, to develop baseline profiles as part of a multi-year longitudinal follow-up.
Methods: Fifty-four athletes participated in this study (24 females, 30 males). Anthropometry assessments included standing height, body mass, 
and leg length. Fitness measures included static flexibility (maximum hip range-of-motion during left and right hamstring stretches and side splits), 
dynamic flexibility (maximum kick height achieved when performing left and right roundhouse kicks), and lower leg peak power (vertical jump 
performed on a force plate). Sensorimotor skills were assessed using simple and choice reaction time tasks and a light board test. Skills performance 
was assessed using a taekwondo-specific test administered by state- and national-level coaches, who then subjectively rated each athlete’s 
performance. One-way ANOVAs and effect sizes were calculated to compare between age groups (under 16 years vs. 16+ years) and, within the 
cohort who competed at the 2014 Nationals, between finals qualifiers vs. non-qualifiers.
Results: Basic characteristics were as follows: age = 15.3 ± 1.3 years; standing height = 1.66 ± 0.10 m, body mass = 54.2 ± 10.3 kg. The older 
athlete group (16+ years) were significantly taller (+0.07 m) and heavier (+9.5 kg) than the Under 16s group. The older group also achieved a 
greater vertical jump relative height (+8.3 cm) but there was no clear difference in vertical jump peak power (normalised to body mass). Older 
athletes performed better in the simple reaction time task, and they received better coaches’ ratings than younger athletes in terms of their ‘distance 
management’ and ‘decision-making’ skills. No other sensorimotor or performance differences were evident between age groups. Amongst 2014 
Nationals competitors, finals qualifiers received better coaches’ ratings than non-qualifiers for their ‘decision-making’ skills, but no other differences 
were observed.
Discussion: Differences were anticipated between the younger and older athlete groups. However, it was somewhat surprising that anthropometry 
and fitness factors were not able to differentiate finals qualifiers and non-qualifiers at a junior level. These results suggest that decision-making skill is 
an important trait of high-performing junior taekwondo athletes. A perceptual decision-making test and other assessments may be better able to 
distinguish between ‘high performers’ and ‘good performers’ than the measures used in this work.

136  Man to Female Differences in Laboratory Measures of Muscular Power

M Cameron1*, R Robergs1 
1School of Exercise Science, Sport and Health, Charles Sturt University, Bathurst

Introduction: Understanding the specific physiology of females of different ages and fitness status during exercise will improve exercise prescription 
for females for sport, and also in the prevention and rehabilitation of chronic disease. Previously, we have documented a significant gender influence 
in a multiple regression model of determinants to short distance sprint performance. The purpose of this research was to further explore the male vs. 
female differences in laboratory measures of muscular power to improve our understanding of specific physiological differences between males and 
females during intense exercise.
Methods: 49 healthy active males (n=32) and females (n=17) participants performed four assessments of muscle contractile function in random 
order, with 15 min of rest between each task. Testing consisted of 1) the isometric rate of force development (RFD); 2) isokinetic torque at different 
velocities; 3) a counter movement jump (CMJ); 4) a modified Wingate test from a stationary start, and 5) a 20m running sprint with recorded split 
times at 2m, 10m and 20m, and different interval times. Correlations between variables were performed using Pearson bivariate correlations. 
Differences between males vs. females for all variables were performed using independent t-tests and statistical significance was accepted at 
p<0.05.  
Results: There were large and significant differences between males vs. females for almost all variables. The more meaningful variable differences 
(males vs. females, respectively) were peakWatts/kg (10.5±1.7 vs. 7.5±1.0), time to peak power (7.8±1.6 vs. 9.2±2.0 s), all sprint running 
variables, peak torque at 180/s/kg (1.5±0.03 vs. 0.92±0.34), and the isokinetic torque slope (-0.32±0.12 vs. -0.24±0.09). Assessing correlations 
and slope response differences for select variables between males and females revealed evidence in support of different physiology. For example, 
female subjects had <50% of the male slope profile for 10-20 m sprint performance vs. peakWatts/kg (-13.02 vs. -6.043 Watts/kg/s), revealing the 
differences were more involved than simply being less physically fit. Slope differences were also seen in the isokinetic peak torque at 180 deg/s data 
(-79.06 vs. -115.8 Nm for males vs. females). 
Discussion: Multiple measures of muscular power during intense exercise were very different between males and females, even when correcting for 
body mass differences. The power profile of females differs to males, revealing more complex physiological determinants than simply mass, fitness or 
body composition correction. Further research needs to be conducted to ascertain the determinants to female vs. male muscular power, and quantify 
differences in chronic adaptations to intense exercise training.

137  The Relationship Between Low Aerobic Fitness and Injury in the Military.

C McDonald1*, P Newman1, J Witchalls1 
1University of Canberra

Introduction: Injury in the military can be experienced in up to 25% of men and 50 % of women. This poses a significant threat to a soldier’s health 
and readiness for deployment, and accounts for significant expenditure of money and resources. The physical fitness of military personnel is regularly 
measured with aerobic running tests despite the fact that higher running distances in training increases the risk of musculoskeletal injury. 
Methods: A systematic review of the literature was conducted by searching Cinahl, Scopus and Medline (via Web of Science) databases for primary 
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research that analysed the relationship between injury incidence and physical fitness tests in any military population. 
Results: Twenty-two studies were included that assessed the relationship between physical fitness and injury in the military. All but one of these 
studies assessed the links between aerobic fitness testing and injury with running measures, 2 of which identified progressive running test formats 
and another 2 papers studied non-running aerobic fitness tests. The papers that analysed running tests (from 1.6 km to 3.2 km) found significant 
(p=0.03 to 0.05) risk ratios for injury between 1.43 and 2.8 for those who were in the slowest quartile of run times. The progressive endurance runs 
showed significant (p=0.000) risk ratios between 2.2 and 2.58 in poorly performing groups, while those who failed non-running aerobic tests were 
up to 1.31 times more likely to experience an injury (95% C.I = 1.20–1.44). 
Discussion: Running tests are an estimate of maximal aerobic capacity and the results of this review suggest that low aerobic fitness, irrespective of 
the test type, is a risk factor for injury in the military. Running may have value for lower limb conditioning for military specificity, but the significance in 
terms of injury prevention appears to relate to improving aerobic fitness. If increasing aerobic fitness and decreasing soldiers’ running mileage 
reduces the risk of injury, then the current practice of high-load running training should be reconsidered. A more varied aerobic training program 
could be implemented to mitigate these risk factors. A future randomised control trial would be effective to test the benefits of non-running aerobic 
conditioning to meet the requirements for physical conditioning in the military, while reducing the risk of injury.

138  The Effectiveness of Physical Activity-based Maintenance Cardiac Rehabilitation on Physical Activity Levels 
and Quality of Life: A Systematic Review

K Ferrar*, H Geelan1, A Gersch1, L Graham1, A Gray1, S Gaonkar1 
1University of South Australia, School of Health Sciences • 2Alliance for Research in Exercise, Nutrition and Activity, Sansom Institute

Background: Physical activity-based cardiac rehabilitation (Phase II), which promotes lifestyle behaviour change, leads to improved clinical and 
behavioural outcomes, including better quality of life, enhanced function, fewer readmissions and longer survival. Yet, the success of cardiac 
rehabilitation rests on the person’s ability to maintain health behaviour changes long term. Maintenance cardiac rehabilitation programs (Phase III) 
offer promise to promote long-term lifestyle behavior change for people post cardiac event. The aim of this research was to systematically review all 
available evidence to determine the effectiveness of physical-activity based maintenance cardiac rehabilitation programs on physical activity levels 
and quality of life compared to control or non-physical activity-based maintenance programs.  
Methods: A systematic search of Embase, Medline, CINAHL, Scopus and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials databases was conducted 
in August 2015 and updated in April 2016. Studies were included if they: were interventional studies of adults who had completed cardiac 
rehabilitation (Phase II) for any cardiac condition; carried out a physical activity-based maintenance cardiac rehabilitation program; included a 
non-physical activity-based comparator or control group; and reported physical activity and quality of life outcomes. Articles were critically appraised, 
and all stages of the review were carried out by at least 2 independent reviewers. The PRISMA Statement guided the method. A narrative synthesis 
was conducted due to study heterogeneity.  
Results: Of the 1,536 articles identified, eight were included in the final review (total n = 1,141). The eight studies were all randomised controlled 
trials, and were considered at low/moderate risk of methodological bias. The physical activity-based interventions were disparate, ranging in the 
duration, delivery method, theoretical framework and dosage. Overall the findings suggest physical activity-based maintenance cardiac rehabilitation 
is effective at improving and/or maintaining physical activity levels. Only one out of four studies demonstrated a positive change in quality of life. 
Discussion: This systematic review fills the knowledge gap regarding the effectiveness of physical activity-based maintenance cardiac rehabilitation, 
and demonstrates the potential for it to improve/maintain physical activity levels. No specific intervention components appeared superior. Given the 
links between physical activity and health outcomes, the data support the case for greater investment in physical activity-based maintenance cardiac 
rehabilitation programs. 

139  Comparison of Junior Fast Bowling Technique from Beginning to the End of a Season.

A Schaefer1*, N O’Dwyer2, R Ferdinands2, S Edwards 
1School of Exercise Science, Sport and Health, Charles Sturt University • 2Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney • 3School of Environmental & Life 
Sciences, The University of Newcastle

Introduction: Fast bowlers have a high incidence of lumbar spine injury. Of even more concern, however, are the lumbar spine abnormalities, 
including disc degeneration, seen in junior fast bowlers. One factor associated with these types of overuse injury includes poor bowling technique 
through increased shoulder-counter-rotation and trunk lateral flexion. The purpose of this study was to determine if significant changes in fast bowling 
technique kinematics and kinetics are evident from the beginning to the end of a season. 
Methods: Junior representative male fast bowlers (aged 13 – 16, N=17) in regional sporting communities completed testing sessions pre- and 
post-2014/15 cricket season. Each session participant’s performed a total of 5 overs (30 trials) at competition pace while three-dimensional 
kinematic and ground reaction force (GRF) data were collected, and analysed using Visual3D software. Five critical time points during bowling 
included front-foot initial ground contact (FIC), time of the peak vertical (FV), upper-arm horizontal backwards (AH); ball release (BR); and upper-arm 
vertically downwards (AV). Repeated measures factorial analyses of variance were used to determine any significant changes. 
Results: There was no significant main effect of season for ball velocity (F1,13=0.64 , p=0.44), segmental alignment (F9,117=0.31, p=0.97), nor 
any ground reaction force data including peak magnitudes (F3,39=1.41, p=0.25), impulse (F3,39=1.02, p=0.04), timing (F4,52=1.62, p=0.18) or 
loading rate (F1,13=3.73, p=0.08). Whilst there was no main effect observed for joint angles across the season (F1,13=, p=0.46), there was a 
significant season x stages x angles interaction (F84,1092=2.80, p<0.01). Post hoc tests carried out on the three-way interaction observed 
post-season bowlers utilised significantly greater ankle inversion (FV p 0.02, d=0.85; AH p=0.02, d=0.76; AV p=0.05, d=0.75), and less T12L1 
extension (AH p=0.05, d=0.66), shoulder extension (AH p=0.01, d=0.85; BR p=0.04, d=0.98), external (AH p=0.01, d=0.89) and internal (BR 
p=0.03, d=0.78) rotation compared to pre-season. 
Discussion: No changes were observed across a single season in the magnitude of most kinematic or kinetic variables, except for changes in ankle, 
T12L1, and shoulder joint angles. The decrease of T12L1 extension at AH may assist with decrease of lumbar spine injury by maintaining the spine in 
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a more neutral position. Changes in shoulder extension and external rotation may be a result of an attempt to increase ball velocity. The other 
changes observed here may be of little consequence to lumbar spine injury. Therefore, lumbar spine injury risk remained unaltered as shoulder 
counter-rotation and trunk lateral flexion did not change during the season.

140  Effect of Prophylactic Ankle Taping on Ankle and Knee Biomechanics During Basketball-specific Tasks

N Stephens1*, L Ng1, C Wild1, S Williams1, N Klem1 
1School of Physiotherapy and Exercise Science, Curtin University

Background: Female basketball players exhibit some of the highest lower limb injury rates amongst sports people. However, there is currently a 
scarcity of research examining the effects of injury prevention strategies, such as prophylactic ankle taping, on the lower limb kinetic chain during 
dynamic activities. 
Purpose: To investigate the effect prophylactic ankle taping has on ankle and knee biomechanics during cutting and rebound activities. 
Methods: Twenty semi-professional female basketball players performed a cut and rebound task under two conditions (taping and control). 
Kinematic and ground reaction force data were collected to measure the three-dimensional ankle and knee joint angles, forces and moments during 
the deceleration phase of each movement task. 
Results: Compared to the control, taping resulted in significant reductions in ankle dorsiflexion (51.3 ± 12.5° and 56.4 ± 6.9°; p = 0.035), 
inversion (11.3± 5.3° and 15.0 ± 5.4°; p < 0.001) and internal rotation (10.3 ± 2.8° and 12.5 ± 3.6°; p = 0.001) range of motion during the 
rebound task. No significant differences were noted for ankle dorsiflexion (33.1 ± 7.5° and 33.9 ± 6.6°; p = 0.687), inversion (15.7 ± 7.4° and 14.4 
± 7.2°; p = 0.180) or internal rotation (6.6 ± 2.0° and 7.2 ± 2.6°; p = 0.159) range of motion as a result of taping, during the cutting task. Taping 
was found to also reduce peak knee flexion angle (78.3 ± 13.2° and 82.6 ± 15.5°; p = 0.03) and peak knee internal rotation moment (0.26 ± 0.12 
Nm/kg and 0.33 ± 0.14 Nm/kg; p = 0.025) during the rebound task. Conversely, during the cutting task no significant difference was found for peak 
knee flexion angle (53.9 ± 5.6° and 55.6 ± 5.8°; p = 0.885), with an increase in peak knee internal rotation moment (0.40 ± 0.14 Nm/kg and 0.33 
± 0.14 Nm/kg; p = 0.026) as a result of taping. 
Discussion: The effect that ankle taping has on ankle and knee kinematics and kinetics appears to be task specific. The results from this study 
suggest that during unidirectional tasks there is a net protective effect on both the ankle and knee, with reductions in both ankle range of motion and 
knee internal rotation moments, both of which are linked to knee injury. However, the potential for taping to increase the internal rotation moment at 
the knee during multidirectional tasks, may increase the risk of injury, warranting further investigation.

141  Increased Dorsiflexion a Risk Factor for Lower Limb Injury in Junior Elite Australian Football Players

C Taylor1*, N Tuddenham1, C Egan1 
1La Trobe Rural Health School, La Trobe University

Background: Junior elite Australian football (AF) has a high injury incidence, making this a priority group to investigate. Previous studies have 
identified risk factors for lower limb injury in senior AF players; however, studies in the junior elite cohort are lacking. This study aimed to investigate 
risk factors for lower limb injuries in junior elite AF players.
Methods: Forty-four junior elite AF players (age 16.9 years, range 16-18) completed a musculoskeletal (MSK) screen during the pre-season. The 
MSK screening tests were knee-to-wall (KTW) for ankle dorsiflexion (cm), single leg squat, single leg hamstring bridge, supine passive hip internal 
and external rotation (°), supine passive hip internal rotation at 90° hip flexion (°), adductor squeeze tests at 0° and 60° hip flexion (kg), side lying 
hip abduction and adduction isometric muscle strength (kg), hamstring isometric muscle strength (kg), modified Thomas test for quadriceps length 
(°) and triple hop for distance (m). Time loss injuries were recorded throughout the home and away season. For continuous data the Mann Whitney U 
test compared the MSK screening results for the injured (I) and the non-injured (non-I) groups. Chi square test was used to analyse categorical data. 
Significance was set at p<0.05.
Results: Twenty-three lower limb injuries were recorded. Restricted left hip external rotation was associated with hip, groin and thigh injury (I 
X=36.6+8.6, non-I X=46.3+9.0, p=0.030) and restricted left and right hip internal rotation was associated with knee injury (right I X=25.0+7.1, 
non-I X=43.2+8.7, p=0.026; left I X=29.0+1.4, non-I X=43.5+10.6, p=0.034). Greater ankle dorsiflexion was a risk factor for shin, ankle and 
foot injuries in the left leg KTW (I X=14.3+2.1, non-I X=10.9+3.0, p=0.001). Further analysis revealed players with 14-20cm of dorsiflexion on left 
leg were at the greatest risk of lower limb injury (p=0.004). There were no differences between injured and non-injured groups for any other test.
Discussion: Restricted hip rotation was a risk factor for lower limb injury, which is consistent with previous research. In contrast to previous 
research, greater ankle dorsiflexion was a risk factor for lower limb injury. This suggests risk factors for junior elite AF may be different to senior elite 
AF. Close monitoring of junior elite players with increased dorsiflexion is recommended. Larger studies are required to confirm this finding. 

142  The Effects & Mechanisms of Running Retraining in the Management of Patellofemoral Pain: A Feasibility 
Study

B Neal, S Domone3, I B Griffiths2, C J Barton*, D Morrissey 
1Centre for Sports and Exercise Medicine, Queen Mary University of London, UK • 2Pure Sports Medicine, London, UK • 3ukactive Research Institute, London, UK • 
4Complete Sports Care, Melbourne, Australia • 5Lower Extremity and Gait Studies Program, Faculty of Health Sciences, La Trobe University • 6Physiotherapy Department, 
Bart’s Health NHS Trust, London, United Kingdom

Background: Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is the most common running injury and is thought to be associated with numerous biomechanical deficits. 
Previous running gait retraining studies have reported visual and verbal feedback to reduce peak hip adduction can effectively reduce pain and 
improve function in a group of female runners with PFP who possess excessive peak hip adduction. More recently, significant reductions in 
patellofemoral joint stress were reported when using a more pragmatic retraining intervention of increasing cadence (step rate), which may have 
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implications for all runners with PFP. This study aims to (i) determine the feasibility of a gait retraining trial in a mixed sex, UK population of runners 
with PFP; (ii) investigate the effects of increasing running cadence on pain; and (iii) evaluate potential biomechanical mechanisms.
Methods: Male and female runners aged 18-45 with PFP for at least three months are being recruited. Participants must be currently/recently 
running a minimum of 10KM/week, with PFP scored at a minimum of 3/10 on a VAS scale. 3D lower-limb kinematics are being sampled during a 
3KM treadmill run at self-selected steady state speed before and after a six-week gait retraining intervention. The intervention involves external 
metronome feedback to increase baseline cadence by 7.5%, applied using a faded-feedback design adopted from previous work.
Results: Nine (5 females, 4 males) runners with PFP have been successfully recruited in a timely manner, with no attrition identified to date. A 7.5% 
increase in cadence has reduced both average (23mm) and worst (35mm) pain, the latter being significant (p=0.01). Kinematic data has identified a 
reduction in peak hip adduction of 3.9 .̊  
Discussion: Timely recruitment and absence of attrition suggests feasibility for a larger scale study in a mixed sex, UK cohort. Increasing cadence 
appears to effectively reduce pain in runners with PFP. This may provide a simpler and more widely applicable running retraining intervention 
compared to previously reported effective interventions of visual and verbal feedback to reduce hip adduction in females with excessive peak hip 
adduction. Concurrent reductions in peak hip adduction suggest a potential kinematic mechanism, which may partially explain the observed effects. 
Importantly, the reduction in hip adduction is equivocal to previous kinematic changes in other successful running retraining interventions for PFP. 
Future studies should focus on establishing efficacy for increasing cadence and other gait retraining interventions using high quality randomised 
controlled trials, investigating its effectiveness in comparison to or alongside rehabilitative exercise. 

143  Running Related Function of Gluteus Medius in Health and Injury: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

A Semciw*, R Neate2, T Pizzari2 
1University of Queensland, Queensland • 2La Trobe University, Victoria

Introduction: The inability to control pelvic equilibrium in the coronal plane is thought to contribute to running related injuries. This lack of pelvic 
control can stem from dysfunction of the gluteus medius. The aim of this systematic review was to: (i) compile evidence of the activity profile of 
gluteus medius when running; (ii) identify how gluteus medius activity (electromyography, EMG) varies with speed, cadence and gender when 
running; (iii) compare gluteus medius activity in injured runners to matched controls. This information may assist with the development of targeted 
rehabilitation strategies.
Methods: Seven electronic databases were searched for terms under three main concepts; gluteals, running and EMG. Studies were eligible if they 
recorded gluteus medius muscle activity with EMG in healthy runners; or compared healthy runners to an injured sample. Effect sizes and 95% 
confidence intervals were calculated from included studies to determine the effect of running speed, running step rate, gender and injury on gluteus 
medius muscle activity. Data were pooled in a meta-analysis where two or more comparative studies (e.g. injury vs control) were available. The 
quality of the body of evidence for each meta-analysis was rated according to the GRADE criteria of the Cochrane collaboration.
Results: 13 studies were included in this review; mean age 21 to 39 years; running experience varied from recreational runners to varsity track 
athletes. The burst activity profile across a running stride was illustrated in four studies. Activity was monophasic, with peak activity occurring in the 
initial loading phase of running. Gluteus medius amplitude and duration increased with running speed, although the response was greater in females 
(4 studies). There was greater EMG amplitude in late swing when running at a higher cadence (1 study). Five studies assessed the impact of injury 
(Achilles tendinopathy; patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS)) on gluteus medius EMG. The most consistent finding across both injuries was a 
reduction in gluteus medius EMG duration in injured runners compared with controls. Results could be pooled for PFPS, with moderate quality 
evidence from two studies indicating a moderate and significant reduction in duration of activity (ES=-0.52[-0.97, -0.08]).
Discussion: Gluteus medius is most active in the initial phase of stance, however, duration of activity appears to be the outcome that is impaired in 
injured runners. Strategies such as increasing running step rate can potentially facilitate gluteus medius recruitment and may prove beneficial to 
runners with suspected dysfunction of coronal plane control.

144  Fundamental Movement Skills Among Children with Non-CF Bronchiectasis.

B Joschtel1*, S Gomersall1, S Trost2 
1School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences, University of Queensland, AU • 2Exercise and Nutrition Science, Queensland University of Technology

Introduction: Over 40% of Australian children and adolescents aged 15 years or younger suffer from a chronic health condition, with one of the 
major groups being chronic respiratory disease. High levels of physical activity (PA) are important for children with chronic respiratory disease, as 
similar to healthy children, it is related to several health benefits, such as improved cardiovascular fitness. Fundamental movement skills (FMS) are 
the building blocks, which lead to the development of the specialized movements that are needed to participate in physical activity. There is currently 
no available evidence examining FMS level in children with chronic respiratory disease. The aim of this study was to assess the fundamental 
movement skills in children diagnosed with the chronic respiratory disease non-CF bronchiectasis.  
Method: 16 children diagnosed with non-CF bronchiectasis (mean± SD age 7.9 ± 2.2 y) completed the Test of Gross motor Skills 2 (TGMD2), which 
is a validated test of motor skills. Skills assessed were categorized into sub-scales of locomotor (running, galloping, hopping, leaping, horizontal jump 
and sliding) and object control (striking a stationary ball, stationary dribble, catching, kicking, throwing, and rolling). The Gross Motor Quotient (GMQ) 
was calculated and assessed according to the TGMD2 handbook where a GMQ of <70 is very poor, 70-90 poor and 90-110 average. In addition, the 
mean (SD) and prevalence of mastery were determined for each skill.  
Results: The range of scores for the GMQ was 55-91, with a mean ±SD of 77.85 ±11.59; indicating levels are very poor to average. Mean score 
±SD and % mastery, 95% confidence interval (CI) for each skill was: run (5.72±0.95; 0%); gallop (4.97±1.93; 0%); hop (5.75±1.97; 0%); leap 
(3.91±0.71; 0%); horizontal jump (5.91±2.00; 25%: CI 0.01-0.49); side slide (7.41±0.92; 63%: CI 0.36-0.89); strike a ball (5.66±1.75; 0%); 
stationary dribble (4.38±2.66; 13%: CI -0.06-0.31); catch (4.10±1.50; 25%: CI 0.01-0.49); kick (6.47±1.90; 38%: CI 0.11-0.64); overhand throw 
(3.41±1.73; 0%); underhand roll (4.03±1.56; 0%). Findings for overall sub-tests scores were 33.66±6.07; 0% for locomotion and 28.03±6.02; 
0% for object control.  
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Discussion: Overall, the performance of FMS in children with non-CF Bronchiectasis is quite poor. Children showed less mastery of locomotor skills 
than object control skills, with the highest mean score attained and mastery attained for side slide. Further research is required to explore FMS in this 
population and interventions are required to improve FMS as a building block for participation in PA.

145  Biomechanical Movement Strategies in Maximum Effort Change-of-direction

C Richter1, A Franklyn-Miller1*, E King1, E Falvey1 
1Sport Surgery Clinic

Background: Athletic Groin Pain (AGP) is a common chronic presentation in both professional and amateur sport. A recent systematic review in 
football reported an incidence of AGP between 0.2 to 2.1/1000 h in men, while hip/groin injuries are the 3rd most common injuries in professional 
soccer. AGP is prevalent in sports involving repeated accelerations, decelerations, kicking and change-of-direction movements. While clinical and 
radiological examinations may lack the ability to assess pathomechanics, three-dimensional biomechanical movement analysis may offer an 
appropriate alternative. To date no current research exists which examines the movement strategies of athletes with AGP during the performance of a 
planned maximum effort change-of-direction task. The primary aim of this study is to provide a descriptive analysis of the movement strategies 
utilized by patients with AGP during a maximum effort change-of-direction task. The secondary aim was to determine if specific anatomical 
diagnoses are related to a distinct movement strategy.  
Methods: 322 athletes with a current complaint of long-standing groin pain participated. Structured and standardized clinical assessments and 
radiological examinations were performed on all participants. Additionally, each participant performed multiple repetitions of a planned maximum 
effort 110° change-of-direction task during which whole-body kinematics were recorded. Kinematic and kinetic data were examined using continuous 
waveform and sub-group analysis (using gap statistic and hierarchical clustering). 
Results: Three clusters were identified. Cluster 1 (40%) was characterized by increased knee flexion in both braking and acceleration and higher 
knee work. Cluster 2 (15%) was characterized by featured increased hip flexion and increased hip work. Cluster 3 (45%) was characterized by 
featured the highest ankle dorsiflexion and ankle work. All clusters differed strongly in torso and pelvis position. No correlation was observed between 
movement cluster and clinically assessed location of the participant’s palpation. 
Discussion: During the performance of a maximum effort change-of-direction task the movement profiles of athletes with long-standing groin pain 
are distinguishable into three distinct movement strategies, which were not related to clinical diagnoses. Findings may suggest differences in 
underlying injury mechanism. For example, hip flexion differed strongly between clusters over the whole movement cycle (Cluster 2 > 1 > 3) with 
mean differences of up to 20°. Whilst data relating to the resulting hip joint force is not available for change of direction tasks, studies have 
demonstrated that any change in hip flexion angle will alter muscular action and ultimately the resultant hip joint force.

146  Level of Agreement in Australian Football Umpire Coaches

A Kittel1*, N Macdonald1, P Larkin1, M Spittle1, N Elsworthy1 
1College of Sport and Exercise Science, Victoria University, Melbourne

Introduction: Australian football (AF) umpire coaches provide feedback and analysis on umpire performance, largely based upon decision making 
accuracy. However, evaluating an umpire’s decision making skill is a subjective process where coaches can potentially differ in their views of certain 
infringements. The aim of this study is to quantify the levels of agreement between AF umpire coaches during an independent video-based decision 
making test.
Methods: 7 novice coaches from the Essendon District Football League Umpires watched a pool of 100 videos from elite AF matches in a single 
sitting. Each clip included potential free kick scenarios and coaches were required to determine the “correct” decision (either a free kick or non-free 
kick). Coaches were also required to record their rating on the difficulty of the decision as “easy”, “medium”, or “hard”. An adequate level of 
agreement for both factors was considered to be greater than 70%. Fleiss’ Kappa was also employed to quantify the level of agreement within the 
coaching panel across the entire collection of decisions.
Results: In 72 clips, 5 or more of the 7 raters agreed on the decision, therefore reaching adequate level of agreement for these clips. Of these, 28 
reached perfect agreement. Analysis of the overall video demonstrated a fair level of agreement with a Fleiss’ Kappa statistic of k=0.31. Ratings of 
difficulty demonstrated poor agreement with 29 clips reaching an adequate level of agreement. Fleiss’ Kappa for difficulty was k=0.07.
Discussion: It was demonstrated that there is a considerable level of variability between AF umpire coaches in their ability to determine free kicks 
and rating the difficulty of free kick. Facilitating a consistent decision making ability, and difficulty rating amongst coaches will enhance the uniformity 
of coaches in their evaluation of AF umpire performances. Possibly, a key reason for the high inconsistency among coaches could be due to their 
status as novice coaches, and the wide range of coaching experience. This data supports the need for a greater level of education for AF umpire 
coaches in optimising their ability to produce consistent evaluations.

147  Temporal Lower Limb Barriers and Facilitators to Participation in Targeted Lifestyle Programs for People with 
Morbid Obesity

S Penkala1*, A Chowdhury1, S Walmsley1 
1Western Sydney University

Background: The increasing prevalence of obesity world-wide is a serious public health concern. In Australia, 61% of people are overweight or 
obese impacting on health, social and economic well-being. Morbid obesity in particular doubles health care costs further impacting on mobility, 
quality of life and mortality. Multiple targeted Lifestyle Weight Loss Programs (LWLP) are particularly beneficial for this population and associated 
co-morbidities. However, the same co-morbidities and mobility problems can also make participation and sustainability within these life-saving weight 
loss programs difficult. Understanding the barriers and facilitators for active participation in the physical activity components of these life-saving 
programs are needed to facilitate ongoing individual and population health care.  
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Methods: Convenience sampling was used to recruit patients participating in a lifestyle weight loss program within a local metabolic unit. Eligibility to 
participate in the LWLP included a BMI > 40 kg/m2, and a diagnosis of diabetes or fatty liver. Eleven people participated in focus groups and 
semi-structured interviews. Focus groups and interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Colaizzi’s method of descriptive 
phenomenology data analysis was used to identify meaning units and theme clusters to understand participants’ everyday lived experience and 
develop a conceptual model.  
Results: Participants were aged 59.6years (±8.3) with a 12year (IQR 5-25) duration of morbid obesity. Six themes were identified as barriers and 
four themes as facilitators to physical activity engagement. Lower limb conditions were both barriers and facilitators and will be the focus of this 
paper. Lower limb conditions included altered sensation associated with neuropathy, pain, swelling, ulcers, cellulitis, osteoarthritis, restless leg 
syndrome and plantar fasciitis. While these conditions where initial limiters to physical activity engagement, there was a general temporal component 
with improvements in weight loss and health status. Support from peers and the multidisciplinary team were key to improving participants’ health 
care knowledge and ability to pace and extend themselves with improvements in pain tolerance and recovery. Higher levels of activity inherently 
increased the prevalence of some musculoskeletal problems however appropriate management, acceptance and coping strategies facilitated ongoing 
engagement. Restless leg syndrome was considered a constant barrier. Its detrimental effect on sleep quality and physical activity engagement 
requires further investigation  
Discussion: Common lower limb pathologies can affect the ability of people with morbid obesity to participate in lifesaving targeted weight loss 
programs. However, with appropriate monitoring and management physical activity engagement can be continued with benefits for health status, 
mobility and quality of life.

148  When is an Ankle Sprain not an Ankle Aprain? Necrotising Fasciitis (aka Flesh Eating Bug) in a 57 year old 
Male Golf Player.

S Penkala1* 
1Western Sydney University

Background: Ankle sprains are one of the most common injuries managed within sports medicine practices. The Ottawa Ankle Charter is useful to 
identify potential fractures with a high sensitivity and moderate specificity. However, a high level of clinical suspicion is needed to address potential 
red alerts when x-rays are negative, and pain and weight bearing restrictions do not match clinical history. Management including analgesics, NSAIDs 
and splinting can mask important clinical signs and symptoms. Common default diagnoses include musculoskeletal overuse and arthritic conditions; 
however serious infections need consideration. Necrotising fasciitis in particular is a rare presentation with significant consequences for morbidity and 
mortality. Up to 36% of people presenting with necrotizing fasciitis have complications leading to multiple organ failure and death. High clinical 
suspicion is needed. Identifying key clinical presentations in necrotising fasciitis are essential for immediate diagnosis and management to preserve 
life.  
Methods: Case notes were reviewed and library databases were searched using key words including necrotising fasciitis* and foot*. Most articles 
founds were reviews with no specific articles about the foot identified. Data was categorised into topics and narrative review undertaken. 
Results: Early presentations are difficult to determine from more common infections such as cellulitis. Intense pain beyond clinical history is a 
common diagnostic cue. Systematic findings such as fever, tachycardia and hypotension need investigation. By the time characteristic black bullae 
are apparent within days, diagnosis may be too late. While 70% of cases are associated with diabetes, idiopathic cases in otherwise heathy people 
represent 20% of cases. Entry points for pathogens (Streptococcus) can be trivial or non-existent making diagnosis difficult. On hospital admission 
only 15 to 34% of patients have an accurate diagnosis and mortality rates range from 16 to 36% even with high level ICU care due to delays in 
diagnosis and co-morbidities. Early diagnosis and management within 4 days with surgical debridement/amputation, antimicrobial therapy and 
physiological support and monitoring within an ICU is critical. A Laboratory Risk Indicator for Necrotising Fasciitis (LRINEC) has been developed. 
Discussion: While necrotising fasciitis is rare the prevalence appears to be increasing in sports and the general community. Primary care physicians 
will often be the first point of contact for the patient. High clinical suspicion is needed given the short window of opportunity to successfully diagnose 
and instigate immediate and lifesaving treatment. Key early diagnostic cues are pain beyond clinical history and systemic signs. Misdiagnoses can be 
fatal.

149  Injury Prevention in a Regional Area with Adolescents in an Academy of Sport

W Ansell1* 
1Proa-Active Physiotherapy & Sports Workshop

Abstract not available at time of printing.

150  Strategies for Practitioners to Effectively Incorporate Self-report Measures into Athletic Preparation

A Saw1*, L Main2, P Gastin1 
1Centre for Sport Research, Deakin University • 2Institute for Physical Activity and Nutrition, Deakin University

Background: Athlete self-report measures (ASRM) are used to record an athlete’s perceived physical and psychosocial wellbeing. This subjective 
information has been shown to provide a sensitive and reliable indication of an athlete’s response to acute and chronic training loads. Therefore, 
ASRM are widely adopted as both an informative and practical method for athlete monitoring. However, a lack of empirically supported 
implementation practices may be compromising their utility. For instance, poor quality data due to missing entries will impact the ability for coaching 
and support staff to make insightful analyses. Likewise, data that is of poor validity and reliability could result in misguided management of athletic 
preparation. Consequences of poor ASRM implementation practices may therefore range from a lack of return on the investment of time, effort, and 
finances, to potentially deleterious effects on athlete wellbeing and performance. Hence it is imperative that careful attention is given to implementing 
an ASRM to optimal effect. 
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Method: A synthesis of recent research on ASRM in applied practice has led to the identification of a series of specific strategies for practitioners to 
improve implementation practices in their sports program. 
Results and Discussion: There should be a clear purpose for incorporating an ASRM into athletic preparation. This purpose must meet the needs 
of the athlete, coaching, and support staff for day-to-day athlete management, and potentially more in-depth data analyses. Careful consideration 
should therefore be given to the content and administration of the measure. Efforts should also be directed at improving the understanding and buy-in 
of all parties, so that a positive culture surrounds ASRM use. Strategies to achieve each of these recommendations are specific to the sport context, 
such as the type of sport and extent of support offered by staff. Overall, effective implementation will improve data quality and fuel ongoing use of 
ASRM, which ultimately has the potential to improve athlete wellbeing and competitive performance.

151  Stroke Phase Discrimination in 1500m Front Crawl Swimming Using a Tri-axial Inertial Sensor Device. Pilot 
Study of Sensor Validity.

Y Baba1*, D Saro1, H Ichikawa1, H Shimojo1, Y Ikeda1, R Nara1, A Sato1, Y Shimoyama1, 
1Niigata University of Health and Welfare, Department of Health and Sports

Introduction: An inertial motion sensor is a measurement device for human-biomechanics studies because it is highly transportable, such as 
wireless transmission. The use of inertial sensor device in the under-water environment has been validated by numerous researchers. Dadashi et al 
(2013) suggested the method for assessment of front crawl swimming using inertial sensor device. It was in the short distance or duration swimming 
that many reports were applied the device to analyze swimmer’s motion, although the measurement has an advantage of the sensor’s 
transportability. The aim of this study was to examine swimming movement using an inertial sensor device for technical analysis of 1500-m 
swimming.  
Methods: Participant was a well-trained male collegiate swimmer who performed 1500-m trials in a 25-m indoor swimming pool. The swimmer 
attached waterproofed inertial sensor device (SS-WS1216, Sports Sencing Inc., Japan) on the swimmer’s sacrum. The dimensions of the device 
were 67-mm length, 26-mm width, and 8-mm height. The acceleration and angular velocity of the swimmer’s sacrum were recorded on embedded 
memory with sampling rate of 200Hz. The variability of body-roll motion at each stroke cycle were analyzed by the integrate of the recorded angular 
velocity.  
Results: We could measure or estimate 1) stroke count, 2) stroke time, 3) results of each 25-m lap time, 4) angular velocity, 5) acceleration, and 6) 
individual 1500-m front crawl swimming time. The swimming time 15:45.19 was sufficiently accurate (Personal best record: 15:20.47). The 
recorded angular velocity data at the sacrum was not symmetrical pattern bilaterally. Therefore, it would be easier to evaluate the bilateral difference 
of the body-roll.  
Discussion: The angular displacements of body-roll could be evaluated by the integrate of the measured angular velocity. Dadashi et al (2013) 
suggested that the start of the recovery phase occurs when this angle is at maximum value, and a peak detection was used to track these points in 
the stroke. It confirmed that features of the inertial sensor device signal output could potentially be used as a novel means of analyzing a swimmer’s 
technique. 
Conclusion: The result showed inertial sensor device signals’ usefulness to 1500-m swimming performance as well as an appreciation for bilateral 
difference of the body-roll analysis. Angular velocity in long-distance swimming can also be obtained simply by using the sensor. The portability of the 
sensor device would be useful and suitable to apply to long-distance swimming, such as not only indoor 1500m-swimming but also open water 
swimming.

152  Autologous Tenocyte Injection for the Treatment of Compensating Occupationally Related Lateral Epicondylitis: 
A Retrospective Case Study

A O’Beirne2, J Hughes3, M Zheng1* 
1The University of Western Australia, Crawley, WA • 2St John of God Hospital, Subiaco, WA • 3North Shore Prive Hospital, St Leonards, NSW

Background: Lateral epicondylitis (LE) is one of the common work related injuries. Sixteen per cent of patients with LE require work restrictions and 
frequently (4-5%) need prolonged absences from work, with a median 29 days missed per patient (1, 2). LE represents a significant socio-economic 
burden due to losses in individual productivity and health care costs. Autologous tenocyte injection (ATI) has recently been developed for the 
treatment of LE in patients who have failed for other conservative treatment. The objective of this study is to investigate if worker compensation 
patients with LE is able to return to their work after ATI treatment. 
Methods: Retrospective case review on 25 patients (12 M / 13 F; mean age 49 years) were conducted. All of patients were recorded for their 
medical history relating to the treatment of LE and capacity to return to work following autologous tenocyte injection. 
Results: All patients presented with symptoms of on-going pain and dysfunction which compromised their ability to participate in work and leisure 
activities. Patients were subject to restriction of duties for an average of 90.7 days per patient as a result of their tendon injury. There was an average 
absence from work of 64 days for each participant. Patients described persistence of symptoms for an average of 22 months (±16.6) prior to 
treatment with autologous tenocytes. 84% of patients had failed to respond to alternative treatments for LE, including conventional methods of 
treatment, prior to receiving autologous tenocytes. Patients reviewed failed to respond satisfactorily to steroid injection(s) (60%), autologous blood / 
platelet rich plasma injection(s) (28%), physiotherapy (56%), bracing (32%), acupuncture / other (32%) or treatments with anti-inflammatories 
(12%). Patients had received at least one and as many as 8 prior treatments (average of 2.52). At the time of the assessments carried out 3-6 
months following ATI treatment, there was a reduction in pain by almost 90% at rest and 54% with usage of the affected limb. Most of patients 
facilitated a rapid return to work (1-3 months) and gradual increase in productivity to pre-injury levels (5.33 months). 88% of patients were able to 
return to work and more than 50% of these returned at full capacity following ATI treatment 
Discussion: Patients with compensating occupationally related lateral epicondylitis have achieved great improvements and are able to return to work 
after ATI treatment.
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0930-1030 Keynote Preventative biomechanics: a paradigm shift in musculoskeletal injury 
prevention

Professor  
Tim Hewett

Members Dining 
Room

153

0930-1030 Keynote Champion track and field athletes’ perceptions and behaviours  
associated with injury and illness

Professor Toomas 
Timpka

Yarra Park Room 154

1100-1230 Symposium: 2016 Consensus Statement on Return to Play Members Dining 
Room

2016 Consensus Statement on Return to Play Clare Ardern 155

1100-1230 Symposium: Cycling Injuries: Is there knowledge or are we turning circles Yarra Park Room 156

A Review of the Epidemiology of cycling pain and injury in recreational  
and elite populations

Paul Visentini 157

“The Cycling Health Survey” to better inform the Physiotherapy community 
about the health needs of recreational cyclists in Australia – A Pilot Study

Angus McDowell 158

A Systematic Review of Parameters related to Cycling Overuse Injuries  
or Pain

Paul Visentini 159

Important Clincial Components of the Physiobikefit Trish Wisbey-Roth 160

Does a “bespoke” bike-fit by a physiotherapist improve pain & disability  
in cyclists? A pilot study.

James Lewin 161

A Narrative Review of Bike Fitting Issues Affecting Female Road Cyclists: 
Implications for Injury and Performance.

Ben Ward 162

1100-1230 Biomechanics 2: Free Papers Jim Stynes 1

Adductor Magnus And Minimus: An EMG Investigation Into Direction  
Specific Action

Matthew Benn 163

Three-Dimensional Deformation of the Achilles Tendon During Load  
in People with Unilateral Mid-Portion Achilles Tendinopathy

Leila Nuri 164

Mechanical and energetic determinants of optimal cycling cadence Scott Brennan 165

Gluteus medius, gluteus minimus and tensor fascia latae are overactive 
during gait in post-menopausal women with greater trochanteric  
pain syndrome

Charlotte 
Ganderton

166

Functional wavelet resolution of the sEMG frequency spectrum to  
represent high and low frequency motor unit recruitment in human  
lower limb muscles.

Sonya Moore 167

Impact of exercise selection on hamstring muscle activation Matthew Bourne 168

Core Musculature Thickness is Associated with Decreased Trunk  
Motion During a Reactive Agility Task

Samantha Birse 169

1100-1230 Symposium: Expired Gas Analysis Indirect Calorimetry Jim Stynes Room 2

Expired gas Analysis Indirect Calorimetry – Needs, Limitations,  
Applications and Recommendations

Robert Robergs 170

Expired gas analysis indirect calorimetry: What is it? How is it used?  
What are the concerns?

Robert Robergs 171

Methods of Air Flow Measurement in Expired Gas Analysis Indirect 
Calorimetry

Praneel Titheradge 172

Methods for expired gas analysis collection, measurement and calibration Craig McNulty 173

An overview and recommendations for using expired gas analysis indirect 
calorimetry in professional practice and research

Robert Robergs 174

1100-1230 Fundamental Movement Skills: Free Papers Harrison Room 1

Eye-hand coordination – an important motor skill in children: Evidence from 
the LOOK longitudinal study

Lennon Wicks 175
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What is the contribution of motor skill, fitness, and physical activity  
to children’s self-perceptions of motor competence?

Lisa Barnett 176

Reliability and validity of an athletic skills track to assess motor  
competence among 4- to 12-year old children

Joris Hoeboer 177

The relationship between competence and enjoyment with physical  
activity in children: it depends on the dependent variable

Phoebe Simpson 178

The role of movement skill competency in the pursuit of physical literacy:  
Are fundamental movement skills the only pathway?

Ryan Hulteen 179

1330-1500 Symposium: Stay Healthy: An Australian Institute of Sport transdisciplinary illness  
prevention project 

Members Dining 
Room

180

An overview of the challenges to staying healthy in the lead up to the  
Rio Olympic Games and a summary of health issues during competition

David Hughes 181

Stay Healthy: project outline, methodology and approach Michael Drew 182

Low energy availability in females: a sleeping giant Bronwen Lundy 183

One in five athletes exhibit signs of poor mental health and are at  
greater risk of illness

Renee Appaneal 184

High prevalence of poor sleep quality in athletes: implications for 
health and performance

Shona Halson 185

The gut microbiome and inflammatory profiling in athlete health Candice Colbey 186

Are 25(OH) vitamin D and salivary-IgA risk factors for illness in  
Olympic athletes?

Stephan Praet 187

1330-1500 ACL: Free Papers Yarra Park Room

Limb asymmetry following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction: 
implications for rehabilitation and return to sport

Jay Ebert 188

Return to sport outcomes in the younger anterior cruciate ligament 
reconstructed patient

Kate Webster 189

Fifteen-year audit of anterior cruciate ligament reconstructions in the 
Australian Football League

Courtney Lai 190

Single limb landing from different directions in young athletes after  
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction

Jodie McClelland 191

Optimal Testing Battery to Access ACL rehabilitation status Chris Richter 192

Exploring the high re-injury rate in younger patients undergoing anterior 
cruciate ligament reconstruction

Kate Webster 193

Comparisons of pain, symptoms, function and quality of life in people  
with knee osteoarthritis after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction  
with high and low knee self-reported stability

Harvi Hart 194

1330-1500 Sport Science 1: Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 1

Strength, stiffness and sprinting: factors associated with sprint  
performance in 9-13 year-old boys

Ashleigh Neil 195

Effects of external counterpulsation therapy on acute recovery in  
Elite Australian Rugby League players

Vincent Kelly 196

The “crunch factor” as a risk factor for sporting spinal injuries Marc Portus 197

Skeletal Maturation Status is a more powerful selection effect than  
birth quarter for Elite Youth Academy Football players

Rod Whiteley 198

Time of day has no influence on performance and pacing during  
a 4 km cycling time trial

Emma Zadow 199
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The effect of low back pain on trunk muscle size/function and hip  
strength in elite soccer players

Melinda Smith 200

1330-1500 Femoroacetabular Impingement: Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 2

Physical impairments in symptomatic femoroacetabular impingement:  
a systematic review of the evidence.

Matt Freke 201

Ethnic differences in bony hip morphology: a cohort of 445 professional 
soccer players

Andrea Mosler 202

Is the cam lesion (alpha angle) size related to symptoms and impairments  
in people with symptomatic femoroacetabular impingement?

Joanne Kemp 203

Squatting Biomechanics in Individuals with Symptomatic Femoroacetabular 
Impingement

Laura Diamond 204

Efficacy of adding a physiotherapy rehabilitation program to arthroscopic 
management of femoroacetabular impingement: The FAIR randomised 
controlled trial

Amir Takla 205

What is the location and distribution of pain in femoroacetabular 
impingement using a novel and quantitative method?

Joshua Heerey 206

Epidemiology of groin injury in a professional football league Andrea Mosler 207

Are clinical measures of hip range of motion correlated with the degree  
of Cam deformity in semi-elite Australian footballers?

Myles Murphy 208

1330-1500 Psychology: Free Papers Harrison Room 1

Measuring global and sport-specific well-being of Australian Para  
and Olympic sport athletes

Hannah 
Macdougall

209

Body mass index is correlated to the pleasure experienced during 
self-selected exercise in people with depressive disorders

Robert Stanton 210

The effect of an imagery training intervention on self-confidence  
and anxiety in acrobatic gymnastics

Elizabeth Marshall 211

What It Is to Flourish? Understanding the Experiences and Perceptions  
of Flourishing In Retired Elite Athletes

Sophie Knights 212

Group exercise at self-selected exercise significantly improves feeling  
states in inpatient mental health consumers

Robert Stanton 213

1530-1700 Training Loads: Free Papers (inc. Invited: Paul Balsom) Members Dining 
Room

*title not determined at time of printing* Paul Balsom 214

Description of kicking loads in professional football – An analysis of the  
MLS used to inform a data-based kicking programme

Rod Whiteley 215

Wellness and injury risk in elite junior Australian football players Tim Lathlean 216

Four weeks of progressive velocity throwing training may be protective 
against injury in collegiate-level baseball players

Jonathan Freeston 217

The association between running exposure and the risk of hamstring  
strain injury in elite Australian footballers

Joshua Ruddy 218

Acute:chronic workload ratio and injury risk in Australian football:  
a comparison of time windows and workload variables

David Carey 219

Predicting illness and injury risk in elite female water polo: Is there  
an optimal way to calculate acute-chronic workload ratio?

Olivia Cant 220

1530-1700 Symposium: Hand Injuries in Sport (SDrA) Yarra Park Room
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Hand Injuries in Sport Jason Harvey, 
Justin Roebert, 
Ben Cunningham 

221

1530-1700 Symposium: Women in Sport Jim Stynes Room 1

Women in Sport Natalie Saunders 222

1530-1700 Shoulder 1: Free Papers Jim Stynes Room 2

The effect of rotator cuff retear on early overhead shoulder function.  
A study in 1,600 consecutive rotator cuff repairs.

Hayden Robinson 223

Does Stiffness Impair or Enhance Healing Post Rotator Cuff Repair?  
A Study in 1533 Consecutive Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repairs

William McNamara 224

The effect of operative time on rotator cuff re-tear in 1600 patients Ashleigh Elkins 225

The relationship between intraoperative tear dimensions and post-operative 
pain in 1600 consecutive arthroscopic rotator cuff repairs

George Murrell 226

An exploration of the relationship between age and rotator cuff retear –  
A study in 1600 rotator cuff repairs

Georgia Diebold 227
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153  Preventive Biomechanics: A Paradigm Shift with a Translational Approach to Biomechanics

Timothy E. Hewett, PhD1,2,3,4  
1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota • 2Department of Sports Medicine, Sports Health and Performance Institute, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio • 3Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota • 4Department of Physiology and Biomedical 
Engineering, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota

At our Sports Medicine Research Center at Mayo Clinic we define “Preventive Biomechanics” as the implementation of research-driven evidence-based 
measures within a standard clinical setting that demonstrate the capacity to diagnose relative risk and reduce the incidence rate of musculoskeletal 
injuries prior to onset. In opposition to complex and expensive laboratory assessments, the realization of preventive biomechanics is rooted on the cost 
effective integration of clinical knowledge and sports performance to protect athletes. The objective of preventive biomechanics is to employ basic training 
techniques in manners that are clinically proven to reduce injury incidence while enhancing performance. The overarching objective of preventive 
biomechanics is the widespread reduction of musculoskeletal injuries in athletics.
One particular injury that could benefit from the implementation of preventive biomechanics is anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture. Over the past 17 
years, the incidence rate of ACL injury among collegiate athletes in cutting and pivoting sports has declined in the United States.1-3 In NCAA male and 
female soccer players the incidence rate of ACL injury per 1000 athletic exposures was respectively reported as 0.12 and 0.33 from 1994-1998,1 then 
as 0.12 and 0.32 from 1989-2004,2 and most recently as 0.07 and 0.25 from 2011-2014.3 Similarly, incidence among NCAA male and female 
basketball athletes were 0.07 and 0.29 from 1994-1998,1 then 0.08 and 0.28 from 1989-2004,2 and most recently 0.07 and 0.20 from 2011-
2014.3 The period of these investigations (1999-2016) represents the advent and rise in popularity of targeted neuromuscular training designed to 
prevent ACL injuries through the alteration of an athlete’s movement biomechanics.4-8 These preventive measures have gained popularity, especially 
among female athletes who are more susceptible to ACL injury than their male counterparts, but have yet to realize widespread incorporation across 
sport and medicine. Despite a lack of widespread adoption, these preventive measures still seem to have made an impact on ACL injury outcomes, as 
incidence among US NCAA female athletes reduced by 22% - 29% between 2004 and 2014.

154  Champion track and field athletes’ perceptions and behaviours associated with injury and illness 

Toomas Timpka1 
1Athletics Research Centre, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden

Too often, there are reports in international media before and during Olympic Games and World Championships about Athletics (track and field) athletes 
suffering from overuse injuries making them unable to represent their countries despite years of intense training. A secondary adverse effect is a public 
questioning of the training methods used by athletes competing at the elite level in the sport and the lack of systematic injury prevention. Today, 
epidemiological evidence of injury patterns is available that points at a high incidence of overuse injuries in Athletics and many other sports. Nonetheless, 
relatively little is known about risk factors that can be addressed in interventions. 
In our work in Athletics, a primary analysis of risk factors for incurring a new injury identified two particular areas of concern; training load and previous 
injury. However, further analyses also including the athletes’ psychological profiles revealed that the previously identified risk factor training load was 
displaced by a psychological risk indicator that reflects using maladaptive negative thinking as coping behavior. In other words, what from an 
epidemiological perspective seemed to matter in overuse injury causation was not the sports load per se, but the load applied in situations when the 
athlete’s body was in need of rest and restoration. This keynote presentation will describe and discuss an innovative model of injury and illness 
management among athletes

155  Consensus Statement on Return to Sport After Injury from the First World Congress in Sports Physiotherapy, 
Bern 2015

C Ardern1*, M Bizzini2, P Glasgow3, A Schneiders4, E Witvrouw5, B Clarsen6, A Cools7, B Gojanovic8, S Griffin9, K Khan10  
1Aspetar Hospital, Qatar; Linkaping University, Sweden; La Trobe University, Australia • 2FIFA-Medical Assessment & Research Centre, Schulthess Clinic, Zurich, 
Switzerland • 3Northern Ireland Institute of Sport & Ulster University Newtownabbey, UK • 4School of Human, Health & Social Sciences, Central Queensland University, 
Australia • 5Aspetar Hospital, Qatar; Ghent University, Belgium • 6Oslo Sports Trauma Research Centre & Olympiatoppen, Norway • 7Department of Rehabilitation 
Medicine & Physiotherapy Ghent University, Belgium • 8Hopital de La Tour, Swiss Olympic Medical Center, Switzerland • 9College of Medical & Dental Services, University 
of Birmingham, UK • 10Centre for Hip Health & Mobility, University of British Columbia, Canada

Introduction: In 2002, an expert panel representing prominent American orthopaedic, sports and family medicine societies placed the team 
physician prominently as the gate-keeper of the return to sport decision. The field of sport and exercise medicine has progressed considerably since 
then. Now, decision making models and ways of practicing place the athlete in the position of an active decision maker along with other relevant 
stakeholders. The purpose was to provide consensus on the current state of play in return to sport. 
Methods: The Swiss Sport Physiotherapy Association, International Federation of Sports Physical Therapy and British Journal of Sports Medicine 
hosted the first international return to sport congress in Bern, Switzerland (November 2015). A half day consensus meeting followed the congress, 
and 17 international experts in return to sport, who had presented at the congress, participated. Prior to the meeting, each expert wrote a narrative 
review on their topic area, which was disseminated and used as a basis for the first round-table discussion, where the main sections of the 
consensus statement were initially agreed upon by discussion and vote. Participants then elected to join one of four groups, and each group 
discussed a different section of the statement. Each of the groups presented a summary of the key issues for their section to the whole group, and a 
second round of discussion and voting was used to decide upon the key issues to be covered in each of the four sections, and to refine each section. 
Results and discussion: Four key issues in current return to sport were identified: (1) definitions related to return to sport and the sports 
participation context, (2) models to help understand and guide the return to sport process, (3) evidence to inform return to sport decision making, 
and (4) priorities for future research. Return to sport should be viewed as a continuum with 3 elements – return to participation, return to sport, and 
return to performance. The return to sport is paralleled with recovery and rehabilitation, not a decision taken in isolation at the end of the recovery 
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and rehabilitation process. Research evidence to support return to sport decisions in most areas of clinical practice is scarce. Most of the available 
research focuses on the risk for reinjury after returning to sport. Future research should focus on developing standardised approaches to defining, 
measuring, and reporting return to sport, and identifying valuable prognostic factors for returning to sport.

156  Symposium: Cycling Injuries: Is there knowledge or are we turning circles

P Visentini12* 
1Physiosports Brighton • 2Latrobe University

Introduction: Cycling is an activity with high levels of participation, and which is growing in popularity. There is a world-wide push to increase 
cycling participation with the inherent health, environmental and transport benefits being the key drivers. Population statistics show that those who 
ride 1-3 times per week or more number 15, 5 and 3.7 million respectively in the US, Great Britain, and Australia. In Australia the 10 year increase in 
participation was from 2.1million in 2005 to 3.7 million in 2015, being 6% of the population. 
Injury management practitioners are confronted with a high prevalence of cycling injury and pain presentations, both traumatic and overuse. Whilst 
traumatic injuries are easy to define and have clear management protocols, overuse injury is less clear in its definition, prevalence and management.
Historically, overuse injury management in cycling has emphasised features of bicycle geometry such as seat height and seat horizontal position, seat 
to bars distance, as well as cleat alignment and position. However, the evidence base associating pain and injury with the above mentioned measures 
is non-existent, with significant extrapolation of performance data required to draw a relationship between, for example, knee angle and knee pain. 
Peveller (2007) found that a knee angle at BDC of 25-35 degrees measured statically was best for performance, whilst McLean and Blanche (1994) 
suggested a mathematical model explaining increased patellofemoral compression at increased knee angles. The relationship between pain and knee 
angle has never been empirically tested. 
In many other sports and for specific diagnoses, best practice guidelines and consensus statements help the injury management practitioner, but it 
would seem that in cycling research the emphasis is on performance and not pain and injury.
Main Body: The symposium looks to stimulate interest in cycling injury and pain management, as well as to review the current evidence base to 
guide clinical practice and future research. It will inform as to which injuries or symptoms commonly occur in cycling, how they might be measured, 
what evidence if any exists relating measures or parameters of body or bike to pain and injury in cycling, and how a pragmatic physiotherapist led 
physiobikefit intervention impacts symptoms. Case studies and a description of common clinical practice examples will frame the session, giving an 
insight into contemporary reasoning in cycling injury management.
Paper 1: A review of the epidemiology of cycling pain and injury in recreational and elite populations – Paul Visentini
Paper 2: The development of a questionnaire Investigating the Heath and Wellbeing of Australian Cyclists– Angus McDowell
Paper 3: A Systematic Review of Parameters related to Cycling Overuse Injuries or Pain– Paul Visentini
Paper 4: Important Clinical components of the Physiobikefit – Trish Wisbey-Roth
Paper 4: Does a ‘bespoke’ bike-fit by a physiotherapist improve pain and disability in cyclists? A pilot study. – James Lewin
Paper 5: A Narrative Review of Bike Fitting Issues Affecting female road cyclists: Implications for Injury and Performance – Ben Ward
Following the symposium a panel discussion into cycling overuse pain and injury, and parameters involved, will be led by the chair.

157  A review of the epidemiology of cycling pain and injury in recreational and elite populations 

P Visentini12* 
1Physiosports Brighton • 2Latrobe University

Injury management practitioners are confronted with a high prevalence of cycling injury and pain presentations, both traumatic and overuse.  Whilst 
traumatic injuries are more simple to define and have clear management protocols, overuse injury is less clear in its definition, prevalence and 
management.
Creating a framework to guide cycling injury managers requires addressing key questions relating to injury type and location, prevalence, aetiology, 
management and prevention.  How such injury is defined and measured is a key feature in cycling injury management, as cycling is unique in its 
culture and practice regarding time-loss.  Optimising injury definitions and measures is essential to allow for adequate monitoring of cyclists pain, 
discomfort or injury.
This presentation will introduce the symposium, and present an overview of cycling injury and pain epidemiology.

158  ‘The Cycling Health Survey’ to Better Inform the Physiotherapy Community About the Health Needs of 
Recreational Cyclists in Australia - A Pilot Study

A McDowell1 
1Physiosports Brighton

Introduction: The sport of cycling is undergoing a dramatic increase in popularity in Australia with currently over 5.6 million people cycling on a 
regular biases. Large demographic analysis has meant that some information about this population, namely gender and location has been collected, 
however, very little is known about injury rates and healthcare usage. As with most endurance sports, there are inherent risks involved, however, in 
the sport of cycling, studies have found injury rates to be as high as 85%, which would indicate reason for further exploration.  
Methods: ‘The Cycling Health Survey’ was developed under the guidance of both clinical and academic experts to maximise its applicability and 
effectiveness. Multiple drafts copies were produced and refined resulting in the production of this pilot survey. The pilot survey was then distributed 
amongst the cycling population in order to validate its content.  
Results: 29 people completed the pilot survey consisting of 75.9% males and 24.1% females all aged between 25 and 61 (average 46). All 
participants cycled regularly, on average 11 hours per week. Response rates were high (>80%) and usability was reported to be good. 58.6% of 
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participants reported experiencing a physical issue or injury in the last month with common areas including neck and shoulders (12%), hand (12%), 
buttock (12%), thigh (18%), knee (18%) and ankle (12%). Symptom intensity ranged from1-8/10 with the most common intensity being 8/10 (23%). 
Physiotherapy was the most sought after management of cycling related injury (60%), followed by bike shop/bike fitter (27%) and Doctor/massage 
(20%). In regard to equipment set up, the majority of people sought the help of bike shops (53%) or Specialist Bike fitters (40%), it is interesting to 
note that none of the participants had sought input from a Physiotherapist specifically regarding equipment.  
Discussion: Given the lack of information regarding the health of recreational cyclists in Australia and the indication of extremely high injury rates, it 
is reasonable to assume that more information is needed in order to achieve best management for this population. The implementation and analysis 
of a broad scale, generalised survey to identify areas of further exploration is the first vital step towards the overarching goal of better understanding 
the recreational cycling population of Australia and this population’s unique health needs, characteristics and healthcare usage. Such information has 
the potential to serve as a key resource for future policy makers and health care professionals to utilise to better mould and shape the delivery of 
services to this large and growing population. 

159  A Systematic Review of Parameters Related to Cycling Overuse Injuries or Pain

P Visentini12* 
1Physiosports Brighton • 2Latrobe University

Introduction: The high prevalence of injury and pain, both traumatic and overuse, in cycling and the increasing popularity of the sport create 
concerns about injury prevention and a need to understand risk factors associated with injury. Historically, overuse injury management in cyclists has 
emphasised features of bicycle geometry such as seat height and seat horizontal position, seat to bars distance, as well as cleat alignment and 
position. Other measures such as the knee angle at the bottom of the pedal stroke (BDC) and a “Knee Plumb Line” measure are used extensively in 
bike-fit as indicators of optimal function between the body and the bike. However, the relationship between pain and many bike-fit parameters have 
never been empirically proven. The aim of this review was to explore the relationship between overuse injury and bike and body related parameters. 
Methods: The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines were followed. A search of health 
databases was undertaken from inception to December 2015, using terms related to cycling, overuse injury or pain, and risk factors associated. 
Citation tracking and reference scanning were also performed. Prospective studies of elite or recreational cyclists that examined an overuse pain or 
injury related to a bike, body or measurable load parameter were included. A best evidence synthesis was used to assess level of evidence. 
Results: Twenty-three studies were included following the application of selection criteria. Most studies were generally of moderate to poor quality. 
There was moderate evidence that relative lumbar flexion increase on the bike has a relationship with low back pain and that cycling loads/events 
cause nerve conduction changes in the hands, feet and saddle area, as well as lumbar pain and overuse injuries generally. There was limited 
evidence that bars higher than the saddle increases the risk of having nerve conduction change in the saddle area. There was conflicting evidence 
that knee valgus, ankle dorsiflexion, seat height and muscle co-ordination may have a relationship with knee pain 
Discussion: Current knowledge of the risk and management of cycling injuries has been based around performance data, anecdotal evidence and 
clinical expertise. There is a need to evaluate these risk and injury management theories considering the limited evidence for risk factors identified in 
this review.

160  Important Clinical components of the Physiobikefit 

T Wisbey Roth1* 
1Bounce Back Physio

A large body of practical and clinical experience indicates that bike set up and peddling techniques can both significantly improve cycling performance 
and minimise the risk of repetitive strain injuries. It is important however that any adjustments made to bike geometry can be accommodated within 
the rider’s musculoskeletal abilities. 

This short presentation is designed to highlight some key bike set up geometry measurements and how to adjust this geometry to the individual 
needs of the rider. An understanding of the cyclist needs and bike set up considerations can significantly minimise injury while optimising 
performance.

161  Does a ‘bespoke’ Bike-fit by a Physiotherapist Improve Pain & Disability in Cyclists? A Pilot Study.

J Lewin1*, J Debenham1, D Oldmeadow2 
1University of Notre Dame Fremantle • 2Star Physio WA

Background: Cycling is a popular form of exercise, transport, and recreation, with approximately 1.15 million Australians cycling regularly. Pain and 
injury among cyclists is a prevalent issue, with the reported prevalence of non-traumatic bicycle injury (NTBI) being as high as 85%. Reports indicate 
cyclists with NTBI’s have different kinematics than asymptomatic controls, and altering cycling geometry (bikefit) can change kinematics. Bikefit 
‘manuals’ suggest ways in which a proper bikefit can reduce pain, but this remains scientifically untested. This preliminary investigation sought to 
determine efficacy of a bespoke bikefit service by a trained physiotherapist for improving pain and function in cyclists, and to determine feasibility of 
performing a clinical trial in this area.
Methods: This pilot study employed a within-subject repeated measures design. Seven cyclists attending a physiotherapy practise for a bikefit 
provided information pertinent to pain and function whilst cycling. Data was gathered leading into their bikefit, and for 6 weeks after. A pain-function 
diary was completed for each completed ride within this window. This diary included length of ride (mins), intensity of ride (RPE), and maximum pain 
level (NRS); with this data, a novel measure combining pain and function, the ‘Sports Pain and Function’ (SPaF) was derived where SPaF = (ride time 
x average ride intensity)/maximum pain during the ride. Information regarding cycling function (Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS)) and fear 
avoidance (Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia) was also captured. Initial descriptive data on a completed sample of 7 participants are reported (this 
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ongoing project employing consecutive sampling anticipates a final data set of n=20 for hypothesis testing).
Results: Mean maximum pain level while cycling pre bikefit was 3.3 (± 1.5) and 2.6 (± 1.6) post; mean SPaF was 110 (± 102) pre bikefit and 276 
(± 251) post. Tampa pre bikefit was 39 (±4.8) and 36 (±8.7) post. PSFS pre bikefit was 5.3 (±2.4) and 8.4 (±0.9) post. 
Discussion: Results suggest the potential of a bikefit intervention being associated with decreased pain and fear-avoidance, and increased cycling 
function. These preliminary data support the suggestion that a clinical link exists between geometric variables on a bike, or ‘bikefit’, with pain and 
function while cycling. This study also provides preliminary data suggesting that pain and function may be modifiable, and improved by the alteration 
of these geometric variables. Finally, these data suggest that a clinical trial in this area would be feasible, to more accurately determine the efficacy of 
a bike-fit service.

162  A Narrative Review of Bike Fitting Issues Affecting Female Road Cyclists: Implications for Injury and 
Performance.

B Ward12* 
1The University of Queensland • 2Queensland Academy of Sport

Background: Three epidemiological surveys of long-distance cyclists have identified a significantly higher prevalence of non-traumatic injury in 
females but little research has been done to investigate potential causative factors. The fit of the bike to the rider is a key component of non-traumatic 
cycling injury prevention and in order to be able to fully optimise a rider’s position the equipment must fundamentally suit the individual. The aim of 
this presentation is to outline and discuss how bike fitting issues arising from disproportionality in crank length, and associated alterations in the 
geometry of smaller frames, may contribute to observed differences in injury prevalence and negatively impact on performance.
Methods The Medline, PubMed, CINAHL, Embase, AUSPORT, Google Scholar, Scopus and Web of Science databases were searched for studies 
pertaining to cycling injury and performance, with specific consideration of crank length and frame geometry. Key search terms were cycling, 
non-traumatic injury, crank length, geometry, seat tube angle, power, efficiency, metabolic cost and aerodynamics. Epidemiological and quantitative 
laboratory-based studies were included.
Results: No studies specifically investigating the impact of crank length or frame geometry on injury were identified, however, studies investigating 
performance parameters were found. Current evidence suggests that crank length does not have a significant influence on power production or 
efficiency across a wide range, and that seat tube angle  has minimal effect on cardiorespiratory responses and power production within the range 
applicable to standard road bicycles. One study identified a negative correlation between leg length and trunk orientation, providing evidence that 
proportionally long cranks impair aerodynamic positioning.
Discussion: At this point in time there is a major gap in the cycling injury literature and firm evidence-based conclusions cannot be reached on the 
appropriateness of the crank lengths and bicycle frame designs currently marketed to adult female cyclists. The author’s clinical experiences suggest 
that current road bicycle designs and configurations are sub-optimal for those of average female height and smaller, and that further research in the 
area is necessary to help improve injury and performance outcomes in this group. The author proposes that the use of proportionally sized cranks 
facilitates a more optimal fitting process with positive effects on both injury and performance. Bike handling and safety may, however, be negatively 
affected by the use of lengths deviating substantially from that which a given frame was designed around. Such concerns may be resolved with 
frames based on proportional crank lengths and wheel sizes.

163  Adductor Magnus And Minimus: An EMG Investigation Into Direction Specific Action

M Benn1*, K Tucker1, L Rath2, T Pizzari3, A Semciw 
1University of Queensland, Queensland • 2Physiosports Brighton, Victoria • 3La Trobe University, Victoria

Introduction: Adductor magnus is the largest of the adductor muscle group. It is believed to play an important role in functional tasks like walking 
and running and has been implicated in a range of lower limb injuries. Recent cadaveric studies indicate that it is structurally partitioned into at least 
two subdivisions, with the smaller proximal subdivision being referred to as ‘adductor minimus’. The aim of this study was to determine if adductor 
minimus was functionally distinct from adductor magnus and to determine the direction specific actions of these muscles. 
Methods: Fine-wire EMG electrodes were inserted into adductor magnus and adductor minimus (proximal segment of adductor magnus) of six 
healthy young adults (mean age (range) = 21.7 (20-25) years; females=3). The activity of segments were recorded during maximum voluntary 
isometric contractions (MVICs) performed across eight directions (anatomical position: flexion/extension, internal/external rotation, abduction/
adduction; adduction in 45° and 90° hip flexion). Median activity within each action was compared between segments using repeated measures 
non-parametric tests (η=0.05); the contribution of the segments to each action was classified as low (0–20% MVIC), moderate (21–40% MVIC), 
high (41-60% MVIC) or very high (>60% MVIC). An effect size (ES= z-score / √ sample size) was calculated to determine the magnitude of 
difference between muscles.
Results: The relative contribution of each muscle differed significantly during internal rotation [median (interquartile range) adductor magnus = 
66(15)% MVIC; adductor minimus = 17(46)% MVIC; p=0.03; ES=0.90]. Adductor magnus was most active (very high activity) during extension 
[100(0)% MVIC)] and internal rotation. Adductor minimus was most active during extension [100(52)% MVIC] and adduction [62(68)% MVIC]. 
Discussion: Adductor magnus is composed of at least two functionally unique segments. Each is most active during extension, with functional 
differences most evident during internal rotation. These results have important clinical implications. In the anatomical position, adductor minimus is 
most active during adduction and extension. With fibres oriented parallel to the neck of femur, these actions may enable it to draw the head of femur 
into the acetabulum, facilitating hip joint stability. In contrast, in the anatomical position, the larger distal portion of adductor Magnus was most active 
in internal rotation and extension. This may imply a great potential to absorb vertical ground reaction forces in functional tasks like walking and 
running and contribute to hip and pelvic rotation during gait.
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164  Three-Dimensional Deformation of the Achilles Tendon During Load in People with Unilateral Mid-portion 
Achilles Tendinopathy

L Nuri1*, S Obst1, R Newsham-West1, R Barrett1 
1School of Allied Health Sciences,Griffith University, Gold Coast, Queensland

Background: Mid-portion Achilles tendinopathy (MAT) has been shown to adversely affect AT structure, composition, and mechanical properties. 
However, it is not known how MAT changes AT preconditioning process and its 3D deformation under load. In this study, we investigated the 
preconditioning process of AT and its 3D deformation under load [cross-sectional area (CSA), mediolateral diameter (MLD), anteroposterior diameter 
(APD), and volume] in people with unilateral MAT.  
Methods: Ten patients with unilateral MAT were included and all the measurements were performed over three sessions. In all the sessions, patients 
were instructed to lie in the prone position on a test bench, with their knee and hip fully extended, and the ankle joint in 0° dorsiflexion.The first 
session was used to determine their plantar flexor maximum voluntary isometric contractions (MVIC). In the second sessions, upon arrival, patients 
sat quietly with both feet flat on the floor for 45 min. They then completed 10×25s isometric contractions at 50% MVIC. In the third session, 
following preconditioning of AT, they were asked to perform a single isometric contraction at 50% MVIC. 3D ultrasound system was used for imaging 
of AT. During scanning, the ultrasound transducer was moved manually in a transverse orientation form the base of the heel to medial gastrocnemius 
muscle-tendon-junction.  
Results: Significant differences in whole AT and free AT strain values were observed between contractions in both sides (P<0.05), with no 
significant changes (P>0.05) observed after the fifth contraction in thendinopathy side and the third contraction in contralateral healthy side. In 
tendinopathy side, significant reductions in tendon CSA, MLD, APD, and volume were found (P<0.05). In healthy side, significant reductions in 
tendon CSA and MLD, and significant increase in tendon APD were observed (P<0.05). No significant difference in tendon volume was found in 
healthy side (P>0.05). 
Discussion: The preconditioning effects of the whole AT was primarily driven from free AT creep response in both sides and reached steady state 
after five and three isometric contractions in tendinopathy and healthy side respectively. Under load, healthy AT exhibited reduction in CSA and MLD 
and increase in APD, indicating interfascicleular reorganization, while, tendinopathic AT exhibited reduction in CSA, MLD, APD, and volume, indicating 
considerable loss of fluid content. These results could have important implications for estimation of stress distribution and the role of regional 
transverse deformation and strain for AT adaptation and injury in vivo.

165  Mechanical and Energetic Determinants of Optimal Cycling Cadence

S Brennan1*, A Cresswell1, D Farris1, G Lichtwark1 
1University of Queensland

Introduction: Humans prefer to maximise the economy of walking and running. At a constant velocity, humans will quickly select a combination of 
stride length and rate that minimises energetic cost. Deviations from the preferred movement pattern result in energetic penalties. However the neural 
and muscular mechanisms that influence this relationship remain minimally understood. Interestingly, cyclists pedaling at a constant power output 
freely select a higher cadence than that which minimises energetic cost, suggesting economy is not the only factor influencing movement preference. 
Studying muscle mechanics during the more constrained movement of cycling may provide insight into what factors dictate human movement 
preferences. Understanding muscle function at optimal cycling frequencies may also help to maximise cycling performance.
Methods: Twelve participants completed two different testing sessions. Steady state oxygen consumption was measured during cycling at a power 
output of 2.5 W/kg with cadences of 40, 60, 80, 100 RPM, and a preferred cadence where feedback was hidden. The same protocol was repeated 
while we recorded 3D kinematics and kinetics of the lower limb, ultrasonography of vastus lateralis (VL) muscle fascicles and electromyography of the 
thigh and calf muscles. We used an inverse dynamics analysis to calculate joint level mechanical work. 
Results: Net metabolic power exhibited a J-shaped relationship with cadence, with the energetic minimum occurring at 60RPM. Net metabolic 
power was significantly greater at 100 RPM and lower at 60 RPM compared to the preferred cadence (82 RPM). While there was no clear 
relationship between cadence and peak muscle activation, cumulative muscle activation was reduced at slower cadences. There was a systematic 
decrease in peak joint moments with increasing cadence, resulting in greater positive joint work at slower cadence. Muscle fascicle shortening 
increased as cadence decreased, while peak VL fascicle shortening velocity increased with increasing cadence. 
Discussion: The energetic results show that humans do not immediately select the most economical cycling cadence, choosing to pedal at higher 
rates that cost more energy. The lower cumulative activation at 60 RPM suggests a possible mechanism for the improved economy is through 
reduced total activation costs. Greater fascicle shortening at slow cadences indicates greater muscle work whereas higher shortening velocities at 
high cadence would be less economical. It may be that humans initially seek to optimise muscle power over economy for major muscles like VL, and 
this leads to the discrepancy between the most economical and preferred cadence.

166  Gluteus Medius, Gluteus Minimus and Tensor Fascia Latae are Overactive During Gait in Post-menopausal 
Women with Greater Trochanteric Pain Syndrome

C Ganderton1*, T Pizzari1, T Harle1, J Cook1, A Semciw2 
1College of Science Health & Engineering, Department of Rehabilitation, Nutrition & Sport, La Trobe University • 2Department of Physiotherapy, The University of 
Queensland

Background: Greater trochanteric pain syndrome (GTPS) is a degenerative condition of the gluteus medius (GMed) and minimus (GMin) tendons 
and the trochanteric bursa that causes debilitating pain over the lateral aspect of the hip and most commonly affects post-menopausal women. 
Rehabilitation focusses on strengthening the lateral hip stabilisers, however little is known about the function of these muscle in this population. The 
aim was to quantify and compare segmental muscle activation of the GMed, GMin and tensor fascia latae (TFL) during gait in post-menopausal 
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women with and without GTPS. 
Methods: Fine wire electrodes were inserted into anterior, middle and posterior GMed and the anterior and posterior segments of GMin in 8 
post-menopausal women with GTPS (mean age 58.9, SD 3.3) and 10 female controls (mean age 60.2, SD 2.6). A surface electrode was placed 
onto TFL and footswitches were positioned bilaterally. A series of 6 walking trials was completed at a self-selected speed. Data were processed using 
Delsys EMGworks software package and for each muscle segment, the peak amplitude, average amplitude, and time to peak from each phase of the 
gait cycle (0-30%, 30%-toe off, total stance and swing) were obtained and compared between groups using independent t-tests and effect size (ES) 
calculations. 
Results: Greater average muscle activity in all gluteal muscle segments in participants with GTPS was demonstrated and this was significant at 
some, but not all, phases of the gait cycle. Peak amplitude and temporal results were less consistent in the gluteal segments. TFL demonstrated 
significantly higher average (ES=0.84) and peak amplitude (ES=2.23) in the GTPS group only in the swing phase of gait. The EMG burst pattern of 
anterior GMin in participants with GTPS was reversed when compared to controls; with a larger burst of GTPS anterior GMin activity in early stance 
and a moderate to large (ES=0.76) difference in average amplitude in the first burst. 
Discussion: Higher levels of gluteal and TFL muscle activation in response to unilateral loading in GTPS might demonstrate an inability to modulate 
corticospinal pathway excitability and appropriately grade muscle activity in response to task demands. The reversal of GMin burst activity; with a 
larger first burst and smaller second burst may impact the functioning of this segment as an anterior hip joint stabiliser in terminal extension. The 
findings of this study may assist with revising rehabilitation protocols for GTPS. 

167  Functional Wavelet Resolution of the sEMG Frequency Spectrum to Represent High and Low Frequency Motor 
Unit Recruitment in Human Lower Limb Muscles

S Moore1*, M P McGuigan1 
1University of Bath

Background: Myoelectric EMG signals can be simultaneously resolved into time/frequency space using wavelets to provide information about the 
timing, activation level and motor recruitment patterns of muscle. However, the reliability in humans is not established and its application to sport 
science and medicine practice is unexplored. This study aimed to determine within-day and between-day reliability of sEMG wavelet analysis in 
measuring the relative intensity of high and low frequency motor unit recruitment in human lower limb muscles. 
Methods: In a repeated measures design, the within-day and between-day reliability of surface electromyelography (sEMG) was evaluated. On 2 
consecutive days (Trial1 & Trial2), 12 participants performed 3x5 second isometric 80% maximal voluntary contractions (iMVC) on a Biodex® 
dynamometer in each of 150 ankle plantarflexion, 200 knee extension and 200 knee flexion. sEMG was obtained from the medial gastrocnemius 
(MG), vastis medialis (VM), vastis lateralis (VL) and biceps femoris (BF) muscles. Joint position and force production were controlled. Electrodes were 
removed upon completion of Trial1 and replaced in the same position for Trial2. Simultaneous sEMG metrics for intervals of consistent force 
production were compared between contractions in Trial1 and Trial2 (between-day) and contractions within Trial2 (within-day).
Results: The high:low frequency wavelet ratio (iWR) was low for VM (0.05-0.06), VL (0.05-0.06) and BF (0.16-0.18) and higher for MG (1.2-1.8). 
Reliability of iWR was similar within Trial2 (ICC 0.61-0-89; typical error 30-66%) and between Trials 1-2 (ICC 0.62-0.92; typical error 23-64%). 
Reliability of RMS and iEMG for VM, VL and BF was higher within Trial2 (ICC 0.92-0.98; typical error 10-14%) than between Trials 1-2 (ICC 
0.84-0.90; typical error 24-36%). 
Discussion: The sEMG was simultaneously resolved into time/frequency space using wavelets to represent the recruitment of low and high 
frequency motor units. General patterns of motor unit recruitment were graphically illustrated: VM and VL were low frequency dominant, BF was more 
variable but low frequency dominant, while MG showed more mixed recruitment. The RMS and iEMG metrics were more repeatable than iWR, which 
was not considered sufficiently reliable to evaluate an intervention. During intervals of consistent force production there was a high within-day 
variation in simultaneous sEMG metrics, which was more pronounced between days. This suggests the same force was produced using different 
patterns of neuromuscular recruitment. These inferences require further exploration and normative data to characterise, which could contribute to 
research and practice. 

168  Impact of Exercise Selection on Hamstring Muscle Activation

M Bourne1*, M Williams2, D Opar3, G Kerr1, A Shield1 
1School of Exercise and Nutrition Science, Faculty of Health, Queensland University of Technology • 2School of Health, Sport and Professional Practice, Faculty of Life 
Sciences and, • 3School of Exercise Sciences, Australian Catholic University, Melbourne

Introduction: Hamstring strengthening has been shown to reduce the risk of strain injury, however, the patterns of muscle activation in different 
exercises are poorly understood. We aimed to determine which strength training exercises selectively activate the commonly injured biceps femoris 
long head (BFLongHead) muscle.  
Methods: We recruited 24 recreationally active men for this two-part observational study. Part 1: We explored the amplitudes and the ratios of 
lateral (BF) to medial hamstring (MH) normalised electromyography (nEMG) during the concentric and eccentric phases of 10 common strength 
training exercises. Part 2: We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to determine the spatial patterns of hamstring muscle activation 
during the two exercises which i) most selectively, and ii) least selectively activated the BF in part 1.  
Results: Eccentrically, the largest BF/MH nEMG ratio occurred in the 45° hip extension exercise; the lowest was in the Nordic hamstring (Nordic) 
and bent-knee bridge exercises. Concentrically, the highest BF/MH nEMG ratio occurred during the lunge and 45° hip extension; the lowest was 
during the leg curl and bent-knee bridge. fMRI revealed a greater BFLongHead to semitendinosus activation ratio in the 45° hip extension than the 
Nordic (p<0.001). The T2 increases after hip extension for BFLongHead, semitendinosus and semimembranosus muscles were greater than that for 
BFShortHead (p<0.001). During the Nordic, the T2 increase was greater for the semitendinosus than for the other hamstring muscles (p≤0.002).  
Discussion: We highlight the heterogeneity of hamstring activation patterns in different tasks. Hip extension exercise selectively activates the long 
hamstrings, and the Nordic exercise preferentially recruits the semitendinosus. These findings have implications for strategies to prevent hamstring 
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injury as well as potentially for clinicians targeting specific hamstring components for treatment (mechanotherapy).

169  Core Musculature Thickness is Associated with Decreased Trunk Motion During a Reactive Agility Task

S Birse*, S Edwards, N O’Dwyer, K Mickle5 
1La Trobe University, Melbourne • 2Charles Sturt University, Bathurst • 3Uinversity of Newcastle, Ourimbah • 4University of Sydney • 5Victoria University, Footscray

Background: Field and court based sports athletes perform short sprints repetitively, with more than 50% of sprints involving either anticipated or 
unanticipated change-of-direction (COD). To enable a faster COD and aid in the acceleration by increasing an athlete’s propulsive ability, it has been 
recommended an athlete reduce their trunk range of motion when sprinting. Reducing trunk range of motion to create a ‘rigid’ trunk during movement 
via strengthening the core musculature, is a fundamental strength and conditioning practice to improve athletic performance. Therefore, the purpose 
of this study is to assess whether core muscle thicknesses are correlated with trunk mechanics during COD or field-based tests of athletic 
performance.
Methods: Fourteen (n=14) team sport male athletes performed field-based assessments of athletic performance (McGill Protocol, isokinetic 
dynamometry, countermovement jump height, 20 m sprint time, and Illinois agility test) and three-dimensional kinematic and kinetics during an 
unanticipated COD task with a defensive opponent. Musculoskeletal ultrasound was executed to determine the left and right side core muscle 
thickness at rest (transverse abdominis (TrA), obliquus externus (OE), obliquus internus (OI)). Pearson’s correlations were conducted between muscle 
thickness, and field-based assessments and COD technique (P<0.05).
Results: Non-Dominant-TrA/Total abdominal wall thickness correlated with Dominant-side McGill protocol lateral side bridge (r=0.53, P=0.04). 
Whilst dominant-TrA thickness correlated with peak isometric trunk flexion torque (r=0.55, P=0.03) and dominant-Total thickness correlated with 20 
m sprint time (r=-0.51, P=0.05). Dominant side TrA thickness significantly correlated with Trunk-Pelvis joint lateral flexion away from the direction of 
travel at times of peak breaking, weight acceptance, and peak propulsion (r=-0.60, P=0.03; r=-0.62, P=0.02; r=-0.62, P=0.02) however these 
were not shown for the non-dominant side muscle thickness. No difference was shown between dominant and non-dominant leg agility technique 
and agility time.
Discussion: Athletes with a thicker TrA utilised a movement strategy of less trunk lateral flexion, less trunk range of motion and less pelvic tilt in the 
direction of travel when performing the COD on their dominant leg. In support of this finding, total core muscle thickness was significantly correlated 
with a faster 20 m sprint with a higher CMJ height approaching significance, (P<0.10). Together, this suggests that core, particular TrA, plays a 
critical role in increasing the rigidity and control of the trunk in dynamic movements, such as the unanticipated COD. This research supports current 
strength and conditioning practices of creating a ‘rigid’ trunk. No change between agility performance and leg dominance suggests COD off either 
limb proposes the same level of performance.

170  Expired Gas Analysis Indirect Calorimetry - Needs, Limitations, Applications and Recommendations

R Robergs1*, C McNulty2, P Titheradge2 
1School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, QUT • 2School of Exercise Science, Sport & Health, CSU

Introduction: Expired gas analysis indirect calorimetry (EGAIC) is a method used in each of sport physiology, community fitness, nutrition, dietetics, 
and clinical assessments of health and disease. Applications of data from EGAIC assist in computing energy expenditure, physical fitness, and 
quantifying the extent of the prevention and rehabilitation from numerous cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases. Numerous commercial systems of 
EGAIC are available, yet very few validation studies of these systems have occurred. It is important to summarize the latest technology used in the 
development of current systems of EGAIC, and to present evidence of the importance of specific attributes essential for optimal validity of 
measurement.
The purpose of this symposium will be to present the latest research of EGAIC and ascertain how to best use this technology to improve professional 
practice and research. Paper 1 will present an overview of what we currently know of the best practice in EGAIC and summarize applications of 
EGAIC in health and disease; paper 2 will focus on the different methods of ventilation measurement; paper 3 will assess the methods of gas 
sampling in the main commercial systems of interest and identify positive and negative features of these approaches; paper 4 will provide an overview 
of the evidence and list recommendations for users in EGAIC in professional practice and research. 
Paper 1: Expired gas analysis indirect calorimetry: What is it? How is it used? What are the concerns?
Paper 2: Methods of air flow measurement
Paper 3: Methods for expired gas analysis collection, measurement and calibration
Paper 4: An overview and recommendations for using EGAIC in professional practice and research

171  Expired Gas Analysis Indirect Calorimetry: What is it? How is it used? What are the concerns?

R Robergs1* 
1School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, QUT

Introduction: Expired gas analysis indirect calorimetry (EGAIC) is the science used in what practitioners commonly refer to as ‘metabolic systems’. 
Such systems sample expired air, sample or assume constants for inspired air, and measure ventilation to collectively compute the volume of oxygen 
consumed (VO2) and carbon dioxide produced (VCO2). Based on the long scientific history of bomb calorimetry, these gas volumes are then used to 
ascertain the ratio of carbohydrate and fat catabolism, and in turn estimate energy expenditure for steady state metabolic conditions. Both measures 
of VO2 and VCO2 are also important to quantifying cardiorespiratory and muscle metabolic endurance fitness, which in turn have important 
applications to assessments of physical fitness, responses to training, and the risk for and consequences of numerous disease processes that invoke 
a high burden of morbidity and premature mortality in almost all developed societies. The purpose of this presentation will be to summarize the 
development of EGAIC, it’s applications, and present a clearly explained account of the main aspects that threaten the internal validity of the method.
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172  Methods of Air Flow Measurement in Expired Gas Analysis Indirect Calorimetry: Indirect Calorimetry 
Symposium

P Titheradge1*, R Robergs2, C McNulty1 
1Charles Sturt University • 2Queensland University of Technology

Introduction: The validity of a metabolic system used in EGAIC relies on the the accuracy and reliability of the air flow sensor from which it 
quantifies volumetric flow. This fundamental technology is utilised to attain the initial measurements tidal volume (VT), and expired ventilation (VE). 
These measurements along with the coupling of gas fraction sampling via rapid gas analysers are used to quantify the derivative calculations VO2, 
VCO2, RER and energy expenditure. Therefore, any error in air flow sensor measurements will have flow on effect towards the subsequent EGAIC 
measurements. Furthermore, prior research has clearly shown that the variability in VT and VE measurement is the main cause of breath-to-breath 
variability in data from EGAIC. This presentation within the EGAIC symposium will cover current technology utilised in measuring ventilation in 
commercially available metabolic systems, emerging technology, the importance of accuracy and timing to gas fraction sampling, and the 
performance criteria of an air flow sensor. A final list of recommendations will be provided for deciding on which method of ventilation measurement 
is the most valid for different systems of EGAIC.

173  Methods for Expired Gas Analysis Collection, Measurement and Calibration For the Symposium: Expired gas 
Analysis Indirect Calorimetry - Needs, Limitations, Applications And Recommendations

C McNulty1* 
1School of Exercise Science, Sport and Health. Charles Sturt University

Introduction: Since the early 1900s expired gas analysis indirect calorimetry (EGAIC) has been a prominent method used in nutrition and the 
multiple applied physiological sciences. This presentation will provide a synopsis of more recent systems used in EGAIC with particular relevance to 
methods of gas sampling, gas analysis, and related data acquisition and computer software data analysis and computation. A critical evaluation will 
be presented for the flaws of the Douglas bag technique as a criterion method from which to validate new methods. Such criticisms also pertain to 
many of the newer automated calibration systems available for retail purchase. Based on the presentation of empirical data documenting specific 
errors of current equipment and technology, a list of recommendations will be provided to assist users in the correct purchase of a retail system, or 
development of a custom system suitable for use in testing athlete performance, or in clinical assessments. 

174  An Overview and Recommendations for Using Expired Gas Analysis Indirect Calorimetry in Professional 
Practice and Research

R Robergs1* 
1School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, QUT

Introduction: The prior presentations and abstracts have provided detailed accounts of the fundamental concepts and equations of the method, 
compared different methods of measuring ventilation, and also compared different methods of expired gas sampling and analysis. Important features 
of EGAIC have been highlighted, and several concerns have been raised based on past and current practice. The purpose of this presentation is to 
provide a concise overview of these findings, and establish the needed changes that need to be made to current practice to improve the internal and 
external validity of the method. These changes will be presented as a series of recommendations linked to strategies that can be followed to ensure 
that such changes can occur with minimal expense but maximal impact. In addition, key aspects of future research will be identified that if pursued 
will provide further improvements to the validity of EGAIC and its correct applications to sport physiology, nutrition, and the detection, prevention and 
rehabilitation from disease.

175  Eye-hand Coordination - An Important Motor Skill in Children: Evidence from the LOOK Longitudinal Study

L Wicks1*, R Telford1, L Olive2, R Cunningham3, S Semple1, R Telford 
1Research Institute for Sport & Exercise, Faculty of Health, Uni of Canberra • 2Research School of Psychology, College of Medicine, Biology & Environment, ANU • 3Fenner 
School, College of Medicine, Biology & Environment, ANU • 4Medical School, College of Medicine, Biology &Environment, ANU

Background: Eye-hand coordination (EHC) is positively associated with physical activity levels and negatively associated with obesity. This paper 
combines 3 studies on the same cohort that indicate the importance of eye-hand coordination in children. We use our recent trial and observational 
studies to explore the longitudinal development of throw-catch EHC from childhood to mid-adolescence, investigate its relationships of EHC with 
health-related attributes, and determine whether its rate of development can be influenced by well-constructed physical education (PE) in primary 
schools. 
Methods: EHC (throw and wall-rebound catch test) was evaluated at age 8, 10, 12 and 16 years. Concurrently measured health-related attributes 
included percent body fat (DEXA), cardiorespiratory fitness (multistage run), physical activity (pedometers), body image and organised sports 
participation (questionnaires). A cluster-randomised intervention was performed by introducing specialist PE teachers (SPE) into 13 schools to 
conduct two 50-minute PE classes (SPE intervention) each week for four years as the children progressed from grade 2 to grade 6. All classroom 
teachers continued their normal practice of teaching PE, but in the 13 selected schools, the SPE replaced classroom teachers on two days per week. 
The remaining 16 schools formed the control group (CPE). 
Results: EHC improved with age from childhood to mid-adolescence, although boys were more adept at each age (p<0.001). The patterns of 
change in EHC with increasing age varied according to the degree of difficulty of the task (p<0.001); throw and two-handed catch proficiency 
developing earlier than throw and one-handed catch in both sexes. Children with better EHC were fitter (p<0.001) and possessed better body image 
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(p=0.05), however there was no relationship between EHC with percent body fat or physical activity (both p>0.3). Steady yearly improvement of EHC 
was apparent in both SPE and CPE groups, but there was no evidence of any intervention effect in boys (p=0.88) or girls (p=0.20).
Discussion: Boys’ EHC was better than girls’ as early as age 8 years and male EHC proficiency was maintained through to mid-adolescence. Throw 
and two-handed catch proficiency rates developed faster than throw and one-handed catch rates for both sexes. It is tenable that early acquisition of 
this single motor skill may enhance the development of a child’s fitness, body image and participation in sport. PE had no impact on EHC in this study, 
suggesting that other influences such as organised sport, after-school activities, natural development and parental instruction may exert stronger, 
indeed over-riding influences on EHC.

176  What is the Contribution of Motor Skill, Fitness, and Physical Activity to Children’s Self-perceptions of Motor 
Competence?

L Barnett1*, J Salmon2, A Timperio2, D Lubans3, N Ridgers2 
1Deakin University, School of Health and Social Development • 2Deakin University, Institute for Physical Activity and Nutrition • 3University of Newcastle Priority Research 
Centre for Physical Activity and Nutrition

Introduction: Having a high perception of physical competence is important for physical activity engagement. Within the construct of physical 
self-concept, children are often asked to report on their perceived competence (i.e. how good they are at sports). It is possible though, that children 
think differently about their object control skills (ball skills) compared to their locomotor skills (i.e. running), and that different factors influence these 
perceptions. Whilst many studies have assessed potential factors that contribute to perceived competence, none to our knowledge have focused on 
factors that influence children’s motor perceptions. The aim was to examine associations of objective measures of fitness, physical activity and motor 
skill with perceived object control and locomotor skills.  
Methods: In total 132 children (65 boys), aged between 9-11 years in Grades 4 and 5 were assessed in 2014. Children’s moderate-vigorous 
physical activity (MVPA) (accelerometry), fitness (long jump, grip strength, beep test), actual (Test Gross Motor Development: 6 Object Control and 6 
Locomotor skills) and perceived (Pictorial Scale of Perceived Movement Skill Competence for Young Children - PMSC) motor competence were 
assessed. Independent T tests assessed sex differences. Two general linear models were performed with 1) PMSC-Object Control and 2) PMSC-
Locomotor as the outcome variables. Items significantly correlated with each outcome variable (i.e. for PMSC-Object control: MVPA, OC Skill, 
Locomotor skill, Handgrip, Beep test, and for PMSC-Locomotor: Long jump) were entered into the models. Both models were adjusted for sex and 
age. Non-significant predictors were removed one by one.  
Results: Boys had significantly higher object control skill (actual and perceived) and fitness. There were no sex differences (both actual and 
perceived) in locomotor skill. Being younger (B = -1.15, p = 0.001), a girl (B = -0.97, p = 0.032) and long jump distance (B = 0.05, p = 0.000) 
explained 19% of variance in locomotor perception. Being a boy (B = 1.52, p = 0.000) and hand grip strength (B = 0.07, p = 0.025) explained 16% 
of variance in object control perception. 
Discussion: Fitness was more important to children’s motor competence perceptions than actual skill performance or time in MVPA. Being a girl 
positively predicted locomotor perception even though there was no gender difference in actual locomotor skill performance, suggesting gender 
stereotyping. Interventions that aim to distil perceptions about boys’ and girls’ physical capabilities might have more benefit in terms of increasing 
motor perceptions than skill development approaches. 

177  Reliability and Validity of an Athletic Skills Track to Assess Motor Competence Among 4- to 12-Year Old 
Children

J Hoeboer1*, M Krijger1, G Savelsbergh2, S de Vries1 
1The Hague University of Applied Sciences, The Netherlands • 2VU University Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Introduction: Children’s motor skills are positively correlated with physical activity and health-related fitness. In order to increase our understanding 
of the longitudinal relationship between motor skills at young age and physical activity later in life valid assessment tools are needed. The purpose of 
the present study was to examine the reliability and validity of a novel, quick, convenient, and low-cost motor competence test, i.e. an Athletic Skills 
Track (AST), to assess children’s fundamental motor skills in a physical education setting. 
Methods: During a regular PE lesson 717 Dutch children (344 girls, 373 boys; 4-12 years) completed two tests: the Körperkoordination-Test für 
Kinder (KTK) and an age specific Athletic Skills Track (grade 1-2: AST-1, grade 3-5: AST-2 and grade 6-8: AST-3). The ASTs consist of a series of 5 
to 7 fundamental movement skills to be completed as fast as possible. The AST was completed twice, once at baseline and once two weeks later. 
The reliability of the AST was examined by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), by Bland & Altman plots and by examining the 
internal consistency of the tasks of the AST. The validity of the AST was examined by correlating the time needed to complete the track and the KTK 
Motor Quotient (MQ).
Results: The test-retest reliability of the ASTs was high ((AST-1: ICC=0.881 (95% CI [0.780-0.0.934]); AST-2: ICC=0.802 (95% CI [0.0.717-
0.858); and AST-3: ICC=0.800 (95% CI [0.669-0871]). The Bland & Altman plots showed that ±95% of the data points were lying within ± 2 SD 
of the mean difference (AST-1: 96.3%; AST-2: 94.9%; and AST-3: 96.2%), indicating an acceptable level of agreement. Cronbach’s η coefficients of 
the ASTs ranged between 0.70 and 0.76. Overall there was a moderate to high correlation between the KTK MQ and the ASTs (AST-1: r = -.747, p = 
0.01; AST-2: r = -.646, p = 0.01; and AST-3: r = -.602, p = 0.01).
Discussion: The tracks measure FMS of children aged 4- to 12-year in three age-bands. The tracks are reliable when looking at test-retest reliability 
and the internal consistency. The validity of the tracks is moderate to strong. In conclusion, the Athletic Skills Tracks is a feasible, valid and reliable 
motor competence test that can be used in a PE setting.
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178  The Relationship Between Competence and Enjoyment with Physical Activity in Children: It Depends on the 
Dependent Variable

P Simpson1*, E Howie1, S Williams1, A Neil1, S Morris1, L Ng1 
1Curtin University

Background: Previous studies using self-reported physical activity (PA) have shown relationships between psychological constructs of enjoyment 
and perceived competence, however limited studies have done so using objective measures of PA to confirm these relationships. The purpose of this 
study was to investigate the relationship between enjoyment, perceived competence and sprint performance with PA levels measured subjectively and 
objectively. 
Methods: Study design: cross-sectional. Boys completed the Muscle Power Sprint Test, the Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale and Harter’s 
Self-Perception Profile for Children. The Physical Activity Questionnaire for Older Children (PAQ-C) was completed by all participants and Actigraph 
accelerometers (GT9X) were used to measure moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA). Multivariate linear regression analyses adjusted for 
wear-time were used to test the association of sprint performance, enjoyment and perceived competence with PA. Separate linear regression 
analyses were performed for self-report (PAQ-C) and the objective measure of PA (accelerometry).  
Results: Eighty-eight boys (mean age=10.8 years, range 9-12) participated in a median time of MVPA of 50.1 min/day (25th-75th percentile 
38.7-70.0). There were no statistically significant relationships between enjoyment (β 3.8, p=0.39), perceived athletic competence (β 2.2, 
p=0.625) or sprint performance (β -0.02, p=0.63), with objective MVPA (accelerometry). Enjoyment (β 0.4, p<0.01) and perceived athletic 
competence (β 0.4, p<0.01) were positively and significantly correlated to self-reported MVPA (PAQ-C); sprint performance was not (β 0.001, 
p=0.57). When the self-reported physical activities from the PAQ-C were grouped into team sports, individual sports, and leisure activities, 
enjoyment was positively associated with participation in team sports (β 3.8, p=0.01) and leisure activities (β 3.3, p<0.01), whilst faster sprint time 
was associated with participation in individual sports (β -0.02, p=0.03) and leisure activities (β -0.03, p=0.15). 
Discussion: Enjoyment and perceived competence have been correlated to PA in the literature and it is likely that children who enjoy PA and have 
high perceived athletic competence are more likely to report higher levels of MVPA. Previous studies have often used only self-report measurement of 
PA and the addition of objective (accelerometry) measurement is a strength of this study. Enjoyment continues to be a motivational factor for boys to 
participate in team sports and leisure activities. Sprint performance has not been investigated in children’s PA previously and although uncorrelated to 
self-report or objective (accelerometry) MVPA, faster sprint performance did influence the type of PA children engaged in. Further research in broader 
groups is recommended as participant selection was limited by time and funding.

179  The Role of Movement Skill Competency in the Pursuit of Physical Literacy: Are Fundamental Movement Skills 
the Only Pathway?

R Hulteen1*, P Morgan1, L Barnett2, D Stodden3, D Lubans1 
1School of Education, University of Newcastle • 2School of Health and Social Development, Deakin University • 3College of Education, University of South Carolina

Background: Physical literacy has been defined as the motivation, confidence, physical competence, and knowledge to be physically active 
throughout life. Competency in a range of fundamental movement skills (FMS) is considered an important component of physical literacy. However, 
such skills do not represent the only pathway for individuals to achieve and/or maintain adequate levels of physical activity throughout their lives. The 
aim of this presentation is to describe a conceptual model, which illustrates the importance of developing competency in both FMS and ‘foundational 
physical activity skills’. Some skill development theories have been adapted to account for the hypothesized role of ‘foundational physical activity 
movement skills’. This adaptation was informed by literature pertaining to motor skill development theory, physical literacy and lifelong physical 
activities. 
Conceptual Model Description: Traditional models of motor development suggest that competency in a range of FMS provide the foundation for a 
lifetime of physical activity. Our model includes reflexive, rudimentary, fundamental, foundational physical activity and specialized physical activity 
movement skills. The key premise posits that developing proficiency in ‘foundational physical activity skills’ may provide additional pathways to a 
lifetime of physical activity. These ‘foundational physical activity skills’ are movement skills, which are not classified as FMS (e.g. striking a ball), but 
are important for physically active pursuits. Common examples include swimming, cycling and resistance training skills (e.g., push-up, squat). For 
example, if an individual can properly perform ‘foundational physical activity skills’ such as the bodyweight squat, then advanced physical activity 
skills (e.g., clean and jerk, deadlift) may later be learned. The ultimate goal for a physically literate individual is to obtain competency in as many 
different skills as possible to maximize their chances of a lifetime of physical activity. 
Discussion: There is a consensus regarding the positive association between skill competency and physical activity in the research literature. 
However, this consensus has solely focused on the role that FMS play in allowing an individual to be active and learn more advanced skills. Our model 
suggests that ‘foundational physical activity skills’, such as cycling, swimming and resistance training may allow an individual to be physically active 
and provide the foundation for learning context-specific applications (e.g., mountain biking, ocean swimming). Future research should look to provide 
more empirical evidence in youth and adult populations to support the hypothesized development of movement skills and the assertion that 
competency in ‘foundational physical activity skills’ leads to a lifetime of physical activity.

180  Stay Healthy: An Australian Institute of Sport transdisciplinary illness prevention project 

Michael Drew1,2, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, David Hughes2, Renee Appaneal, Kirsten Peterson, Louise Burke5, Bronwen Lundy5, Mary Toomey6,7, David Watts, Gregory 
Lovell, Stephan Praet, Shona Halson, Candice Colbey, Silvia Manzanero, Marijke Welvaert,3 Nic West, David B. Pyne3, Gordon Waddington3 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia • 5 Mary 
MacKillop Institute for Health Research, Australian Catholic University, Canberra, Australia • 6 Queensland Academy of Sport, Brisbane, Australia • 7 Department of 
Physiotherapy, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia • 8 Menzies Health Institute Queensland, Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia
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Introduction: Illnesses have the potential to affect the ability of an athlete or team to reach their goal. Health is a multidimensional construct that 
requires homestatic regulation of many inter-related systems. To date, there have been few studies that have systematically investigated risk factors 
across a wide range of disciplines such as psychology, physiology, immunology, nutrition, medicine, training loads, sleep, and genetics in a cohort of 
athletes preparing for the Olympics. 
Main body: The aim of this symposium is to outline the challenges faced by the Australian Olympic team prior to the Rio 2016 Summer Olympic 
Games, and the stream of research that occurred to identify athletes at risk of illness and work with sports to mitigate them. First, the symposium will 
outline the known challenges and outcomes during preparations and competition. The prevention program will be outlined followed by key outcomes 
of the project – namely the risks associated with low energy availability in females, poor mental health and poor sleep. To conclude, the symposium 
will highlight immunological issues with a particular emphasis on the role of the microbiome and gene expression in distinguishing healthy and ill 
athletes. 
Paper 1: An overview of the challenges to staying healthy in the lead up to the Rio Olympic Games and a summary of health issues during 
competition.
Paper 2: Stay Healthy: project outline, methodology and approach
Paper 3: Low energy availability in females: a sleeping giant
Paper 4: One in five athletes exhibit signs of poor mental health and are at greater risk of illness
Paper 5: High prevalence of poor sleep quality in athletes: implications for health and performance
Paper 6: The gut microbiome and inflammatory profiling in athlete health
Paper 7: Are 25(OH) vitamin D and salivary-IgA risk factors for illness in Olympic athletes?
This symposium will conclude with discussion and practical implications for the clinic

181  An overview of the challenges to staying healthy in the lead up to the Rio Olympic Games and a summary of 
what happened during the competition

D. Hughes1,2 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia

Introduction: The Rio 2016 Summer Olympics constituted the most challenging Olympics of the modern era in terms of planning required for health 
threats to athletes and officials. High levels of water contamination at competition venues, a range of mosquito-borne diseases (including confirmation 
in late 2015 of a Zika virus outbreak), geographical challenges posed by venue location and threats to personal safety all contributed challenges for 
medical planning. Careful logistical planning, tapping into expert networks for information on the rapidly evolving Zika crisis and education of the 
Australian Olympic Team via regular health updates were critical to mitigating health risks.
Main body: Any gathering of individuals from all over the world is associated with a level of health risk related to the variation in health standards in 
different nations, the risks of infection posed by long-haul air travel and the potential for infectious disease outbreak in large-scale communal living. 
The Rio 2016 Olympic Village housed over 17,000 people during the first week of the Games. Planning for multinational communal living required 
extensive immunisation program covering all Australian athletes and officials. This in itself was a major logistical challenge. The waterways of 
Guanabara Bay (sailing), Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas (rowing, sprint canoe) and Copacabana Beach (triathlon, open water swimming) were known to 
have high levels of contamination, causing illness in pre-Olympic test events. Careful forethought was required to prevent wound infection 
gastrointestinal illness from the contaminated water. Management protocols were put in place to minimise the impact of any illness arising. 
Mosquito-borne diseases had been anticipated from the outset of planning for the Rio Games. The advent however, of the Zika virus outbreak with its 
associated link to deformities in unborn children and Guillain-Barre syndrome in adults, significantly complicated medical preparation for the Games. 
Rio is a city with significant crime issues including aggravated assault, robbery and murder rates that rival some of the most dangerous cities in the 
world. The threat of physical harm to team members, resulting from opportunistic crime was a concern for security and medical staff. This 
presentation will outline the key health threats to the Australian Olympic Team, measures taken to mitigate the risk and health outcomes of the 
Games.

182  Stay Healthy: project outline, methodology and approach

Michael Drew1,2, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, David Hughes1,2, Renee Appaneal1, Kirsten Peterson1, Louise Burke1,5, Bronwen Lundy1,5, Mary Toomey6,7, David Watts6, 
Gregory Lovell1, Stephan Praet1, Shona Halson1, Candice Colbey8, Silvia Manzanero1, Marijke Welvaert1,3 Nic West8, David B. Pyne1,3, Gordon Waddington1,3 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia • 5 Mary 
MacKillop Institute for Health Research, Australian Catholic University, Canberra, Australia • 6 Queensland Academy of Sport, Brisbane, Australia • 7 Department of 
Physiotherapy, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia • 8 Menzies Health Institute Queensland, Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia

Introduction: Illness has the potential to ruin Olympic campaigns. There have been many studies examining mechanisms of illness in athletes with 
emerging evidence indicating an increased risk of illness in some athlete cohorts. Despite this body of research few systematic risk factors have been 
clearly identified across multiple domains of health or in Olympic athlete cohorts of multiple sports. This paper will discuss the background 
surveillance data which led to creation of the Stay Healthy study, the study design, methodologies and analytical approaches. 
Method: Risk factors were identified from the literature and integrated with expert clinical knowledge. These factors were evaluated at two time points 
in the final year of Olympic preparations within a cross-sectional study design. Phase 1 (P1) was deployed in the summer period of December 
2015-January 2016 and Phase 2 (P2) involved the period in the autumn (late April-June 2016) prior to the Olympics Games in August 2016. Fifteen 
National Sporting Organisations participated in the project with 317 athletes involved in at least one component of the study (59% of potential 
athletes). Nine questionnaires were included: the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Questionnaire (DASS-21), Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), 
Dispositional Resilience Scale (DRS), Recovery-Stress Questionnaire (REST-Q-52 item), Low Energy in Females Questionnaire (LEAF-Q), a modified 
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Personal and Household Hygiene questionnaire, Epworth Sleepiness Scale, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, and custom-made questionnaires on 
probiotic usage and travel. Illness in P1 was defined as sports incapacity due to any medical illness in the previous month. In P2, a symptom checklist 
was utilized and categorized into Upper Respiratory Tract Symptoms (URTS), bodily aches, gastrointestinal (GIT), head, eye, fatigue or chest 
symptoms with sports incapacity also reported. Odds ratios and population attributable risks were calculated for all variables using an a priori list of 
research questions. 
Results: The point prevalence of illness was 20% in P1 and 70% in P2. In P2 the most prevalent illness was associated with Upper Respiratory Tract 
Illness symptoms (n=64, 47% of participants). The point prevalence of injury was 36% in Phase 2. The key results will be discussed in the 
subsequent abstracts.
Discussion: This study highlights the inter-related nature of the determinants of health in athletes. The subsequent abstracts will discuss the 
outcomes of this project in detail. Prevention programs must consider multiple aspects of health and their interaction. This symposium will discuss the 
outcomes of the project and how they relate to each other such that the mitigation strategies can be implemented in the clinic and field.

183  Low energy availability in females: a sleeping giant

Bronwen Lundy1,5, Louise M Burke1,5, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, Marijke Welvaert1,3, David Hughes1,2, Gordon Waddington1,3, Michael K. Drewa,2 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia • 5 Mary 
MacKillop Institute for Health Research, Australian Catholic University, Canberra, Australia

Introduction: The amount of energy remaining to support body functions after the kilojoule cost of exercise is subtracted from dietary energy intake 
is termed “energy availability”. Low energy availability can occur when an athlete restricts their energy intake and/or increases the volume or intensity 
of training, with the consequence that there is no longer sufficient energy to fulfil the functions needed to stay healthy. While the previous focus on 
low energy availability targeted menstrual function and bone health, there is now evidence that the consequences are wider ranging.
Methods: Two case-control studies were undertaken in a similar cohort of female athletes (December and April-May). A validated questionnaire, 
Low Energy Availability in Females (LEAF-Q), was administered at both collection points. The published cut-off value of ≥8 was utilized as an 
indication of low energy availability. In phase 2, illnesses were sub-grouped to Upper Respiratory Tract Symptoms (URTS), bodily aches, 
gastrointestinal, head, eye, fatigue or chest symptoms. Two-by-two tables reporting odds ratios and attributable fractions in the exposed (AFE) were 
produced. 
Results: The prevalence of a high LEAF-Q score (≥8) was 49 and 53%. A high LEAF-Q score was associated with increased reports of illness 
across both time periods (Phase1: Any illness OR 7.4, 95%CI 0.8-352, AFE 0.87; Phase 2: URTS OR 3.8, 95%CI 1.3-11.6, AFE 0.74; Bodily Aches 
OR 5.8, 95%CI 1.6-23.5, AFE 0.83; Gastrointestinal symptoms OR 3.8, 95%CI 1.3-11.6, AFE 0.74; Head symptoms OR 4.4, 95%CI 1.4-14.3, AFE 
0.77). 
Discussion: This study shows a repeated high prevalence of low energy availability among elite female athletes as measured by the LEAF-Q. 
Furthermore, the consistent association with reportable symptoms of illness warrants further studies to investigate this observed risk and high 
attributable risks. Addressing low energy availability may potentially prevent up to 74% to 87% of cases in this population. Clinically, one in two elite 
female athletes is likely to score higher than the cut-off value. Female athletes who present with illness should be screened for low energy availability; 
assistance to better match nutrition and training may improve resilience against illness as well as other aspects of health and performance. 

184  One in five athletes exhibit signs of poor mental health and are at greater risks of illness

Renee Appaneal1, Kirsten Petersona, Marijke Welvaert1,3, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, David Hughes1,2, Gordon Waddington1,3, Michael Drew1,2 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia

Introduction: Poor mental health is common. And athletes are not immune to their symptoms. An association between stress levels and illness risk 
is well established in the general populations and in students. The prevalence of symptoms in Olympic level athletes across a variety of sports is 
unknown as is the relationship to illness.
Methods: Two case-control studies were undertaken in similar Olympic-level cohorts (December and April-May). Three validated questionnaires, 
Depression, Anxiety and Stress Questionnaire (DASS-21), Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), Dispositional Resilience Scale (DRS), were administered at 
both collection points. The published cut-off values of ≥5, ≥4, ≥8 for the DASS-21 were utilized and the PSS and DRS analysed as continuous 
variables. In phase 2, illnesses were sub-grouped to Upper Respiratory Tract Symptoms (URTS), bodily aches, gastrointestinal, head, eye, fatigue or 
chest symptoms. Two-by-two tables reporting odds ratios and attributable fractions in the exposed (AFE) were produced. The PSS and DRS scores 
were analyses as continuous data in linear regression with the illness categories as the dependent variable.
Results: The prevalence of a high DASS-21 Depression, Anxiety and Stress scores were 15-17%, 19-20% and 14-19% respectively across both 
time periods. High DASS-21 scores were associated with increased reports of illness in Phase 1 (Phase1: Depression, OR=8.4 95%CI 1.1-59) but 
not Phase 2 (Phase 2: Depression, OR=0.62 95%CI 0.2-1.8, p=0.3). DASS-21 Stress and Anxiety were not associated will illness at any time point 
nor were PSS (4-item or 10-item) or DRS (Commitment, Control, Challenge, Total Hardiness) subscale scores. 
Discussion: This study shows a repeated high prevalence of signs of poor mental health among elite as measured by the DASS-21, a symptoms 
checklist. Caution is advised as these results are based on a symptom checklist. Clinically, a diagnosis must involve clinical assessment by a trained 
practitioner. Nonetheless, the reports of symptoms are higher than the general population. A high degree of suspicion for these signs is required when 
treated an elite athlete as one in five will have signs – which may require further investigation and treatment. The PSS and DRS do not appear to be 
risk factors for illness in this population although clinically high values were reported and may warrant intervention from a mental health prospective. 
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185  High prevalence of poor sleep quality in athletes: implications to staying healthy and performing

Shona Halson1, Renee Appaneal1, Kirsten Peterson1, Marijke Welvaert1,3, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, David Hughes1,2, Gordon Waddington1,3, Michael Drew1,2 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia

Introduction: Sleep is well accepted fundament requirement to remain mentally and physically healthy. Yet, little is known about the quality of sleep 
that elite athletes. Furthermore, emerging evidence highlights that poor sleep may be a risk factor for illness in athletes. 
Methods: A case-control studies were undertaken in similar Olympic-level cohorts (April-May). Two validated questionnaires, Pittsburgh Sleep 
Quality Index (PSQI), Epworth Daytime Sleepiness Scale (Epworth), were administered at both collection points. The published cut-off values of ≥5 
and ≥9 for the PSQI and Epworth were utilized. Illnesses were sub-grouped to Upper Respiratory Tract Symptoms (URTS), bodily aches, 
gastrointestinal (GIT), head, eye, fatigue or chest symptoms. Two-by-two tables reporting odds ratios and attributable fractions in the exposed (AFE) 
were produced. 
Results: The prevalence of a poor sleep quality (on the PSQI) was 49%. High PSQI scores were associated with increased reports of illness in 
periods (URTS: PSQI≥5, OR=2.8 95%CI 1.2-6.9, AFE=65%; GIT, OR 2.8 95%CI 1.2-6.9, AFE=65%). High Epworth scores were not related to 
increased odds of reporting illness. 
Discussion: This study shows a high prevalence of signs of poor sleep quality among elite as measured by the PSQI. Clinically, the quality of sleep 
should be included when an athlete is experiencing illness and intervened upon where their PSQI is ≥5. A high degree of suspicion for poor sleep 
should be had where an athlete has been sick or if an athlete commonly gets ill. One in two athletes are likely to report poor sleep quality.

186  The gut microbiome and inflammatory profiling in athlete health

Candice Colbey5, Amanda Cox5, Ping Zhang5, Allan Cripps5, David Pyne1,3, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, David Hughes1,2, Gordon Waddington2,3, Michael Drew1,2, Nicholas 
West5 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia • 5 Menzies 
Health Institute Queensland, Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia

Introduction: Preventing illness during training, particularly in the months before racing, and during competition, is recognised as critical to optimum 
performance. While exercise has both acute and chronic effects on the immune system, most biomarkers show only modest association with 
susceptibility to illness. The rapid growth in high throughput analysis is now allowing a more detailed analysis of the immune system, particularly 
when combined with compositional profiling of gut bacteria. Under the Stay Healthy program, we are examining differences in gut bacteria and 
immune profiles between athletes selected for the Rio 2016 Olympics who experienced illness and those with good health. This talk will present data 
from pilot research comparing differences in immune gene expression and gut bacteria between a national level triathlete cohort and an obese 
cohort.
Methods: A cross-sectional study compared faecal microbiota and immune gene expression between competitive triathletes (n=14; age: 26±6.1 y; 
BMI: 22±2.0 kg/m2) and an obese cohort (n=12, age: 49±7.3 y; BMI:33±2.8 kg/m2; mean±SD). Faecal microbiota were characterised via 
bacterial 16S rRNA (V4) sequencing and peripheral blood immune gene expression was assessed using the Immune Profiling Panel (NanoString 
Technologies). Bacterial data were analysed using principal component analysis and hierarchical clustering. Gene expression data was normalised 
and differential gene expression and immune cell profiling were compared between groups. 
Results: Athletes showed a significantly higher diversity of faecal bacterial species than obese individuals. Athletes could be differentiated from the 
obese cohort on both inflammatory and anti-inflammatory immune genes and estimated cell abundance. Based on cell specific genes, Th1, CD8+ T 
cells and Treg populations were lower, dendritic cell and neutrophil cell counts were higher among competitive athletes. 
Discussion: Regular intense exercise can exert a chronic effect on the immune system that may increase the risk of acute illness in some athletes. 
The observed differences in immune expression and faecal microbiota composition yield insights into the inflammatory mechanisms that underpin the 
increased illness susceptibility in athletes.

187  Are 25(OH) vitamin D and salivary-IgA risk factors for illness in Olympic athletes?

Stephan Praet1, Nicole Vlahovich1,4, David Hughes1,2, Candice Colbey5, Silvia Manzanero1, Marijke Welvaert1,3 Nic West5, David Pyne1,3, Gordon Waddington1,3, 
Michael Drew1,2 
1 Australian Institute of Sport, Canberra, Australia • 2 Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University Australia, 
Ballarat, Australia • 3 University of Canberra Research Institute for Sport and Exercise (UCRISE), Canberra, Australia • 4 Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia • 5 Menzies 
Health Institute Queensland, Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia

Introduction: Few studies have quantified the relative contribution of medical and immunological risk factors. Low salivary IgA and 25(OH)vitamin D 
deficiency have been suggested as risk factors for illness.
Methods: Olympic athletes from 15 sports (n=317) were invited to participate in screening of 25(OH) vitamin D levels in non-fasting venous blood 
samples and salivary IgA in the period between April-June 2016. An illness (case) was defined as time-loss of greater than 24 hours in the prior 
month. Odds ratios were utilised for categorical variables using logistic regression modelling.
Results: A total of 131 athletes completed the symptoms checklist, and 266 provided a venous blood sample. Monthly prevalence of illness was 
70%. Upper respiratory tract infection (URT, 47%) and gastrointestinal illness (GIT, 19%) were most prevalent resulting respectively in 0.7±1.4 and 
0.7±1.3 lost training days (mean±SD) and 0.9±1.6 and 0.4±0.9 modified training days. Female athletes were at higher odds of respiratory illness 
(odds ratio=2.8, 95%CI 1.3 to 6.0, p=0.007) and GIT (odds ratio=2.8, 95%CI 1.3 to 6.0, p=0.007, AFP=0.50). Low vitamin D (25(OH) vit D <50 
nmol/L was only observed in 3 female athletes (1.1%). Higher salivary IgA concentration (sIgA >70 μg.ml-1, n=58, odds ratio=0.26, 95%CI 0.07 to 
0.98, p=0.05) was associated with lower odds of reporting head symptoms (headache, migraine, dizziness, vision impairment, vertigo, glare/light 
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intolerance) in the previous month. 
Conclusion: Low prevalence of clinically low 25(OH) vitamin D levels were observed in the period between April-June 2016 (autumn) indicating this 
is unlikely to be related to illness at this time of year. Self-reported symptoms of upper respiratory and gastrointestinal illnesses are common amongst 
Olympic athletes. Female sex is associated with sports incapacity (time loss) due to URT and GIT symptoms, while Vitamin D does not appear to be 
risk factors during this time period. Higher s-IgA may be protective against common illness symptoms of the head region and warrants further 
investigation.

188  Limb Asymmetry Following Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction: Implications for Rehabilitation and 
Return to Sport

J Ebert1*, P Edwards1, B Hewitt2, G Janes2, R Carey-Smith3 

1School of Sport Science, Exercise & Health, The University of Western Australia • 2Perth Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Centre • 3Perth Orthopaedic Institute

Introduction: Restoring lower limb strength symmetry is important in the functional recovery and reduced re-injury risk after anterior cruciate 
ligament reconstruction (ACLR). A Limb Symmetry Index (LSI) >90% is typically required in evaluating the patient’s readiness to return to sport. This 
study aimed to determine the LSI observed for a range of commonly used strength and functional tests, in patients at 12 months following ACLR. We 
also sought to investigate the association between strength and hop symmetry, patient-reported outcome (PRO) scores, post-operative rehabilitation 
and return to sport.
Methods: We evaluated a prospective series of 49 patients at 12 months following ACLR. Peak isokinteic quadriceps (PQT) and hamstrings (PHT) 
torque, together with four commonly used single leg hop tests (6m timed hop and the single, triple and triple crossover hop for distance) were 
assessed. LSIs were calculated for the operated limb, as a percentage of the non-operated limb. A range of PRO scores were employed, as was a 
categorical scoring tool assessing the frequency, duration and intensity of post-operative rehabilitation. Correlation coefficients were undertaken to 
assess the relationship between isokinetic strength, hop tests, PROs and rehabilitation, while regression analysis investigated the contribution of 
pertinent variables to performance-based functional tests and return to sport.
Results: Only 57%, 47%, 57% and 55% of patients demonstrated an LSI >90% for the single hop, 6m timed hop, triple hop and triple crossover 
hop, respectively, while only 29% of patients were >90% for PQT. PQT was positively correlated (pη0.05) with three of four hop tests suggesting a 
relationship between quadriceps strength symmetry and hop performance. 96% of patients reported being involved in Level I or II sports prior to 
injury as per the Noyes Activity Score, and 73% had returned to this level by 12 months. LSIs reported in all hop tests showed a positive association 
with return to sport level, indicating a relationship between functional limb symmetry and a successful return to pre-injury activity by 12 months. 
While age, isokinetic quadriceps symmetry and patient-reported rehabilitation were all significant predictors of hop performance, the level and 
intensity of patient reported post-operative rehabilitation was the most significant predictor of lower limb strength and functional symmetry, as well as 
return to sport.
Discussion: A successful return to sport was associated with greater hop symmetry and reported post-operative rehabilitation. For improved rate of 
return to sport, monitoring of limb symmetry should be considered throughout the post-operative timeline.

189  Return to Sport Outcomes in the Younger Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstructed Patient

K Webster1*, J Feller2, T Whitehead2 
1School of Allied Health, La Trobe University • 2OrthoSport Victoria

Background: Whilst anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction is generally regarded as a successful procedure, overall only 65% of patients 
return to their pre-injury sport. Return rates are likely higher in younger patients however there is a paucity of data that focusses on the younger 
patient and their return to sport experience following ACL reconstruction. The purpose of this study was to investigate a range return to sport 
outcomes in younger athletes who had undergone ACL reconstruction surgery. 
Methods: A group of 140 (58 female, 82 male) young patients (<20 years at surgery) who had one ACL reconstruction, a normal contralateral knee 
and no subsequent ACL injuries were surveyed regarding details of their sport participation at an average follow up of 5 years (range 3-9). The survey 
collected data on return to pre-injury sport, sport performance, reasons for continued or discontinued sport participation and a sport participation 
profile over the previous 12 months.
Results: The average age of participants when completing the survey was 22 years (SD 2.4). Australian Rules football, basketball, netball and 
soccer constituted the majority (81%) of the pre-injury sports played. Overall 76% (95%CI, 69%-83%) of the young patient group returned to the 
same pre-injury sport. Return rates were higher for males than females (81% vs. 71% respectively, p>0.05). Of those who returned to their sport, 
65% reported that they could perform as well as before the ACL injury and 66% were still currently playing in their respective sport. For those who 
had successfully returned to their pre-injury sport but subsequently stopped playing, the most common reason cited for stopping was study/work 
commitments (54%) whereas patients who never resumed cited fear of a new injury (36%) or study/work commitments (30%) as the most common 
reasons. Overall 48% of female patients were still participating in Level I (jumping, hard pivoting) sports as were 54% of males and 86% of all 
patients reported having participated in strenuous or very strenuous activities since their surgery.
Discussion: Overall a high percentage of younger patients returned to their pre-injury sport following ACL reconstruction surgery. The majority of 
patients who returned were satisfied with their performance and continued to participate in high impact sports that involve cutting and hard pivoting. 
This continued exposure to high risk sports should be considered in the context of return to sport criteria in the younger patient group.

190  Fifteen-year Audit of Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstructions in the Australian Football League

C Lai1*, K Webster1, J Feller 
1La Trobe University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia • 2OrthoSport Victoria, Epworth HealthCare, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
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Introduction: Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are prevalent among players in the Australian Football League (AFL). During the 2013 AFL 
season, 23 ACL injuries were recorded, which was the greatest number in over a decade and included a disproportionately high number of ACL graft 
ruptures. An audit of ACL reconstructions performed among AFL players from 1999 to 2013 was initiated in response to these findings.
Methods: AFL-listed players who underwent ACL reconstruction from 1999 to 2013 were identified from a registry prospectively maintained by the 
AFL Doctors Association. Attempts were made to contact the players, inviting them to participate in a semi-structured phone interview. Players were 
asked about the number and side of ACL injuries sustained, ACL graft sites, their return to play in the AFL, and complications including ACL graft 
rupture. Official playing statistics were obtained from Champion Data.
Results: 121 of the 158 players (77%) identified from the registry returned to play in the AFL following ACL reconstruction. Having more than 50 
AFL games of experience at the time of first ACL reconstruction was a determinant of returning to play (89% vs. 65%, p<0.001). Interviews were 
conducted with 84 of the players, who underwent 129 ACL reconstructions. Among the players interviewed, the return to sport rates were: 60 of 84 
players (71%) after primary ACL reconstruction, 16 of 20 players (80%) following revision ACL reconstruction, and 8 of 16 players (50%) after 
undergoing a contralateral ACL reconstruction. Among players who returned to sport, half felt that they returned to pre-injury levels of performance 
within one season of their return, while one third felt that they never returned to pre-injury levels of performance. List management decisions and 
combinations of physical injuries were commonly given as reasons for players not returning to play. Revision rates were highest with the use of 
synthetic grafts (8 of 13 knees, 62%) compared with hamstring autografts (13 of 63 knees, 21%; p=0.005) and patellar tendon autografts (7 of 48 
knees, 15%; p=0.001).
Discussion: These results suggest that returning to sport following ACL reconstruction remains a significant challenge for players in the AFL, and 
that a substantial proportion of players who do return never reach their pre-injury level of performance. ACL graft rupture and contralateral ACL injury 
are both career-threatening events for AFL footballers. The high rate of revision ACL reconstruction following the use of synthetic grafts should be 
considered before using this treatment modality.

191  Single Limb Landing from Different Directions in Young Athletes After Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
Reconstruction

J McClelland*, M Maes, J Feller, K Webster 
1School of Allied Health, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia • 2OrthoSport Victoria, Epworth HealthCare, Melbourne, Australia

Introduction: Aberrant movement strategies adopted after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) may contribute to the elevated risk of 
knee re-injury in younger patients. Knee injuries commonly occur when the momentum from landing is not directed forwards, however there is little 
information about control of landing in these situations. The aim of this study was to investigate the time to stabilise and the landing biomechanics of 
young athletes with ACLR when landing from a lateral movement. 
Methods: Fourteen young athletes (mean age=17.4, SD=2.1 years; 50% female) 18 months following ACLR were compared to fourteen unimpaired 
controls (mean age=18.6, SD=1.2 years) during 10 trials of 2 single limb landing tasks. In both tasks, participants used the same limb to push-off 
and land the distance of half of their leg length at a 90 degree angle to their starting position: one hop was directed towards the stance limb, the 
other hop was directed towards the non-stance limb. An embedded force platform, and a 10 camera Vicon motion analysis system was used to 
analyse lower limb and trunk biomechanics. The time to stabilisation was measured from the first contact of landing on the force platform to the time 
at which the vertical component of the ground reaction force fell and remained within 5% of the person’s bodyweight. 
Results: In both tasks, participants with ACLR reached stabilisation quicker than controls for both tasks (p<0.01 for hopping away from stance limb; 
p=0.03 hopping towards stance limb). Similarly, for both tasks, the ACLR participants landed with reduced hip flexion moment (p≤0.01 for both) and 
less trunk flexion, although this did not reach statistical significance during hopping towards the stance limb (p=0.02 hopping away from stance 
limb, p=0.06 for hopping towards stance limb). When hopping away from the stance limb, ACLR participants also landed with reduced knee flexion 
and adduction moments (p=0.02 for both). When landing with the operated limb, patients had less trunk flexion than with the non-operated limb 
(p<0.01). There were no differences between limbs for controls. 
Discussion: Patients with ACLR adopt different strategies when landing from a lateral direction compared to normal. Patients landed with lower joint 
moments, and therefore lower demand for muscular control than normal, which is likely related to their altered trunk movements. Re-education of 
landing mechanics from a variety of directions with particular emphasis on trunk control may reduce the risk of re-injury in this high risk group of 
patients.

192  Optimal Testing Battery to Access ACL Rehabilitation Status

C Richter1, A Franklyn-Miller1*, E King1, E Falvey1 
1Sport Surgery Clinic,,

Background: Developing a testing battery to access rehabilitation status of an individual after ACL reconstruction is challenging because current 
guidelines are not definitive. A commonly used measure is knee extensor strength (accessed using isokinetic dynamometry [ISO]), which has been 
questioned due to its single-joint movement nature. Another measure is jump height during a countermovement jump. Further, while conflicting 
guidance exists (for ISO and jump height) what to compare measures to (e.g. non-operated limb, dominant limb or non-dominant limb of a control 
cohort), both tasks discard the quality of movement. Hence, 3D-biomechanical movement analysis has been suggested as alternative. The aim of this 
study is to examine what measures best distinguish between an ACL and normative cohort - to allow developing exercise protocols to access rehab 
status after ACL reconstruction.
Methods: 200 athletes with ACL rupture (8 months post-surgery) and 50 control subjects were recruited. Each participant completed an isokinetic 
(60°/sec concentric/concentric) and biomechanical assessment (90°change of direction [anticipated and non-anticipated] – Dec/Ind Cut; side 
hurdle hop – HuHo; single and double leg countermovement – SL/DL CMJ; and drop jump SL/DL DJ). Knee extensor and flexor strength as well as 
limb symmetries were extracted from the isokinetic test. To describe quality of movement of each subject, analysis of characterizing phases was used 
to calculate scores, capturing the behavior of a subject during the biomechanical assessment. Jump heights were calculated for SL and DLCMJ. To 
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examine what measures best distinguish between the cohorts, two steps were performed and repeated 100 times using a random selection (75%) of 
the data to achieve robust findings. Firstly, a stepwise regression was used identify measures to model the response variable (ACLR = 0 or normative 
= 1). Secondly, a random forest was trained to predict the response variable, which was tested using 5 subjects of each group from the remaining 
data.
Results: The 10 most frequently chosen measures in the regression analysis originated from: DLDJ, HuHo, DecCut, SLDJ, IndCut, SLCMJ height 
and SLCMJ. The random forest used measures from: DecCut, DLCMJ height, DLDJ, DLCMJ, SLDJ and was able to reach an accuracy of 93%.
Discussion: Both analyses approaches selected measures that describe the quality of the movement and a jump height measure, while ISO 
measures were not chosen. Based on the findings, an ACL testing battery should include a DecCut, DLCMJ, DLDJ, SLDJ and single or double leg 
jump height measure.

193  Exploring the High Re-injury Rate in Younger Patients Undergoing Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction

K Webster1*, J Feller2 
1School of Allied Health, La Trobe University • 2OrthoSport Victoria

Background: Younger age is being increasingly recognized as a risk factor for anterior cruciate (ACL) graft rupture and contralateral ACL injury 
following ACL reconstruction. Recent reports estimate second ACL injury rates to be in the range of 20-40% which is a significant concern and 
requires further exploration. The primary purpose of this study was to determine the rates of graft rupture and injury to the contralateral native ACL in 
younger athletes. We also sought to explore the influence of sex and age stratification (under 18 vs. 18-19 at the time of surgery) on the increased 
risk of subsequent ACL injury. 
Methods: The study cohort consisted of 354 consecutive patients who were aged less than 20 years when they underwent their first primary 
hamstring tendon autograft ACL reconstruction. The number of subsequent ACL injuries (graft rupture or contralateral ACL) injury was determined at 
a mean follow up of 5 years (range 3-10). Subgroup analysis included sex and age (under 18 vs. 18-19 at the time of surgery) comparisons. 
Descriptive statistics were calculated for the timing of ACL graft rupture and contralateral ACL injury. 
Results: The overall follow up rate was 89% (316 out of 354). Graft ruptures occurred in 57 patients (18%) at an average time of 1.8 years. Almost 
half (47%) occurred within the first postoperative year and 74% occurred within the first two years. The highest rupture rate of 28.3% was in the 
youngest males (under 18) and this was significantly higher than females of the same age (13.8%) as well as males over 18 years (12.9%). 
Contralateral ACL injuries occurred in 56 patients (17.7%) at an average time of 3.7 years. There were no significant age or sex differences for 
contralateral ACL injuries. The total number of patients who had at least one further ACL injury subsequent to the primary surgery was 110 (35%). 
Discussion: The high rate of subsequent ACL injury in younger patients was confirmed. Early graft ruptures were more prevalent in patients 
operated on less than 18 years of age than those in the 18-19 age group. Males had higher rates of graft rupture than females with the youngest 
males (<18 years) at the highest risk in the investigated cohort. The high incidence of multiple ACL injuries in such a young cohort is concerning for 
future knee health and efforts are warranted to identify criteria associated with a safe return to sport in young athletes.

194  Comparisons of Pain, Symptoms, Function and Quality of Life in People with Knee Osteoarthritis after Anterior 
Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction with High and Low Knee Self-reported Stability

H Hart1*, N Collins2, D Ackland3, K Crossley1 
1La Trobe University • 2University of Queensland • 3The University of Melbourne

Introduction: Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is frequent after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). In younger adults with knee OA after 
ACLR, psychological impairments including worse knee confidence and kinesiophobia have been reported. In people with knee OA after ACLR, this 
study aimed to compare pain, symptoms, function and quality of life (QOL) between those with high and low knee stability during high-demand 
activities.
Methods: Thirty participants who were 5-12 years post-ACLR with radiographic (Kellgren-Lawrence grade ≥ 1) and symptomatic (Knee Injury and 
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score [KOOS] criteria) knee OA (14 males, mean±SD age 45 ±11years, post-ACLR 9±2years, BMI 26±4kg.m-2) were 
recruited. Knee stability was evaluated using 100mm visual analogue scales (VAS) during high-demand functional tasks (hop for distance [HD], side 
to side hop [SSH], one-leg rise [OLR]). Performance-based function was assessed using HD, SSH and OLR and self-reported function was assessed 
with the KOOS-sports recreation (S/R) subscale. Pain and symptoms were assessed using the KOOS-pain subscale, Anterior Knee Pain Scale 
(AKPS) and International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) form, and KOOS-QOL subscale was used to assess knee-related QOL. K-means 
clustering was used to classify people into high and low clusters based on their knee stability scores, and multivariate analyses were used for 
comparisons between the two groups, with significance set at 0.05. Age, sex and BMI were included as covariates.
Results: Compared to those with high knee stability (n=21), those with low knee stability (n=9) had worse pain (p<0.001), symptoms (AKPS: 
p=0.001; IKDC: p=0.002), poorer self-reported (p<0.001) and performance-based (HD: p=0.002; SSH: p=0.003; OLR: p<0.001) function, and 
worse QOL (p=0.001).
Discussion: The findings suggest that people with worse perceived knee stability during high demand activities also have worse self-reported pain 
and symptoms, poorer self-reported and performance-based function and QOL. An association between knee confidence and stability has been 
previously reported in people with knee OA. Therefore, targeting deficits in knee stability with multimodal interventions may aid in improving knee 
confidence as well as alleviating pain and symptoms, and functional impairments. This study also highlights importance of psychological factors and 
indicates that a multimodal approach is required to ensure optimal recovery in young adults post-ACLR.
Conclusions and take home message: In people with knee OA after ACLR, those with impaired knee stability during high demand functional tasks 
also have impairments in pain, symptoms, function and quality of life. Addressing deficits in perceived knee stability may aid in improving pain and 
symptoms, function and QOL.
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195  Strength, Stiffness and Sprinting: Factors Associated with Sprint Performance in 9-13 Year-old Boys

A Neil*, P Simpson, E Howie, L Ng, S Morris, S Williams

Introduction: Unstructured physical activity, playground games and the sports that Australian boys participate are dominated by short sprints. With 
a high association between motor skill competency and higher levels of physical activity, an understanding of factors contributing to spring 
performance could be advantageous. Research in adults has shown lower limb concentric power and stiffness to correlate to sprint performance, 
with inconsistent findings regarding the influence of rate of force development (RFD) and peak force (PF) on sprinting. Predictors of sprint 
performance in pre-adolescent boys is lacking, therefore this study investigated the relationship between lower limb concentric power, lower limb 
stiffness, RFD, PF and sprint performance in boys. 
Methods: One hundred and twenty six boys aged between 9-13 years from a private school in Perth, Western Australia participated. Assessments 
were i) muscle power sprint test (MPST) –measure of sprint performance and anaerobic power, ii) maximal squat jump task- to derive lower limb 
concentric power as inferred from jump height, and rate of force development (RFD) and peak force (PF) during the push off phase, iii) submaximal 
double limb hopping –assessment of lower limb stiffness. The relationship between the dependent variable; sprint performance, and the independent 
variables; lower limb concentric power, RFD and PF, lower limb stiffness, age, height and weight were assessed using stepwise linear regression. 
Results: Sixty percent of the variation in sprint performance was explained by lower limb concentric power, age, height and PF (R2_adj 0.602, P < 
0.001). Lower limb concentric power (β 675.0, p <0.001, 95% CI 524.36-825.66), age (β 0.741, p<0.05, 95% CI 0.01-1.47 months), height (β 
156.3, p<0.05, 95% CI 46.75-265.84 cm) and PF (β 0.065, p <0.05, 95%CI 0.01-0.12 N) were significantly associated with sprint performance; 
however lower limb stiffness and RFD were not included in the model.
Discussion: Similar to findings in adult population groups, the boys in this study that were able to generate greater levels of concentric power and PF 
performed better in sprinting. However, conversely to adults, our findings indicate that lower limb stiffness may not be as integral to sprinting in this 
younger population. This may be because optimal stiffness is not developed until 13 years of age and therefore pre-adolescent children need to rely 
more on concentric power in sprinting. This information could lead to targeted interventions focusing on developing concentric lower limb power in 
school-based programs to improve sprint performance and potentially increase physical activity participation in boys. 

196  Effects of External Counterpulsation Therapy on Acute Recovery in Elite Australian Rugby League Players

L Roberts1*, L James1, J Caia, B Wellington1, T Scott2, S Halson3, V Kelly 
1School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences, University of Queensland • 2Performance Sciences Department, Brisbane Broncos Rugby League Club • 
3Physiology, Australian Institute of Sport

Background: External counterpulsation (ECP) has previously been used in treating cardiac patients via compression of the lower extremities during 
diastole to increase venous return and coronary perfusion. A thorough understanding of the physiological effects of ECP on exercise performance and 
markers of recovery following high intensity exercise in elite athletes is yet to be examined. The aim of this study was to examine how ECP influences 
exercise performance, acute systemic stress, functional muscle performance and soreness, recovery indices, and sleep characteristics in elite 
athletes.
Methods: A randomised, placebo controlled, repeated measures crossover design was implemented, where on two separate occasions, 48 hours 
apart, 7 elite National Rugby League players (age; 19.5 ± 0.8 yrs, body mass; 100 ± 7.5 kg, height; 186.7 ± 7.5 cm) performed an identical 60min 
field-based conditioning session. Fifteen minutes after the session, a 30 min period of either regular ECP treatment (Renew NCP, Singapore) or cuff 
application with no pressure (placebo) was undertaken. Peak, mean and accumulated power during repeated cycle bouts (5 x 20s) and 
countermovement jump height and contact time derivatives were measured, before and 5 hours following the completion of the conditioning session 
and ECP therapy. Saliva samples and venous blood samples were taken at rest, post-exercise, and 5 hrs post-exercise to assess stress, inflammation 
and muscle damage. Sleep characteristics were assessed using wrist based actigraphy and self-report, while recovery indices and perceptions were 
assessed using a wellbeing questionnaire.
Results: Post ECP treatment, cycling peak power output (p = 0.028; 11%) and accumulated peak power (p = 0.027; 14%) increased compared to 
the placebo condition. Plasma testosterone to cortisol ratio, 5 hours after ECP therapy, was significantly (p = 0.017; 20%) lower versus placebo. 
Post-exercise plasma Interleukin 1 receptor (IL-1ra) increased after ECP therapy (p = 0.024; 84%) and concentrations of IL-1ra tended to be higher (p 
= 0.093; 76%) 5 hours after ECP. Post-exercise salivary alpha amylase to Immunoglobulin A ratio decreased after treatment (p = 0.013; 50%), 
compared with the placebo control. There was no significant difference between conditions in countermovement jump performance variables, sleep 
time and efficiency, and perceptual markers of muscle soreness and wellbeing.
Discussion: Exercise performance and hormonal indicators of stress were improved following acute ECP therapy. Additionally, inflammation markers 
were reduced following ECP treatment. This preliminary data are favourable for the efficacy of ECP therapy on performance and recovery in elite 
athletes following high intensity exercise.

197  The ‘Crunch Factor’ as a Risk Factor for Sporting Spinal Injuries

M Portus*, B Elliott2, D Lloyd3, H Galloway4, S Timms5 
1Australian Institute of Sport • 2The University of Western Australia • 3Griffith University • 4South East Radiology • 5Praxis Sport Science

Background: Lumbar spine injury is a multi-factorial problem involving workload management, technique, musculoskeletal factors, growth and 
development. From a biomechanical view increased magnitudes of spinal axial torsion, lateral flexion and loading have been associated with stress 
injuries to the lumbar spine. The “crunch factor” – the instantaneous product of lateral flexion and axial rotational velocity – is an intuitive aetiology for 
lumbar spine injury across sports such as golf, tennis, javelin and cricket. The aim of this study was to assess the “crunch factor” in relation to the 
incidence of lumbar spine injuries in a cohort of cricket fast bowlers, a population well known to suffer lumbar spine injuries.
Methods: Fifty-seven fast bowlers (34 juniors, 23 seniors) (18.1 ± 4.9 years) underwent biomechanical assessment of their bowling action at the 
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beginning of a cricket season using a Vicon motion analysis system (120 Hz) and a Kistler force plate (1080Hz). Crunch factors were calculated for 
the pelvis, lumbar spine and thorax at front foot contact, peak vertical force and ball release. Bowlers were monitored during the cricket season and 
classified into one of three lumbar spine categories: (1) bony stress injury (n = 15), (2) soft tissue injury (n = 19), (3) no injury (n = 23). Anova and 
effect sizes were used for analysis.
Results: Crunch factor scores were not significantly different across injury groups at front foot contact, peak vertical force or ball release (p>0.05). 
Despite some patterns showing higher mean crunch factors for injured groups, high variability was also present. A medium size effect (d=0.59) 
occurred for the thorax crunch factor at peak impact force for the junior bony injured group (19698 ± 5761; n=8) versus the junior no injury group 
(14980 ± 8767; n=18), which was not statistically significant (p=0.2). 
Discussion: High variability with relatively small group numbers restricted the crunch factor being statistically associated with injury in this study. 
Further, many injured bowlers were relatively upright through the hip and trunk during ball release, a finding in contrast to recent studies. The crunch 
factor has yet to be significantly associated with spinal injury in sports biomechanics studies. For cricket fast bowlers, results suggest that force 
attenuation, stiffness and study sample sizes are important considerations. Lumbar tropism, in combination with spine mechanics in sports 
techniques, is another important area needing investigation. 

198  Skeletal Maturation Status is a More Powerful Selection Effect than Birth Quarter for Elite Youth Academy 
Football Players

R Whiteley1*, A Johnson2, A Farooq1 

1Aspetar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital, Doha, Qatar • 2Aspire Academy, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: Selection of younger athletes for advanced training in elite sport is assumed to be based on identification of innate talent. Previous 
researchers have identified relative age effects to influence these selection processes, however maturation status and relative skeletal age effects, 
which have the potential to be a greater influence, have not been widely examined.
Methods: Skeletal Age (categorising athletes as: early maturing, on time, or late maturing via wrist and hand X-Ray and Fels classification) and Birth 
Quarter are documented for 472 boys from Elite Youth football Academies and compared to reference normative data to assess their effect on 
Academy selection.
Results: Here we show that maturation status (categorising athletes as: early maturing, on time, or late maturing) is a much stronger influence – by 
an order of magnitude – on selection with a systematic over-representation of early maturing athletes in elite football academies; an effect that 
increases with age. Players born in the first and second quarters were over-represented across all age groups (U-9 to U-16), except under 17 where 
the RAE was not observed (p=0.704). On the other hand, the skeletal age effect showed significant differences from the age category of U12 
onwards compared to U9. This effect increased in magnitude with each successive age category (OR=2.2, 95% CI (1.3 to 3.8) for the U-12 category 
and OR=20.0, 95% CI (8.3 to 47.8) for U-17
Discussion: Our results demonstrate that athletes are being chosen in large by their maturation status, and as this relative benefit will have 
disappeared once all athletes are skeletally mature, this process is inadvertently excluding the majority of potential candidate athletes from this 
selection process. We suggest that consideration of maturation status of candidate athletes will result in a more equitable exposure to advanced 
training and the resultant performance benefits this incur. Conversely, athletes who are currently being systematically excluded from such training by 
virtue of their maturations status will be more likely to continue within high performance streams of sports.

199  Time of Day has no Influence on Performance and Pacing During a 4 km Cycling Time Trial

E Zadow1*, C Kitic1, S Wu1, C Abbiss2, J Peiffer3, J Fell1 
1School of Health Sciences, University of Tasmania • 2School of Exercise and Health Sciences, Edith Cowan University • 3School of Psychology and Exercise Science, 
Murdoch University

Background: Time of day has been shown to impact athletic performance with changes of up to 10% detected throughout the day. Physiological 
factors such as body temperature and hormonal responses display individual circadian rhythms and are believed to be associated with alterations in 
performance. These factors may also contribute to variations in the distribution of energy expenditure or power output throughout an event (i.e. 
pacing); however, we are aware of only one study that has investigated the influence of time of day on pacing. Therefore, the aim of this study was to 
investigate the influence of time of day on performance and pacing selection within a 4 km cycling time trial. 
Methods: Seventeen trained male cyclists (age: 40.0 ± 10.4 y, weight: 78.3 ± 9.1 kg, height: 181.3 ± 6.1 cm, VO2max: 62.7 ± 8.3 ml.kg-1.min-1) 
performed five 4 km cycling time trials (TTs) over five different times of the day (08:30, 11:30, 14:30, 17:30 and 20:30 h). All trials were completed 
in a randomised order with each trial separated by a minimum of two and a maximum of seven days. Trials were completed on the participants own 
bicycles attached to a cycle trainer (KICKR: Wahoo Fitness, Atlanta, GA). Power, cadence, heart rate and oxygen consumption were averaged over 
each 0.5 km throughout the TTs. Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE: 6-20) and effort (0-10) were collected immediately post-TT. Significance was 
accepted at p<0.05. 
Results: No differences in overall mean power output (334.9 ± 36.3, 341.9 ± 33.9, 336.7 ± 31.2, 336.9 ± 35.2 and 335.8 ± 36.6 W), total time 
(417 ± 30; 414 ± 28; 417 ± 26; 418 ± 27 and 419 ± 26 s) and heart rate (164 ± 8, 165 ± 12, 164 ± 13, 164 ± 13 and 165 ± 13 bpm) were 
observed between TTs performed at 08:30, 11:30, 14:30, 17:30 and 20:30 h. No differences in pacing were observed between trials. Reported 
effort was higher for the 08:30, 11:30 and 20:30 TTs compared with TTs performed at 14:30. Effort was also higher at 20:30 compared to the 
17:30 trial.
Discussion: This study found no differences in pacing or performance during a 4 km TT performed at different times of the day, despite greater 
perceived effort during trials performed both early and later in the day. Such findings are important in our understanding of the association between 
effort and performance during middle distance cycling.
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200  The Effect of Low Back Pain on Trunk Muscle Size/Function and Hip Strength in Elite Soccer Players

J Hides*, T Oostenbroek, M Franettovich Smith1, N Smith1, D Mendis 
1Centre for Musculoskeletal Research, Australian Catholic University • 2Mater/ACU Back Stability Research Clinic, Mater Health Services • 3Wesley Musculoskeletal 
Rehabilitation Unit • 4Brisbane Roar Football Club • 5Physiotherapy Department, Mater Health Services

Background: Low back pain (LBP) is a common problem in soccer players. In both athletic and non-athletic populations LBP has been associated 
with deficits in trunk muscle size and function and in non-athletic populations LBP has been associated with weaker hip adductor and abductor 
muscle strength. However the effect LBP has on the trunk and hip muscles in soccer players is unknown. The primary aim of this study was to 
determine the relationship between LBP and trunk muscle size and function among elite soccer players at the start and end of the pre-season. A 
secondary aim was to assess hip muscle strength soccer players with and without LBP at the start of the pre-season period. 
Methods: Twenty-five elite soccer players participated in the study. At the start and end of a pre-season, self-report questionnaires obtained 
information related to presence (yes/no) and intensity (VAS) of LBP in the previous week and ultrasound imaging was used to capture size and 
function of trunk muscles. Hand-held dynamometry was used to assess hip muscle strength at the start of the pre-season only. The team 
physiotherapist documented pre-season training. Multivariate ANOVA was used to examine between group differences for trunk muscle size and 
function across the pre-season and between group differences for hip strength. Significant (p < 0.05) multivariate results were followed up with 
post-hoc univariate analysis. 
Results: At the start of the pre-season, 28% of players reported having LBP with an average intensity of 2.2/10. There were no baseline differences 
in demographics between players with and without LBP. LBP was associated with reduced size of the multifidus at L4 and L5 vertebral levels, 
increased contraction of the transversus abdominis and multifidus muscles. LBP decreased across the pre-season, and size of the multifidus muscle 
improved over the pre-season. Ability to contract the abdominal and multifidus muscles did not alter across the pre-season. Asymmetry in hip 
adductor and abductor muscle strength was found between players with and without LBP.
Discussion: LBP was related to changes in size of the multifidus muscles, alterations in contraction of the multifidus and abdominal muscles and 
asymmetry in hip muscle strength. Previous studies have suggested that size and ability to contract trunk muscles are modifiable with motor control 
training, therefore identification of these factors in players with LBP may allow development of more targeted pre-season rehabilitation programs.

201  Physical Impairments in Symptomatic Femoroacetabular Impingement: A Systematic Review of the Evidence

M Freke1*, J Kemp2, I Svege3, M A Risberg4, A Semciw5, K Crossley6 
1Director of Physiotherapy, Enoggera Health Centre, Gallipoli Barracks, Enoggera • 2Research Fellow, Sports Physiotherapist, ACRISP, Federation University • 3Research 
Fellow, Physiotherapist, Oslo University Hospital • 4Professor, Physiotherapy. Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Oslo University Hospital • 5Research Fellow, 
Physiotherapist, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, The University of Queensland • 6Professor, Physiotherapy, School of Allied Health, College of Science, 
Health and Engineering, La Trobe University

Introduction: Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) and related pathologies are associated with pain and reduced quality of life. Physical 
impairments can be associated with worse symptoms and may be an important target of rehabilitation programs in this population. Knowledge 
regarding physical impairments in people with symptomatic FAI is limited. The aim of this review was to: (1) identify physical impairments in range of 
motion (ROM), hip muscle function and functional tasks; (2) to compare physical impairments with healthy controls; and (3) to evaluate the effects of 
interventions targeting physical impairments, in adults aged 18-50 years with symptomatic FAI.
Methods: A systematic review of the literature was conducted in accordance with the PRISMA Statement. The modified Downs and Black checklist 
was used for quality appraisal. Studies of adults aged 18-50 years with symptomatic FAI that examined range of motion, hip muscle function and 
functional tasks were included. Standardized mean differences (SMDs) were calculated where possible or best evidence synthesis and study 
conclusions were presented.
Results: Twenty-two studies fulfilled all inclusion criteria (819 patients with FAI; range 7 to 112). Methodological quality varied (47% to 82% using 
Downs & Black Appraisal Criteria). Hip joint ROM did not differ in people with symptomatic FAI compared to control subjects. People with 
symptomatic FAI demonstrated deficits in all directions of hip muscle strength, except extension, and reduced dynamic balance on one leg compared 
to control subjects. No RCTs evaluated the effect of different types of interventions for symptomatic patients with symptomatic FAI. For hip joint ROM 
there were no significant within-group differences between pre and post intervention time points. All directions of hip muscle strength except 
abduction improved significantly from pre- to post-hip arthroscopy in a single case series. 
Discussion: People with symptomatic FAI demonstrate deficits in hip muscle strength compared to the normal population and pre/post treatment 
interventions, as well as reduced dynamic balance on one leg. Hip joint ROM did not appear altered in people with symptomatic FAI compared to 
control subjects. In the papers assessed, there was no compromise of function in squatting, total daily strides or static balance. This information may 
assist therapists in providing targeted rehabilitation programs for people with FAI and associated pathology. Further research is needed to determine 
whether symptomatic FAI affects other aspects of functional performance; and to evaluate whether targeted strength training or skill acquisition 
interventions can improve hip muscle strength and physical function in symptomatic FAI. 

202  Ethnic Differences in Bony Hip Morphology: A Cohort of 445 Professional Soccer Players

A Mosler*, K Crossley, J Waarsing4, N Jomaah1, A Weir1, P HÓ§lmich, R Agricola 
1Aspetar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital • 2University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia • 3La Trobe University, Victoria, Australia • 4Erasmus University 
Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands • 5Copenhagen University Hospital, Amager-Hvidovre, Denmark

Introduction: Participation in high impact athletic activities has recently been associated with a higher prevalence of cam deformity. Bony hip 
morphology has also emerged as an important factor in the development of hip osteoarthritis. BACKGROUND: The prevalence of a cam-type 
deformity in athletes and its association with vigorous sports activities during and after the growth period is unknown. QUESTIONS/PURPOSES: We 
therefore compared the prevalence and occurrence of a cam-type deformity by MRI in athletes during childhood and adolescence with an age-
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matched control group. PATIENTS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed 72 hips in 37 male basketball players with a mean age of 17.6 years 
(range, 9-25 yearsHowever, it is unknown whether bony morphology differs between ethnicities in athletes participating in high impact sport. In this 
cross-sectional cohort study, we aimed to investigate whether the prevalence of specific bony hip morphological abnormalities differed between 
professional soccer players of diverse ethnic background.
Methods: Professional soccer players from an entire league who attended pre-participation screening, were invited to participate. Ethnicity was 
registered and standardized anteroposterior pelvic and Dunn X-ray views were obtained. Cam and pincer deformity, and acetabular dysplasia were 
quantified using the alpha angle, triangular index and lateral center edge angle. Regression analyses with generalized estimating equations were used 
to determine prevalence differences in bony hip morphology. 
Results: A total of 445 soccer players (890 hips) participated in the study, aged 25 (±4.9) years and representing the following ethnic groups: 
Arabic (59%), Black (24%), Persian (7%), Caucasian (6%), East Asian (2%) and other (2%). The prevalence of cam deformity (alpha angle>60°) 
ranged from 57.5% to 71.7% across four of the ethnic groups, but East Asians had a significantly lower prevalence (18.8%, p=0.035). Large cam 
deformity (alpha angle>78°) was more prevalent in Caucasian (33.3%) than Black soccer players (17.8%, p=0.041) and absent in East Asian 
participants. Pincer deformity (lateral center edge angle>40°) was uncommon (3%) in all ethnicities. The prevalence of acetabular dysplasia (lateral 
center edge angle<20°) ranged from 8.0% to 16.7%, apart from the Caucasian group where prevalence was only 1.9% (p=0.036)
Discussion: This is the first study to describe the prevalence of bony hip morphological abnormalities in soccer players of Arabic, Persian and East 
Asian ethnicity. We found a high prevalence of cam deformity and low prevalence of pincer deformity, and differences between ethnicities in the 
prevalence of cam deformity, large cam deformity and acetabular dysplasia. These ethnic differences were present in our soccer players despite 
presumed similarities in the amount of soccer played during adolescence. These findings imply that the biomechanical response of the proximal 
femoral physis to high impact load during adolescence may also differ between ethnicities. Furthermore, these ethnic differences in bony morphology 
correlate somewhat with observed geographic differences in hip OA prevalence, thereby suggesting that bony hip mechanics may help explain these 
geographic differences in hip OA rates.

203  Is the Cam Lesion (alpha angle) Size Related to Symptoms and Impairments in People with Symptomatic 
Femoroacetabular Impingement?

J Kemp1*, D Jones2, S Coburn2, K Crossley2 
1ACRISP, Federation University Australia,, • 2La Trobe Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University

Background: Cam-type femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) is a common cause of hip and groin pain in active, young and middle aged adults. 
Previous studies have shown that larger cam lesions are associated with increased risk of hip osteoarthritis (OA) and progression to hip arthroplasty. 
It is also unclear whether a relationship exists between cam lesion size and the severity of symptoms and impairments. This study aimed to determine 
if cam lesion size is associated with symptoms, quality of life (QOL) and physical impairments in people with symptomatic cam-type FAI. 
Methods: People aged 18-50 years who had no previous hip surgery, with symptomatic cam-type FAI (hip pain >3 months during activity; painful 
hip impingement testing; alpha angle ≥60° on antero-posterior (AP) or Dunn 45° radiographs) were recruited. Alpha angle was evaluated on both AP 
and Dunn 45 radiographs using previously published methods, and the greatest value used. Patient-reported outcomes (PRO) were assessed using 
the Hip disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) and International Hip Outcome Tool (IHOT-33). Physical impairments measured included 
hip joint range (flexion and internal rotation (IR)), hip isometric muscle strength (flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, external and internal 
rotation), and functional performance tests (side bridge, single leg hop and single leg rise tests) using previously published methods. Pearson’s 
correlation co-efficients (r) were used to evaluate the relationship between greatest alpha angle and each outcome measure. Statistical significance 
was p<0.05. 
Results: Nineteen adults (8 men, 11 women) (mean(standard deviation) age 38(9)years; height 1.71(0.70)m; weight 76(10)kg; body mass index 
25.6(3.3)kg/m2; HOOS-pain 65(16) points; HOOS-QOL 43(19) points; IHOT-33 56(24) points; alpha angle was 77.4(8.4)° were recruited. The size 
of cam lesion was not associated with PRO or impairments. Pearson’s correlation co-efficients (r) ranged from r=-0.004(p=0.986) for the side 
bridge test; to r=-0.449(p=0.054) for flexion range.  
Discussion: This study determined that cam lesion size in adults with symptomatic cam-type FAI, was not related to symptoms, QOL or physical 
impairments. Importantly, participants in this study had poor PRO scores, compared to other studies using age-matched controls. Imaging methods 
used in this study limited any evaluation of co-existing labral or chondral pathology, which previous research has shown to affect outcomes To fully 
understand the relationship between FAI and progressive symptomatic hip joint disease, further studies are required, using advanced imaging 
methods to evaluate joint structure in larger cohorts of people with symptomatic cam-type FAI.

204  Squatting Biomechanics in Individuals with Symptomatic Femoroacetabular Impingment

L Diamond1*, K Bennell1, T Wrigley1, R Hinman1, J O’Donnell2, P Hodges3 
1The University of Melbourne • 2St Vincent’s Hospital, East Melbourne • 3The University of Queensland

Introduction: Symptomatic femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) is recognised as a significant clinical problem among younger active adults. 
Identifying the biomechanical impairments in these individuals is critical to understand the pathology and inform treatments. Yet, hip function in these 
patients has not been well defined. As squatting requires large hip flexion range and involves motion towards the impingement position, it is likely to 
expose impairments in these individuals. This study aimed to determine whether hip and pelvis biomechanics differ between individuals with and 
without symptomatic FAI during an unconstrained deep squat and a constrained squat designed to limit compensation by the pelvis and trunk.  
Methods: Fifteen participants diagnosed with symptomatic cam-type or combined (cam plus pincer) FAI who were scheduled for arthroscopic 
surgery and 14 age-, and sex-matched pathology-free controls underwent three-dimensional motion analysis for two squatting tasks. Trunk, pelvis, 
and hip kinematics, and hip kinetics, were compared between groups using independent t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests as required. When 
significant differences (p<0.05) in squat speed were identified, an analysis of covariance was performed using squat speed as a covariate.  
Results: FAI and control groups were comparable for age (25±5 vs. 27±5, respectively), sex (males: 73% vs. 71%), BMI (24.4±2.5 vs. 23.2±1.9), 
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and leg tested (dominant: 67% vs. 64%). Participants with FAI reported an average pain score of 2 on an 11-point numerical rating scale after 
completing both the unconstrained (range 0-8) and constrained squats (range 0-6). There were no between-group differences in normalised squat 
depth for either task. Descent speed was slower for the FAI group during the unconstrained squat (p<0.05). There were no other between-group 
differences for this task. During the constrained squat, participants with FAI demonstrated greater ipsilateral pelvic rise (p=0.04) and more hip 
adduction/less abduction (p=0.04) than controls. The hip external rotation moment was less in FAI during descent (p=0.04), as was transverse 
plane hip angle variability (p=0.04).  
Discussion: Individuals with symptomatic FAI can squat to a depth comparable to controls, regardless of task design. However, biomechanical 
alterations are evident at the hip and pelvis when the task is constrained. Notably, individuals with FAI maintained a more adducted hip position 
(which is counterproductive for the pathology), and greater pelvic rise on the symptomatic side at maximum depth. This is likely a compensatory 
strategy to avoid end range flexion as the hip approaches impingement. These biomechanical changes may put additional stress on adjacent regions 
and have relevance for rehabilitation. 

205  Efficacy of Adding a Physiotherapy Rehabilitation Program to Arthroscopic Management of Femoroacetabular 
Impingement: The FAIR Randomised Controlled Trial

A Takla*, K Bennell2, D Hunter5, J Kasza4, L Spiers2, J O’Donnell, R Hinman2 
1Ivanhoe Sports and Physiotherapy Clinic, Melbourne • 2The University of Melbourne, Centre for Health, Exercise and Sports Medicine • 3St Vincent’s Private, Melbourne 
• 4Department of Clinical Epidemiology at Cabrini, Monash University • 5Royal North Shore Hospital, Rheumatology Department, Sydney • 6Hip Arthroscopy Australia, 
Richmond

Background: It is unknown if rehabilitation improves outcomes after arthroscopic surgery for femoroacetabular impingement (FAI). This study 
investigated the efficacy of a physiotherapist-prescribed rehabilitation program compared with no physiotherapy on quality-of-life, function, symptoms 
and activity participation in individuals following arthroscopy for FAI.
Methods: A randomised controlled trial was conducted. People aged ≥16 years with FAI were recruited from surgical practices in Melbourne, 
Australia and randomly allocated to physiotherapy (PT) or control. All participants received arthroscopic FAI surgery. The PT group received seven 
physiotherapy sessions (1 pre-operative and 6 post-operative) incorporating education, manual therapy and a progressive rehabilitation program of 
home, aquatic and gym exercises while the control group did not undertake physiotherapy rehabilitation. Six physiotherapists from 7 treatment 
centres participated. Measurements were taken at baseline (2 weeks presurgery) and 14- and 24-weeks post-surgery. Neither participants nor 
therapists were blinded.
The primary outcomes were the International Hip Outcome Tool (iHOT-33) and the sport subscale of the Hip Outcome Score (HOS) at week 14.
Results: Due to a slower than expected recruitment rate and funding constraints, recruitment was ceased after 23 months, prior to reaching the 
sample size. Thirty participants (14 PT, 16 control) were randomised and 28 (14 PT, 14 control; 93%) and 22 (11 PT, 11 control; 73%) completed 
week 14 and 24 measurements, respectively. For the 14-week primary outcomes, the PT group showed significantly greater improvements on the 
iHOT-33 (mean difference 14.2 units; 95%CI, 1.2 to 27.2) and sport subscale of the HOS (13.8 units; 95%CI, 0.3 to 27.3). There were no 
between-group differences at week 24.
Conclusion: A physiotherapist-prescribed rehabilitation program augments improvements in patientreported outcomes following arthroscopy for FAI 
at 14 weeks post-surgery, but not at 24 weeks. Given the truncated and small sample size, larger trials are needed to validate the findings.

206  What is the Location and Distribution of Pain in Femoroacetabular Impingement Using a Novel and 
Quantitative Method?

J Heerey1*, S Boudreau2, J Kemp3, K Crossley1 
1La Trobe University Sports and Exercise Medicine Research Centre • 2Center for Neuroplasticity and Pain (CNAP), Aalborg University • 3ACRISP, Federation University 
Australia

Introduction: Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) is recognised as a cause of hip and groin pain in young individuals.  With the high prevalence of 
radiographic FAI in asymptomatic individuals, subjective and objective findings should inform treatment decisions.  Therefore, the use of quantifiable 
methods to determine pain location and distribution in FAI is required. This study aimed to describe the location and distribution of pain in adults with 
symptomatic FAI, using a digital pain platform. 
Methods: Twenty-five adults (13 female), aged 33.5 (8.7) years with symptomatic FAI drew their pain on a high resolution male or female body chart 
displayed on a tablet computer. Pain area (expressed as pixels) was extracted using the Navigate Pain software (Aalborg University), which directly 
quantifies pain area, distribution and location. Laterality (uni vs. bilateral), symmetrical presentation of pain, average pain intensity and worse pain 
side were reported. Between group differences were evaluated with Wilcoxon signed rank test and correlations with Spearman rank correlation 
coefficient.
Results: In all 25 FAI patients, pain was reported in the anterior hip region, whereas 7/13 women and 5/12 men also reported pain posteriorly. 
Fifteen individuals displayed bilateral and 12/15 displayed symmetrical pain patterns. Evaluation of the anterior hip and groin region revealed no 
difference in total area of pain between right (6792 ± 1065) and left (6626 ± 1202) sides. However, total pain over the posterior hip was less for the 
left (5171 ± 1044) when compared to the right (8141 ± 1422) side (Z = -2.1, p = 0.036). For those presenting with bilateral pain, there was no 
difference in the total (anterior + posterior) pain area between the most severe and less severe side (Z = -0.471, p = 0.638). Frequency map 
overlays revealed considerable variation in pain location and distribution, however, the groin area in 8/12 men and the anterior hip in 7/13 females 
were the most commonly indicated area of pain. No correlation existed between average pain intensity and total pain area (ρ=.157, p = 0.45) or the 
size of anterior hip/groin area (ρ=.142, p = 0.49). 
Conclusions: This study provides preliminary information regarding a quantifiable method that can be used to assess pain location and distribution 
in symptomatic FAI. In individuals with symptomatic FAI pain distribution was highly variable and no clear relationship existed between pain intensity 
and total pain area. 
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207  Epidemiology of Groin Injury in a Professional Football League

A Mosler*, A Weir1, C Eirale1, P HÓ§lmich, K Crossley2 
1Aspetar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital • 2La Trobe University • 3Copenhagen University Hospital

Introduction: Groin pain is common in football, and a challenging injury to diagnose, manage and prevent. An international multidisciplinary 
agreement meeting in Doha, Qatar, standardized the terminology and definitions for groin pain in athletes. Previous studies have either examined a 
single team, or a selection of teams, but not encompassed an entire professional football league to describe the epidemiology of groin pain in football. 
Our study aimed to investigate the epidemiology and characterize, using the Doha consensus classification system, groin injuries sustained in the 
Qatar Stars league (QSL).
Methods: All first division teams and the top 2 clubs in the second division of the QSL were observed prospectively during the 2013-14 and 2014-15 
seasons. Time loss injuries, plus individual training and match play exposure, were recorded by each club doctor using previously established, 
standardised surveillance methods. Incidence of groin injury per 1000 playing hours was calculated, and descriptive statistics used to determine the 
prevalence and characteristics of groin injuries sustained. Severity was defined as; minimal (1-3 days), mild (4-7 days), moderate (8-28) days) and 
severe (>28 days) and all groin injuries were categorized according to the Doha agreement classification system.
Results: 606 male footballers from 17 clubs were included. A total of 1145 time loss injuries were recorded, and 206 (18%) of these were groin 
injuries sustained by 150 individual players. Incidence of groin injury was 1.00 per 1000 playing hours over these two seasons. Groin injury 
prevalence was 21% of players (IQR 9-31%) per club per season, equivalent to 6 (IQR 3-9) injuries sustained in a club roster of 30 players. Of the 
206 injuries, 15% were minimal, 27% mild, 40% moderate and 18% severe, with a median absence of 10 days/injury (IQR 5-22days). The median 
numbers of days lost due to groin injury for each team was 88days (IQR 44-215days). Adductor-related groin pain was the most common entity 
(68%) followed by iliopsoas (12%) and pubic (9%) related groin pain.
Discussion: Groin injury had a high prevalence and resulted in significant time loss, with more than half the injuries classified as either moderate or 
severe time loss injuries. Adductor-related groin pain was clearly the most common entity, and these findings are consistent with those previously 
determined in football cohorts. Injury prevention programs should therefore focus on preventing adductor-related groin pain in football. Standardised 
classification and injury surveillance systems should be used to determine the efficacy of such programs. 

208  Are Clinical Measures of Hip Range of Motion Correlated with the Degree of Cam Deformity in Semi-elite 
Australian Footballers?

M Murphy*, A Smith1, J Kemp3, J Charlesworth2, K Briffa1 
1School of Physiotherapy, Faculty of Health Sciences, Curtin University, WA • 2Medical Department, Peel Thunder Football Club, Mandurah, WA • 3Australian Centre for 
Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention, VIC

Background: Femoroacetabular Impingement (FAI) is a common source of anterior hip and groin pain in athletes. Specifically cam type FAI has 
been previously shown to correlate with a decrease in hip internal rotation. Given the relationship between decreased hip internal rotation and cam 
deformity we theorised that an increase in the degree of cam deformity would correlate with a decrease in hip joint range of motion.  
Methods: A retrospective cohort study was completed with 18 male semi-elite Australian Football (AF) players. Players were a mean (SD) of 21.5 
(2.5) years old; 185 (6.2) cm tall and 71.9 (4.2) kg in weight. All players were assessed using a hip Flexion Internal Rotation (FIR) Test and a 
modified maximal squat test assessing the difference between maximal squat depth in hip external and internal rotation. These clinical measures 
were then correlated with the hip alpha angle on a 90 degree Dunn View x-ray using Spearman’s rho. Prevalence of cam deformity (classified by 
alpha angle greater than 60 degrees) was also determined. 
Results: The prevalence of cam deformity was 11.1%, with two of the 18 players having bilateral cam deformity, and no players having unilateral 
cam deformity. The correlation between the alpha angle and FIR test was 0.16 (-0.33 to 0.58), and the correlation between the alpha angle and the 
difference in squat depth was -0.38 (-0.72 to 0.11). However, two players had outlying values in terms of alpha angle and after the removal of these 
two observations the correlation between the alpha angle and FIR Test was 0.57 (0.11 to 0.83) and the correlation between the alpha angle and 
squat depth difference was -0.61 (-0.85 to -0.17).  
Discussion: The prevalence of cam deformity in this sample of semi-elite AF players was significantly lower than what has been previously reported 
in other sports. In those 16 players with an alpha angle less than 60 degrees, an increase in the hip alpha angle correlated with an increase in hip 
joint range of motion which is different to previous studies. This difference to previous studies may be due to the low prevalence of players with cam 
deformity in our study so future research is needed in a population with a higher number of athletes with cam deformity before firm conclusions can 
be made. 

209  Measuring Global and Sport-specific Well-being of Australian Para and Olympic Sport Athletes

H Macdougall1*, P O’Halloran1, N Shields1, E Sherry1, A Karg2 

1La Trobe University • 2Deakin University

Introduction: The elite sport environment can both hinder and benefit the well-being of elite athletes, but importantly, needs to be assessed within a 
global and a sport-specific context. The primary aim of this study was to measure global and sport specific well-being of Para and Olympic sport 
athletes. The secondary aim was to psychometrically assess sport-specific well-being measures in these groups. 
Methods: 296 elite athletes (n = 101 Paralympic sport, n= 193 Olympic sport) completed an online survey measuring subjective, psychological, 
physical and social well-being within global and sport-specific contexts. Within the global context, two-way between-groups analysis of variance 
(ANOVAs) were used to test for differences between athletic groups (Para, Olympic, Gender, and nature of impairment). Within the sport-specific 
context, confirmatory factor analyses were conducted and the resultant scales were then used to test for differences between athletic groups using 
two-way between groups ANOVAs. 
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Results: Differences existed between male and female athletes, Para and Olympic sport athletes, and Para sport athletes with acquired and 
congenital impairments for subjective (global and sport), psychological (global and sport), and physical (global) well-being. In the sport-specific 
context, subjective well-being measures were validated successfully. A six-factor psychological well-being measure was validated, but process 
necessitated the removal of a number of low loading items. The adapted social well-being measure did not have coherent loadings.
Discussion: The variation in well-being similarities and differences for elite athletes across global and sport specific contexts highlighted the 
importance of well-being contextualization. Within a sport context, adapted measures of subjective and psychological well-being can be applied 
across other elite athletic populations. However, the development of a social well-being measure within a sport-specific context is needed. 

210  Body Mass Index is Correlated to the Pleasure Experienced During Self-selected Exercise in People with 
Depressive Disorders

R Stanton1*, P Reaburn1, B Happell 
1School of Medical and Applied Sciences, CQUniversity, Rockhampton, Australia • 2Synergy: Nursing and Midwifery Research Centre, ACT Health, Canberra, Australia • 
3Faculty of Health, University of Canberra, Canberra, Australia

Background: Acute exercise at self-selected intensity is shown to improve well-being, vigour, mood and calmness in people with mental illness, 
while reducing arousal depression and weakness. Affective valance (pleasant/unpleasant feelings) during exercise is shown to predict long-term 
exercise adherence in healthy populations and is associated with ratings of perceived exertion following self-selected exercise in people with mental 
illness. Additionally, affective responses to self-selected exercise differ between mental illnesses. In healthy populations, affective responses differ 
between overweight and healthy-weight individuals. Given the prevalence of overweight and obesity in people with mental illness, it is important to 
understand how weight status may impact affective responses to exercise, and subsequent exercise prescription.
Methods: Forty adult (45.1±13.8 years, 33.1±9.6 kg.m-2) inpatient mental health consumers with anxiety disorders (n=14), bipolar disorders 
(n=12) or depressive disorders (n=14) participated in the study. Participants self-reported affective valance using the Hardy and Rejeski Feeling 
Scale immediately prior to, and immediately following, an inpatient group exercise class comprising aerobic and resistance exercise performed at 
self-selected intensity. Correlations between change in affective valance and body mass index were examined using Pearsons r.
Results: Change in affective valance during self-selected exercise was moderately but significantly correlated with body mass index in people with 
depressive disorders (r = -0.608, p = 0.047) but not in people with anxiety disorders (r = 0.302, p = 0.396) or bipolar disorders (r = 0.214, p = 
0.528). 
Discussion: For inpatients with depression undertaking group aerobic and resistance training at self-selected intensity, body mass index is 
negatively correlated with change in affective valance such that those with a greater body mass index, experienced a smaller increase in affective 
valance. This is consistent with previous studies which report overweight participants experience less pleasure during exercise compared to healthy 
weight individuals. Given the prevalence of overweight and obesity in mental health consumers, implementing exercise interventions based on the 
affective response may assist clinicians in individualising exercise prescription for this vulnerable population.

211  The Effect of an Imagery Training Intervention on Self-confidence and Anxiety in Acrobatic Gymnastics

E Marshall1*, A-M Gibson2 

1Maastricht University, Netherlands • 2University of Strathclyde, Scotland

Background: Acrobatics is a discipline within gymnastics which lacks empirical research in relation to psychological skills training. Due to the 
different mixes of gender, age and number of gymnasts working in each partnership, the psychological pressure for acrobats could be higher than 
gymnasts who train and compete on their own. Research conducted in other aesthetic sports have proposed imagery training for elevating self-
confidence and controlling anxiety levels yet there is no evidence on the use of imagery training in acrobatic gymnastics. The aim of this study was to 
examine the effect of an imagery intervention on acrobatic performance, self-confidence and anxiety in acrobatic gymnastics. 
Methods: Twenty-one acrobatic gymnasts (mean age=13.7 years) completed a demographic questionnaire, the Competitive State Anxiety 
Inventory-2 and the Sport Imagery Questionnaire prior to performing their competitive routine for baseline measures. Within their competitive 
partnerships, they were randomly-assigned to the control group (n=8) who continued with their physical training and the imagery training group 
(n=11) who completed 2 imagery scripts a week for 4 weeks. The same measures were taken post intervention.
Results: Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to examine changes in acrobatic performance, levels of self-confidence and anxiety. The imagery 
intervention significantly increased acrobat’s self-confidence compared to the control (F₁ˏ₁₇= 14.18, p= .002), however; imagery did not 
significantly reduce cognitive anxiety (F₁ˏ₁₇= 1.96, p> .05, η²= .10) or somatic anxiety (F₁ˏ₁₇= .92, p> .05, η²= .35). The in-between group 
comparisons revealed no significant changes in acrobatic performance. There was a significant main effect of time in the intervention group for the 
targeted imagery functions- motivational general arousal imagery (F₁ˏ₁₇= 7.16, p= .02, η²= .30) and motivational general-mastery imagery (F₁ˏ₁₇= 
5.16, p= .04, η²= .23).
Discussion: The current study was the first to explore the effects of an imagery training intervention in acrobatic gymnasts which sets a foundation 
for future research. Acrobatic gymnasts should adopt a 4 week imagery training programme in practice and competition in order to enhance their 
self-confidence, but not to reduce anxiety or improve performance scores. Further research is required to identify the effect of an increased duration 
imagery intervention in acrobatic gymnastics which follow a more intense and consistent programme. 

212  What It Is to Flourish? Understanding the Experiences and Perceptions of Flourishing In Retired Elite Athletes

S Knights1*, E Sherry1, M Ruddock-Hudson1 

1La Trobe University Melbourne

Background: Flourishing refers to a state in which an individual experiences feelings of positive emotions towards life and is best described as the 
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presence of mental health. It is a combination of feeling good and functioning effectively socially and psychologically. Furthermore, an individual who 
is classified as flourishing will exhibit symptoms of positive feelings and positive functioning in life. To date, research has predominately focused and 
measured levels of flourishing within societies and nations. However, there has been no research undertaken examining and understanding 
flourishing within sporting literature, in particular, in retired elite athletes, more specifically in Australian Rules football (AFL), Rugby League, or 
A-League Soccer. Due to the unique and relatively short-lived career of an elite athlete, it is important to ensure that retired athletes’ transition into 
their post-athletic career and life after sport experiencing high levels of flourishing with low levels of languishing. Thus, it was important to investigate 
what it means to flourish post-athletic career, the understanding of flourishing, and what factors promote flourishing in life. This research will 
potentially enhance the health, well-being and levels of flourishing in ex-elite athletes and also inform well-being and welfare programs for current, 
transition and retired elite athletes.
Methods: One qualitative phenomenological study was undertaken exploring flourishing in retired AFL, Rugby League and A-league players (n=40) 
recruited through snowball sampling. Participants took part in a 30 to 45 minute semi-structured interview.
Results: Qualitative analyses revealed six key themes these included: (i) the understanding of flourishing; (ii) factors that promoted flourishing; (iii) 
the importance of finding and having a purpose in life; (iv) factors that hindered or limited the ability to flourish; (v) personal struggles post-career; (vi) 
advice to athletes and (vii) the importance of higher education or skillset outside of their career.
Discussion: This research has provided information that may potentially lead to improved knowledge and understanding of flourishing in retired elite 
athletes. Ultimately, this will not only enhance the health, well-being and potential quality of life for retired athletes, but this research has informed 
athlete health and welfare programs, psychological training and education for athletes facing an end-of-career transition as well as vital information to 
develop a specific flourishing model for retired elite athletes. 

213  Group Exercise at Self-selected Exercise Significantly Improves Feeling States in Inpatient Mental Health 
Consumers

R Stanton*, P Reaburn1, B Happell 
1School of Medical and Applied Sciences, CQUniversity, Rockhampton, Australia • 2Synergy: Nursing and Midwifery Research Centre, ACT Health, Canberra, Australia • 
3Faculty of Health, University of Canberra, Canberra, Australia

Background: Exercise delivered in the inpatient mental health setting may offer significant therapeutic benefit. Previous research has shown that 
acute group exercise at a self-selected intensity improves well-being, vigour, mood and calmness in people with mental illness. However, the impact 
of exercise undertaken at self-selected intensity on other feeling states is less well established. Any differences in the feeling state responses 
between consumers with differing diagnoses are important in individualising the delivery of exercise, maximising the potential benefits of exercise, 
and minimising adverse effects in the inpatient setting. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to examine changes in feeling states in 
inpatient mental health consumers diagnosed with anxiety, bipolar or depressive disorders, following participation in a group exercise program 
performed at self-selected intensity.
Methods: Forty adult (45.1±13.8 years, 33.1±9.6 kg.m-2) inpatient mental health consumers with anxiety disorders (n=14), bipolar disorders 
(n=12) or depressive disorders (n=14) completed the Exercise Induced Feeling Inventory prior to, and immediately following, an inpatient group 
exercise class comprising aerobic and resistance exercise performed at self-selected intensity. Within-person, paired sample t tests examined 
pre-post changes in Positive Engagement, Revitalisation, Tranquillity, and Physical Exhaustion.
Results: For the group as a whole, participation in group exercise at self-selected intensity resulted in significant improvements in Positive 
Engagement (t(39) = 4..079, p < 0.001), Revitalisation (t(39) = 2.881, p = 0.006) and Tranquility (t(39) = 5.406, p < 0.001). When categorised by 
diagnosis, consumers with anxiety disorders showed a significant improvement in Tranquility (t(13) = 3.225, p = 0.007), while consumers with 
bipolar disorders showed significant improvement in Positive Engagement (t(11) = 2.538, p = 0.028), Revitalisation (t(11) = 3.125, p = 0.010), and 
Tranquility (t(11) = 4.690, p = 0.001). Consumers with depressive disorders showed a significant improvement in Positive Engagement (t(13) = 
2.511, p = 0.026) only. Neither the group as a whole, nor any diagnostic group, showed an increase in Physical Exhaustion. 
Discussion: This study demonstrates that group exercise which includes aerobic and resistance exercise and is delivered in the impatient mental 
health setting improves feelings of Positive Engagement, Revitalisation, Tranquility, without significantly increasing feelings of Physical Exhaustion. 
These findings support the potential therapeutic role of group exercise delivered in the inpatient mental health setting. Important to consider, however, 
are the condition-specific differences in responses between consumers with anxiety, bipolar, or depressive disorders.

214  PAUL BALSOM INVITED

Abstract not available at time of printing.

215  Description of Kicking Loads in Professional Football - An Analysis of the MLS used to Inform a Data-based 
Kicking Programme

R Whiteley1*, A Johnson2, A Farooq1 
1Aspetar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital, Doha, Qatar • 2Aspire Academy, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: To determine reasonable kicking loads to plan for preparation and rehabilitation, normal match loads of kicking need to be described. 
The volume and intensity of kicking activities are likely related to a soccer player’s physical preparation and injury risk – performing too few or too 
many kicks could leave the player under prepared for the demands of a match, or at risk of an overuse injury, respectively. While the number of kicks 
are relatively easy to document, the intensity of kicking can practically be described either by the distance a kick travels or by the velocity of the ball in 
flight. It is unknown if these measures are correlated in match play. Further, it is not known if the kicking demands vary by playing position.
Methods: Match analysis data for the entire 2012 season of the US Major League Soccer (every player, every minute of play, every kick) was 
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examined using both a distance-based and velocity based approach. Number and types of kicks were described for each playing position using both 
distance and velocity-based approaches.
Results: Distance- and velocity-based approaches were not seen to be equivalent, and a velocity-based approach was seen to be more reflective of 
the true kicking demands of soccer. The number and type of kicks made in each of the categories were seen to vary by playing position for each of 
the slow, medium, and fast categories (≤6m/sec, 6 to 12m/sec, and ≥12 m/sec respectively). The variation in the number of kicking events between 
playing positions, as well as between games are seen to be large. For example, the average for goal keepers, in an average game would be less than 
60 kicks, and more than 120 for midfielders. A suggested return to play program is described based on the mean and variance in the number of 
kicks, informed by these data. These data can then describe preparation for the average demands, as well as peak expected kicking demands during 
soccer. 
Discussion: The volume and intensity of kicking in professional soccer is best described using a velocity based approach, and the kicking workload 
is seen to vary by playing position. It is suggested that these data are used to inform physical preparation for kicking loads.

216  Wellness and Injury Risk in Elite Junior Australian Football Players

T Lathlean*, C Finch2, P Gastin3, S Newstead1 
1Monash University Accident Research Centre, Monash University • 2ACRISP, Federation University • 3Centre for Sports Research, Deakin University

Introduction: Elite junior Australian football (AF) players require the right amount of training to develop their physical resilience for the demands of 
competition, whilst not leading to adverse outcomes such as prolonged fatigue or injury. Player response to training, measured as self-reported 
wellness, can provide further insight into how load may be associated with injury. This study investigated the relationship between wellness variables 
(according to the Hooper Index) and injury occurrence.  
Methods: Elite junior Australian Football players (n = 562) were followed over the 2014 season (24 weeks). The Hooper Index of wellness is an 
example of an easy-to-implement questionnaire that includes key items on sleep, fatigue, soreness, stress and motivation (rated from 1 to 5, with 
higher values indicating improved wellness). Players entered their wellness data three times a week into an online monitoring system. Injury was 
defined as any bodily tissue damage arising from an incident that resulted in a modified training session, missed training session or match. Injury 
severity was measured as the number of days of modified or missed training. A Generalised Estimating Equation (GEE) analysis was used to model 
injury as a binary outcome.  
Results: The injury incidence rate was 42.6 injuries per 1000 hours of exposure. Players had a median injury severity of 7.0 days, with an 
interquartile range of 3.0 to 8.0 days. Players slept on average 8.30 ± 1.06 hours per night across the season. Although motivation (3.47 ± 0.90) 
and sleep quality (3.76 ± 0.75) were rated the lowest, stress (4.23 ± 0.84), fatigue (3.92 ± 0.81) and soreness (3.82 ± 0.87) were rated the 
highest. The mean soreness for non-injured players was 3.82 ± 0.85 and the mean soreness for injured players was 3.66 ± 0.87, whereas the mean 
stress for was 4.39 ± 0.74 and 4.12 ± 0.87, respectively. Each unit increase in the soreness and stress indices (high values indicating better 
wellness) was negatively associated with reduced odds of injury (OR = 0.82, 95% CI 0.74 to 0.92, p = 0.001 and OR = 0.84, 95% CI 0.75 to 0.94, 
p = 0.002).  
Discussion: These results indicate that the monitoring of elite junior AF players, particularly in relation to specific wellness indices, is warranted. 
Assessing how players are responding to their training and match loads can provide extra information of player symptoms that is helpful in reducing 
the risk for injury. 

217  Four Weeks of Progressive Velocity Throwing Training may be Protective Against Injury in Collegiate-level 
Baseball Players

J Freeston1* 
1Discipline of Exercise, Health and Performance, The University of Sydney

Introduction: Progressive velocity throwing training is a commonly utilised, and effective method for improving throwing velocity in overhead 
throwing athletes. Given the positive association repeatedly shown between throwing volume and injury however, it may also pose a significant injury 
risk to athletes. This study aims to determine the effect of throwing training on performance and markers of injury risk in a group of baseball players.  
Methods: Ten collegiate-level baseball players (22.4 ± 2.1 yrs, 1.77 ± 0.08 m and 78.4 ± 6.2 kg), performed two throwing training sessions per 
week for four weeks. Each training session consisted of a general warm up followed by 60 throws in total; 10 throws were performed at each of six 
different velocities corresponding to 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100% of the individual’s maximal throwing velocity. Participants were assessed for 
maximal throwing velocity (km/h); throwing accuracy (cm), shoulder internal and external rotation strength (kg) and arm soreness (likert scale 0-10) 
before and after the training program.  
Results: Maximal throwing velocity (109.2±2.3 vs 112.7±1.8 km/h, p < 0.05), shoulder internal (23.1±1.6 vs 27.7±1.3 kg, p < 0.05) and external 
rotation strength (15.4±0.6 vs 17.5±0.7 kg, p < 0.05) were significantly increased following training. Arm soreness was significantly reduced 
following training (5.1±0.8 vs 3.3±0.8, p < 0.05). Throwing accuracy remained unchanged.  
Discussion: The acute:chronic workload ratio potentially explains these findings. At program onset, the acute:chronic workload ratio was high, and 
was accompanied by lower shoulder strength and higher arm pain values. Following four weeks of throwing training, the acute:chronic workload ratio 
was reduced, and was accompanied by increased shoulder strength and reduced arm pain. While much of the scientific literature advocates for 
conservative restrictions on the number of throws made by baseball players, this data suggests that regular throwing may actually be protective 
against subsequent injury, potentially mediated through increases in shoulder strength. This is preliminary evidence that the acute:chronic workload 
ratio model of injury may provide greater sensitivity of injury risk than the more conservative ‘pitching restriction’ model currently used throughout the 
baseball world and is stimulus for future investigations into the potential benefits associated with chronic throwing load. 
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218  The Association Between Running Exposure and the Risk of Hamstring Strain Injury in Elite Australian 
Footballers

J Ruddy1*, R Timmins1, C Pollard1, D Opar1 
1Australian Catholic University

Background: Hamstring strain injuries (HSIs) are the most common injury in elite Australian football. A number of modifiable risk factors have been 
previously examined, however despite thorough scientific investigation, the incidence and recurrence of HSIs has not declined. Running, specifically 
high-speed running, is the most common mechanism of HSI in Australian football, and has been closely linked to the aetiology of HSI. Therefore, the 
purpose of the current study was to investigate the association between running exposure derived from global positioning systems (GPS), and future 
HSI risk in elite Australian footballers. 
Methods: Two-hundred and twenty elite male Australian footballers provided GPS data (OptimEye S5, Catapult Sports, Melbourne, Australia) from 
every training session and match for an eight month period. Injury history, demographic data and prospective HSI reports, including magnetic 
resonance imaging confirmation, were also collected. Univariate relative risk (RR) of subsequent HSI was determined for 36 running exposure 
variables. Variables which resulted in significant increases in RR of subsequent HSI were entered into logistic regression models, and the probability 
of subsequent HSI was estimated. 
Results: Twenty-eight HSIs occurred. Distance covered in the previous week above 20km/h (≥2461m, RR=2.6, p=0.018), and above 24km/h 
(≥594m, RR=3.1, p=0.005) and week-to-week change in distance above 10km/h (≥2865m, RR=2.4, p=0.034), above 20km/h (≥514m, 
RR=2.4, p=0.034) and above 24km/h (≥140m, RR=4.3, p=0.001) significantly increased risk of subsequent HSI. The number of efforts performed 
in the previous week above 10km/h (≥587, RR=3.1, p=0.005), above 20km/h (≥114, RR=3.8, p=0.018) and above 24km/h (≥31, RR=3.8, 
p=0.018) and week-to-week change in the number of efforts performed above 10km/h (≥125, RR=3.5, p=0.001), above 20km/h (≥26, RR=3.5, 
p=0.001), and above 24km/h (≥8, RR=3.5, p=0.001) significantly increased risk of subsequent HSI. Logistic regression identified the largest 
increase in the probability of sustaining a HSI in the following week based on running exposure variables was never greater than 5%.  
Discussion: Elite Australian footballers were at an elevated risk of HSI in the seven days following greater weekly running exposure. In addition, 
greater week-to-week changes in running exposure also increased the risk of future HSI. Whilst the aetiology of, and risk factors for HSI still require 
ongoing investigation, markers of running exposure appear to contribute to the likelihood of subsequent HSI in elite Australian footballers, and should 
be closely monitored using GPS technology.

219  Acute:chronic Workload Ratio and Injury Risk in Australian Football: A Comparison of Time Windows and 
Workload Variables

D Carey1*, P Blanch, K Leong-Ong4, K Crossley1, J Crow, M Morris1 
1La Trobe Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University • 2Essendon Football Club • 3School of Allied Health Sciences, Griffith University • 4SAS 
Analytics Innovation Lab, La Trobe University

Background: Training load monitoring for injury prevention is a common practice in professional team sport. Studies have highlighted the 
importance of tracking the relative amounts of short term (acute) and long term (chronic) training load through the acute:chronic workload ratio. The 
influence of varying the acute and chronic time periods on the ability of the workload ratio to explain injury risk has not been investigated. This study 
aimed to identify which combination of workload variable, acute and chronic time window best explained injury likelihood in Australian football. 
Methods: Athletes (N = 53) were recruited from a professional Australian football club and monitored over 2 seasons. Workload ratios were 
calculated for each player on all training and match days. Global positioning system devices and accelerometers were used to collect external 
workloads, and ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) quantified internal loads. Acute time windows were varied between 2-9 days and chronic between 
2-5 weeks (336 different combinations). Non-contact injury likelihood was modelled against workload ratio using a quadratic relationship. Percentage 
variance explained (R2) was used to evaluate how well each combination of parameters fit injury likelihood. 
Results: Injury likelihood was considerably higher in matches than training sessions for all workload ratios. The ratio of moderate speed running load 
(18-24 kmh-1) using a 3-day acute and 21-day chronic time windows gave the best overall fit to the injury likelihood observed in: matches 
(R2=0.79), matches and the following 2 days (R2=0.76), and matches and the following 5 days (R2=0.82). A 6-day acute time window resulted in 
similar model performance. Other choices of acute window lead to poorer fits. The shape of risk profiles suggested injury likelihood was minimised for 
workload ratios in the range 0.8-1.0, and increased when athletes deviated from this region. 
Discussion: Acute:chronic workload ratios, calculated on a daily basis were able to explain the variation in match injury likelihood. Model fit results 
(R2=0.76-0.82) compared favourably to previous studies using 1-week and 4-week acute and chronic loads (R2=0.53). External load variables, 
particularly moderate speed running, provided better model fits than internal loads measured using session RPE, suggesting they may be more suited 
to the study population. The strength of relationship between athlete workload ratio and match injury likelihood was strongly moderated by the choice 
of acute time window, with 3 and 6-days giving the best results. This may be reflective of the particular schedule of training and competition in 
Australian football.

220  Predicting Illness and Injury Risk in Elite Female Water Polo: Is there an Optimal Way to Calculate Acute-
chronic Workload Ratio?

O Cant1*, J Tran12, M Menaspa, M Drew2, P Gastin1 
1Centre for Sport Research, Deakin University • 2Physical Therapies, Australian Institute of Sport • 3Water Polo Australia • 4Geelong Cats Football Club

Introduction: Conceptually, acute load represents transient fatigue induced by training, typically calculated as the sum of loads for the current week. 
Chronic load represents fitness adaptations and is often calculated as the average weekly load from the preceding 4 weeks. No studies have 
examined whether these time decays are optimal for predicting injury and illness risks. The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of 3 
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different workload ratio calculations for predicting illness and injury risk in elite female water polo players.
Methods: Twenty-three athletes self-reported daily information on session-RPE loads, illness symptoms, and injury throughout the 2013/2014 
(model training set) and 2014/2015 seasons (model testing set). Three different workload ratios were calculated: WR1 = 7:28 days; WR2 = 15:50 
days; WR3 = 5:60 days. Mixed logistic regression models were created to estimate the probability of illness and injury occurring within three different 
time frames: (i) on the same day as a given workload ratio, (ii) on the same day or 1 day after a given workload ratio, and (iii) on the same day or 
within 2 days after a given workload ratio. 
Results: For the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 seasons, injury incidence was 16.3 and 13.2 injuries per 1000 exposure hours, and illness symptoms 
were reported on 118 and 124 occasions, respectively. Workload ratios that performed well for sensitivity (true positive rate) also performed poorly for 
specificity (true negative rate), and vice versa. Specificity was generally highest when injury predictions were made for the same day as a given 
workload ratio (68.8–75.8%). Sensitivity was generally highest when injury predictions were made over a longer time frame (occurring on the same 
day, or the day after, or 2 days after a given workload ratio; 61.0–73.0%). When predicting illness events, specificity ranged from 57.3–71.3%. Most 
models were poor for detecting true positives (sensitivity: 38.5–61.7%). 
Discussion: None of the workload ratios tested were able to predict injury or illness risk with both high specificity and high sensitivity. Injury 
prediction accuracy improved over longer time frames, agreeing with previous observations of delayed effects of load on injury risk. Practitioners 
should consider which aspect of model performance is most important in their setting: correct detection of true positive or true negatives. Illness risk 
estimates were unreliable using workload ratio data alone. While changes in load may contribute to illness susceptibility, other factors may be more 
influential (e.g., seasonal factors).

221 Hand Injuries in Sport – Symposium

J. Harvey1,2, J. Roeberts3, B. Cunningham4 
1 OrthoSport Victoria • 2 Dandenong Hospital • 3 Victoria House • 4 Olympic Park Sports Medicine

This symposium is designed to present up-to-date information concerning sporting injuries to the wrist and hand.
The injuries will be presented from the view point of the Hand Surgeon, the MSK radiologist and the Hand therapist.
This symposium will provide up-to-date information concerning injuries, the urgency of these injuries and the ideal method for assessment and 
management.
There will be ample time for an interactive discussion with the presenters concerning issues that are relevant to individuals of all areas of training.

222  WOMEN IN SPORT SYMPOSIUM (DEAKIN)

The theme of the Seminar is ‘Aligning industry needs with research priorities: What is the current environment?’ The panel draws on expertise from 
industry and research to present and workshop this theme. The intention is that the symposium gives the audience an understanding of where to 
priorities research and suggestions to facilitate collaboration with industry. 
Panel members will address in their view, what is the current state of Women in Sport, followed by the role of research in their domain. The panel 
members are as follows:
Bill Tait – Head Coach, Rowing at the Victorian Institute of Sport since 2009. During this time Bill coached the Women’s Pair and Four in 2010 and 
2011, who collectively won two silvers and a bronze medal at World Championships. In 2012 he coached the Women’s Pair which won Silver at the 
London Olympics.
Mel Jones – A former Australian Cricketer and now TV cricket commentator, athlete manager, Bowls Australia Director and holds many other roles 
within the sports industry including proud member of the oldest women’s cricket club in the world and Dargo Walnut Festival Egg Toss Champion. Mel 
is passionate about grassroots sport and how we can continue to develop the best sporting landscape for female athletes, coaches, journalists, 
administrators to reach their sporting heights.
Andrew O’Loughlin – Having 20 years’ experience in the sporting industry, working for government, national sports bodies, major event 
organisations, and agencies, Andrew is now Managing Director Limelight Sports, leading a team to create a more active world. Limelight have been 
creating active event experiences for over 25 years, with offices in Melbourne, Sydney, London and Dubai. Andrew is a big believer in the power of 
participation sport. He regularly shares his thoughts, ideas and insights to inspire a more active world at www.activeworld.online and on twitter at 
Limelight_AOL.
Assoc. Prof Rochelle Eime – Federation University and ISEAL, VU. Associate Professor Rochelle Eime is a Behavioural Epidemiologist with 15 
years-experience in industry-based sport and recreation research. Rochelle is the Director of the Sport and Recreation Spatial program of research 
which is all about investigating sport and recreation participation and facilities, and associated health outcomes, to support evidence-based decision 
making.

223  The effect of rotator cuff retear on early overhead shoulder function: A study in 1,600 consecutive rotator cuff 
repairs.

H Robinson1*, P Lam PhD1, J Walton1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, University of New South Wales, Sydney

Introduction: Rotator cuff tears are often surgically repaired, generally with good results. However, repairs not infrequently re-tear and/or fail to 
heal, often still with good results. It remains unclear how important repair integrity is with respect to early functional outcomes following rotator cuff 
repair. Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine the impact of a re-tear on overhead activities in a large cohort of patients following rotator 
cuff repair.
Methods: This was a retrospective cohort study using prospectively collected data from 1,600 consecutive rotator cuff repairs. Outcomes were 
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based on patient responses to the L’Insalata Shoulder Questionnaire and findings on examination. Repair integrity was determined at the six-month 
follow-up visit ultrasound. 
Results: The mean age of the 1,600 subjects was 58 years, with 885 males and 715 females. Post-operative ultrasound found 13% (211/1,600) of 
repairs had retorn. Significant improvements were seen irrespective of rotator cuff integrity in pain levels with overhead activity (p<0.0001), range of 
motion in forward flexion (p<0.001) and abduction (p<0.01). Patients with intact repairs had 9.5 Newtons greater supraspinatus strength 
(p<0.0001) and 6.9 Newtons greater external rotation strength (p<0.01) than those with a re-tear. 
Discussion: To our knowledge, this is the largest study to evaluate the effect of rotator cuff repair integrity on shoulder function. Patients who had 
an arthroscopic rotator cuff repair reported significant improvements in overhead pain levels irrespective of whether the repair was intact or not at six 
months. Repair integrity influenced supraspinatus and external rotation power, where patients with intact repairs were stronger than those with a 
re-tear.

224  Does Stiffness Impair or Enhance Healing Post Rotator Cuff Repair? A Study in 1533 Consecutive Arthroscopic 
Rotator Cuff Repairs.

W McNamara, P Lam, G Murrell

Introduction: Re-tear and stiffness are not uncommon outcomes of rotator cuff repair. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship 
between rotator cuff repair healing and shoulder stiffness. 
Methods: 1533 consecutive patients who had an arthroscopic rotator cuff repair by a single surgeon ranked their shoulder stiffness using a Likert 
scale and examiners ranked passive range of motion preoperatively, 1 week, 6 weeks, 12 weeks and 6 months postoperatively. Repair integrity was 
determined by ultrasound at 6 months.  
Results: After rotator cuff repair there was an overall 17% loss of patient ranked and examiner ranked shoulder motion at 6 weeks compared to 
preoperative measurements, a partial recovery at 12 weeks and a full recovery at 24 weeks. Shoulders that were stiff before surgery were more likely 
to be stiff at 6, 12, and, to a lesser extent, 24 weeks after surgery (r = 0.10 – 0.31; p < 0.0001). A stiffer shoulder pre-operatively and at 6 and 12 
weeks (but not 24 weeks) post surgery correlated with better rotator cuff integrity at 6 months post surgery (r = 0.11 – 0.18; p < 0.001). The re-tear 
rate of patients with less than 20o external rotation 6 weeks post surgery was 7% while the re-tear rate of those patients with more than 20o 
external rotation at 6 weeks was 15% (p<0.001).  
Discussion: Patients with preoperative stiffness and those who developed stiffness after surgery were more likely to heal their rotator cuff repairs. 
This is a level III Retrospective cohort study.

225  The Effect of Operative Time on Rotator Cuff Re-tear in 1600 Patients

A Elkins*, P Lam1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute • 2The University of New South Wales

Introduction: The most common complication following rotator cuff repair is re-tear. Reported re-tear rates range from 13 to 94%. Preliminary data 
from our institution suggested a lower re-tear rate with shorter operative times. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between 
operative time and rotator cuff re-tear at 6 months post-operatively in a systematic manner. The hypothesis was that patients who underwent rotator 
cuff repair with shorter operative times would be less likely to have a rotator cuff re-tear at 6 months post-operatively.  
Methods: Prospectively collected data from 1600 consecutive patients was retrospectively analysed. Patients were included if they had a rotator cuff 
repair performed by a single surgeon utilising an arthroscopic inverted mattress technique, and had attended a 6 month follow up appointment where 
a comprehensive physical examination and ultrasound were performed to determine repair integrity. Patients were excluded from the study if they had 
an incomplete repair, repair with a polytetrafluoroethylene patch, revision repair, concurrent surgery or an irreparable tear.  
Results: The overall re-tear rate following arthroscopic rotator cuff repair was 13%, and the mean operative time for the cohort was 22 minutes 
(range: 4-110mins). Operative time was positively correlated with re-tear (r=0.18, p<0.001). For partial thickness tears, the correlation co-efficient 
between operative time and re-tear was 0.12 (p=0.002). For large tears (>4cm2), the correlation coefficient between operative time and re-tear was 
0.13 (p=0.018). A moving average analysis was performed to evaluate the surgeon’s learning curve. For early cases, the average operative time was 
approximately 35 minutes. After approximately 450 cases, operative time plateaued at approximately 20 minutes. Multiple logistic regression analysis 
revealed that the variables with the most independent effect on re-tear were tear area (Wald statistic 36, p<0.001), case number (28, p<0.001), 
patient age (23, p<0.001), tear thickness (13, p<0.001) and surgeon-rated repair quality (8, p=0.004) 
Conclusions: Shorter operative time was correlated with a lower rotator cuff re-tear rate at 6 months post-operatively, particularly for patients with 
large full-thickness rotator cuff tears and partial thickness tears. Operative time was also observed to decrease with increasing surgeon experience. 
However, the hypothesis of this study was not supported. Operative time was not a significant independent factor affecting rotator cuff re-tear. Rather, 
increasing experience of the surgeon and of the management team was a significant, independent factor protective against rotator cuff re-tear. 

226  The Relationship Between Intraoperative Tear Dimensions and Post-operative Pain in 1600 Consecutive 
Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repairs

D Y T Yeo12, J R Walton1, P H Lam1, G Murrell1* 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, Kogarah • 2Sydney Orthopaedic Research Institute, Chatswood

Introduction: Rotator cuff repairs often result in significant pain post-operatively, the cause of which is undetermined. We hypothesized that larger 
tears will be more painful due to elevated repair tension at 1 week post-operatively, but that smaller tears will be more painful due to a greater healing 
response especially from 6 weeks post-operatively. The aim of this study was evaluate the relationship between rotator cuff tear area and post-
operative pain in patients who had undergone arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. 
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Methods: 1624 patients who underwent arthroscopic rotator cuff repair by the senior author were included in this study. Exclusion criteria were 
moderate to severe osteoarthritis, isolated subscapularis repairs, calcific tendonitis, synthetic patch repairs, revision surgery and re-tear on 
ultrasound 6 months after surgery. A modified L’Insalata questionnaire was given before surgery, and at 1 week, 6 weeks, 12 weeks and 6 months 
after surgery. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient tests were performed between rotator cuff tear area and pain scores.  
Results: Tear area did not correlate with pain scores pre-operatively or at one week after surgery. Larger tears did not have more pain at 1 week 
after surgery. However, a smaller tear area was associated with more frequent and severe pain with overhead activities, at rest, and at night, as well 
as poorer perceived overall shoulder condition at 6, 12 and 24 weeks after repair (r = 0.13-0.23; p < 0.0001). Patients who were younger, had 
partial thickness tears and occupational injuries also experienced more pain post-operatively (r = 0.06-0.29; p < 0.0001).  
Discussion: Smaller tears re-tore at about one-sixth the rate of larger tears, but were more painful than large tears postoperatively from six weeks 
to six months after surgery. The data is consistent with the hypothesis that smaller tears may heal more vigorously with more pain and stiffness.

227  An Exploration of the Relationship Between Age and Rotator cuff retear – A Study in 1600 Rotator Cuff Repairs

G Diebold1*, J Walton1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, St George Hospital Campus, UNSW 

Background: Rotator cuff tears are the most common cause of shoulder pain and dysfunction and are often surgically repaired; however retear is 
the most common complication, with recent studies suggesting that the retear rate varies between 11% and 31%. Advanced patient age has been 
associated with higher rates of retear, however the exact relationship between age and the chance of rotator cuff retear has not been clearly defined. 
Therefore the aim of this study was to establish the relationship between patient age and the chance of healing post-rotator cuff repair. 
Methods: This was a retrospective cohort study of prospectively collected data of patients who had undergone arthroscopic rotator cuff repair 
surgery by a single surgeon. All patients had an ultrasound performed by a musculoskeletal sonographer 6 months after rotator cuff repair to assess 
the repair integrity. 
Results: The ages of the cohort of 1600 patients were normally distributed, with a mean age of 59 ± 0.3 (years ± SEM) and a range of 15-91 
years. The ages of the 212 (13%) patients who had a retear at 6 months were also normally distributed, with a mean age of 65 ± 0.8 years and a 
range of 15-88 years. The retear rate in patients <50 years was 5%. This increased to 10% in patients aged 50-59 years; 15% in patients aged 
60-69 years; 25% in patients aged 70-79 years and 34% in patients aged >80 years. Multiple logistic regression analysis showed that patient age 
was an independent factor strongly associated with retear.  
Discussion: The rate of rotator cuff retear is stable and low in patients below 50 years of age. In patients aged 50-69 years the relationship 
between patient age and rotator cuff retear is linear with an increase of 5% in each decade. Over 70 years the retear rate increases exponentially.

228  Use of a Novel Hybrid Suture Technique for Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repair: A Biomechanical Study

W McNamara1*, P Lam1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, St George Hospital Campus, UNSW 

Introduction: Currently, arthroscopic rotator cuff repair is performed using either a single row or double row suture-anchor configuration. Both of 
these techniques have demonstrated advantages in biomechanical pull out strength (double row), and postoperative clinical outcomes and decreased 
operative time (single row). However, there are disadvantages of each technique that could be reduced when combined with the advantages of the 
other technique. In particular, re-tear of rotator cuff repair is common in both cases with the primary mode of failure due to the suture cutting through 
the tendon. 
Methods: The aim of this study was to design two novel hybrid suture techniques that incorporated both double- and single-row concepts and to 
determine the biomechanical pull-to-failure strength compared to a single-row inverted mattress suture on in vivo sheep models. We hypothesised 
that the novel hybrid techniques would have superior biomechanical properties at the tendon-suture interface, as is seen in double-row techniques, 
and that it would be fast with minimal hardware, as seen in a single-row repair. The study consisted of three groups of 12 in vivo sheep shoulders. 
Group 1 used an inverted mattress stitch with tension-band configuration using 2 knotless suture anchors (1 suture per anchor) and acted as the 
control. Group 2 (“Double time”) and 3 (“Reverse double time”) were different versions of a hybrid between a transosseus equivalent repair and a 
single row inverted mattress suture technique. Groups 2 and 3 used the same number of sutures and anchors as group 1.
Results: Failure occurred at the tendon-suture interface in all specimens in all groups (100%). Biomechanical analysis showed group 2 had a mean 
ultimate failure load (252 ± 38N; p < 0.02), stiffness (20 ± 3N/mm; p < 0.01), and total energy to failure (3.6 ± 0.5Nm; p < 0.03) that was almost 
twice that of group 1 (135 ± 20N; 9 ± 1N/mm; 2 ± 0.3Nm). Similarly, group 3 had a mean stiffness (14 ± 2N/mm; p < 0.02) and total energy to 
failure (3.7 ± 0.6Nm; p < 0.03) that was significantly higher than group 1. There were no significant differences between all groups in mean peak 
energy to failure (p > 0.05).  
Discussion: The use of two novel hybrid suture techniques improved the biomechanical pull-to-failure strength of rotator cuff repairs. Further in vivo 
research in humans is necessary for determining clinical efficacy, however, these initial findings suggest there is much potential for an optimised 
hybrid technique that incorporates concepts from current single- and double-row repairs so that repairs have strong pull-out strength, are fast. 
Further studies are necessary to evaluate postoperative outcomes of the technique. 

229  Outcomes Of Ultrasound Guided Removal Of Calcific Tendinitis

M Ling1*, L Briggs1, P Lam1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, University of New South Wales, Kogarah, Sydney

Background: Visualisation of calcific deposits in the shoulder during arthroscopic debridement of calcific tendinitis is often difficult given that these 
deposits lie within the rotator cuff tendons. Previous studies have shown ultrasound-guided arthroscopy to be an effective surgical method in the 
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debridement of calcific tendinitis, however data regarding reported patient outcomes is limited. The aim of this study was to determine the 
effectiveness of ultrasound-guided arthroscopic debridement of calcific tendinitis in improving patient outcomes using a surgical technique to mark 
calcific deposits with a breast localisation wire under ultrasound.  
Methods: This study retrospectively evaluated patients who had undergone a primary ultrasound-guided arthroscopic debridement of calcific 
tendonitis by a single surgeon and had attended short- (1 week, 6 weeks, 12, weeks, 6 months) and medium-term (≥ 2 yr) follow-up appointments. 
All patients completed a modified L’Insalata Questionnaire at follow-up with further clinical examination, ultrasound and x-ray conducted at 2-year 
follow-ups. 
Results: At a mean follow-up of 3.7 years postoperatively (range 2 - 7.5 years), 25/35 patients reported a significant decrease in shoulder pain 
levels during activities from ‘severe’ to ‘mild’ (p = <0.0001). Frequency of pain similarly reduced with patients only experiencing such pain between 
‘monthly’ and ‘weekly’ as opposed to ‘always’ preoperatively (p = 0.001). At 2-year follow-up, 16 out of the 20 patients with x-ray and ultrasound 
imaging were found to have no residual deposits. Of the residual deposits found, one was small (<0.5mm), two were medium (0.5-1.5mm) and one 
was large (>1.5mm). 
Discussion: This study demonstrated that following ultrasound-guided arthroscopic debridement of calcific tendinitis, significant short-term relief of 
pain frequency and severity was achieved and maintained to 3.7 years following the operation.

230  Preventing Brachial Plexus Injury During Shoulder Arthroplasty: A Real Time Cadaveric Study

A Kam1*, P Lam1, P Haen1, M Tan1, A Shamsudin1, G Murrell1 
1Sports Medicine and Shoulder Service, St George Hospital Campus, UNSW

Background: The brachial plexus is the most common site of nerve injury following shoulder arthroplasty. Positions and manoeuvres that endanger 
the plexus are poorly understood. This study aimed to identify arm positions and/or surgical manoeuvres during shoulder arthroplasty that place the 
plexus at risk of injury. 
Methods: Load cells (HFG110, Transducer Techniques) were connected with the lateral, medial and posterior cords of the brachial plexus in six 
cadaveric upper limbs. Each shoulder was placed in the beach-chair position and the arm moved through a number of ranges of motion while tension 
in each cord was recorded. Each shoulder then underwent hemi, then reverse shoulder arthroplasty while cord tensions were recorded in real time. In 
two specimens, an assistant supported the upper limb from under the elbow throughout both operations. In the remaining specimens, the assistant 
held only the forearm to maintain positions required to complete the operation. The cords were harvested and tested to failure in a materials testing 
system (Instron 8874). Load deformation curves generated were used to correlate tension to strain (previous in vivo animal studies have determined 
10% strain as the threshold for nerve dysfunction). 
Results: Tensions exceeding 15N, 11N and 9N in the lateral, medial and posterior brachial plexus cords respectively produced strains of 10%. These 
thresholds were not exceeded during shoulder flexion, extension, internal or external rotation. Shoulder abduction >70°, shoulder abduction ≥70° 
with external rotation and the combination of external rotation >60° with extension >50° all increased tension in the medial cord above the threshold 
for neuropathy. During hemi- and reverse arthroplasty, cord strains increased over baseline during humeral head presentation, glenoid exposure, 
humeral shaft preparation/impaction and glenohumeral joint reduction (p<0.01). Elbow support reduced cord strains; no specimen with elbow 
support experienced strains above threshold. Without elbow support, cord strains not infrequently exceeded nerve dysfunction thresholds.  
Discussion: Intraoperative nerve monitoring studies have identified shoulder movements incorporating several anatomical planes to be associated 
with nerve dysfunction e.g. abduction, external rotation and extension. The exact ranges of motion that place the brachial plexus ‘at risk’ however, 
have not been clearly determined. Our data suggest that to minimise brachial plexus injury risk during shoulder surgery, a 70:60:50 rule should be 
followed: avoid shoulder abduction >70° particularly with external rotation, and avoid the combination of external rotation >60° with extension >50°. 
During shoulder arthroplasty, always support the elbow during manoeuvres that push the humeral head down or laterally.

231  Relationship Between Ankle Pain/Osteoarthritis and Patient Reported Outcomes and Quality of Life: Results of 
an Online Survey

M Al Mahrouqi1*, M Smith1, D MacDonald1, B Vicenzino1 
1The University of Queensland

Introduction: Ankle osteoarthritis (OA) affects approximately 70 million people worldwide. Although OA is generally considered a common cause of 
pain, impairment and disability in adult populations, limited information is available regarding the relation between ankle OA and patient reported 
ankle stability, pain, stiffness, quality of life (QoL), and ankle-specific function.
Methods: Adult participants with and without a history of ankle pain and/or stiffness were invited to complete an online survey which included the 
Ankle Osteoarthritis Scale (AOS), Foot and Ankle Ability Measure for Activities of Daily Living (FAAM-ADL) and Sport (FAAM-Sport), International 
Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), a quality of life scale (AQOL6D), and questions regarding demographics, general health and history of injury. 
Data are presented as mean (standard deviation (SD)). Group means were compared using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; alpha 0.05). 
Results: A total of 299 individuals completed the survey (age 38.3 (+/-13.8) years, height 168.6 (+/-22.2) cm, weight 78.7 (+/-22.9) kg). 
Participants were categorised into 4 subgroups based on their history of ankle pain and injury: 1) radiographic/health practitioner diagnosis of ankle 
OA (OA: n=49), 2) ankle pain/stiffness but no OA diagnosis (PS: n=118), 3) past ankle pain/stiffness (PPS: =34), and 4) healthy controls with no 
history of ankle injury (HC: n=98). The OA group was older (p<0.01) and mean FAAM-ADL and FAAM-Sport scores were lower than all other 
groups (p<0.01). The OA group reported higher AOS pain and disability than the other groups (p<0.01). In terms of physical activity, the PS group 
did not differ significantly from either the OA (p=0.43) or PPS (p=0.35) groups. AQoL-6D scores were similar between the OA and PS groups 
(p=0.81). However, the OA and PS groups had lower AQoL-6D scores than PPS and HC groups (p<0.01).
Discussion: People with ankle OA experience higher reported levels of disability, and reduced QoL and activity compared to healthy controls. This 
could be related to increased pain reported by the ankle OA group, or other factors such as fear of symptom exacerbation or associated physical 
impairments. Interestingly, pain, disability and QoL were similar in people with ankle OA and those who experience ankle pain/stiffness. Individuals in 
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the ankle pain/stiffness group may have undiagnosed changes consistent with OA that could account for similar self-report outcomes. People with 
past pain/stiffness differed from ankle OA and pain/stiffness groups (except for physical activity) suggesting that the past experience of pain/stiffness 
dose not influence current self-report outcomes.

232  Blood Flow Restriction-induced Analgesia in Patients with Anterior Knee Pain

V Korakakis1*, R Whiteley1, K Epameinontidis1 
1Aspetar, Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital, Doha, Qatar,,

Background: Mounting evidence supports that blood flow restriction (BFR) combined with low-load exercise training can induce muscle 
morphological changes, enhance strengthening responses, and attenuate muscle atrophy after immobilization. Exercise is seen to be an effective 
intervention for anterior knee pain (AKP) however pain can be a significant barrier to its application. Anecdotally we noticed reduction in AKP after 
application of BFR. To our knowledge this effect has not been examined formally. The objective of this study was to evaluate if a single acute 
BFR-exercise bout would induce significant pain reduction in patients with AKP. 
Methods: This single-blinded study assessed the effect on pain of a BFR-exercise bout, immediately after application, and after a single 
physiotherapy session (45 minutes) aiming motor control and muscle strength exercises in AKP patients. BFR pressure used was set up to 80% of 
complete blood flow occlusion as indicated by color Doppler. The protocol used included four sets of low-load open kinetic chain knee extensions and 
parameters were individualized regarding resistance (max 5kg) according to tolerance. Outcome measures were pain (0-10) during bilateral and 
single-leg squat (two conditions), and step-down test. To estimate the patient rating of clinical effectiveness, previously described thresholds for pain 
change were used, with appropriate adjustments for baseline pain levels. Data were analysed using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
The level of significance after Bonferroni adjustment was set at 0.017.
Results: 25 patients participated. Significant effects were found with greater pain relief immediate after BFR in two different conditions of bilateral 
leg squat, single-leg squat, and step-down test (p<0.017). Time analysis revealed that pain reduction, although decreased in mean difference, was 
sustained after the physiotherapy session post-BFR application (p <0.017). The reduction in pain effect size was found to be clinically significant in 
both post-BFR assessments.
Discussion: A single BFR-exercise bout immediately reduced AKP with the effect sustained for at least 45 minutes. Further studies are needed to 
assess the optimum parameters of BFR-exercise bout and to evaluate the long-term effect not only in pain reduction, but in the clinical improvement 
of symptoms with physiotherapy. Interestingly, we found no non-responders to BFR-exercise bout in any case of symptoms duration and severity of 
pain. The most important clinical implication is that BFR-exercise bout can be used to reduce pain and provide a window of opportunity for clinicians 
to work with AKP patients in terms of motor control and muscle strengthening. 

233  Quadriceps Strengthening With and Without Blood-Flow Restriction in the Treatment of  
Patellofemoral Pain - A Double Blind Randomised Trial

L Giles1*, K Webster1, J McClelland1, J Cook1 
1School of Allied Health, La Trobe University

Introduction: Quadriceps strengthening is effective in improving patellofemoral pain (PFP) symptoms but requires heavy resistance that can 
increase knee pain. Blood-flow restriction (BFR) involves placing a pneumatic cuff proximal to the muscle to limit blood flow during exercise, and can 
increase muscle strength at lower loads than traditional strengthening programs. BFR may be a low-load alternative to increase quadriceps strength 
in people with PFP. 
Methods: Seventy-nine participants were randomly allocated to either quadriceps strengthening (QS) or blood flow restriction (BFR) training. Both 
groups performed 8 weeks of leg press and leg extension: the QS group at 70% 1 repetition maximum and the BFR group at 30%. The QS group 
wore an elastic cuff to act as placebo BFR. Interventions were compared using repeated measures ANOVA for all primary outcomes: Worst pain 
(visual analogue scale), pain with daily activity (VAS for sitting, squatting, and stair descent), Kujala score, and isometric knee extensor torque (Nm). 
All outcomes were recorded at baseline, 8 weeks and 6 months, except for knee extensor torque (baseline and 8 weeks). Repeated measures 
ANOVA was also performed for knee extensor torque and worst pain in the past week for a subgroup of PFP with painful resisted knee extension at 
60 .̊ Intention to treat analysis was performed with baseline score carried forward. 
Results: Sixty-nine participants completed the study (BFR N=35, QS N=34) and all 69 also completed follow up questionnaires at 6 months. Over 
8 weeks, each group improved significantly in all primary outcomes. The BFR group had a 93% greater reduction in pain with daily activity (p =0.02) 
than the QS group, and a 49% greater increase in knee extensor torque (p =0.07). No difference was found for worst pain (p =0.24) or Kujala score 
(p =0.31). Participants with painful resisted knee extension had greater increases in knee extensor torque with BFR than QS (p <0.01), and no 
significant difference in worst pain (p = 0.27). No difference was found between interventions for any outcome at 6 months. 
Discussion: Low-load quadriceps strengthening with BFR reduced pain during daily activities at 8 weeks, and may improve quadriceps strength 
more than standard QS in people with PFP. BFR may be a preferred treatment for people with pain on resisted knee extension.

234  Exploring Individual Adaptations to an Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury Prevention Program

A Fox*, J Bonacci1, S McLean3, N Saunders1 
1Centre for Sports Research, Deakin University • 2Centre for Sensorimotor Performance, University of Queensland • 3Human Innovation, Fitbit

Background: Variable neuromuscular and biomechanical adaptations have been observed across individuals subsequent to neuromuscular training. 
Furthermore, individuals at ‘high-risk’ for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury appear to respond more favourably to injury prevention programs 
(IPPs). Despite this, individual responses to ACL IPPs have received little attention. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of an ACL 
IPP on neuromuscular control and lower limb biomechanics during a high-risk landing at the group and individual level. 
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Methods: Sixteen female netball players were randomly allocated to a control (n = 8; 23.4 ± 2.7 yr; 171.6 ± 7.6 cm; 69.8 ± 11.0 kg) or training (n 
= 8; 22.0 ± 2.5 yr; 172.0 ± 7.6 cm; 67.9 ± 4.8 kg) group. Participants attended two testing sessions separated by six-weeks, where 
electromyography and biomechanical data from the lower limb were collected during a high-risk netball-specific landing. Training group participants 
completed a six-week ACL IPP between sessions. The neuromuscular and biomechanical variables extracted from the landing task were submitted to 
2 x 2 (group x time) repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) to examine the effect of the training program at the group level, while 8 x 2 
(participant x time) RM-ANOVA were used to examine whether variable individual responses to the training occurred. A sub-group analysis of ‘high-’ 
versus ‘low-risk’ individuals was also undertaken. Participants were identified as ‘high-’ or ‘low-risk’ based on their peak knee abduction moment 
(pKAM) during landing. The effect of the training program on ‘high-’ versus ‘low-risk’ sub-groups was assessed via a 2 x 2 x 2 (group x time x risk 
level) RM-ANOVA. 
Results: At the group level, the training program increased preparatory activation of the medial hamstrings and increased hip external rotation during 
the landing. Examination of individual data revealed dissimilar and inconsistent responses to training, even in the areas were group improvements 
were observed. However, individuals deemed as ‘high-risk’ (i.e. higher pKAM) were found to exhibit the greatest improvements in frontal plane knee 
moments following training.  
Discussion: Despite the training program inducing beneficial neuromuscular and biomechanical adaptations at the group level, not all individuals 
responded favourably in these areas. The greater improvements in frontal plane knee moments for the ‘high-risk’ sub-group likely stemmed from the 
IPP targeting movement strategies related to knee abduction moments. Tailored IPPs targeting the neuromuscular or biomechanical deficits of the 
individual may be more effective in reducing ACL injury risk.

235  Return to Sport Following Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction in Elite Athletes: A Systematic Review 
and Meta-analysis

C Lai1*, C Ardern1, J Feller, K Webster1 
1La Trobe University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia • 2OrthoSport Victoria, Epworth HealthCare, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Introduction: Rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is a debilitating injury. Elite athletes differ from non-elite athletes, and those elite 
athletes who undergo ACL reconstruction form a specific population that has not yet been studied in depth. The primary objective of this study was to 
calculate rates of return to sport following ACL reconstruction in elite athletes. Secondary objectives were to estimate the time taken to return to 
sport, calculate rates of ACL graft rupture, evaluate post-surgical sporting performance, and identify determinants of returning to sport.
Methods: A comprehensive search strategy was used across eight electronic databases and ten orthopaedic and sports medicine journals to identify 
studies reporting the number of elite athletes who had returned to their pre-injury level of sport after ACL reconstruction. Graft rupture rates were also 
extracted. Pooled return to sport rates and graft rupture rates were calculated using random effects proportion meta-analyses. Time taken to return 
to sport, athletes’ performance data, and determinants of returning to sport were extracted and synthesised descriptively. The risk of bias in included 
studies was assessed using a six-item checklist.
Results: Twenty-four studies, containing 1272 elite athletes, were included. The pooled return to sport rate after ACL reconstruction among elite 
athletes was 83% (95% CI 77%–88%). Among elite football players of various codes (n=511), the return to sport rate was 83% (95% CI 
77%–88%), and among elite basketball players (n=103), the return to sport rate was 82% (95% CI 74%–89%). The mean time taken by elite 
athletes to return to sport ranged from 6 to 13 months. The pooled graft rupture rate was 5.2% (95% CI 2.8%–8.3%). Six out of nine studies that 
compared athletic performance of the study group with a non-injured control group found no significant deterioration in performance following ACL 
reconstruction. Indicators of greater athletic skill were associated with higher rates of return to sport.
Discussion: Elite athletes were more likely to return to their pre-injury level of sport, and within a shorter timeframe, than non-elite athletes, but had 
similar rates of graft rupture. The majority of elite athletes who returned to sport performed comparably to matched cohorts of elite athletes who had 
not undergone ACL reconstruction. There has been a relative lack of data published on the outcomes of female elite athletes following ACL 
reconstruction. No studies were identified on several popular sports including Australian football, rugby league and netball.

236  People with Patellofemoral Osteoarthritis have Greater Foot Pronation and Mobility, and Lower Ankle 
Dorsiflexion, Compared to Controls

N Wyndow1*, N Collins1, K Tucker2, B Vicenzino1, K Crossley3 
1School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, The University of Queensland • 2School of Biomedical Sciences, The University of Queensland • 3Latrobe University

Background: The patellofemoral (PF) joint is the knee compartment most commonly affected by osteoarthritis (OA). Even mild PFOA is associated 
with pain and functional limitations. Despite its impact, little is understood of the aetiological, structural and functional features of PFOA. Based on 
similarities in symptoms and biomechanics, known features of PF pain in younger adults (aged <40 years) may also occur in people with PFOA. In 
people with PF pain, increased midfoot mobility, reduced ankle joint dorsiflexion (AJTDFL) and increased frontal plane projection angle (FPPA), which 
is a measure of knee valgus during a single leg squat (SLSq), have been observed. This study aimed to: (i) determine whether people with PFOA 
demonstrate differences in foot and ankle characteristics compared to controls; and (ii) investigate the relationship between foot and ankle 
characteristics and FPPA.
Methods: 27 individuals with PFOA (18 (67%) women, mean (SD): 60 (9) yrs; 168 (8) cms; 73 (14) kgs) and 23 controls (13 (56%) women, 56 (8) 
years, 172 (10) cm, 72 (16) kgs) participated. Foot mobility was quantified as the difference in dorsal midfoot arch height, and in midfoot width, 
between non-weight bearing and bilateral weight bearing (50% total body weight), at 50% of the total foot length. Static foot posture was rated using 
the Foot Posture Index (FPI). AJTDFL range of motion was measured using the knee to wall test. FPPA was measured at the deepest part of a SLSq 
to 45°, as the angle at the knee formed by lines connecting the anterior superior iliac spine, the midpoint of the femoral condyles, and the midpoint of 
the malleoli. Generalized estimating equations were utilized.  
Results: The PFOA group had lower AJTDFL (p = 0.001; B = 1.88), greater arch height mobility (p = 0.002; B = 1.79), greater midfoot width 
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mobility (p = 0.005; B = 1.71), and greater FPI (p = 0.03; B = 1.20) compared to healthy controls. In PFOA, lower AJTDFL and greater arch height 
mobility were significantly associated with higher FPPA (more knee valgus) (p<0.05), while lower AJTDFL was associated with greater FPPA in 
controls (p=0.03).
Discussion: People with PFOA have higher arch and midfoot mobility, a more pronated foot type, and lower AJTDFL compared to healthy controls. 
Foot and ankle features exerted differing effects on the FPPA during SLSq in PFOA compared to controls. Interventions addressing foot mobility and 
ankle range should be considered in people with PFOA. 

237  Does Foot Mobility Mediate the Effects of Foot Orthoses on Knee Load During Walking in People with 
Patellofemoral Pain?

N Collins1*, H Hart2, J Bonacci3, B Vicenzino1, K Crossley2 
1School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, The University of Queensland • 2La Trobe Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University • 3School of 
Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Deakin University

Background: Sports medicine practitioners often use prefabricated (‘off-the-shelf’) foot orthoses when managing patients with patellofemoral pain 
(PFP). While clinical trials demonstrate their efficacy, individual response to foot orthoses intervention can vary substantially. Our previous work 
suggests that a subgroup of people with PFP, who have greater foot mobility, have a greater likelihood of success with prefabricated foot orthoses. 
This subgroup may be more responsive to a mechanical foot intervention, and demonstrate more consistent changes in knee load in response to foot 
orthoses. The aim of this study was to determine whether people with PFP and mobile feet exhibit different immediate effects on knee load when 
walking with foot orthoses, compared to shoes alone, than those with PFP and less mobile feet. 
Methods: A within-subject, repeated measures study recruited 36 people with chronic PFP (duration ³3 months, 19 females; mean±SD 36±7 
years; BMI 25±4 kg/m2). Midfoot width mobility was calculated as the difference in midfoot width (measured at 50% foot length) between weight 
bearing and non-weight bearing positions, with greater values indicating greater mobility. K-means cluster analysis was used to classify participants 
into two homogenous groups based on midfoot width mobility (Group 1: 2.3 to 9.3mm; Group 2: 9.8 to 17.4mm). A nine-camera VICON motion 
analysis system (Oxford Metrics) and three AMTI ground-embedded force plates were used to capture 3D motion analysis during level walking, under 
two conditions: (i) sandal (Nike Strap Runner); and (ii) sandal with prefabricated foot orthoses (Vasyli International). Peak external knee adduction 
moment (KAM; first peak) was calculated for each condition, and the average of three trials used. Differences in peak KAM between shoe and 
orthoses conditions were calculated separately for each foot mobility group using paired t tests (p<0.05). 
Results: Group 2 demonstrated a significant increase in peak KAM when walking with foot orthoses, compared to shoes (mean difference 0.03 Nm/
kg, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.05, p=0.015). No significant difference was observed in Group 1 (0.002 Nm/kg, -0.02 to 0.02, p=0.855). 
Discussion: In people with PFP, prefabricated foot orthoses appear to change frontal plane knee load during walking in those with greater midfoot 
mobility, but not in those with less mobility. Notably, the direction of change is favourable in a population that typically demonstrates increased 
dynamic knee valgus (abduction). Findings suggest that biomechanical factors may play a role in therapeutic outcomes of foot orthoses for PFP, but 
only in those with more mobile feet.

238  Predictors of Different Response Trajectories to Non-surgical Management in Individuals with Patellofemoral 
OA

K Mills1*, J Eyles, M Martin1, M Hancock4, D Hunter 
1Centre for Physcial Health, Macquarie University • 2Department of Rheumatology, Royal North Shore Hospital • 3Kolling Institute of Medical Research, Institute of Bone 
and Joint Research • 4Actuarial Studies and Applied Statistics, The Australian National University

Introduction: Individualised non-surgical management is widely recommended for people with knee osteoarthritis (OA). However, not all patients 
will experience the same trajectory of response or experience improvement of the same magnitude. The aim of this study was to describe the 
different trajectories of response over 26-weeks as individuals with patellofemoral (PF) OA participated in a chronic care OA management program. 
Further, to describe baseline characteristic that predicted these trajectories. 
Methods: 88 participants (55 females, BMI 29.97 (SD 5.49) Age 66 (SD 6)) with a radiographic PF OA were consecutively recruited from a 
multidisciplinary non-surgical care program that primarily draws from the elective joint replacement list. At baseline, anthropometric, structural, pain, 
performance, lower limb strength and patient reported outcomes measures were recorded. At 6-, 12-, 18- and 26-weeks, participants completed a 
global transition scale asking “compared with when you commenced this program are you…” with responses ranging from “completely recovered” to 
“much worse”. Latent class growth analysis determined if there were unique trajectories of response to the program. Baseline characteristics of 
individuals who followed different trajectories were compared using general linear models and chi square tests. Significant baseline characteristics 
were entered into a step-wise regression to determine the best predictors of different trajectories. 
Results: Fifty-eight participants completed the program. Two distinct trajectories were found. Group 1 consisted of individuals who reported 
improvement (58%) and no change (27%) over 26-weeks; Group 2 consisted of individuals who reported marked improvement (76%) or complete 
recovery (14.3%) after 26-weeks. Group 1 was found to exhibit significantly higher baseline BMI (3.06kg/m2 (95% CI 0.2, 6.1), weaker hip 
abductors (-0.22Nm/kg (-0.34, -0.1), hip external rotators (-0.1Nm/kg (-0.17, -0.03) and quadriceps (-0.35Nm/kg (-0.55, -0.15), higher rates of 
anxiety (χ2 =5.245, p=0.022) and lower proximal pain thresholds (-8.75N (-17.13, -0.37). Of these, hip abductor strength <0.63Nm/kg and anxiety 
>2/5 on the DASS-21 increased the odds of being in Group 1 by 4.6 (1.3 to 16.37) and 5.14 (1.4 to 18.89) respectively. 
Discussion: While the majority of patients report improvement when participating in a multidisciplinary care program, there appears to be an 
identifiable group of patients with PF OA who respond relatively less than others. These individuals appear to exhibit weakness in the muscles that 
support the knee, potential central sensitization of pain and higher rates of anxiety. Importantly, all of these characteristics are modifiable, and 
suggest that if these characteristics are identified non-surgical OA management should commence far earlier in the disease process in order to 
minimise their influence on late-stage disease management. 
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239  Validity of the ActiGraph GT3X+ and SenseWear Armband to Predict Energy Expenditure During Physical 
Activity and Sport

P Gastin1*, C Cayzer1, S Robertson, D Dwyer1 
1Centre for Sport Research, Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Deakin University • 2ISEAL, Victoria University

Introduction: Field sports and active free-play are well suited to helping individuals meet national guidelines that focus on time spent in moderate to 
vigorous activity. Locomotor activities in field sports range from walking through to sprinting, and include acceleration, deceleration and change of 
direction. These movements are also characteristic of those observed in free-play in children. Assessment of physical activity using accelerometers is 
now widespread, however recent evidence questions the validity of accelerometers to predict energy expenditure (EE) at higher exercise intensities. 
The purpose of this study was to assess the validity of two common wearable sensors, the ActiGraph GT3X+ (GT3X+) and the SenseWear Armband 
(SWA), to predict EE during exercise and field sport locomotor movements.
Methods: Twenty-six active adults completed a single 90 min session involving alternating intervals of exercise (5 min) and recovery (10 min). 
Exercise involved walking (4 km/h), jogging (8 km/h), running (12 km/h) or a sport-simulated circuit (three intervals). Participants wore two triaxial 
accelerometers (GT3X+ and SWA) and a portable gas analyser (MetaMax 3B), used as the criterion measure (VO2). The overall energy cost of each 
exercise bout was taken as the EE (minus resting VO2) during the 5 minutes of exercise and the 10 minutes of recovery. 
Results: Total EE was significantly underestimated (p <0.01) by the GT3X+ (percent difference: 29.3%; mean bias ± SD: -374.5 ± 132.84 kJ) and 
SWA (18.2%; -244.3 ± 148.0 kJ). Overestimations (p <0.008) were made by both accelerometers during the walk (GT3X+: 27.4 ± 30.8 kJ; SWA: 
32.1 ± 15.4 kJ) and jog (38.0 ± 30.0 kJ; 34.5 ± 31.6 kJ). Underestimations (p <0.008) were evident during the run (GTX+: -41.2 ± 25.1 kJ; SWA: 
-43.8 ± 33.5 kJ) and circuit (e.g., C1: GTX+: -127.2 ± 41.6 kJ; SWA: -86.1 ± 40.2 kJ). As the intensity of exercise increased, the error of 
prediction increased in magnitude (GT3X+: 40.8 to 143.0 kJ; SWA: 35.5 to 102.0 kJ) and went from overestimation to underestimation (GT3X+: 
25.3% to -59.3%; SWA: 36.7% to -37.3%). Effect size differences ranged from moderate to very large.
Discussion: The GT3X+ and SWA do not accurately predict EE during physical activity and field sport movements. Poor accuracy and large 
precision errors, particularly during high intensity and intermittent movement patterns, indicated inadequate validity for use in the field.

240  Accelerometer Data Treatment for Adolescents: Fitting a Piece of the Puzzle

M Oliver1*, S Taylor1, L Iusitini1, T Stewart1, F Savila1, E-S Tautolo1, L Plank2, J Paterson1,E Rush1 
1AUT University • 2The University of Auckland

Introduction: Decisions regarding accelerometer data treatment can introduce unwanted bias and data loss, with perhaps the greatest impacts on 
those of greatest interest in health research. This study aims to assess the differences observed in participant retention and associations between 
physical activity and key variables when a range of accelerometer data inclusion criteria are employed with a sample of New Zealand youth of Pacific 
Island heritage.  
Methods: Data are drawn from the 14-year wave of the longitudinal Pacific Islands Families study, in Auckland, New Zealand. Primary caregivers 
reported socio-demographic factors. Participating youth were asked to complete a face-to-face survey (on peer pressure, physical activity, sedentary 
behaviours), complete a six-minute walk test, undergo body size and composition (height, weight, dual energy X-ray absorptiometry) measures, and 
wear an ActiGraph accelerometer on an elastic belt for seven consecutive days. Evenson accelerometer count thresholds and a 60-min non-wear 
time criteria were applied. Five different inclusion criteria were investigated: A) no restrictions; B) ≥10h/day, ≥1 day; C) ≥7h/day, ≥3 days; D) ≥10h/
weekday or ≥8h weekend day, ≥4 days; E) ≥10h/weekday or ≥8h weekend day, ≥5 days (including at least one weekend day). The proportion of 
time in moderate-to-vigorous activity (%MVPA), proportion of sedentary time, average counts per minute, average steps per day, and average 
number of breaks in sedentary time per day were calculated. Associations with compliance using the differing criteria were employed (e.g., criteria C 
versus E) for each variable using logistic regression. 
Results: Accelerometer data were collected for 203 of 205 participants (one participant lost their accelerometer, one did not wear the unit). The 
proportion of participants included using inclusion criteria A, B, C, D, and E were: 100%, 96%, 88%, 62%, and 49%, respectively. Differential odds 
of meeting criteria were observed between outcomes of interest. 
Discussion: This research contributes to a growing understanding of the impact of differing accelerometer reduction approaches to sample retention 
and bias in adolescent physical activity research. Moreover it presents data from an internationally unique cohort study of Pacific youth. 

241  Objectively Measuring Children’s Physical Activity Levels in a Free Living Environment

C Desmet1*, R Sutherland1, L Davies1, L Wolfenden1, P Butler1, N McCarthy1, J Cohen1, N Nathan1 
1Hunter New England Population Health

Introduction: Low physical activity levels are a modifiable risk factor for chronic disease and are associated with childhood obesity. Subjectively 
measured physical activity data indicates that less than half of Australian children are meeting physical activity guidelines. There is limited objectively 
measured data on Australian children’s daily physical activity levels. Objectively measured data provides an accurate representation of the amount 
and intensity of physical activity. The aim of this research is to objectively report the amount and intensity of daily physical activity performed by 
children aged 8-12. 
Methods: Children aged 8-12 years (N=929) enrolled at 9 randomly selected primary schools in the Hunter New England region were eligible to 
participate in this cross sectional study. Parental and child consent were obtained for children to wear Actigraph GT3X accelerometers during waking 
hours for 7 consecutive days. Three valid days (>10 hours wear time) were included in the sample. Outcomes were number of children performing 
≥60min moderate to vigorous physical activity/day, mean daily minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity, light physical activity and sedentary 
time.  
Results: The consent rate was 61% (568/929) (mean age 10.1 years, 54% boys). Adequate wear time for analysis was provided by 492/568 
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(87%) children. Individual data reveals 291 (59%) students performed ≥60min moderate to vigorous physical activity/day (180/252 (71%) of boys 
and 111/239 (46%) of girls). The average daily moderate to vigorous physical activity was 67.75minutes. The average daily light physical activity was 
302.12 minutes. Children were sedentary for an average of 421.08 minutes per day. 
Discussion: Whilst the average activity levels of primary school aged children met physical activity guidelines for minutes of moderate to vigorous 
physical activity/day, individual data reveals 41% of children were not sufficiently active. This suggests highly active children’s moderate to vigorous 
physical activity levels are masking a significant disparity between children who meet and exceed physical activity guidelines and those who do not. 
This research indicates that future physical activity interventions with a specific focus on low-active students, particularly girls, will see the greatest 
benefit.

242  Comparison of Wrist Accelerometer Cut-points for Classifying Physical Activity Intensity in Youth

S Trost1*, K Rice2, K Pfeiffer3 
1Queensland University of Technology • 2Eastern Oregon University • 3Michigan State University

Introduction: Wrist worn accelerometers are convenient to wear and provide greater compliance, even in children and adolescents. However, 
validated algorithms for predicting physical activity (PA) intensity in youth are lacking. Youth specific intensity-based thresholds for both processed 
and unprocessed wrist acceleration signal have been developed and disseminated through the research literature; but the validity of these cut-points 
has not been systematically evaluated in new data collected in independent samples of children and adolescents. The aim of this study was to 
evaluate the classification accuracy of 5 previously published sets of cut-points for wrist worn ActiGraph accelerometer data collected in youth.  
Methods: 18 children and adolescents (mean age 14.6 +/- 2.4 y, 10 boys, 8 girls) completed 12 standardized activity trials. Trials consisted of 
sedentary activities (lying down, writing, computer game), lifestyle activities (sweeping, laundry, throw and catch, aerobics, basketball), and 
ambulatory activities (comfortable walk, brisk walk, brisk treadmill walk, running). During each trial, participants wore an ActiGraph GT3X+ tri-axial 
accelerometer on the wrist, and energy expenditure (Youth METs) was measured using the Oxycon Mobile portable calorimetry system. 5 
independently developed sets of ActiGraph cut-points were evaluated: 1) Crouter regression vertical axis (CR_REG_VA); 2) Crouter regression vector 
magnitude (CR_REG_VM); 3) Crouter ROC Curve vertical axis (CR_ROC_VA); 4) Crouter ROC curve vector magnitude (CR_ROC_VM), and the 
Hildebrand ENMO (HD_ENMO) which was based on unprocessed accelerometer signal. Classification accuracy was evaluated using area under the 
receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC).  
Results: Applying standard benchmarks for ROC-AUC, the Crouter cut-points exhibited poor classification accuracy for moderate-to-vigorous 
intensity PA (MVPA): (CR_REG_VA = 0.57, CR_REG_VM = 0.58, CR_ROC_VA = 0.67, CR_ROC_VM = 0.62). MVPA classification accuracy for 
HD_ENMO was also poor (0.67). Poor performance was primarily driven by the low recognition of moderate intensity PA. For sedentary activity, the 
Crouter cut-points exhibited good to excellent classification accuracy (CR_REG_VA = 0.88, CR_REG_VM = 0.85, CR_ROC_VA = 0.92, CR_ROC_
VM = 0.91). However, classification accuracy for light intensity PA was extremely poor (ROC-AUC = 0.37 – 0.43). 
Conclusion: Recently published cut-points for processed and non-processed wrist accelerometer data in youth exhibit poor classification accuracy 
when applied to an independent sample of children and adolescents. The development and deployment of more robust accelerometer data reduction 
methods such as machine learning or pattern recognition approaches continues to be a research priority. 

243  Criterion Validity and Responsiveness to Change of the Active Australia Survey According Different Subgroups

C Vandelanotte1*, M Duncan2, R Stanton1, R Rosenkranz3, C Caperchione4, A Rebar1, T Savage5, W K Mummery6, G Kolt5 

1Central Queensland University, Australia • 2University of Newcastle, Australia • 3Kansas State University, USA • 4University of British Colombia, Canada • 5Western 
Sydney University, Australia • 6University of Alberta, Canada

Background: This study aimed to establish the criterion validity of the Active Australia Survey across different subgroups and to establish its 
responsiveness to change, as few previous studies have examined this.  
Methods: The Active Australia Survey was validated against the ActiGraph as an objective measure of physical activity. Participants (n=465) wore 
the ActiGraph on 7 days and subsequently completed the Active Australia Survey. Moderate activity, vigorous activity and total moderate and vigorous 
physical activity were compared using Spearman rank-order correlations. Changes in physical activity between baseline and 3-month assessments 
were correlated to examine responsiveness to change. The data was stratified to assess outcomes according to different subgroups (e.g. gender, age, 
weight, activity levels).  
Results: With regards to the criterion validity, a significant correlation of ρ=0.19 was found for moderate physical activity, ρ=0.33 for vigorous 
physical activity and ρ=0.23 for moderate and vigorous physical activity combined. For vigorous physical activity correlations were higher than 0.3 
for most subgroups, whereas they were only higher than 0.3 in those with a healthy weight for the other activity outcomes. With regards to 
responsiveness to change, a correlation of ρ=0.32 was found for moderate physical activity, ρ=0.19 for vigorous physical activity and ρ=0.35 for 
moderate and vigorous physical activity combined. For moderate and vigorous activity combined correlations were higher than 0.4 for several 
subgroups, but never for vigorous physical activity.  
Discussion: The criterion validity of Active Australia Survey was poor, though the responsiveness to change was acceptable for several subgroups. 
Findings from studies using Active Australia Survey should be interpreted with caution. 
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244  INVITED: Scientific support in team sports: Best practice is not always evidence based.

P Balsom1* 
1Leicester City Football Club

Scientific support in elite team sports has advanced rapidly in recent years, yet many interventions currently adopted by practitioners to reduce injuries 
whilst maintaining, or improving performance, are not evidence based. Potential explanations for this include; the physical diversity witnessed between 
athletes (players), variation within inter-player physical demands and simply that the physical component of ‘team sports performance’, is both hard to 
objectively evaluate and must be complimented by mental, tactical and technical skills.
To be successful in modern elite team sports the “team behind the team” must adapt to prevailing cultural and financial constraints, whilst simultaneously 
striving towards the common goal of delivering best practice. Optimising the short term physical preparation of players for games, whilst planning their 
overall long term development, necessitates an integrated, collaborative and pro-active approach. Furthermore, the basic principles of training, including 
specificity, overload, progression and recovery, should form the building blocks of all training interventions. There is however, no guarantee for success 
and even well managed support programmes can be disrupted by factors such as managerial and/or support staff changes, resistance from the players 
to conform, poor internal communication and a lack of investment from the club.
This keynote presentation will address some of the challenges faced by the support staff working in team sports (football) and highlight the important role 
that the players themselves have in their own physical preparation.

245 Keynote: Exercise and Frail Older Adults: Lessons Learned from the LIFE Study

Anthony P. Marsh1 
1PhD FACSM, Department of Health and Exercise Science, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA

The LIFE Study is a multi-center randomized controlled trial designed to compare a moderate-intensity physical activity program to a “successful 
aging” health education program in 1,635 sedentary older adults aged 70+ years over an average of 2.7 years. The primary aim was to assess the 
long-term effects of the interventions on the primary outcome of major mobility disability, defined as inability to walk 400 m (Pahor et al JAMA, 
2014). This presentation will provide an overview of the LIFE Study, discuss details of the physical activity intervention, and report on recent findings 
from the trial including data on hospitalizations and accelerometry (actigraphy).

246 What can Injury Prevention learn from infectious disease prevention?

T. Timpka1* 
1Linkoping University, Sweden

Abstract not available at time of printing.

247  Injury Epidemiology of Elite Tennis Players at the 2011-2016 Australian Open

D Gescheit*, S Cormack1, M Reid2, J Kemp1, M Omizzolo2, R Duffield3 
1School of Exercise Science, Australian Catholic University, Victoria • 2Performance Unit, Tennis Australia, Victoria • 3Sport and Exercise Discipline Group, University of 

Technology Sydney

Introduction: The injury profile of the Australian Open (AO) tennis Grand Slam has yet to be explored. Understanding the injury trends of a 
professional tennis event can inform the injury epidemiology of elite tennis players generally. Therefore, the aim was to investigate the injury 
incidence, region and treatment cost incurred by players at the 2011-2016 AO.
Methods: Incidence was defined as an injury requiring a medical consultation by a tournament physician during the AO. Injuries were classified by 
region as per the tennis injury classification system. The treatment cost of injury regions was defined as the mean of the total number of follow-up 
medical/physiotherapy consultations per injury (2013-2016). Data were collated by gender and year, and reported as injury frequencies per 
10,000-game exposures (GE). Statistical analyses included descriptive comparisons (counts per 10,000-GE, percentage of total injuries and Cohen’s 
effect sizes ± 90% confidence interval (CI)) and linear regression to determine associations in injury occurrence and treatment cost over time (β ± 
standard error, R2). 
Results: Total (2011-2016) AO injury incidence was 773 injuries (387m, 386f) with mean treatment costs of 5 per injury (5m, 4f). Per 10,000-GE, 
females had a higher injury occurrence compared to males (d=2.19±0.87). The most common female injury regions included the shoulder (106.8 
per 10,000-GE, 12.4%), wrist (84.0, 9.8%), foot (80.9, 9.3%) and knee (79.9, 9.3%). In male players, the knee (69.7, 12.7%), foot (50.9, 9.3%) 
and ankle (48.1, 8.8%) and shoulder (44.2, 8.0%) were the most prominent. The neck (16), ankle (12) and trunk/abdominal (11) regions had the 
highest female treatment cost, whereas the thoracic spine (average 15 per injury), lumbar spine (13) and neck (11) had the highest male treatment 
cost. There was a reduction in female trunk/abdominal (-0.28±0.10, 0.65), and male hip/groin (-0.57±0.18, 0.72) and trunk/abdominal 
(-0.64±0.23, 0.66) injuries over time, while the female game also observed an increase in upper arm (1.36±0.35, 0.79) and wrist injury treatment 
cost over the six AOs (0.389±0.08, 0.92).
Discussion: Male AO players are more prone to lower limb injuries whereas females are more affected by injuries to the upper extremities, which is 
consistent with previous literature. The trunk region, including the neck, spine and abdominal had the highest treatment costs confirming their 
insidiousness independent of gender. However, reductions in trunk/abdominal treatment costs over time suggest that athletes and/or their support 
staff are implementing training, load and body management interventions to combat their pervasiveness. 
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248  Time Loss Injuries in NRL Development Players

M Booth1*, R Orr1 
1University of Sydney

Introduction Higher injury incidence in rugby league has been observed with higher playing intensities, higher playing levels and lower power, speed, 
and cardiorespiratory fitness. Sub-elite development squads form the pathway from junior elite to professional level competition. Progress of younger 
players (17-19 years) with limited training experience and still undergoing biological maturation, to open-age competitions of predominantly adult 
males, may put them at increased injury risk. 
Methods A prospective cohort study of an NRL emerging player pathways squad (n=34) was conducted from November 2014 (pre-season) to 
September 2015 (season end). Participants included players in the under 20 years National Youth Competition (NYC, n=33), open-age competitions 
(Ron Massey Cup, n=3 and Sydney Shield, n=17) and players promoted from the under 18 years Junior Representative Competition (SG Ball, n=3). 
Injuries were categorised by circumstance (match/training, contact/non-contact); characteristics (site, type, severity, mechanism); severity (number 
of matches missed, 0: transient; 1: mild; 2–4: moderate; ≥5: major) and by playing position and competition level. Injury incidence was calculated. 
Results Players sustained 45 time-loss (23%) and 151 transient (77%) injuries. Total injury incidence was 7.9/1000 playing hours (time-loss: 
1.8/1000 playing hours, transient: 6.1/1000 playing). Shoulder, ankle/foot and knee were the most common time-loss injuries with an average loss 
of 2.9, 2.3 and 2.5 matches, respectively. Ligament injuries (n=22, average 2.2 missed matches, 37% of total missed matches) and fractures 
(n=10, average 3.9 missed matches, 30% of total missed matches) accounted for the highest number of injuries. Minor (n=17, 38%), moderate 
(n=13, 29%) and major (n=15, 33%) severity time-loss injuries resulted in 17, 33 and 81 missed matches, respectively. Major injuries occurred at 
Sydney Shield (n=7, 40 missed matches), NYC (n=5, 20 missed matches) and training (n=3, 21 missed matches). Contact injuries (n=33) 
accounting for 91 missed matches were sustained during NYC (35%) and Sydney Shield/Ron Massey (38%) matches. Compared with NYC the 
associated time-loss from injuries was greater for Sydney Shield/Ron Massey (54 vs 42 matches). 
Discussion Sub-elite rugby league players sustain high rates of lower limb and shoulder injuries from contact mechanisms during match-play. 
Although injury incidences were similar for the NYC and Sydney Shield/Ron Massey competitions, the latter experienced greater injury costs, likely 
the result of the disparity between physical maturation and development of these players and the adult players in open-age competitions. The findings 
underscore the issue of smaller, younger players competing against adult males for the first time in their career.

249  Ten-Year Incidence of Sport and Recreation Injuries Resulting in Major Trauma or Death in Victoria

C Ekegren1*, B Gabbe1 
1Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Monash University

Introduction: Sports injuries which result in major trauma or death are associated with significant health-care burden and societal costs. Although 
they are relatively rare, monitoring these injuries at a population level will reveal trends and patterns which can inform broad-based preventive 
strategies. The aim of this study was to report the frequency of sport and active recreation injuries resulting in major trauma or death for a 10-year 
period from July 2005–June 2015 in Victoria, Australia and to examine rates of injury over a five-year period from July 2005–June 2010.
Methods: All sport and active recreation-related major trauma cases and deaths occurring within Victoria were extracted from the Victorian State 
Trauma Registry and the National Coroners Information System, for the period July 2005–June 2015. Participation data from the Exercise Recreation 
and Sports Survey, available from 2005 to 2010, were used to establish injury rates. Poisson regression analysis was used to examine trends in the 
rate of sport and recreation-related major trauma and death over the five years for which participation data were available.
Results: There were 2,672 non-fatal major trauma cases and 94 deaths over the 10-year study period. The annual frequency of these cases 
increased by 108% over this period. The five sports with the highest frequency of major trauma (including deaths) were cycling, motor sports, 
equestrian, Australian football and all other football codes combined. The proportion of major trauma or death attributable to cycling rose from 35% 
in 2005/06 to 45% in 2014/15. From 2005/06 to 2009/10, the average rate of major trauma or death from sport and recreation injuries was 6.5 
per 100,000 participants per year. There was an average annual increase of 8% per year in the major trauma rate (including deaths) across this 
five-year period (IRR 1.08, 95% CI: 1.03–1.12) but no increase in the death rate (IRR = 0.92, 95% CI: 0.76–1.12). Significant increases were also 
found for cycling injury rates over the five-year period (IRR 1.10, 95% CI: 1.03–1.17). 
Discussion: The frequency of major trauma inclusive of deaths, due to participation in sport and recreation has increased over the past 10 years in 
Victoria, Australia. The rate of major trauma also increased from 2005/06 to 2009/10, which was largely attributable to cycling. Study findings 
highlight the need to prioritise investment in the prevention of cycling-related trauma.

250  Injures in Australian Female Cricketers and their Treatment Sources: An Analysis of Self-reported Survey Data 
from 2014-15 Season

N Panagodage Perera1*, J Kemp1, C Joseph1, A Kountouris2, C Finch1 
1Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP) • 2Cricket Australia

Introduction: Cricket is a male dominated sport, however, its popularity among women is increasing. Studies examining injury in cricket include 
almost exclusively male participants. In other sports, the types of injuries experienced by men and women are known to be different. The aim of this 
study was to present a first comprehensive profile of injuries among female cricketers and their treatment sources during 2014-15 season. 
Methods: The cross-sectional Injury Surveillance in Women’s Cricket in Australia Survey was administered online using Survey Monkey from 17 
June to 15 July 2015, inclusive. Females who were aged 16 years or older and registered to play cricket at the senior level across Australia 
participated in this study. Data on injuries and their treatment sources were collected and analysed to construct a sports injury pyramid. Injury rate 
(IR) for 1,000 participants was calculated.
Results: The mean age of the 164 survey respondents was 23.7 years (SD ±7.4), and 43.6% were all-rounders. Of the respondents 109 sustained 
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an injury during 2014–15 season, and 18% (n=20) sustained ≥ 3 injuries. The IR was 798.6 injuries per 1,000 participants. Distal lower limb (23%, 
n=26) and head, neck and spine (22%, n=5) were the frequently injured anatomical locations. The nature of the most common injuries presented 
the following profile: 30.4% (n=35) muscle injuries; 27.8% (n=32) joint or ligament injuries and 21.7% (n=25) gradual onset/overuse injuries. The 
majority (43%, n=52) reported receiving treatment from a local allied health professionals such as physiotherapists; 29.2% (n =35) opted for 
self-treatment and 12.5% (n=15) did not seek any treatment for their injury. 
Discussion: Compared to previous studies of females in sports similar to cricket, the current study reports a higher frequency of injury. In contrast to 
two previous Australian studies in elite female fast bowlers focused on shoulder and back pain, the most commonly injured anatomical location was 
the distal lower limb. Of particular concern is the potential relationship between untreated injuries and the perpetuation of gradual onset injuries 
(possibly representing overuse injuries) – although we cannot draw any conclusions from the current data. There are some limitations to the 
retrospective self-reported nature of this study however, this study offers a foundation for a prospective injury surveillance study that would provide 
more robust data on injuries sustained by female cricketers. In addition, it may inform the development of targeted injury prevention programs for 
female cricketers. 

251  Exercise and diet improve cardiometabolic risk in overweight and obese individuals without weight loss

G. Gaesser1* 
1Arizona State University

Diet and/or exercise are routinely advised as methods for weight loss in overweight/obese individuals, particularly those at high risk for cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) and type 2 diabetes (T2D).  However, physical activity and structured exercise programs rarely result in significant loss of body weight 
or body fat, and weight-loss diets have extraordinarily high recidivism rates.  Despite only modest effects on body weight, exercise and ad libitum 
nutrient-dense diets for overweight/obese individuals have many health benefits, including skeletal muscle adaptations that improve fat and glucose 
metabolism and insulin action; enhanced endothelial function; have favorable changes in blood lipids, lipoproteins, and hemostatic factors; and 
reductions in blood pressure, postprandial lipemia and glycemia, and proinflammatory markers.  These lifestyle-induced adaptations occur 
independently of changes in body weight or body fat.  Thus, overweight/obese men and women who are at increased risk for CVD and T2D due to 
sedentary lifestyle, poor diet, and excess body weight should be encouraged to engage in regular physical activity and improve their diet, regardless 
of whether the healthier lifestyle leads to weight loss.

252  High Intensity Interval Training on Cognitive and Mental Health in Adolescents

S Costigan1*, N Eather1, R Plotnikoff1, C Hillman2, D Lubans1 
1PRC for Physical Activity and Nutrition, University of Newcastle • 2Department of Kinesiology & Community Health, University of Illinois, USA

Introduction: Emerging literature suggests that physical activity and fitness may have a positive impact on cognitive and mental health for 
adolescents. The purpose of the current study was to evaluate the efficacy of two high intensity interval training (HIIT) protocols for improving 
cognitive and mental health outcomes (executive function, psychological wellbeing, psychological distress and physical self-concept) in adolescents.
Methods: Participants (n=65; mean age=15.8±0.6) were randomised to three conditions: aerobic exercise program (AEP; n=21), resistance and 
aerobic exercise program (RAP; n=22) and control (n=22). HIIT sessions (8-10min/session) were delivered during physical education lessons and at 
lunchtime three times/week for 8-weeks. Assessments were conducted at baseline and immediate post-intervention to detect changes in executive 
function (Trail Making Test, TMT), psychological wellbeing, psychological distress and physical self-description, by researchers blinded to treatment 
allocation. Intervention effects were examined using linear mixed models. Cohen’s d effect sizes and clinical inference were also calculated.
Results: Small improvements in executive function (d=-0.32) and psychological wellbeing (d=0.34) were evident in the AEP group. Moderate 
improvements in executive function (d=-0.51), and small improvements in wellbeing (d=0.35) and perceived appearance (d=0.35), were observed 
for the RAP group. Mean feelings state scores improved from pre-workout to post-post workout in both HIIT conditions, with significant results for the 
AEP (p=0.001). 
Discussion: This study highlights the potential of embedding HIIT within the school day for improving cognitive and mental health among 
adolescents. 

253  Infusing Task-Relevant Physical Activities into the Classroom: Effects onPreschool Children’s Geography 
Learning

M Mavilidi1*, A Okely1, P Chandler1, F Paas2 

1Early Start Research Institute, University of Wollongong,, • 2Early Start Research Institute, University of Wollongong & Department of Psycho,,

Background: Physical activity contributes to benefits in physical health as well as cognition. Also, the embodied cognition theoretical framework 
suggests that incorporating body movements in the learning process facilitates learning.  
Aims: We investigated whether physical activities that were integrated into a geography task would be more effective for preschool children’s learning 
than unintegrated physical activities, or no physical activities. 
Methods: 87 preschool children (Mage = 4.88 SD = .56; 45 boys and 45 girls) were randomly assigned across the integrated physical activity 
condition, the unintegrated physical activity condition, and the control condition without physical activity. Children learnt the names and a typical 
animal from each of the six continents using a floor-mounted world map with soft toy animals. Learning outcomes, the enjoyability of the learning 
method, and intensity of physical activity were measured. 
Results: Both learning conditions (integrated; M = 16.11, SD = 3.41, non-integrated; M = 14.50, SD = 3.76) with physical activities showed higher 
retention test outcomes than the learning condition without physical activities measured than children in the control condition (M = 11.37, SD = 3.61, 
both ps ≤ .001). In addition, children who learnt with integrated physical activities (M = 4.68, SD = .35) gave the highest ratings for enjoyability of 
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the learning method compared to the non-integrated (M = 4.35, SD = .61) and control condition (M = 3.92, SD = .98). Integrated (M = 1.71, SD = 
.71) and non-integrated (M = 3.53, SD = 1.21) conditions spent more time on MVPA than children in the control condition (M = 1.11, SD = .93, both 
ps ≤ .001).  
Conclusion: Infusing task-relevant physical activities into the classroom is discussed as a promising way to improve children’s learning and health. 

254  Increased Objectively Measured Physical Activity is Associated with Improved Levels of Energy and Fatigue in 
a Web-based Physical Activity RCT

M Duncan*, R Rosenkranz, A Rebar, C Vandelanotte, A Maeder, C Caperchione, A Van Itallie, T Savage, W K Mummery, G Kolt 
1School of Medicine and Public Health, University of Newcastle • 2Department of Food, Nutrition, Dietetics and Health, Kansas State University • 3School of Human 
Health and Social Sciences, Central Queensland University • 4School of Health Science, Flinders University • 5School of Health and Exercise Science, University of British 
Columbia • 6School of Science and Health, Western Sydney University • 7Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation, University of Alberta

Introduction: Physical activity is known to improve health related quality of life (HRQoL) yet few studies assess the impact of changes in objectively 
measured physical activity in a web-based physical activity intervention in relation to changes in HRQoL. 
Methods: Data from the baseline and 3 month follow-up assessments of the WALK 2.0 trial were used for analysis (n=504). WALK 2.0 is a 3 arm 
randomised controlled trial investigating the effects of Web 2.0 applications on engagement, retention, and subsequent physical activity behaviour 
change. At each assessment point daily moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity (>1951/cts.min) (MVPA) was measured using ActiGraph 
GT3X activity monitors across one week, and HRQoL using the RAND 36-Item Health Survey (RAND-36).Changes in each domain of the RAND-36 
were examined in relation to changes in MVPA using regression analysis adjusted for baseline MVPA, age, gender, education, intervention group (α = 
0.05). Only those participants with complete data were included in analyses (n=331).  
Results: The average age of participants was 50.8 (SD=13.1) years, 65.1% were female, 75.8% were overweight/obese, and on average 
participants engaged in 23.98 (SD = 18.26) minutes of MVPA. There were no significant interactions between changes in MVPA and intervention 
group in relation to changes in any of the 8 HRQoL domains (p >0.05). Changes in MVPA were significantly associated with changes in the energy 
fatigue domain (B=89.56, 95%CI 15.60-163.52). Changes in MVPA were not significantly associated with physical functioning (B=53.11, 95%CI 
-6.96-113.18), physical role limitations (B=133.23, 95%CI -8.76-275.22), emotional role limitations (B=75.45, 95%CI -53.94-204.83), emotional 
wellbeing (B=30.04, 95%CI -38.30-98.38), social function (B=28.45, 95%CI -52.89-109.79), general health (B=50.22, 95%CI -10.03-110.46) 
and pain (B=50.87, 95%CI -23.37-125.10). 
Discussion: Increased physical activity was significantly associated with improvements of ratings of energy and fatigue consistent with other 
physical activity interventions not delivered using websites. The average baseline score of this domain was lower (M=57.61,SD=19.51) relative to the 
other domains (general health: M=65.71,SD=19.55; physical functioning: M=85.28,SD=16.34). Thus the other domains may have been subject to 
ceiling effects. Study outcomes indicate that web-based physical activity interventions can improve physical activity and that these increases are 
associated with improved ratings of energy and fatigue. 

255  The Maximum Tolerated Dose of Walking for People with Severe Knee Osteoarthritis: A Phase II Randomised 
Controlled Trial

J Wallis1*, N Taylor1, K Webster2, P Levinger3, P Singh4, C Fong4 
1La Trobe University and Eastern Health • 2La Trobe University • 3Victoria University • 4Monash University and Eastern Health

Introduction: Most people with knee osteoarthritis (OA) are physically inactive and at high risk of cardiovascular disease. Our phase I study found 
that people with severe knee OA safely tolerated 70 minutes of moderate intensity walking over one week in sessions lasting at least 10 minutes. 
Therefore, the primary aim was to evaluate the effect of a 12-week walking program of 70 minutes per week on knee pain for people with severe 
knee OA. Secondary aims were to evaluate the effects on cardiovascular health, WOMAC scores and physical function. 
Methods: Patients with severe knee OA and increased cardiovascular risk were randomly assigned to a 12-week walking program of 70 mins/week 
of at least moderate intensity in bouts of at least 10 minutes, or to usual care. The primary outcome was average knee pain (0-10). The secondary 
outcomes were measures of cardiovascular risk including physical activity levels (using an accelerometer over 7 days), fasting blood lipid and glucose 
levels, waist circumference and blood pressure; WOMAC scores; and physical function using the 40m walk test and 30s chair stand test. All 
outcomes were collected at baseline and post intervention (week 13) by a blinded assessor.  
Results: A total of 46 patients (23 walking group, 23 controls) aged 50-84 years, with average body mass index of 34 kg/m2 (SD 6) were recruited. 
Two patients assigned to the walking group did not complete the walking program due to increased knee pain levels. There was no between-group 
difference in knee pain (MD=0.4, 95% CI -0.7 to 0.8, p=0.918). For controls, there was an increase in knee pain over the 12 weeks (MD=0.9, 
95% CI 0.2 to 1.6, p=0.016), but not for the walking group (MD=0.5, 95% CI -0.19 to 1.2, p=0.159). There were no significant between-group 
differences for any secondary outcomes, except for increased walking speed favouring the walking group (MD=0.12m/s, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.23, 
p=0.024). The control group averaged 745 less daily steps (95% CI -95 to 1664, p=0.079) and walked 11 minutes less per day (95% CI -0.2 to 
22, p=0.054) compared to the walking group, which approached statistical significance.  
Discussion: Patients with severe knee OA can complete a 12-week walking program without increasing their knee pain, and compared to controls 
may take more daily steps and spend more time walking per day. There may be cardiovascular benefits in prescribing a walking program of 70 mins/
week for patients with severe knee OA. 

256  ‘Physical Activity 4 Everyone’ Cluster RCT: 24-month Physical Activity Outcomes of a School-based Physical 
Activity Intervention Targeting Adolescents. Overall and School Day Physical Activity Outcomes.

R Sutherland*, E Campbell, D Lubans4, P Morgan4, N Nathan, A Okely, K Gillham, L Davies1,3,J Wiggers1,2,3  
1Hunter New England Population Health • 2School of Medicine and Public Health, University of Newcastle • 3Hunter Medical Research Institute • 4Priority Research 
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Centre In Physical Activity and Nutrition, School of Education, University of Newcastle • 5Early Start Research Institute and School of Education, University of Wollongong 
• 6Illawarra Health and Medical Research Institute

Introduction: Few interventions have been successful in reducing the physical activity decline typically observed among adolescents, particular in 
adolescents from low socio-economic backgrounds. The aim of Physical Activity 4 Everyone (PA4E1)) was to reduce the decline in moderate-to-
vigorous physical activity (MVPA) among secondary school students in disadvantaged areas of NSW, Australia. 
Methods: A cluster randomized controlled trial was conducted in five intervention and five control schools within secondary schools located in 
disadvantaged communities, with follow-up measures taken at 24-months post randomization. A multi-component school-based intervention based 
on the Health Promoting Schools Framework was implemented consisting of seven physical activity promotion strategies (1. Active PE lessons, 2. 
student physical activity plans, 3. enhances school sport programs, 4. school physical activity policy, 5. recess and lunchtime activities, 6. links with 
parents and 7. links with the community) and six additional strategies which supported school implementation of the physical activity intervention 
strategies. The primary outcome, minutes per day spent in moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA), was objectively measured by 
accelerometer, at baseline, mid-intervention (12-month) and 24-months. Mean minutes of school day MVPA was also assessed, along with cost 
effectiveness. 
Results: Participants (n = 1150, 49% male) were a cohort of students in Grade 7 at baseline and Grade 9 at follow-up. At 24-month follow-up there 
were significant effects in favour of the intervention group for daily minutes of MVPA. The adjusted mean difference in change in daily MVPA between 
groups was 7.0 minutes (95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.7, 11.4, p < 0.01). Additionally, within the school day, the adjusted mean difference in 
change in daily MVPA between groups was 5.2 minutes (95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.0, 8.4, p < 0.01). The intervention was effective in both 
males and females. 
Discussion: The PA4E1 intervention was effective in increasing adolescents’ overall minutes of MVPA, as well as school day MVPA. This suggest 
that implementation of the intervention by disadvantaged schools has the potential to slow the decline in physical activity. Evaluation of broader 
implementation model is warranted.

257  Shoulder Instability – Conservation, Radiological and Surgical Considerations, La Trobe University

Introduction: The shoulder requires a large range of multiplanar motion and relies on a complex balance between passive and dynamic structures 
to maintain joint congruence. Deficits in these structures may lead to shoulder joint instability. Instability is associated with substantial disability, pain 
and kinesiophobia which can compromise function and impact on work capacity, quality of life, and sport participation. Instability represents a 
spectrum of disorders with overlapping syndromes ranging from complete dislocation of the glenohumeral joint to excessive translation with no 
universal agreement on how instability should be classified. In the absence of an accepted classification system, the difficulties of diagnosis, 
inter-professional communications and the evaluation and interpretation of management of instability continue. The aim of this symposium is to 
highlight current considerations for the diagnosis and management of shoulder instability based on research from the group and clinical expertise. 
There will be a particular emphasis on posterior instability, since this condition is commonly misdiagnosed. Paper 1 will describe the group’s research 
in support of clinical principles of conservative management of instability. Paper 2 will explore posterior instability and the assessment and 
conservative management of this condition. Paper 3 will highlight the important radiological considerations in instability, with a particular emphasis on 
posterior instability and paper 4 will describe the surgical indications and options for managing instability. Following the four papers, a discussion 
about the concepts presented and the future of shoulder instability research and clinical options will be led by the chair. 
Paper 1: Shoulder instability: The principles of conservative management
Paper 2: Posterior instability: Recognition, assessment and conservative management
Paper 3: Imaging for shoulder instability
Paper 4: Surgical considerations for posterior instability

258  Prevalence and Impact of Achilles and Patellar Tendinopathy in the Australian Football League: The Role of 
Imaging in the Diagnosis and Prediction of Symptoms

S Docking1*, E Rio, L Fortington2, J Orchard3, J Cook1 
1La Trobe Sports and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University • 2ACRISP, Federation University • 3School of Public Health, University of Sydney

Introduction: Little is known about the true morbidity of Achilles and patellar tendinopathy in elite athletes. Many studies examine games missed, 
which underestimates the prevalence of the condition as many athletes continue to play and train with pain. While there is a disconnect between 
findings on imaging and clinical symptoms, tendon abnormalities have been suggested to be a risk factor for the development/presence of pain. 
However, it is unclear whether the amount of disorganisation and/or changes in tendon structure over time affects the presence or magnitude of 
symptoms in Achilles and patellar tendinopathy.  
Methods: 430 elite male Australian Football players from 11 clubs were recruited as part of this study. All players completed the OSTRC overuse 
questionnaire once a month during the AFL season to quantify the impact of Achilles and patellar tendinopathy on participation, ability to train and 
performance (score out of 100). A subset of 193 participants underwent ultrasound tissue characterisation (UTC) scans of their Achilles and patellar 
tendons. The presence of pathology on grey-scale was assessed, as well as the percentage of disorganisation structure (DIS) quantified using UTC. 
Risk factor analysis was performed to identify any associations between tendon structure and symptoms.  
Results: 13.3% of football players reported some level of Achilles tendon morbidity, whereas patellar tendon morbidity was observed in 16.5% of 
participants. The average Achilles and patellar tendon severity score was 17.9 (12.2 and 23.7) and 24.3 (18.3 and 30.4). Interestingly, less than 3% 
of cases were classified as severe. 
Imaging was not diagnostic for the presence of patellar tendon pain, as 39.4% of pathological tendons were asymptomatic. Interestingly, players with 
a pathological tendon on grey-scale US were 7.3 (CI 3.6-14.7) times more likely to have symptoms. Based on UTC findings, participants with more 
than 5.8% of DIS structure were 5.1 times more likely to have their tendon affect their ability to train and perform. 
Discussion: Traditional injury surveillance appears to underreport the prevalence of Achilles and patellar tendinopathy in the Australian Football 
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League. While severe cases of tendinopathy were limited, there are a number of athletes that have Achilles and patellar tendinopathy limiting their 
ability to fully participate and perform. While abnormal tendon structure was a risk factor for the presence of pain, imaging should not be used 
diagnostically due to high number of asymptomatic tendon pathology and poor precision. These findings are critical for future injury prevention 
studies.

259  Characterising Neurophysiological Mechanisms Underpinning Lateral Epicondylalgia: A Case Control Study

L Bisset1*, M Carty1, M Feldman1, J Kavanagh1 
1School of Allied Health Sciences, Griffith University

Background: Lateral epicondylalgia (LE) is a debilitating musculoskeletal condition that may be resistant to treatment and causes long-term pain 
and disability. LE is often characterised as a simple tendinopathy, however the underlying aetiology appears to be more complex, involving changes in 
sensory and motor function, and maladaptive reorganisation of the central nervous system. There is evidence of altered pain modulation (i.e. 
descending facilitation and/or inhibition) in people with LE, yet specific impairments in pain modulation are currently unknown The aim of this study 
was to determine the relationship between pain modulation profiles, clinical characteristics and cortical facilitation and inhibition in participants with 
LE compared to healthy controls.  
Methods: 10 participants with a clinical diagnosis of LE and 10 age- and sex-matched healthy control participants were recruited from the general 
community. Outcomes included static and dynamic quantitative sensory testing: pressure pain threshold (PPT), cold pain threshold (CPT), and 
conditioned pain modulation (CPM). Motor evoked potentials from extensor carpi radialis brevis were assessed using resting motor threshold, 
short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), long-interval intracortical inhibition (LICI), and intracortical facilitation (ICF) protocols via transcranial 
magnetic stimulation. Demographic and other clinical characteristics (pain-free grip strength, PFG; Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation, PRTEE) 
were also collected.  
Results: Preliminary results show the groups are well matched for age (Control 48.7 ±7.5, LE 47.7 ±10.0 years) and gender (Control women 50%, 
LE women 50%). The LE group had significant deficits in PFG (mean difference 56.9, 95% CI 31.6 to 82.2%), PPT (19.0, 95% CI 2.0 to 36.0%) and 
CPT (9.8, 95% CI 0.6 to 18.9°C) compared to Control. CPM appears to be moderately correlated with SICI (Pearson Correlation r = 0.752) and LICI 
(r = -0.503). 
Discussion: This is the first study to identify a relationship between motor cortical inhibitory networks and changes in pain modulation in people with 
LE. Assessing pain modulation profile in people with chronic LE may be a clinically appropriate method for characterizing changes within the central 
nervous system, and could provide a target for implementing more individualized treatment.

260  Surgical Treatment of Lateral Epicondylitis: A Prospective, Randomised, Double Blinded, Placebo Controlled 
Clinical Trial

M Kroslak1*, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, St George Hospital, Kogarah, NSW

Introduction: A number of surgical techniques for managing tennis elbow have been described, one of the commonest (Nirschl & Pettrone. J Bone 
Joint Surg Am, 61(6A): 832-839) involves excising the affected portion of ECRB. The results of this technique, as well as most other described 
surgical techniques for this condition, have been reported as excellent, yet none have been compared with placebo surgery.
Methods: This study was a prospective, randomised, double blinded, placebo controlled clinical trial investigating the surgical excision of the 
macroscopically degenerated portion of ECRB (Nirschl technique; n=13) compared with a sham operation (skin incision and exposure of ECRB alone; 
n=13) to manage chronic tennis elbow, in patients with tennis elbow for more than 6 months who failed at least two non-surgical modalities. The 
primary outcome measure was defined as patient rated frequency of elbow pain with activity at 6 months post-surgery. Secondary outcome 
measures included patient rated frequency and severity of pain, functional outcomes, range of motion, epicondyle tenderness and strength at 6 
months and >12 months post-surgery.
Results: The two groups were matched for age, gender, hand dominance and duration of symptoms. Both the surgery and placebo procedures 
improved patient rated pain frequency and severity, elbow stiffness, difficulty with picking up objects, twisting motions and overall elbow rating over 6 
months and at >12 months (p<0.01). Both procedures also improved epicondyle tenderness, pronation-supination range, grip strength and modified 
ORI-TETS at 6 months (p<0.05). No significant difference was observed between the groups in any parameter at any stage. No side effects or 
complications were reported. The study was stopped before the calculated number of patients were enrolled, as a post-hoc analysis showed over 
6500 patients would need to be recruited in each group to see a significant difference between the groups at 26 weeks, when measuring patient 
rated frequency of elbow pain with activity.
Discussion: This study indicates that the surgical excision of the degenerative portion of ECRB offers no additional benefit over and above placebo 
surgery for the management of chronic tennis elbow.

261  Single Leg Stance Control & Hip Abductor Strength in Individuals with Gluteal Tendinopathy – Targets for 
Treatment?

K Allison1*, P Hodges2, A Grimaldi3, B Vicenzino2, T Wrigley1, K Bennell1 
1The University of Melbourne, Centre for Health, Exercise and Sports Medicine • 2The University of Queensland, School of Health & Rehabilitation Sciences • 3Physiotec 
Physiotherapy

Background: Gluteal tendinopathy (GT) is a debilitating cause of lateral hip pain that occurs both in athletes and those less active. Symptoms are 
typically aggravated in single leg loading during walking and running, having a substantial impact on health and well-being. Hip abductor weakness 
associated with GT could contribute to altered frontal plane hip and pelvic kinematics in single leg stance (SLS), and consequently gluteal tendon 
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loading. On this basis, physiotherapy treatment often targets SLS control in the management of GT. However there has been no research to quantify 
SLS kinematics in GT. The aim of this study was to compare frontal plane kinematics between individuals with and without GT, and explore the effect 
of hip abductor muscle strength on kinematics in GT. 
Methods: Twenty individuals with unilateral symptomatic GT, diagnosed clinically and by magnetic resonance imaging (mean age 54.3±9.6 years; 
14 female), and 20 sex- and age-matched pain-free controls (mean age 51.8±9.3 years) underwent maximum isometric hip abductor muscle 
strength testing (using a manual muscle tester) and three-dimensional kinematic analysis of a SLS task. Maximum hip abductor torque was 
compared between groups using an independent t-test. Maximum values of hip adduction, pelvic obliquity (contralateral pelvis rise/drop), lateral 
pelvic translation in the frontal plane (ipsilateral/contralateral shift) and ipsilateral trunk lean during preparation for leg lift, and average values over a 
2-second period of steady SLS, were compared between groups using an analysis of covariance with and without hip abductor strength as a 
covariate.  
Results: Individuals with GT had less hip abductor strength than pain-free controls (standardized mean difference (SMD)=2.3, P=<0.001). In 
preparation for leg lift individuals with GT demonstrated greater hip adduction (SMD=0.70, P=0.04) and ipsilateral shift of the pelvis in the frontal 
plane (SMD=1.1, P=0.002). During steady SLS, individuals with GT demonstrated greater hip adduction (SMD=1.2, P=0.002) and less contralateral 
pelvic rise (SMD=0.86, P=0.02) than controls. When including strength as a covariate, between group differences were only evident in lateral pelvic 
shift, greater in the GT group (SMD=1.7, P=0.001).  
Discussion: Individuals with GT use different frontal plane kinematics of the hip and pelvis both in preparation for, and during, a SLS task than 
pain-free controls. Hip abductor muscle weakness appears to be a determinant of pelvic and hip kinematic patterns associated with GT. Hip abductor 
strength and control of the pelvis in single leg loading may be potential therapeutic targets in rehabilitation of GT. 

262  Extracorporeal Shock Wave-induced Intrinsic Tendon Tenderness does not Predict VISA-A Score in Achilles 
Tendinopathy

S Praet1*, C Purdam2, D Hughes1, N Vlahovich1, L Dixon2, J Gaida3, G Waddington1 
1Dept. of Sports Medicine, Australian Instittute of Sport • 2Dept. of Physiotherapy, Australian Institute of Sport • 3Discipline of Physiotherapy, University of Canberra

Background: Since its introduction in 2001, the Victorian Institute of Sport Assessment – Achilles Questionnaire (VISA-A) has become an 
increasingly popular outcome measure to assess therapeutic interventions in patients with Achilles tendinopathy. Recent studies indicate that both 
central and peripheral sensitisation may alter pain perception in tendinopathy patients. In theory, the latter could modulate an individual’s VISA-A 
scores. In accordance, the aim of this pilot study was to study the association between VISA-A scores and intrinsic Achilles tendon (AT) tenderness 
as assessed by a novel non-invasive intrinsic dolorimetry methodology. 
Methods: A total of 18 patients (12 men/6 women, age: 44±8 yrs, BMI:24.3±3.5 kg.m-2) with clinical symptoms (duration 54±90 months) of 
uni- or bilateral midportion Achilles tendinopathy were asked to fill out a VISA-A questionnaire to assess their symptoms for both the left and right AT. 
Intrinsic tendon tenderness was assessed by applying ultralow doses (0.01-0.3 mJ.mm-2 at 1 Hz) of single focussed extracorporeal shock waves 
(ESW, DuoLith SD1, F-SW probe, Storz Medical AG, Switzerland) to the skin overlying the dorsal side of the Achilles tendon. ESW detection threshold 
(ESW-DT) was determined for a total of seven 1-cm AT sections in disto-proximal direction from its insertion. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were 
determined between VISA-A and ESW-DT for both left and right AT. 
Results: Average (±SD) VISA-A were respectively 62 (±22) and 63 (±22) for left and right AT. Minimal (±SD) ESW-DT was 0.086(±0.06) mJ.
mm-2 for left AT and 0.085(±0.04) mJ.mm-2 for right AT. Average ESW-DT was 0.16(±0.06) mJ.mm-2 for both left and right AT. Pearson’s 
correlation between average and minimal ESW-DT of left and right AT was respectively 0.79 and 0.74 (p<0.001). No significant correlations were 
found between VISA-A scores and ESW-DT for either the left or right AT. (Pearson’s R -0.42 to 0.09, p>0.05). 
Discussion: Despite the fact that VISA-A is a widely applied instrument for the clinical assessment of tendinopathy patients, our results suggest that 
locally ESW-induced tendon tenderness is not associated with VISA-A score and tendon function. Nevertheless, our novel non-invasive dolorimetry 
method has potential application to assess and monitor relatively small changes in tendinopathy related pain and tenderness throughout the course of 
a rehabilitation program or following a therapeutic intervention. The strong association between left and right sided ESW-induced tendon tenderness 
suggests that ESW-induced dolorimetry could also be used to study central components of tendon pain.

263  Lower Limb Stiffness During Hopping in Runners with Achilles Tendinopathy

K Lieberthal1*, E Bradshaw1, J Cook2, K Paterson3, Z Kiss4 
1Australian Catholic University • 2La Trobe University • 3Centre for Health, Exercise & Sports Medicine, University of Melbourne • 4Previously affiliated with Imaging @ 
Olympic Park (Retired)

Introduction: The Achilles tendon is exposed to very high loads during bounding tasks such as running and hopping. These high loads are a 
potential cause for tendon degeneration and pain, resulting in the clinical presentation of Achilles tendinopathy (AT). Achilles tendinopathy is a 
common and debilitating running injury that can then result in impairments of the lower leg muscle-tendon function, however the biomechanical 
changes that predispose an athlete or that develop as a consequence of AT remain poorly understood. 
Methods: This study assessed the impact of both AT and asymptomatic Achilles tendon pathology on lower limb stiffness in 38 experienced, high 
mileage male endurance runners. The runners were separated into three distinct groups for testing. 14 runners had no history of Achilles tendon pain 
and a normal Achilles tendon on ultrasound imaging (controls), 12 runners had no history of Achilles tendon pain and an abnormal Achilles tendon on 
ultrasound imaging (asymptomatic tendon pathology), and 12 runners had Achilles tendon pain and an abnormal Achilles tendon on ultrasound 
imaging (symptomatic AT). Each runner completed single leg hopping on a level and inclined surface (10°). Embedded in the surface was a force 
plate (1000Hz) that was synchronised with a three dimensional motion capture system (250Hz). Leg and joint stiffness of the ankle and knee were 
calculated from the kinetic and kinematic data collected.
Results: Distance runners with symptomatic AT had significantly less active ankle joint stiffness (Level – Median=8.2 Nm/kg/rad, IQR=7.7-9.2; 
Incline – Median=8.1 Nm/kg/rad, IQR=7.2-9.7) when compared to the control group (Level – Median=9.8 Nm/kg/rad, IQR=9.0-10.5; Incline – 
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Median=10.2 Nm/kg/rad, IQR=8.7-10.4) for both the level (p=0.044) and inclined (p=0.042) surfaces. Despite the reduction in ankle joint 
stiffness, no significant differences were identified for leg stiffness. No differences were observed between the runners with asymptomatic tendon 
pathology and both the control and symptomatic groups.
Discussion: This study identified that runners with symptomatic AT had reduced ankle joint stiffness. In addition, the presence of Achilles tendon 
pathology without a history or presence of pain did not alter lower limb loading strategies. The reduction in ankle stiffness may explain the recalcitrant 
and recurrent nature of AT if runners are not able to increase their ankle joint stiffness following rehabilitation. It is however unclear whether this 
biomechanical factor is a cause or consequence. Further investigation of ankle joint stiffness prior to rehabilitation and following a successful 
rehabilitation in runners with AT is required.

264  Quantifying Tendon Elasticity in Healthy and Diseased Tendon Using Shearwave Elastography: A Systematic 
Review.

B Coombes1*, K Tucker1, G Durbridge2, A Nordez3, F Hug3 
1School of Biomedical Science, University of Queensland • 2Centre for Advanced Imaging, University of Queensland • 3Laboratory for Movement, Interaction and 
Performance, University of Nantes

Introduction: Tendon injuries are characterized by substantial changes in composition and structure which lead to altered tendon mechanical 
properties. Shear wave elastography (SWE) is a relatively new ultrasound-based, non-invasive method, which can be used to quantitatively assess 
the elasticity of tissues, including tendon. To facilitate clinical use of this tool, normative data as well as the effect of aging, physical activity and 
disease must first be established. A systematic review of studies using SWE to measure invivo tendon mechanical properties in humans is presented.
Methods: Five databases were searched using the terms elastography or sonoelastography and tendon (Feb 2016). All study designs, except 
reviews, abstracts or case studies, published in English were included. Two independent reviewers determined eligibility, assessed methodological 
quality and extracted data. Shear modulus (kPa) were extracted, or converted from Young’s modulus or shear wave velocity values for each tendon in 
different populations, regions and positions.
Results: Abstracts and titles of 195 studies were identified for initial review. 17 studies (n=635) met inclusion criteria. Supersonic shear imaging 
was used to assess the Achilles tendon (9 studies, n=428), patellar tendon (5 studies, n=165) or supraspinatus tendon (1 study, n=127). 
Repeatability and reproducibility was better for Achilles (ICC 0.42-0.46) than patellar tendon (ICC 0.74-0.98). Normative values for healthy Achilles 
tendon ranged from 74 to 150kPa, with lower values reported by studies using earlier models with reduced upper limit. Normative values for healthy 
patellar tendon ranged from 28 to 39kPa. Three out of four studies reported increased stiffness in males compared to females, while an inconsistent 
relationship with age was found, potentially indicating differing effects of maturation and aging on tendon properties. In comparison to healthy tendon, 
tendinopathy presented as reduced Achilles stiffness but increased patellar tendon stiffness. An additional two studies used continuous SWE, where 
an actuator generated external shear waves of various frequencies, and another single study used acoustic radiation force impulse imaging, however 
shear modulus values were not comparable with those obtained from Supersonic shear imaging. 
Conclusion: Information about tendon elasticity provided by SWE appears consistent with other traditional approaches. Different mechanical 
properties between patellar and Achilles tendinopathy may indicate different rehabilitation strategies are needed. 

265  Induction of Tendon Stem Cells Toward Tenogenic Differentiation and Tendon Formation by Uniaxial 
Mechanical Loadings Without Growth Factors

T Wang1, M Ni1, C Thien1, A Wang1, M Zheng1 
1The University of Western Australia

Background: Tendon injury is one of the most common musculoskeletal injuries and causes pain, discomfort or even disability. Tendons are 
mechanosensitive fibro connective tissue but little is known about the role of mechanical loading in tendon development, homeostasis and 
regeneration. In this study, we compare the impact of uniaxial and multiaxial mechanical stimulation on tendon derived stem cells isolated from 
mouse and human. 
Methods: Tendon derived stem cells (TDSC) were isolated from human and mice tendon tissue. Single-cell suspensions of TDSCs were prepared in 
PBS/1% FBS for analysis by flow cytometry (Sca-1-PE, CD90.2-FITC, CD34-FITC, CD44-FITC, Flk-1-PE and CD45-PE. TDSC were examined for 
colony unit formation with the potential of osteogenic, adipogenic and chondrogenic differentiation in the culture. Uniaxial mechanical stimulation of 
tendon-like tissue in programmable bioreactor (up to 0.25Hz for 8h/day) or biaxial mechanical stimulation of tendon-derived stem cells in Flexcell 
system were used directly to cells or tissue. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction, western blot analysis, histology and 
immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence confocal microscopy were used to investigate the formation of tendon-like tissue. 
Results: We have shown that tenogenic differentiation and tendon formation can be induced by programmable uniaxial mechanical stimulation in 
bioreactors without growth factors. 6% cyclic tensile strain (0.25Hz, 8h/d) in the uniaxial loading bioreactor can induce tendon formation but 
suppressed osteogenic, adipogenic or chondrogenic differentiation. In contrast, using Flexcell system we showed that multiaxial mechanical 
stimulation induces TDSC toward osteogenic rather than tenogenic differentiation (6% strain, 0.25Hz, 8h/d). Uniaxial mechanical stimulation induces 
activation of the AKT signaling pathway but reduce in phosphorylation of beta-catenin (Ser552). The tendon-like tissue formation induced by uniaxial 
mechanical stimulation in the bioreactor exhibited a tendon-specific microstructure, protein expression and gene profile of tendon tissue.  
Discussion: Our study demonstrated that uniaxial mechanical stimulation mimics the physiological conditions for tenogenic differentiation and 
development. Our study has highlighted the importance of applying appropriate mechanical stimulation when dissecting the molecular pathways 
involved in tendon development and function.
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266  Three-days of Islamic intermittent fasting negatively impact repeated-sprints performance of active young 
healthy adults

K Chamari1*, A Cherif1, J Ryu2, M A Fenneni3, A Farooq1, R Meeusen4, B Roelands4 
1AHP Aspetar, Qatar • 2Aspire Academy, Qatar • 3UR12ES06, Faculty of Medicinem Sousse University, Tunisia • 4Department Human Physiology, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, 
Belgium

Introduction: Many Muslim team sports players are keeping their training and competition activity while fasting (during the holy month of Ramadan 
or while practicing short periods of fasting as advised by Sunna (single days of 3 consecutive days of fast). To study the effects of 3-days of Islamic 
intermittent fasting (IF) on physical performance during treadmill repeated-sprints (RS) in active healthy Muslim young adults.
Methods: Twenty-one volunteer participants (29.8±5.9 years) performed 2-repeated sprints (RS) sessions. Each session was composed of 2-Sets: 
[5x5-s maximal-sprints (25-s recovery/sprints), 3-min of recovery in-between sets] on an instrumented treadmill with integrated force transducers 
allowing sprint’ power measures. Fed/Control session (CS) and fasting session (FS) were counter-balanced. In the FS, participants were assessed at 
the 3rd day of Islamic IF, just before Iftar. Vertical stiffness was calculated from force data as: Kvert=Fzmax×Dz-1 (Fzmax: peak vertical ground reaction 
force (GRF); Dz: maximum vertical displacement of the center of mass (COM) during ground contact determined by double integration of acceleration 
of the vertical GRF). Statistical analysis was performed through two-way repeated measures ANOVA.
Results: Significant main effects of IF were demonstrated for sprint’: maximal speed (p=.016), mean speed (p=.015), maximal power (p=.035), 
mean power (p=.049), vertical stiffness (p=.032), and vertical COM displacement (p=.047). Sprint speed and vertical stiffness declined in the FS 
compared to the CS mainly in 1st and 2nd sprints of Set-2. Horizontal power declined in the FS mainly in 1st sprint of Set-2. Decreased vertical 
stiffness in the FS was mainly caused by increased vertical COM displacement since vertical GRF were not significantly affected by IF. Temporal gait 
parameters (contact-time, aerial-time, & step frequency) or vertical/horizontal GRF were not affected by IF. Changes in vertical stiffness were strongly 
correlated with changes in speed (r=0.974; p<.001). No differences in post-Set venous blood lactate were observed between conditions. Mean 
Heart Rate (HR) during Set-1 was significantly lower in FS (p=.020), while mean HR of Set-2 did not differ significantly (p=.051). RPE was 
significantly higher after Set-2 (p<0.01 in both conditions) and significantly higher in FS (p<0.01).
Discussion: Three-days of Islamic IF have two main effects during repeated sprints: decreased vertical stiffness and impaired in-between sets 
recovery. Lower HR in fasting conditions may be related to a higher parasympathetic activity during fasting. The participants did not manage their 
efforts when fasting as to the observed higher RPE.

267  Accuracy, Precision and Test-retest Reproducibility of the Wahoo KICKR Cycling Trainer

S Michael1*, M Hoon2, J Areta3, R Patton1, P Chapman2 
1The University of Sydney • 2Australian Catholic University • 3Norwegian School of Sport Sciences

Introduction: The measurement of power in cycling is important for sport scientists and athletes to assess current fitness status and guide training 
prescription. The Wahoo KICKRTM (Wahoo Fitness, Atlanta, GA) cycling trainer uses the athlete’s own bike and claims to measure power with ±3% 
accuracy. This study investigated the accuracy (error), precision (within-test consistency) and test-retest reproducibility of a selection of KICKR units 
over a physiological range of power outputs. 
Methods: Five KICKR units were assessed utilizing an incremental test whereby known power outputs were produced by a custom-built dynamic 
calibration rig (CALRIG). Starting at 50W, power was increased by 50W every 2 minutes up to 400W. Power was sampled at 1-Hz and the final 10s 
of each stage were averaged. Each unit was tested twice non-consecutively, with all tests performed in a random order. For each unit, accuracy 
(KICKR vs. CALRIG) was assessed using the average percentage error across all power outputs (avg%error), as well as the percentage-agreement 
for <3% error (PA-3%, i.e. the percentage of measurements within 3% error for each unit across all power outputs). The lowest integer %error for 
which perfect agreement was achieved was also calculated. Precision was assessed using the coefficient of determination (r2) and standard error of 
estimate (SEE), expressed as a coefficient of variation (%). Test-retest reproducibility was assessed by the change in avg%error (delta-avg%error) 
and typical error of measurement (TEM) of %errors, from test-1 to test-2. Data are presented as mean (range).  
Results: Regarding accuracy, the mean avg%error was -1.5% (-3.1 to 0.1%) and -0.1% (-1.1 to 1.5%) for test-1 and test-2, respectively. PA-3% 
was 77.5% (62.5 to 100%) and 90.0% (75.0 to 100%) for test-1 and test-2, respectively. Perfect agreement was achieved with <5% error for test-1 
and <4% error for test-2. For precision, r2 was >0.999 for all units during both tests, while the SEE was 1.3% (0.9 to 1.6%) and 1.5% (1.1 to 2.0) 
for test-1 and test-2, respectively. Regarding test-retest reproducibility, delta-avg%error was 1.3% (-0.7 to 4.6%), while TEM was 1.5% (1.1 to 
1.9%).  
Discussion: The KICKR units demonstrated a very high within-test precision and low test-retest random noise. However, there appears to be small 
systematic differences between units as well as within some units when re-tested on different occasions. For the five KICKR units tested (over a 
50-400W range), the error was always less than 5% and usually within the manufacturer claims of ±3%.

268  Thrust back: A New Strategy for Reducing Concentric Deceleration During Power Training

A Sakamoto1*, P Sinclair2, H Naito1 
1Juntendo University, Institute of Health and Sports Science & Medicine • 2The University of Sydney, Discipline of Exercise and Sport Science

Background: In sporting events, the ability to produce greater power is a key to successful outcomes. To develop both strength and speed 
components of power, light resistance is also chosen during training, where the lifting is conducted in a fast repetitive fashion. With a light resistance, 
a greater acceleration is achieved at the beginning of the concentric phase, followed by a significant deceleration for the transition to the subsequent 
eccentric phase. This deceleration phase limits the concentric effort and maximum speed achieved, which will eventually reduce training 
effectiveness. Hence, projectile motions such as bench press throws or squat jumps using a Smith machine (allows a stable vertical movements) 
have been advocated in resistance training. The exercise type, however, is limited since Smith machine can be used mainly for vertical pushing 
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exercises. Moreover, a Smith machine may not be available in some training facilities. This study aimed to evaluate our new training strategy, Thrust 
Back, where a spotter pushes back the bar or the limbs of a lifting performer, instead of the lifter having to decelerate and stop the concentric 
movement him/herself. 
Methods: Eight resistance-trained men performed fast bench press (BP), seated-row (ROW) and knee extension (KE) at 50, 40 and 30% 1RM (5 
reps each) with and without thrust back (TB vs. CON). A wireless goniometer was attached at the elbow (BP and ROW) and the knee (KE) to quantify 
the peak angular velocities of the respective joints. EMG was recorded from the pectoralis major and triceps lateral head during BP, posterior deltoid 
and latissimus dorsi during ROW, and vastus lateralis and medialis during KE to examine muscle activations. 
Results: The peak concentric angular velocities (50 – 30% 1RM) were greater for TB than CON (p < 0.05) for all exercises (BP: 395.8 – 491.7°/s 
vs. 386.9 – 454.3°/s, ROW: 261.2 – 326.4°/s vs. 238.4 – 308.0°/s, KE: 196.0 – 255.2°/s vs. 188.2 – 229.4°/s). EMG amplitudes were also 
greater for TB than CON (p < 0.05) in BP (20-100% concentric phase for the pectoralis, and 0-40% concentric phase for the triceps), ROW 
(80-100% concentric phase for the deltoid and latissimus dorsi), and KE (20-80% concentric phase for the vastus lateralis and medialis). 
Discussion: Thrust back was effective in increasing peak concentric velocity and muscle activations, however the magnitude of enhancement may 
be smaller than that of projectile motions. Nonetheless, thrust back can be applied to various exercise types, helping to overcome the issue of 
equipment constraint.

269  Short-term Low-volume High-intensity Intermittent Training Improves Judo-specific Performance

E Franchini1*, U Julio1, V Panissa1, F Lira2, M Agostinho1, B Branco1 
1School of Physical Education and Sport, University of São Paulo • 2São Paulo State University

Introduction: High-intensity intermittent training training (HIIT) has been widely used to improve both aerobic and anaerobic fitness in different 
sports, but little is known about its effectiveness concerning combat sports-specific improvements. Thus, this study was conducted to verify the 
effects of short-term low-volume HIIT added to traditional judo training on physiological and performance responses to judo-specific tasks. 
Methods: Thirty-five judo athletes were randomly allocated to a control group (n = 8) and 3 HIIT groups: (1) lower-body cycle-ergometer (n = 9); (2) 
upper-body cycle-ergometer (n = 9); (3) uchi-komi (technique entrance) (n = 9). All protocols were constituted by 2 blocks of 10 sets of 20s of 
all-out effort, separated by a 10s interval between sets and 5-min between blocks, executed twice per week for four weeks. Pre and post-training the 
athletes were submitted to the Special Judo Fitness Test (SJFT) and to a match simulation, with technical-tactical analysis, and blood lactate, 
hormones and muscule damage markers measurements. 
Results: There was an increase (p<0.05) in the number of throws in the SJFT for the upper-body group, while decreased (p<0.05) heart rate 
immediately after the SJFT and the number of sequences in standing position for the lower-body group, index in the SJFT for the uchi-komi group 
and the creatine kinase concentration in the match simulation for the upper-body group were observed. Moreover, the testosterone/cortisol ratio 
increased (p<0.05) after the match simulation in the post-training period for the training groups.
Discussion: The improvement in energy release through aerobic and anaerobic pathways probably contributed to the increased number of throws in 
the SJFT for the upper-body training group. The decreased heart rate immediately the SJFT for the lower-body training group seems to be related to 
an improved aerobic fitness, which can be a consequence of the higher muscle mass involvement in this exercise mode. The uchi-komi group had the 
most desirable improvement, as a lower SJFT index is a positive mixture of aerobic and anaerobic contributions. Creatine kinase decrease only for the 
upper-body group can be a consequence of the lower total muscle mass involved in this protocol compared to others. The increased testosterone/
cortisol ratio in the match simulation is probably a behavioural adaptation to the confrontation and by the high-intensity efforts conducted during the 
combat. Thus, all training modes improved performance, biochemical and hormonal response to judo-specific performance, but each group adapted 
in a different way.

270  Speed Influences on Decision Making in Elite Australian Football Umpires

N Macdonald1, A Kittel1, M Spittle1, N Elsworthy1* 
1College of Sport and Exercise Science, Victoria University

Introduction: Above real time training (ARTT) has previously been used as a training methodology in military and sport scenarios to improve 
decision making skill (Lorains et al. 2013). These decisions, however, are typically followed by the execution of a skill. This differs to that of Australian 
Football (AF) umpires who do not need to execute a skill, and are only required to make decisions based on applying the laws of the game. Therefore, 
the aim of this research was to assess video-based decision making skill of elite AF umpires at different video speeds. 
Methods: 30 video clips were randomly presented to 16 elite AF umpires at speeds below real time (0.75) or above real time (1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 
2.0) of normal (1.0) game day footage featuring a potential free kick situation. Umpires were required to make a decision based on each clip, either 
awarding a free kick, or “play on” if there was no infringement identified. Following each clip, umpires rated how game-like each video felt on a scale 
from 1-7, with a rating of 4 being considered most ‘game-like’, 1 being “too slow” and 7 being “too fast”. A within subject analysis of variance was 
performed to investigate the effects of video speed on accuracy and game-likeness. Effect sizes (ES) were calculated using the partial eta squared 
statistics (ηp2).
Results: There was a significant main effect for video speed on decision making accuracy (P<0.001; ηp2: 0.339). Accuracy was significantly higher 
for the 0.75, 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5 speeds (88-95% correct), compared to the 1.75 (69 ± 15%) and 2.0 speeds (76 ± 15%) (all P<0.05). There was a 
significant effect for ratings of video speed for game-likeness (P<0.001; ηp2: 0.964), with 1.0 (3.9 ± 0.3), 1.25 (4.7 ± 0.5) and 1.5 (5.5 ± 0.4) 
speeds identified as the most game-like. There were significant differences across all speeds as found in the pairwise comparisons for game-
likeness. 
Discussion: These results outline significant variations in decision making accuracy and ratings of game-likeness within elite AF umpires. It is likely 
that important perceptual information may not be correctly interpreted during the 1.75 and 2.0 speeds resulting in poorer ability to determine the 
correct decision. Umpires also perceived these clips to be “too fast” and therefore not very game like. These findings suggest that for AF umpires, 
1.25 and 1.5 video speeds may be appropriate for the implementation of ARTT. 
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271  Neuromuscular Changes Post Sports Concussion in Elite Football Players

J Hides1*, M Franettovich Smith1, D Mendis1, N Smith1, A Cooper1, J Treleaven2, N Low Choy3 
1Centre for Musculoskeletal Research Australian Catholic University • 2Division of Physiotherapy, The University of Queensland • 3School of Physiotherapy, Australian 
Catholic University

Introduction: Concussion is a significant injury in collision sports and manifests itself via a multitude of symptoms including dizziness, altered 
proprioception, balance, and spinal control. Furthermore, sustaining a concussion significantly increases the risk of sustaining another concussion, 
and is attributed to higher musculoskeletal injury in the ensuing 12 months. Reasons for this are unclear and further investigations into the effects of 
concussion may improve physiotherapy management of concussed patients.  
Methods: A prospective cohort study was conducted with baseline assessments of 53 subjects from an elite rugby league and rugby union team at 
the start of a playing season. Follow-up measures were conducted within 72 hours of a player who sustained a concussion. Measures included a 
self-reported questionnaire, balance assessment (stability evaluation test (SET)), vestibular system function (vestibular oculo-motor reflex and benign 
paroxysmal positional vertigo), ultrasound of trunk muscles (size and voluntary contraction ability) and cervical spine proprioception (joint position 
error). 
Results: A total of 19 concussions were sustained by 15 players during the playing season. Of the 15 players with a concussion, 5 (33%) had a 
history of concussion in the preceding 12 months. At baseline (start of season), a moderate (effect size 0.6-0.7) reduction in sway on one balance 
condition (tandem on foam) and a large decrease (effect size 0.8) in multifidus muscle size (L5 vertebral level) were associated with players who 
went on to sustain a season concussion. From pre- to post-concussion, moderate to large reductions (effect size 0.6-0.9) in sway velocity for the 
single and bilateral foam and composite SET measures were observed. Large increases (effect size 0.8) were observed post-concussion for the 
resting size of the (R) L4 multifidus and bilaterally at L5. Post-concussion moderate (effect size 0.5-0.6) increases in the (L) multifidus contraction 
size and thickness of the internal oblique were observed. There were also large, insignificant individual variations within the vestibular and cervical 
proprioception systems.  
Discussion: Although the study had a reasonable baseline sample size, statistical power was compromised because in-season concussions 
occurred in 27% of the sample and only 8 (12.5%) had sensory tests administered pre-concussion. These findings following concussion suggest an 
altered strategy of balance and trunk muscle control, which may provide part of the explanation for the previously documented increase in injury rate 
post-concussion. This is the first study of its kind to assess a number of different measures in the post-concussed player that are potentially 
amenable with physiotherapy treatment. 

272  Influence of Drill Type and Unit Fitting on Accelerometer Derived Loads in Rugby League Training

C Cummins1*, B McLean2, G Conlan2, A Coutts3 
1Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Sydney, Lidcombe, NSW, Australia • 2School of Exercise Science, Australian Catholic University, Melbourne, Australia • 3port & 
Exercise Discipline Group, University of Technology Sydney (UTS), Sydney

Background: The high sampling rate (100Hz) of tri-axial accelerometers within microtechnology devices, means poorly fitted devices may increase 
incidental unit movement, resulting in increased variability and decreased sensitivity of accelerometer-derived loads. Whilst accelerometer loads have 
demonstrated moderate-high test-retest reliability (CV=5.9%) during treadmill running, there is no information examining accelerometer-derived 
loads within collision sport activities. Aims of this study therefore were to determine the relationship between drill type (i.e. physical output) and 
accelerometer loads during various team-sport activities, and examine the influence of unit fitting on these loads.  
Methods: Accelerometer-derived loads [2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) BodyLoadTM] were examined in 16 junior elite rugby league 
players completing three team-sport activities (running, agility and tackling) with micro-technology devices (High Performance Unit, GPSports) fitted 
in either a custom designed vest supplied by the microtechnology manufacturer or purpose-built pockets built into the playing jersey. Magnitude 
based inferences were used to determine the smallest worthwhile change with anything above 75% likelihood considered ‘substantial’. 
Results: Within a vest, 3D BodyLoadTM was approximately 4-fold higher during running activities than 2D BodyLoadTM (49±15 vs. 10±3 units/
km). No substantial differences in 3D BodyLoadTM were evident between training activities. Conversely, 2D BodyLoadTM during tackling (22±15 
units/km) was 132% and 53% higher than within running (10±3 units/km) and agility (10±3 units/km) activities. Wearing the device within a jersey 
resulted in a 2-3 fold increase in both 2D and 3D BodyLoadTM during running and agility activities whilst non-significant differences existed between 
running, agility and tackling in either 2D or 3D BodyLoadTM.  
Discussion: Large contributions of the vertical load vector in 3D BodyLoadTM appear to mask any small increase in load in the mediolateral and 
anteroposterior vectors during tackling drills, rendering 3D BodyLoadTM insensitive to changes in contact load of training drills. Conversely, 2D 
BodyLoadTM is able to detect the addition of tackling/ collision in rugby league specific drills. Combined with locomotor variables (e.g. GPS derived 
running load) the integration of 2D BodyLoadTM may provide a more comprehensive load profile for athletes involved in collision sports, particularly in 
positions where running load is reduced but there is a significant collision load (e.g. front-row forwards in rugby league). Large increases in 
BodyLoadTM whilst wearing a jersey are not related to changes in the physical demands of the sport, rather an increase in incidental unit movement 
due to a looser fit. Therefore, it is suggested than athletes wear microtechnology devices within manufacturer provided vests. 

273  Does antioxidant supplementation promote or impede skeletal muscle mitochondrial biogenesis

J. Coombes1* 
1University of Queensland

High levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced in skeletal muscle during exercise have been associated with muscle damage and impaired 
muscle function. Supporting endogenous defence systems with additional oral doses of antioxidants has received much attention as a noninvasive 
strategy to prevent or reduce oxidative stress, decrease muscle damage and improve exercise performance. This presentation will present evidence 
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regarding whether antioxidant supplements are beneficial or detrimental for exercising individuals, specifically focusing on the effects of common 
nutritional antioxidants (e.g. vitamin E, vitamin C and beta carotene) on mitochondrial biogenesis. It will also highlight the important role that Nuclear 
factor E2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) plays in regulating mitochondrial bioenergetics and its potential as a nutraceutical target.

274  Effects of High Intensity Training on Rat Cardiomyocyte Autophagy

Y Chang1*, X Ma1 
1China Institute of Sport Science

Background:Study of exercise training on cell autophagy is more and more attention, but the effects of long-term high intensity training on 
myocardial cell autophagy and the related research on autophagy factor expression is rarely reported. In order to explore the developing mechanism 
of cardiomyocyte autophagy induced by long-term high intensity training, we investigate the pathological changes of cardiomyocyte and the 
expression of cardiomyocyte autophagy-related factors Beclin1 and LC3.  
Methods: 48 SD rats were grouped to control group, moderate intensity group and high intensity group. After 8 weeks and 16 weeks treadmill 
training left ventricular wall were used in HE staining and preparation of ultrathin slices for transmission electron microscope. The mRNA and protein 
expressions of rat cardiomyocytes autophagy-related factors of Beclin1 and LC3 were detected by RT-PCR and Western Blotting.  
Results: Echocardiography showed that, after 16 weeks treadmill training, high intensity group EF value is lower than control group (P<0.05); HE 
staining showed that, high intensive group of myocardial cell injury is more serious than control group; TEM analysis suggests that, long terms high 
intensity endurance training increased degree of autophagy; After 16 weeks training, RT-PCR results that, the expressions of Beclin1 and LC3 were 
raised; Western Blot suggests that, compared with control group, both moderate intensity group and high intensity group, the expression of Beclin1 
and LC3-II / LC3-I ratio was significantly increased (P<0.05, P<0.05), and high intensity training group was significantly higher than moderate 
intensity training group (P<0.05). 
Discussion: Moderate intensity endurance exercise can cause cardiac tissue good adaptability remodeling, promote appropriate levels of autophagy 
and activity of myocardial cells, which effectively increases the expression of Beclin1 and LC3 and improve LC3-II / LC3-I ratio, and in favor of 
myocardial energy metabolism and contractile function; long-term High intensity exercise can cause myocardial fiber damaged, autophagy abnormal 
increased, Beclin1 and LC3 over-expressed, and which form the basis of the cellular and the molecular pathology of myocardial cell injury.

275  The Effects of Lower Limb Cooling on Substrate Utilization During Sub-maximal Exercise in Man

A Rodis1* 
1University of Portsmouth, UK - Aspetar, Qatar

Background: Case studies of walkers, climbers and cambers exposed to cold and wet conditions without limb water/wind proof protection revealed 
experiences of muscle weakness and fatigue. It is reasonable to assume that a part of the fatigue could occur due to an alteration in substrate 
utilization, since reduction of performance in extreme cold conditions, may partially explained by higher anaerobic glycolysis, reflecting higher 
carbohydrate oxidation and an increase accumulation rate of blood lactate. The aim of this study was to assess the effects of pre-exercise lower limb 
cooling on substrate utilization rate during sub-maximal exercise.  
Methods: Six male university students (mean (SD): age, 21.3 (1.0) yr; maximal oxygen uptake (V02 max), 49.6 (3.6) ml.min-l; and percentage of 
body fat, 13.6 (2.5) % were examined in random order after either 30min cold water (12°C) immersion utilized as the cooling strategy up to the 
gluteal fold, or under control conditions (no precooling), with tests separated by minimum of 7 days. Exercise consisted of 60min cycling at 50% VO2 
max, in a thermoneutral environment of 20°C. Subjects were also required to record a diet diary over the 24hrs prior to the each trial. Means (SD) for 
the three macronutrients during the 1 day prior to each trial (expressed as a percentage of total energy) 52 (3) % carbohydrate, 31 (4) % fat, and 17 
(±2) % protein.  
Results: The following responses to lower limb cooling relative to control trial during exercise were: 1) Carbohydrate (CHO) oxidation, and blood 
lactate (Blac) concentration were significantly higher (P<0.05); 2) rectal temperature (Trec) was significantly higher (P<0.05), but skin temperature 
was significantly lower (P<0.05); no significant differences were found in blood glucose (Bg), heart rate (HR) and oxygen consumption (V02).  
Discussion: These data suggested that lower limb cooling prior to submaximal exercise will shift metabolic processes from Fat oxidation to CHO 
oxidation. This shift from Fat to CHO oxidation will probably have an important implications in surviving scenario, since people facing accidental 
localized cooling of their limbs either through wading/falling in cold water or snow even if they do not perform high intensity activity, they have to rely 
on CHO availability. 

276  Influences on Left Ventricle Development in Boys and Girls: The LOOK Study

D Telford1*, R Telford1, R Cunningham1, W Abhayaratna2 
1Research Institute for Sport and Exercise, University of Canberra • 2College of Medicine, Biology and Environment, Australian National University

Background: Paediatric cardiac development not only has health implications; it may also influence sporting performance through its contribution to 
oxygen transport and aerobic power. Our objective was to gain insight into the development of left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) and mass 
(LVM) during the pre-adolescent years.  
Methods: Transthoracic echocardiography was used to measure LVEDV and LVM in 268 healthy girls and 278 boys in the ACT at age 10y and 12y 
(SD 0.4). We also measured the potential explanatory variables height, weight, blood pressure, habitual physical activity (PA), aerobic fitness, 
pubertal status and socioeconomic status (SES). Relationships were explored through general linear mixed models, adjusting for potentially 
confounding covariates.  
Results: Apart from height and age, there were no other direct (within-child) effects on LVEDV and LVM, so we report on population (between-child) 
relationships. Boys’ median LVEDV and LVM were 3.0% and 3.4% larger than girls’ at age 10y but only 1.2% and 1.3% larger at 12y (all p<0.01). 
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LVEDV and LVM were bigger in taller boys and girls and in those with greater lean and fat mass (all p<0.001). Fitter boys had bigger LVEDV and LVM 
(p<0.001, 0.004) as was the case for girls’ LVEDV (p<0.001, 0.095). Physically active boys had larger LVEDV and LVM (p<0.001, 0.003) but not 
girls (p=0.42, 0.6). Boys with larger LV volumes and mass had higher systolic blood pressure (p=0.005, 0.003), less evident in girls (p= 0.3, 0.07). 
Pubertal development appeared more influential on cardiac structure in girls (p<0.001) than boys (p= 0.04). Finally girls, but not boys, living in more 
affluent areas had larger LVEDV (p=0.05). 
Discussion: Bigger children have larger left ventricles, but the boys’ LV size advantage diminished with age, probably because of their later pubertal 
development. Our modeling suggests that in the boys (not girls) habitual PA in the primary school years might be an important facilitator of healthy 
heart growth and development of aerobic fitness. The effect of PA in girls might have been dampened by their earlier pubertal development with its 
stronger influence on heart size. It may also have been dampened by the trend for girls living in higher SES districts to have larger left ventricles, a 
trend perhaps indicative of increased encouragement by better educated and wealthier parents to participate in PA and provide opportunities to 
participate in organized sport.

277  Repeat Trial vs. Breath Averaging: Evidence to Support Recommendations in Conducting Research of the VO2 
Kinetics of Exercise Transitions to Steady State.

C McNulty1*, R Robergs1 
1School of Exercise Science, Sport and Health. Charles Sturt University

Introduction: Research in oxygen uptake (VO2) kinetics to steady state over the past three decades have used averaged breath-by-breath data from 
multiple repeat trials, before being modelled using an exponential equation. Although multiple-trial averaging is the predominant processing method 
of VO2 kinetics, research prior to 1982 often used multiple-breath averaging to ‘smooth’ data. It is maintained that multiple-trial averaging better 
negates inter-breath fluctuations (noise) in the data, however it can be argued that this processing method could alter the kinetic response. Therefore, 
the purpose of this study was to compare the processing methods for each of raw, multiple-trial, and multiple-breath averaging. 
Methods: Eight male subjects (mean age = 25±5.9 years) completed a VO2max cycle ergometer ramp protocol to quantify ventilation threshold 
(VT). Following this, on separate days, subjects completed eight repetitions of a cycle ergometer trial. Measures of indirect calorimetry were collected. 
The cycle protocol involved 2 minutes of 0 W cycling, followed by 6 minutes at 85% of VT. Data was processed using custom software (LabVIEW, 
National Instruments, TX) where raw data was interpolated to 1 s intervals, after which multiple trial (2 to 8 trials) and multiple breath averaging (3, 5, 
7, 9, 11 and 13) occurred. To establish modelling error, the 8-trial and also the 13-breath average VO2 data were fit with a mono-exponential 
function. This function was then applied to raw and all other averaging conditions to generate the mean square error of prediction. This variable was 
used to quantify the reduction in error with increasing trial vs. breath averaging. Data were analysed by one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with 
statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. 
Results: Each of trial and breath averaging increments caused significant (p<0.001) reductions in mean square error. The profile of mean square 
error was a mono-exponential decay, where more than 60% of error reduction occurred with 3-trial and 3-breath averaging. For example, for raw to 
3-trial averaging, mean square error decreased from 0.047±0.028 to 0.016±0.013 L/min. Mean square error for raw to 3-breath averaging 
decreased from 0.056±0.045 to 0.018±0.014 L/min. 
Discussion: The results of this study indicated that there was significant error reduction with each subsequent breath and trial average, however 
there was no meaningful reduction following 3-breath and 3-trial averaging. The use of multiple-trials > 3 increases the costs, time required for study 
completion, possible variability between research studies, and the risks to the participants involved. 

278  ASDMAC SYMPOSIUM (DRUGS)

To be presented by ASDMAC Chair/members
• Dr Susan White (Chair)
• Dr Anik Shawdon
• Dr Carolyn Broderick
• Dr Grace Bryant
• Dr Charles Howse
• Dr Geoffrey Thompson
The aim of the presentation will be to provide an update on current issues related to anti-doping, and how these relate to all members of team 
medical staff, not only doctors. 
The talk/workshop will provide practical advice on how to navigate the “prohibited list”, check substances and supplements (where possible), and 
ensure that the audience is fully informed of current regulations
This will include, but not be limited to:
• The WADA prohibited list and annual modifications
• Supplements
• Medical kits, emergency management and other pitfalls
• Traps for medical staff working with teams
• Illicit drugs
The presenter/s will provide case histories to highlight particular issues and advice on how to avoid staff or athlete becoming involved in doping cases
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279  ‘A Tale of Two Islands’: Cross-sectional associations between physical activity and subjective well-being by 
urbanicity in Samoa.

L Keane1, E Sherry2, F Tamala3, A Bauman4, J Freeston5, J Richards6* 
1Sydney School of Public Health, The University of Sydney • 2Centre for Sport and Social Impact, LaTrobe University • 3Netball Samoa • 4Sydney School of Public Health, 
The University of Sydney • 5Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney • 6Sydney School of Public Health, The University of Sydney

Purpose: The Western-Pacific region has the highest prevalence of non-communicable diseases associated with insufficient moderate- and 
vigorous-intensity physical activity (MVPA) in the world. Several sport-based organisations claim to address this deficit with netball promoted as an 
avenue to reach women. We aim to assess relative physical and mental health needs in rural vs. urban Samoa, analyse where the greatest gains can 
be achieved, and sub-groups most at need to inform the development of targeted interventions.
Methods: Staff interviewed 244 women; including 104 urban and 144 rural. Data collected included: recreational-MVPA (GPAQ – leisure domain); 
netball engagement (access/participation); subjective well-being (WHO-5, single-item happiness visual analogue scale); BMI (height/weight). 
Descriptive statistics were compared urban vs. rural women for outcome variables using multivariate regression analyses adjusted for age and 
education. Odds ratios of subjective well-being from MVPA-recreational were calculated using binary logistic regression adjusted for age, island and 
education. Mean subjective well-being was calculated for inactive, low-active and high-active rural and urban women and compared to recognised 
clinical thresholds.
Results: In the urban setting, recreational-MVPA was 236 minutes greater per week (P<0.001) than rural women, primarily explained by greater 
VPA (P<0.001). Despite greater recreational PA, obesity levels were also 16% greater in urban setting (P=0.04). WHO-5 scores in urban women 
were 43 points higher than rural (P=<0.001), corroborated by the happiness scale that was 50 points greater (P<0.001). Sport access and 
participation favoured urban women when considering mode of transport and travel times to facilities (P<0.001).
Odds of being happier were significantly higher in the low-active group compared to inactive (OR=4.54) with additional but diminished odds achieved 
for those highly-active (OR=5.10). Odds of subjective well-being were also significantly higher in the low-active group compared to inactive 
(OR=7.04), with additional but diminishing odds (OR=10.19) for high-active.
Inactive women in rural but not urban areas recorded mean WHO-5 scores below 52, a clinical indication for mental health assessment. High-active 
groups in both settings were above this clinical threshold. 
Conclusions: In urban women, more recreational-MVPA and access to sports facilities appears to be positively associated with subjective 
well-being, but not BMI. We hypothesise rural subsistence lifestyle PA had a relatively positive influence on BMI, but was not associated with 
subjective well-being due to its incidental nature. Our findings support a setting specific approach to PA interventions targeting inactive populations in 
Samoa tailored towards subjective well-being in rural areas and body composition in urban populations.

280  The Effects of a Community-wide, Multi-strategy Intervention on Physical Activity Participation in Launceston, 
Tasmania

L Byrne1*, K Ogden1, J Fell1, G Watson1, S Lee1, K Ahuja1, A Bauman2 

1University of Tasmania • 2The University of Sydney

Background: Few examples exist in the literature of community-wide programmes that use multi-strategy and wide-scale approaches to increase 
physical activity participation; most have used structured programmes that target small groups of individuals and/or specific illnesses. Therefore, we 
sought to increase population-wide physical activity through the delivery of the Active Launceston health-promotion initiative, which included: suite of 
community physical activity programmes for people of all ages and abilities, an extensive marketing campaign, input from health and industry 
professionals, and advocacy for environmental and policy change. Active Launceston is a partnership involving; University of Tasmania, Tasmanian 
State Government, City of Launceston, not-for-profits, local businesses and community groups. 
Methods: A process and impact mixed-method evaluation of Active Launceston was conducted between 2008 and 2015. It included the analysis of 
demographic data and participation statistics, 10 participant focus groups, 23 stakeholder interviews, serial online survey (n=734) and a cross-
sectional serial population telephone survey of 879 (2008) and 900 (2012) and 900 (2015) randomly selected Launceston residents. An inductive 
thematic approach was used to analyse qualitative data. Quantitative data was analysed using Poisson regression analysis (Incidence Rate Ratios 
with a 95% confidence interval), to assess the differences in physical activity participation between years, adjusting for age and gender. 
Results: Active Launceston delivered 38,088 hours of physical activity between 2008 and 2015. A range of perceived benefits were identified 
which related to individuals and the community. These included; increased engagement in exercise and activities, health improvements, personal 
development and social connectedness. There was a gradual increase in the proportion of people who achieved sufficient activity for health (defined 
as 150 minutes or more per week) over the years, with a significantly high proportion achieving sufficient activity in 2015 compared to 2008 (IRR 
1.16, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.30, p < 0.01). Awareness of Active Launceston almost doubled between 2008 and 2015 (31.9% v 61.5% p <0.01). In 
2015, the proportion of people who were sufficiently active for health was higher in those that were aware of Active Launceston (57.5%) compared to 
those who were unaware of Active Launceston (44%, p < 0.01). 
Discussion: Establishing inter-sectoral partnerships to increase population-wide participation using multi-strategy and wide-scale interventions in 
physical activity is an effective option for governments, universities and the community sector. Through the triangulation of data, our findings provide 
a rationale for implementing community-wide interventions that encourage and support citizens to increase participation in physical activity.

281 The Impact of Modified Rules on Involvement and Psychosocial Influences on AFL Junior Football Players

H Brown1*, P Phillips1, K Encel1 
1Deakin University

Background: Participation in sport is associated with a number of physical, social and mental health-related benefits therefore designing programs 
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to increase participation is crucial. Modified sport programs promote involvement by ensuring the environment is safe, inclusive, team oriented, and 
age appropriate for the development of sport knowledge and skills which facilitates sustained involvement in sport. The Australian Football League 
(AFL) Junior Football Match Guide is a modified program for junior competition in Australian Rules Football for participants aged 8 – 12 years. This 
research evaluated the impact of the AFL Junior Match Guide modified rules program on player participation (through involvement in play) and 
psychosocial measures of perceptions of enjoyment, competence and competition and winning. 
Methods: 458 players (Under 9 and Under 10) from 3 Victorian junior AFL leagues participated in the study. Leagues were classified into one of 
three ‘types’ depending on the extent to which they adopted the AFL modified rules (high, medium and low) for comparisons. Notational video 
analysis (using Dartfish easy tag) and field observations were completed at 33 games to examine involvement measured by possessions, disposals 
and other interactions (by individual and by team). Notational analyses was undertaken using Dartfish software and questionnaire analysis was 
conducted in STATA. Further, participants completed a self-report questionnaire containing three validated scales to measure their perceptions of 
enjoyment of the game, competence, and competition and winning. 
Results: Significant differences were found between the three types of modified rules adopters in terms of involvement. Players in leagues that were 
high adopters enjoyed 35% more involvements per game than those who played in leagues that were medium or low adopters. Further, significant 
associations were found between the number of involvements and perceived competence as well as player involvements and enjoyment. No 
significant associations were found between number of involvements and perception of competition. 
Discussion: The use of modified rules increases involvement and is associated with perceptions of enjoyment and competence. Through increasing 
involvement, modified rules can facilitate more participants to have more opportunity to develop their skills and and keep them in the sport for longer 
through the impact that it has on perceptions of competence and enjoyment. Adults who deliver and support participation in modified rules programs 
need to be educated and informed of their efficacy.

282 Development in Measurement of Children’s Perceptions on Built Environment and their School Travel Routes

E Ikeda1*, M Oliver1, K Witten2, E Hinckson3 
1Human Potential Centre, Auckland University of Technology • 2SHORE and Whariki Research Centre, School of Public Health, Massey University • 3Faculty of Health and 
Environmental Sciences, Auckland University ofTechnology

Background: Active travel to school (ATS) can be a key source of habitual physical activity for children and a potential opportunity to accumulate 
daily overall physical activity and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity. Despite its great advantage, ATS is low in children worldwide including New 
Zealand (NZ). A number of objective and subjective measurements to examine built environment attributes associated with children’s school travel 
behaviour have been limited to date due to lack of sensitivity in built environment measures. The aim of this study is to utilise new technology 
(interactive online-mapping; softGIS) to measure children’s school travel behaviour including mode of travel and travel route to school, and 
perceptions about their school route, neighbourhood safety and traffic around school. 
Methods: A cross-sectional study of 692 children aged 9-12 years across 11 schools in Auckland, NZ were recruited from March 2015 to March 
2016. An online-based participatory softGIS survey was used to measure children’s travel mode and route to school, and perceived neighbourhood 
safety and traffic around school. SoftGIS allows plotting a route to school and recording written participant reports of environmental and social 
experiences on the route, which can be simultaneously analysed with register-based Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data. SoftGIS survey data 
were extracted using MapInfo Professional. Qualitative data on school travel route were imported into NVivo 10 for coding and categorisation. 
Descriptive statistics were generated using SPSS Statistics 23. 
Results: Car (47.1%) was the most often used travel mode followed by walk (32.4%), public transportation (11.3%), bike (4.2%), scooter (4.2%) 
and skateboard (0.9%). The proportion of children who were able to draw their route was higher in active travel (AT) modes (walk: 99.6%, bike: 
96.6%, scooter: 100%, skateboard: 100%) than in passive travel (PT) modes (public transportation: 80.8%, car: 78.2%). Children using AT 
commented more about the physical environment on their route and enjoyed actively travelling; whereas themes arising from children using PT were 
related to perceived time and distance. Chauffeured children perceived there to be less traffic around school and lower neighbourhood safety than 
those using other travel modes. 
Discussion: The softGIS methodology is a useful tool to gain in-depth understandings of children’s school travel behaviour. Physical environment, 
traffic and safety are associated with the choice of children’s school travel mode and route. Findings can be used to inform and guide policy in public 
health, urban planning and transportation in NZ, and contribute to improving children’s activity beahviours.

283 Active Body, Active Brain: Quantifying the Role of Physical Activity in Preventing Dementia

J Richards1*, J Gale1, M Ding1 
1Charles Perkins Centre & School of Public Health, University of Sydney

Introduction: WHO estimates that there are currently 47.5 million people living with dementia worldwide and 58% of these are in low- and 
middle-income countries. This is of increasing importance in an aging global population and there are approximately 7.7 million new diagnoses of 
dementia each year. There is growing evidence that physical activity can influence brain structure and contribute to preventing dementia in adults. 
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the population attributable fraction (PAF) of physical inactivity for dementia globally.
Methods: We searched Medline and Embase using keywords related to physical activity and dementia as of 01 April 2015. We screened 9,396 titles 
to identify the most recent peer-reviewed meta-analysis reporting an adjusted RR. The unadjusted RR was calculated using available crude and 
age-adjusted data from the papers included in this meta-analysis. We also identified relevant cohort studies to estimate the prevalence of physical 
inactivity in people who eventually developed dementia. This involved calculating an adjustment factor for each relevant study by taking a ratio of 
baseline physical inactivity for subsequent dementia cases to baseline physical inactivity for the entire study population. The adjustment factor was 
applied to the most recent WHO physical activity data to estimate the prevalence of physical inactivity in subsequent dementia cases. We applied 
standard formulae and 50,000 Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the unadjusted and adjusted PAF and 95% confidence intervals globally and for 
each country with available physical activity data. The country results were subsequently grouped according to WHO region and World Bank income 
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classification.
Results: The PAF of physical inactivity for dementia had a global adjusted median of 3.8% and unadjusted median of 12.3%. The country-specific 
adjusted PAF ranged from 0.7% [95% CI: 0.2%-1.2%] in Nepal to 10.5% [95% CI: 3.2%-18.4%] in the Cook Islands. The median adjusted PAF 
varied according to WHO region (South-East Asia: 2.4%, Africa: 3.4%, Europe: 3.7%, Western Pacific: 3.9%, North America: 4.5%, Latin America 
& Caribbean: 5.0%, Eastern Mediterranean: 6.2%) and World Bank income classification (Low: 2.4%, Lower-middle: 3.3%, Upper-middle: 4.5%, 
High: 4.6%).
Discussion: Approximately 3.8% of dementia cases could be avoided worldwide if everyone met the global recommendations of 150 minutes of 
moderate-vigorous physical activity per week. This translates to approximately 292,600 cases per year distributed differently according to country 
region and affluence. This number is likely to increase substantially if life-expectancy and physical inactivity levels continue to increase in low- and 
middle-income countries. 

284  Cross-sectional Associations Between Physical Activity and Academic-related Outcomes in Primary School-
aged Children

A Watson1*, A Timperio1, H Brown1, T Hinkley1, K Hesketh1 
1Institute for Physical Activity and Nutrition, Deakin University

Background: Physical activity (PA) is associated with multiple physical and mental health benefits, however associations with academic-related 
outcomes are currently equivocal. The purpose of this research was to examine the association between PA and academic-related outcomes among 
primary school children.
Methods: Participants were 508 children (46% girls) aged 9 to 11 years enrolled in the Healthy Active Preschool and Primary Years (HAPPY) study. 
Hours per week of PA, and hours per week of vigorous intensity PA were derived from parent proxy reports of their child’s typical weekday and 
weekend day PA over the past month. Participation in organised sport was assessed using parent reports of their child’s participation in organised 
sport in the past month, categorised as no organised sport, 1 organised sport, 2 organised sports or ≥3 organised sports. Academic-related 
outcomes were measured by parent proxy report of five items comprising the School Functioning subscale of the Pediatric Quality of Life (PedsQL) 
inventory (mean score) and 3 school-related items from the Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire relating to fidgetiness, concentration and acting 
without thinking (each dichotomized as never vs. at least sometimes). Linear and logistic regression analysis were used to assess the association 
between PA, vigorous intensity PA, organised sport participation and academic-related outcomes, controlling for age and SEP. An interaction term for 
sex was added to each model. The analytic sample comprised 453-494 children with no missing data for each model.
Results: PA (hrs/wk) were not associated with mean PedsQL School Functioning score, concentration or acting without thinking. However, children 
who participated in more PA were 5% more likely to have parent-reported fidgetiness (OR: 1.05; 95% CI:1.02,1.08). There were no associations 
between vigorous intensity PA any of the academic-related outcomes assessed. The association between participation in 3 or more organised sports 
and mean PedsQL score approached significance (p=0.058; OR: 5.11; 95% CI: -0.17,10.40), compared to children who did not participate in 
organised sport. There were no other associations between participation in organised sport and any of the academic-related outcomes assessed. 
There were no significant sex by group interactions for any comparison.
Discussion: Few associations between PA, organised sport participation and academic-related outcomes were found, however participation in 
organised sports may contribute to some better academic-related outcomes. This study was cross-sectional; longitudinal and intervention studies are 
needed to further our understanding of how physical activity effects academic-related outcomes over time.

285  The Demographic Influence on Physical Activity Trends Among South Australian Children and Adolescents

V Booth1*, E Walsh, J Dollman1 
1School of Health Sciences, University of South Australia • 2University of Leicester

Introduction: It is concerning only 19% of Australian youth participate in the required 60 minutes of daily moderate to vigorous physical activity 
(MVPA). The aim of this study was to report trends in children’s physical activity participation over three decades within defined physical activity (PA) 
contexts, with a particular focus on the demographic influence on PA temporal trends. Data at three time points were used to assess trends within 
the contexts of school active transport, organised sport, physical education (PE) and school break times.
Method: The 1985 Australian Health and Fitness Survey was used to subjectively and consistently measure PA participation in 1985 (N=407), 2004 
(N=446) and 2013 (N=394). The methodology was replicated across each time point, with the exception of 2013 in which a slightly altered 
participant selection process was used in order to keep the demographics consistent across the three timepoints. Trends were analysed by age, 
gender and socioeconomic status (SES).
Results: Participation in school and club sport remained stable, except for declines among low SES older females and low SES younger males. The 
largest changes occurred for walking and cycling to and from school, with decreases for both low and high SES children. The exception was an 
increase in walking for low SES older females. Participation in PE remained relatively stable, however a decline occurred for high SES younger males 
and an increase for high SES older females. Participation in MVPA during school play periods remained relatively stable over the time period, with the 
only change an increase for high SES older males.
Conclusions: Low SES subgroups experienced declines in both structured and unstructured contexts of PA. Younger children from different 
socioeconomic and gender groups also experienced declines in PA within certain contexts. However, overall the participation rates have not 
significantly altered in most contexts over the last 28 yrs. Low SES and younger children may need more assistance to increase PA participation 
within certain contexts of physical activity.
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286  Survival of the Weakest: The Strongest are at a Greater Risk of Reinjury After First Time Hamstring Injury

R Whiteley1*, P Jacobsen1, J Tol1 
1Aspetar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: Re-injury rates after first time hamstring injury are higher than for first time injury, and usually result in longer absence from sport. To 
date, there is little data informing the likelihood of re-injury after a primary hamstring injury in athletes - essentially we are at a loss to say who, 
specifically, will get re-injured. There has been a suggestion that knee flexor strength is a predictor of first-time hamstring injury. We sought to 
examine for any relationship between strength at initial assessment after injury and at discharge after successful completion of a criteria-based 
rehabilitation programme after first-time hamstring injury in athletes, and compare the findings of those that did, and did not re-injure.
Methods: We examined clinical strength measures at baseline and return to play (hand held as well as isokinetic dynamometry) in a cohort of 90 
consecutive acute (within 5 days) MRI-confirmed hamstring injuries, 6 of whom suffered a re-injury within 2 months of discharge to return to play. 
The athletes all completed a standardized criteria-based rehabilitation programme with functional field testing as well as clinical examination assisting 
the return to play decision of the independent sports medicine physician. Group differences (re-injury compared to no re-injury) were examined using 
magnitude based inferences and frequentist analysis
Results: Of the 90 predominantly professional athletes, 84 were available for follow up. With the exception of eccentric knee flexion strength of the 
uninjured leg, all modes of strength testing for both the knee flexors and extensors showed greater strength for the subsequently re-injured athletes 
than those who did not re-injure, and the magnitude of these differences were moderate to very large (effect sizes ranging from 0.39 to 1.41 SD).
Discussion: The finding that greater strength is associated with re-injury risk requires further consideration in the understanding of hamstring injury 
management.

287  Fatigue-induced Changes to Parameters of Hamstring Muscle Strength and Neuromuscular Function: A 
Systematic Review and Meta-analysis

R Taylor1, B Green1*, T Pizzari1 
1Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University

Background: Hamstring strains continue to be one of the most prevalent injuries within sports that involve high-speed running, kicking and jumping. 
The impact of fatigue on hamstring strain risk is presumed to be considerable, with alterations to biomechanics and hamstring strength capacities 
upon neuromuscular fatigue. Current literature provides a mounting number of papers analyzing the impact of fatigue on markers of hamstring and 
lower-limb function. This review aims to synthesize available evidence detailing a number of fatigue protocols and respective consequences on 
hamstring outcomes. 
Methods: A search of health databases was undertaken from inception to November 2015, using search terms relating to the hamstring muscle, 
sport and fatigue. Citation tracking and reference scanning were subsequently performed. Prospective studies assessing central nervous system, 
muscular and neuromuscular fatigue were included. Random effects meta-analysis was performed, where possible, to synthesise the data. 
Results: Thirty-two studies were included following duplicate removal and selection criteria application. Meta analysis showed that hamstrings: 
quadriceps (H:Q) torque conventional (SMD =0.398 95% CI 0.18 to 0.62 p=0.00), H:Q torque functional (SMD= 0.737, 95% CI 0.56 to 0.911, 
p=0.00), and hamstring peak concentric (SMD= 0.6 95% CI .447 to .757, p=0.00) and eccentric ( SMD= 0.85 95% CI .658 to 1.05, p=0.00) 
torques all reduced post fatigue protocol performance. Further analysis revealed greater reductions in H:Q torque ratios at increased testing 
velocities. There was a 2.5 fold reduction in conventional H:Q torque at 180deg/sec-1 compared with 60deg/sec-1, and a 2.2 fold reduction in 
functional H:Q torque at 300deg/sec-1 compared with 60deg/sec-1. Hamstring rate of force development (RFD) (SMD= 1.07 95% CI .22 to 1.93, 
p=0.014) was also significantly reduced, and further analysis revealed large reductions in RFD during the initial contraction phase of 0-50ms 
(SMD=0.876 95% CI 0.405 to 1.347, p=0.00), and at later phases of contraction over 0-100ms (SMD=2.15 95% CI 0.738 to 3.562, p=0.003) 
and 0-200ms (SMD=1.93 95% CI 1.075 to 2.78, p=0.00). Hamstring EMG activity showed significant reductions in normalised electrical signaling 
following a fatigue protocol (SMD =0.626, 95% CI 0.0.299 to 0.953, p=0.00). 
Discussion: Upon fatigue there are alterations to the function of the hamstrings complex, particularly peak torque and RFD variables. The effect of 
fatigue shows that multiple inputs are needed for sports-specific function, giving insight into different mediators of central or peripheral control and 
potentially important factors for risk of injury.

288  Novel and Clinically Practical Measures of Hamstring Strength: The HamSling Reliability and Retrospective 
Study

J Hickey1*, P Hickey2, N Maniar1, R Timmins1, D Opar1 
1School of Exercise Science, Australian Catholic University • 2Department of Biostatistics, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health

Introduction: Rehabilitation progression and return to play (RTP) decision making following hamstring strain injury (HSI) is often difficult and highly 
subjective due to a lack of clinically practical objective measures of hamstring strength. The aim of this study is to establish test-retest reliability of a 
novel experimental setup (HamSling) designed to objectively measure hamstring strength and retrospectively compare these measures between 
males with and without previous unilateral HSI. 
Methods: Seventeen (n=17) males (23.94 ± 3.63 years) with no history of HSI and seven (n=7) males (22.71 ± 3.99 years) with previous 
unilateral HSI during the past 24 months participated in this study. The HamSling consists of two ratchet straps with two independent load cells and 
ankle restraints attached in series from a squat rack. This was used to measure isometric knee flexor strength in supine at 0, 45 and 90 degrees hip/
knee flexion and quantify impulse (area under force time curve) during a supine eccentric hamstring curl (Slider) performed bilaterally and unilaterally. 
Results: The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) for peak isometric knee flexor force in 0, 45 and 90 degrees of hip and knee flexion ranged 
between 0.89-0.91 (95% CI = 0.79-0.97), whilst mean impulse across three repetitions of the Slider had an ICC of 0.95 (95% CI = 0.86-0.98) 
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when performed bilaterally and 0.90 (95% CI = 0.81-0.95) unilaterally. Peak isometric force was significantly lower in previously injured limbs 
compared to the control group at both 0 (p < 0.05, d = 1.27) and 45 (p < 0.05, d = 1.03) but not 90 (p > 0.05, d = 0.53) degrees of hip/knee 
flexion. Males with a history of HSI displayed significantly lower impulse with their previously injured limb compared to their un-injured limb during the 
bilateral Slider (p < 0.05, d = 1.33). During the unilateral Slider, the previously injured limb showed significantly lower impulse compared to both their 
contralateral uninjured limb (p < 0.05, d = 1.1) and control group (p < 0.01, d = 1.26). 
Discussion: The good to excellent reliability demonstrated for all measures along with the HamSling’s ability to detect deficits in hamstring strength 
demonstrate it’s clinical usefulness as an objective monitoring tool. Future implementation of the HamSling during rehabilitation would add objectivity 
to the rehabilitation progression and RTP decision making process assisting clinicians working with HSI. 

289  What is the Role of Isokinetic Strength Assessment in Identifying Hamstring Muscle Strain Injury Risk in 
Sport? A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis.

B Green1*, T Pizzari1 
1Sport and Exercise Medicine Research Centre, La Trobe University

Background: Hamstring strain injuries threaten individual and team performance across sports that require high force and high velocity actions. 
There has been considerable examination of strength as an important risk factor for injury since the hamstring is required to function at speed, over 
large length excursions, and following fatigue. Isokinetic testing of muscle strength has been utilized commonly for risk factor analysis. Recently 
however there has been some conjecture about its overall relevance and practical application in sport. This systematic review aimed to clarify the role 
of isokinetic strength assessment for assessing risk of hamstring strain injury. 
Methods: Systematic searches were conducted from inception until March 2016, with terms selected relating to hamstrings, athletic populations, 
injury, and risk factors. Citation tracking and reference checking was also performed accordingly. Prospective studies that used isokinetic strength 
analysis to assess hamstring injury risk in athletic populations were included. Random effects model meta-analysis was used to synthesise the data 
where possible. 
Results: Eleven studies were included following application of inclusion criteria. Angular velocities were examined in ranges of 30 – 300deg/sec, 
under concentric and eccentric contraction conditions, and with respect to both absolute (Nm) and relative (Nm.kg) torque values. Strength ratio 
analysis was undertaken over contractile velocities spanning 60 – 300deg/sec, using conventional, functional, and other mixed approaches. Findings 
showed variable relationships between absolute and relative isokinetic torque generating capacity of the hamstrings, quadriceps, and their respective 
strength ratios in view of HSI risk. Isokinetic hamstring strength was not relevant for risk prediction across the breadth of testing conditions and 
velocities. Both conventional hamstring: quadriceps (H:Q)(SMD = -0.09, 95% CI -0.535 to 0.343, p = 0.67) and functional H:Q ratios (SMD = 
0.025, -0.369 to 0.419, p = 0.901) failed to demonstrate predictive validity. Subsequently there were no definitive relationships to hamstring injury 
risk. 
Discussion: Numerous isokinetic contraction conditions have been examined in this meta-analysis, however there was no associations between any 
particular measure and hamstring strain risk, including measures commonly reported such as the functional and conventional H:Q ratios. In addition 
to limited predictive ability, isokinetic assessment is costly and requires specific training to conduct. It may therefore have questionable value in 
hamstring injury risk assessment in practice. 

290  Is the Swing or Stance Phase more likely to Injure the Hamstrings During Running? An EMG Investigation 
Using a Reduced Bodyweight (Alter-G®) Treadmill

R Whiteley1*, E Einarsson1, A Thomson1, C Hansen1 
1Aspetar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital

Introduction The hamstrings are seen to work during late swing phase (presumably to decelerate the extending shank) then during stance phase 
(presumably stabilizing the knee and contributing to horizontal force production during propulsion) of gait. While it is known that running-related 
hamstring injury more commonly involves the lateral (biceps femoris) hamstring muscles at a rate of ~4:1, there remains conjecture surrounding the 
phase of running which loads the hamstrings the highest. A better understanding of this loading may contribute to injury prevention and performance 
enhancement (targeting the specific role via specific contraction mode). The Alter-G® treadmill allows for the manipulation of bodyweight via positive 
air pressure. Exploring the activation of the medial and lateral hamstrings while simultaneously varying running speed and indicated bodyweight could 
shed light on the importance of the swing and stance phases respectively as well as their interaction.
Methods Recordings of surface EMG of the medial and lateral hamstrings and plantar foot loading using Pedar® in-shoe pressure sensors for a 
combination of 50%-100% indicated bodyweight (10% increments) & 6k/hr-16k/hr (2k/hr increments, i.e.: 36 conditions) for a minimum of 6 strides 
of each leg (maximum 32) for 20 healthy active adult males. EMG was normalized to the peak value seen for each individual during any stride in any 
trial to describe relative activation levels during gait. Values were averaged for all strides during each condition for each individual then pooled for 
analysis. 
Results Increasing running speed effected greater increases in EMG for all muscles than did altering indicated bodyweight. Peak EMG for the lateral 
hamstrings during running trials was similar for both swing and stance phase (p=0.509, ES=0.11) whereas the medial hamstrings showed an 
approximately 20% reduction during stance compared to swing phase (p=0.002, ES=0.51). 
Discussion Altering indicated bodyweight was seen to have a smaller effect on activation levels in comparison to speed. It is suggested that the lateral 
hamstrings work equally hard during swing and stance phase however the medial hamstrings are effectively “rested” a little during every stance 
phase. Likely this helps explain the higher incidence of lateral hamstring injury. Rehabilitation and prevention of hamstring injury with running should 
consider running speed as a more potent stimulus than impact loading.
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291  Knee Flexor Muscle use During Hip Extension and the Nordic Hamstring Exercise: An fMRI Study

D Messer*, M Bourne, M Williams, A Shield 
1Queensland University of Technology, Queensland • 2University of South Wales, United Kingdom

Introduction: Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears are one of the most severe injuries in sport and the prevalence of ACL injuries are 4- to 8- fold 
higher in female than male athletes. Weakness of the knee flexors has been highlighted as a risk factor for ACL injury and recent evidence suggests 
that the semitendinosus (ST) exhibits greater contribution than other knee flexors in unloading the ACL. However, no study has explored the patterns 
of knee flexor muscle use in different exercises.  
Methods: Six healthy females with no history of lower limb injury (age, 22.5 ± 5.9 years; stature, 170.5 ± 7.5 cm and mass, 59 ± 6.9 kg) were 
tested on two separate occasions 14 (± 1) days apart using a cross sectional study design. On each occasion, participants underwent functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) on both thighs before and immediately after 5 sets of 6 bilateral eccentric contractions of the 45º hip extension or 
Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE). For all knee flexor muscles within the thigh (biceps femoris long head, BFlh; biceps femoris short head, BFsh; 
semitendinosus, ST; semimembranosus, SM; sartorius, SA; gracilis, G), transverse (T2) relaxation times were measured from pre- and post- exercise 
scans and the percentage increase in T2 was used as an index of muscle activation.  
Results: For the hip extension exercise, the percentage increase in T2 for ST was significantly greater than for SA, BFsh, G and BFlh (p<0.001 for 
all). Following the NHE, the percentage increase in T2 for ST was significantly greater than for SM, BFsh, BFlh and SA (p<0.001 for all).The hip 
extension exercise displayed a greater percentage increase in T2 for ST and SM (p<0.001) than the NHE, which exhibited a greater increase in T2 for 
ST and G (p<0.001).  
Conclusion: This study is the first study to use fMRI to assess knee flexor muscle activation patterns in females. These data suggest that the knee 
flexors are activated non-uniformly during different strengthening exercises and that hip extension exercise more selectively activates the ST and SM 
while the NHE preferentially activates the ST and G muscles. Furthermore, the BFlh was the least activated muscle during the NHE while the BFsh 
was least activated during hip extension. These findings may have implications for interventions aimed at improving strength and voluntary activation 
in the knee flexor muscle group in female cohorts, which may inform ACL injury prevention and rehabilitation practices.

292  The Effect of Rehabilitation Programs on Multidirectional Instability of the Shoulder: A Randomized Controlled 
Trial

S Warby*, J Ford1, T Pizzari1, A Hahne1, L Watson 
1La Trobe University • 2LifeCare Prahran Sports Medicine

Introduction: The recommended initial treatment for multidirectional instability (MDI) of the shoulder is a rehabilitation program. Despite this 
recommendation, there is only low quality evidence to support conservative management and only one published rehabilitation protocol with enough 
detail to replicate in the clinical setting. Currently, practitioners are left to treat this difficult condition with little evidence to support their exercise 
prescription. The primary aim of this study was to compare the efficacy of the published Rockwood Instability Program and the Watson Instability 
Program in patients with MDI. 
Methods: 41 participants, between 12 and 35 years with MDI were randomly allocated to participate in the Rockwood or Watson Shoulder Instability 
Program. The Rockwood Program involves rotator cuff and deltoid exercises at lower levels of abduction. The Watson program focuses on scapula 
control and exercises progress into functional ranges. Participants attended 12 weekly physiotherapy sessions for exercise prescription and 
progression of their home program. Outcomes were assessed at baseline, 6, 12, and 24 weeks post randomisation. Primary outcomes were the 
Melbourne Instability Shoulder Score (MISS) and the Western Ontario Shoulder Index (WOSI). Secondary outcomes included The Orebro 
Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire, Pain Scale, muscle strength, scapula upward rotation angles, scapula co- ordinates, global rating of change 
score, satisfaction scales, limiting angle in abduction range, limiting factor in abduction range and incidence of dislocation. Primary analyses of data 
were on intention to treat (ITT) principles. Continuous outcomes were analysed using linear mixed models. Ordinal data were analysed with Mann 
Whitney U tests and categorical data with chi square tests. 
Results: Between-group differences showed significant effects favoring the Watson Program for the WOSI (
11.1, 95 % CI: 1.9 to 20.2, p=0.018) and for the limiting factor in abduction (RR: 10.1, 95 % CI: 0.6 to 167.6, p=0.023) at 12 weeks, and for the 
WOSI (12.6, 95 % CI: 3.4 to 21.9, p=0.008), MISS (15.4, 95 % CI: 5.9 to 24.8,p=0.002) and Pain (-2.0, CI: -2.3 to -0.7, p=0.003) at 24 weeks. 
Within-group analyses showed significant effects for both groups for all primary outcome measures and the majority of secondary outcome measures 
(p<0.05) at 6, 12, and 24 weeks.
Discussion: 12 sessions of the Watson Program was more effective than the Rockwood instability program at 12 and 24 week follow-up. The 
results of this trail support the practice of specific scapula retraining and the progression of exercise drills into functional ranges when treating MDI 
conservatively. 

293 Supraspinatus Tendon Response to Swimming Training

K Porter*, P Blanch3, H Walker4, A Shield1 
1Queensland University of Technology • 2Queensland Academy of Sport • 3Essendon Football Club • 4Physio 4 Athletes

Introduction: Shoulder pain among elite swimmers is a significant problem. Currently shoulder problems affect up to 90% of swimmers at some 
point in their careers. Previously subacromial impingement syndrome was thought to be the primary cause of shoulder pain among swimmers. 
However, recent reviews have suggested that more intrinsic degradation of the tendon structure as being a cause of shoulder pain. The aim of this 
study was to assess if swimming training results in changes in supraspinatus tendon thickness, subacromial space and occupational ratio exist in 
swimmers with and without a history of shoulder pain. 
Methods: A convenience sample of fifty nationally qualified swimmers aged between 14 and 22 years old, were recruited for this study. All 
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shoulders were scanned and stratified by pain history status into ‘painful’ and ‘healthy’ groups as defined by the presence (painful, N=37) or 
absence (healthy, N=63) of significant interfering pain within the previous 6 months. This study analysed supraspinatus tendon thickness (STT), 
subacromial space (AHD) and the occupational ratio (STT/AHD), through the use of ultrasound. Measures were taken in a rested state, as well as, 
prior to practice; immediately after; and immediately prior to (6 hours post) swimmers next practice session.
Results: No significant difference in STT, AHD or Ratio between shoulders with and without a history of pain were found at rest. Following a 
swimming practice, both shoulders with and without a history of pain had a significant increase in STT (0.27 & 0.17mm; p=<0.001 & <0.001). The 
increase in thickness was significantly greater (4.45% to 2.97%) in the painful shoulders compared to healthy shoulders (p=0.003). At 6 hours post 
practice (immediately prior to the next practice) healthy shoulders had recovered 85.6% while painful shoulders had only recovered 57.1% and were 
still significantly thicker than their pre training levels (p=0.007). Despite changes in STT, the occupational ratio remained greater in healthy shoulders 
at all time points.
Discussion: For shoulders with a history of pain, a greater change in STT to a single swimming practice was observed. Furthermore the recovery 
rate of painful shoulders is slower than healthy shoulders following practice, and tendons remain significantly larger prior to the next practice 
suggesting these tendons may be exposed to an accumulative loading effect. No difference and greater ratio percentages in healthy shoulders 
suggest mechanical impingement may not be the primary cause of shoulder pain in swimmers. 

294 The Fate of Hypoechoic Cleft

H Liu1*, P Lam1, L Hackett1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, St George Hospital, University of New South Wales

Background: Hypoechoic clefts are small defects found on ultrasound in the intact rotator cuff tendon after rotator cuff repair. Little is known about 
the fate of these hypoechoic clefts, as to whether they will heal, persist or develop into a retear. 
Methods: This prospective study involved 24 patients who underwent arthroscopic rotator cuff repair surgery and were found to have a hypoechoic 
cleft at 6 months postoperative ultrasound. A subsequent ultrasound follow-up was performed at 9 or more months by the same ultrasonographer 
and the repair re-examined.
Results: At an average postoperative follow-up of 21 months, 14/25 (56%) of the hypoechoic clefts had healed; 5/25 (20%) had persistent clefts 
while 6/25 (24%) had progressed to a full thickness rotator cuff re-tear. Patients with a hypoechoic cleft ≥36 mm2 were 5 times more likely to have a 
retear than patients with hypoechoic cleft <36 mm2 (relative risk = 5.1; p < 0.05). Patients with hypoechoic clefts ≥36 mm2 had higher frequency of 
pain during activity and sleep, and a lower level of satisfaction at 21 months follow-up compared to those with small hypoechoic clefts (p = 0.05).
Discussion: This is the first study to evaluate the natural history of a hypoechoic cleft found at ultrasound following rotator cuff repair. The study 
showed that clefts less than 36 mm2 are likely to heal, while those greater than 36 mm2 are at high risk of progressing to full thickness re-tears.

295  Not all Ultrasounds are Created Equal: General Sonography v Musculoskeletal Sonography in the Detection of 
Rotator Cuff Tears

B Cole1*, K Twibill1, P Lam1, L Hackett1, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, NSW

Background: Ultrasound is used for the diagnosis of rotator cuff tears. Most studies on diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound use experienced 
musculoskeletal radiologists to perform the tests and have high sensitivities and specificities. This diagnostic accuracy may or may not be replicated 
in the general community radiology practice. This study was designed to compare the accuracy of ultrasound performed by general sonographers in 
local radiology practices, to ultrasound performed by an experienced musculoskeletal sonographer in a surgeon’s rooms, with arthroscopic findings 
used as the gold standard.  
Methods: 238 patients undergoing arthroscopy who had previously had both an ultrasound performed by a general sonographer and an ultrasound 
performed by a specialist musculoskeletal sonographer prior to surgery made up the study cohort. Accuracy of diagnosis was compared to findings at 
arthroscopy. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity data were calculated in two different analyses: by comparing all tears to no tears and by comparing 
full thickness tears and partial thickness tears ≥50% width of the tendon to intact tendon and partial thickness tears < 50% thickness. Previous 
studies have shown that partial thickness tears involving more than 50% of the thickness of the tendon often do not heal and require surgery.  
Results: Musculoskeletal ultrasound correctly identified 117(84%) of the full thickness tears in the cohort, 48(62%) of the partial thickness tears 
and 21(95%) of the intact cuffs corresponding to an overall accuracy of 78%(186/238). General sonography correctly identified 120(86%) of the full 
thickness tears, 41(53%) of the partial thickness tears and 19(86%) of the intact cuffs, corresponding to an overall accuracy of 76%(180/238). 
When analysed as all tears versus no tears, musculoskeletal sonography had an accuracy of 97%, sensitivity of 97% and specificity of 95% while 
general sonography had an accuracy of 91%, sensitivity of 91% and specificity of 86%. When the partial tears were split with those ≥50% thickness 
in the tear group and those <50% thickness in the no tear group, musculoskeletal sonography had an accuracy of 97%, sensitivity of 97% and 
specificity of 100% and general sonography had an accuracy of 85%, sensitivity of 84% and specificity of 87%. 
Discussion: Ultrasound performed in a generalist radiological practice was accurate at identifying full thickness rotator cuff tears, but less accurate 
than a specialist musculoskeletal sonographer at identifying partial thickness tears. Accurate diagnosis of partial thickness tears is important because 
small partial thickness tears are usually treated conservatively and larger ones treated surgically. 

296 Augmentation of Rotator Cuff Repair with GRF Glue: A Biomechanical Study

W McNamara*, P Lam, G Murrell

Introduction: Rotator cuff tendons are typically reattached to the proximal humerus using transosseous sutures or suture anchors. Their primary 
mode of failure is at the tendon-bone interface.
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Methods: We investigated the addition of a novel adhesive, gelatin-resorcin-formalin (GRF) glue, normally used in cardiothoracic surgery to a single 
row rotator cuff repair on in vivo sheep models. We hypothesized that the addition of GRF glue would increase the strength of the repaired rotator cuff 
construct. Three techniques were used to repair 18 fresh frozen sheep infraspinatus tendons with an inverted mattress stitch, tension-band 
configuration using 2 knotless suture anchors with 1 suture per anchor. The study consisted of three groups of 6 in vivo sheep shoulders. Group 1 
was the control group where no glue was applied prior to testing. Group 2 involved applying 2x2cm of GRF glue to the infraspinatus footprint and 
allowed to cure with for 2 minutes before testing. Group 3 involved applying the same amount of glue to the infraspinatus footprint and allowed to 
cure for 15 minutes before testing. 
Results: Failure occurred at the tendon-bone-suture interface in 6/6 of the control group, and 4/6 from groups 2 and 3. Failure occurred via the 
suture pulling out of the anchor in 2/6 of groups 2 and 3. No significant differences were noted between all three groups in ultimate failure load, 
repair stiffness, or total energy to failure (p > 0.05).  
Discussion: The addition of GRF glue to the tendon-bone-suture interface did not enhance rotator cuff repair strength in an ovine model, however, 
previous studies have demonstrated that repairs augmented with other glues can have superior pull-out strength of repairs. Further research is 
required to explore other glues with similar biomechanical properties that are non-toxic to the body. Level of evidence: basic science study. 

297  Effects of Mechanical Stimulation of C5 for Referred Shoulder Pain: A Randomized Double-blinded Clinical 
Trial

G Hardas1*, G Murrell1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, St George Hospital Campus, UNSW

Background: Up to 20% of the adult population experiences shoulder symptoms at any one time. Shoulder pain is the second most common 
musculoskeletal condition in the upper extremities. It has been reported that 23% of patients that attend physiotherapy clinics and 12% of patients 
that attend chiropractic clinics have shoulder complaints. Manipulating the C5 facet joints is a popular physiotherapy and chiropractic treatment for 
referred shoulder pain, however there are no clinical trials evaluating its efficacy. The aim of this study was to determine the effects of applying a 
force to the C5 facet joints by a mechanically assisted instrument (MAI) in patients presenting with referred shoulder pain. 
Methods: This was a prospective, randomized, double blind, placebo controlled trial to assess the effects of applying a force to C5 facet joints by a 
MAI to patients with referred shoulder pain. Patients diagnosed with referred shoulder pain of cervical origin were included. The treatment cohort had 
the MAI set at the maximum setting (5 rings) to transmit a force into the spine; the placebo cohort had the MAI turned off (0 ring). Primary outcome 
measures were frequency and severity of extreme shoulder pain obtained via a patient reported questionnaire; secondary outcome measures were 
patient ranked pain and functional outcomes as well as examiner assessed range of motion and strength. Assessment procedures were completed at 
24 weeks post treatment and data were analyzed using an intent to treat protocol. 
Results: One hundred and twenty-five patients were recruited for this trial, sixty five were in the treatment cohort and sixty in the placebo cohort. 
There was a reduction in the frequency but not severity of extreme shoulder pain in the treatment cohort, with average ranking reducing from weekly 
to monthly (p<0.05). Patients treated with the MAI had 
10 N (p=0.04) better internal rotation strength after 6 months post-treatment. There were, however, no differences with any other outcome 
measures between the two cohorts at the 24 week study period.  
Discussion: The major effect of a MAI over placebo applied to the C5 facet joints two times per week for six weeks, then once a week for three 
weeks in patients who presented with referred shoulder pain was improved shoulder strength in internal rotation at 24 weeks.

298  A Novel, Fast, Safe and Effective All-inside Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repair Technique: Preliminary Results in 
1000 Consecutive Cases

G Murrell1*, A Elkins1, P Lam1 
1Orthopaedic Research Institute, St George Hospital Campus, University of NSW

Introduction: Arthroscopic rotator cuff repair has become a popular method of managing rotator cuff tears. However, many techniques are 
technically difficult with mean operative times ranging between 26 and 83 minutes and reported re-tear rates ranging between 11% and 94%.  
In 2008, we described a novel arthroscopic rotator cuff repair where the repair was performed while visualized entirely from the glenohumeral joint 
using single-row knotless tension band inverted mattress suture anchors (Opus Magnum/Arthrocare/Smith and Nephew). The technique was 
relatively easy to perform and had good repair strength and footprint compression in an ex vivo ovine model. The aim of this study was to evaluate the 
efficacy of this technique in 1000 consecutive rotator cuff repairs. 
Methods: A retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data in 1000 consecutive patients was performed. Included patients underwent primary 
arthroscopic rotator cuff repair by a single surgeon who performed an undersurface, single-row, knotless inverted mattress technique and attended 6 
month follow-up with ultrasound evaluation to determine repair integrity. Surgery was performed under interscalene block as a day case using two 
incisions. Post-operatively, patients were instructed to wear a small abduction pillow (Ultrasling, DJO) for 6 weeks. Patients were excluded if they had 
revision repair, irreparable tears, incomplete repair, or underwent tendon reconstruction with a PTFE patch.  
Results: The mean operative time (knife to skin closure) ± SEM of this all-inside arthroscopic repair technique was 16 ± 0.3 minutes (range 4 to 75 
minutes). At six months 91% had healed their repair. The only complication was re-tear in 9% of patients. Smaller tears were repaired faster and had 
better healing rates (0% re-tear for tears <1cm2) than large full-thickness tears (area > 4cm2), with a mean operative time of 22 minutes and a 
re-tear rate of 31%. For partial-thickness tears, the re-tear rate was 2% and the mean operative time was 15 minutes.  
Conclusion: This study showed in a large cohort of patients that a novel, all-inside arthroscopic rotator cuff repair technique was very safe, was 
significantly faster and provided better rates of healing than previous methods of repairing rotator cuff tears. The results of the technique were 
particularly favourable for partial-thickness and small full-thickness tears. 
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